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Introduction to the Volumes 

3rd International Conference on Burma/Myanmar Studies (ICBMS3) Myanmar/Burma in the 

Changing Southeast Asian Context 

The Third International Conference on Burma/Myanmar Studies (ICBMS 3) was held from 5-7 March 

2021 at Chiang Mai University, Thailand. Co-hosted by the Regional Center of Social Science and 

Sustainable Development (RCSD), Chiang Mai University, and the University of Mandalay, with funding 

from the International Development Research Center (IDRC), the hybrid platform combined on-site 

sessions with virtual events via zoom and live streaming. 

Among the 391 participants (163 on site, 228 online) were researchers, students, journalists, media 

staff, and representatives from civil society, INGOs, NGOs/CBOs and observers from over 20 countries, 

including Thailand, Burma, Australia, New Zealand, USA, Canada, China, Taiwan, Japan, Korea, 

Germany, Italy and France.   

While the ICBMS is held every two years, with Chiang Mai University and the University of Mandalay 

taking turns as conference host, ICBMS3 was organized under enormous and unprecedented 

challenges.  

From November 2020 onwards, both Myanmar and Thailand were hit by a second wave of the global 

COVID pandemic which greatly disrupted the planning and arrangements of the international 

conference in its conventional form. Restrictions of international, regional and inter-provincial travel 

and quarantine requirements discouraged participants from joining the conference in person and 

from engaging in face-to-face interaction. Moreover, researchers and students faced difficulties in 

accessing their field sites to collect data and update their papers. 

Most importantly, preparations for ICBMS 3 were overshadowed by the 1st February 2021 coup d’état 

in Myanmar. After Aung San Suu Kyi's party, the National League for Democracy, had won the general 

elections by a landslide, the military sized power and imposed a state of emergency under the pretext 

of electoral fraud. The coup prompted nationwide protests, with hundreds of thousands of people 

from all social classes demonstrating in the streets, including civil servants, teachers, medical staff, 

workers, and students, in particular young people of generation Z, demanding the release of their 

civilian leaders, the end of military rule, and the restoration of democracy. Security forces reacted 

with brutal violence and repression, arbitrarily detaining and killing hundreds of protestors. Burmese 

military also imposed a country-wide internet censorship in response to the demonstrations, and 
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entered and occupied nearly every university throughout Myanmar, forcing academics and students 

who joined the Civil Disobedience Movement (CDM) to flee campuses into a life of fear and terror.  

This tragic development poses a great threat to the new political, social, and cultural spaces that have 

opened up in Myanmar in recent years, and to the new research-friendly environment. After the 

elections in 2015, hope was growing that a full democracy would be established in Burma/Myanmar. 

Democratization processes were initiated in all areas of social and political life, allowing greater civil 

society participation, increased freedom of expression, easing of official media restrictions, ceasefire 

agreements, and the enactment of new labor and foreign investment laws. At the same time, the 

international community saw a steady growth of Burmese universities and academic communities, 

along with the emergence of new research agendas and directions, and the gradual development of 

a body of knowledge on Burma/Myanmar and its transition processes. The Burmese education and 

university system which had existed in isolation for decades saw significant expansion and 

improvement. 

The coup d’état has put a decade of notable political, social and economic progress in the country at 

risk, disrupting newly emerging social and academic spaces. In this light, the Secretariat of ICBMS 3 

decided to move on with the organization of ICBMS 3 to provide an interdisciplinary platform for 

researchers and scholars from the region and beyond to share their ideas, concerns, and findings, with 

regard to the social and political crisis in Myanmar. Many contributions addressed aspects of the coup 

and its consequences, in panel presentations, discussions and photo exhibitions on democratization, 

social memory and political deadlock, conflict transformation, land and resources, as well as the CDM 

and its intersectional aspects. These contributions put a spotlight on this critical time in Burma, and 

the coup and its social, cultural and economic impacts.  

At the same time, the conference served as a platform for scholars to exchange knowledge on issues 

related to Myanmar’s society, politics, economics, culture, and environment that will not lose their 

relevance under the military regime. A broad range of topics was addressed, including economic 

development, transnational investment and East Asia power, the peace process, ethnic 

inclusion/exclusion and governance, migration and borderlands, agrarian and rural transformation, 

climate change and resource management, natural resource exploitation, pressure on land and 

resources, environmental conservation, education and language, popular religion, religion and 

harmony, urban space, urbanization and social movement, food, health and inequality, history and 

social memory and Covid 19. 
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The coup d’état and its consequences greatly affected the arrangement of and participation in ICBMS 

3. Due to their engagement in the CDM, the newly released security law, and the country-wide 

internet cut-off, most of the Myanmar scholars had concerns about presenting their research, and 

pulled out of the conference. Numerous panels and papers with sensitive political content were 

withdrawn. Thus, only half of the panel proposals and around one fourth of the individual paper 

presentations took place. In total, 80 papers were presented to 21 panels, 4 roundtables, 4 book talks 

& discussions, 3 film screenings and 10 exhibitions. 

All presenters at the March conference in Chiang Mai were invited to submit their papers for 

publication in the conference proceedings. Since the participation of Myanmar scholars was very low, 

it was decided to open up the proceedings for submissions from attendees at the Pre-conference 

Workshop (PCW). This workshop was held before the actual conference through October and 

November 2020 to prepare junior to mid-career university researchers to present their research at 

the conference. The online workshop offered intensive support to 47 researchers (15 men, 32 women) 

from around a dozen universities in Myanmar. It featured a combination of lectures and group 

discussion work, and provided two weeks for eight foreign mentors to work individually which each 

participant. All of the participants presented their papers to other scholars and received feedback 

during the workshop.  

These proceedings feature some of the new research and ideas shared during ICBMS 3 and the PCW. 

In total, the 4 volumes contain 52 papers; 12 were presented at the conference, and 40 at the PCW.  

It was not feasible to have all papers thoroughly edited and therefore a number of them appear with 

the same language and grammar formulations as when they were submitted.  

ICBMS is planning to give scholars from Myanmar a forum in the form of a series of panel 

presentations throughout the year 2021 where they can present their research once the political 

situation in Myanmar improves and their safety can be assured.  
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Linguistic Strategies Used on Facebook  

by Myanmar People during the COVID-19 Crisis 

Ampika Rattanapitak 

Faculty of Humanities, Chiang Mai University, Thailand 

Cho Cho Aye 

Faculty of Humanities, Chiang Mai University, Thailand 

 

Abstract 

Since the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) was first declared in Wuhan, China, it has spread over 

many countries around the world, including Myanmar. In Myanmar the first COVID-19 patient was 

announced in the middle of March 2020. This made Myanmar people pay more attention to this 

disease. Facebook is one of the most popular platforms used by Myanmar people to show their 

concern about COVID-19 following the discovery of the first COVID-19 patient. Facebook posts by 

people in Myanmar were very revealing in terms of language usage, contents, and functions. This 

study focuses on Facebook posts by Myanmar people during the crisis period of COVID-19 in Myanmar 

(from March 2020 onwards). Posts in March, April and May, 2020, (30 per month) were collected as 

data for this study. The results show that Myanmar people used different linguistic strategies, 

including, 1) giving information about COVID-19 situations (News); promotions of products or 

services), 2) requests (for particular appropriate actions, or not to do inappropriate ones, 3) warnings, 

4) expressing feelings (good feeling; bad feeling, 5) wishing for good things, 6) joking (relating COVID-

19 with unrelated issues; using contrasting expressions; metaphors; implications; presuppositions; 

irony), 7) questioning, and 8) using specific Facebook actions (sharing other people’s posts; using 

hashtags (#). The results revealed that Facebook was a platform where people could share 

information, feelings, thoughts, wishes, etc. especially in a special situation like the COVID-19 crisis. 

The communications evidenced people’s concerns about COVID-19 and its alarming spread over most 

countries in the world. 

Keywords: Facebook status, Burmese/Myanmar, COVID-19, linguistic strategies  
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1. Introduction 

Since Coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) was first declared in Wuhan, China, it spread over many countries 

including Myanmar. In Myanmar, the first case was declared in the middle of March 2020. This made 

Myanmar people pay attention to this disease. Obviously, there are waves of information about 

COVID-19 spread on social media in Myanmar. Facebook is one of the best known platforms where 

Myanmar people showed their concerns about COVID-19 after the first case came to light.  

Among various social media, Facebook was the most used by Myanmar people as shown in the graph 

below.  

Graph 1: Social Media Stats in Myanmar during January 2020 - January 2021 

(https://gs.statcounter.com/social-media-stats/all/myanmar) 

Graph 1 shows that Facebook – the line at the top - was in constant use by many people throughout 

the year, while others such as Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, enjoyed very little usage. Facebook usage 

increased gradually over the twelve months from February 2020, as shown in the table below.  

Year Month Numbers of FB 
users 

% of entire 
population. 

2020 February 23 080 000 41.7 
2020 March 24 320 000 43.9% 
2020 April 25 130 000 45.4% 
2020 May 25 330 000 45.8% 
2021 January 28 780 000 52% 

Table 1: Numbers of Facebook users in Myanmar  
(Data from: https://napoleoncat.com/stats/facebook-users-in-myanmar/2021, 2021, Feb, 23) 
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It can be seen that the number of Facebook users increased by about five million over the year, to 

over 50% of the total population. According to www.techopedia.com, "Facebook allows users to post 

and share a small amount of content on their profile, on their friends' walls and in Facebook news 

feeds. (…) Users often use this space for updates about their day or to post clever quips; website, 

video and photos can also be shared this way." The interaction between users can be found in terms 

of exchanging information in various ways. In Thailand, a study revealed the reasons for Thai teenagers 

use of Facebook to be: 1) to establish relationships with other Facebook users, 2) entertainment, 3) 

to share information to the public, 4) as a platform for sharing sensitive social issues, 5) to monitor 

society and learn about social problems posted by the others, 6) to reflect Facebook users' identities, 

and 7) to present what they want to be and what they want others to know (Suerote, 2013). We can 

also sometimes find hate speech on Facebook. Therefore, it can be said that Facebook is used as a 

platform to reveal users' thoughts, emotions, opinions, and so on. Since Facebook is a social medium 

where users have to communicate using written text, pictures, videos, or specific functions of 

Facebook such as emoticons, stickers, hashtags (#), the language used on Facebook is different from 

standard forms.  

2. Facebook Status and Linguistic Strategies 

Burmese distinguishes between spoken and written style. According to Rattanapitak (2020), the 

Burmese language used on Facebook is mostly the spoken form. Many words are spelt differently 

from standard form. They are spelt phonetically according to their pronunciation by Myanmar people. 

However, some characteristics of Burmese Language used on Facebook were created in order to gain 

more attention from others. This is because a common objective of using Facebook, beside 

communication and entertainment, is to reflect the individual characters of the users, and to express 

what the users want to be or want other people to know about them. Therefore, Facebook users need 

to make others interested in them. Another characteristic of Burmese ”netspeak” is the ability to 

overcome the limitations of non-face-to-face communication. Using emotional words, emoticons, 

creative pictures, abbreviations, special typing, new words, all helps in expressing emotions, feelings 

or actions when communicating by chatting on screen.  

Hate speech is also found sometimes. For example, more than 1,000 examples of posts, comments 

and pornographic images attacking the Rohingya and other Muslims have been found on Facebook 

(Stecklow, 2018). Therefore, we can see that language used on social media has characteristics 

reflecting both specific Burmese and social media language.  

mailto:steve.stecklow@thomsonreuters.com
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3. Linguistic Strategies Used on Facebook by Myanmar People  

during the COVID-19 Period 
As mentioned earlier, Facebook users share various contexts with different purposes. During the crisis 

period of COVID-19, Facebook was used as a platform to share topics about COVID-19. Interestingly, 

the language used on Facebook was found in various strategies as follows: 

3.1 Giving Information about COVID-19  

Information about COVID-19 was posted with different purposes such as to share important 

information for everyone on Facebook, to report on the situation of COVID-19 in different places, to 

promote businesses run during lockdown such as products and services. Those posts were in the form 

of declarations expressing general information, reported speech, and accounts of things that had 

happened.  

3.1.1 COVID-19 Situations  

Many Facebook posts provided information about the COVID-19 situation, such as news about the 

spread of the disease in various places, in order to let Facebook users know the COVID-19 situation.  

Example (1):  

 

February 23…. last month…  

Last 30 days…in Italy.  

5 COVID-19 patients, 0 death.  

Even though the government announced 

lockdown some people did not follow it. 

Within a month there were 70,000 more 

COVID-19 patients, and 5,000 deaths.  

The one who uses what happen in other 

country as a case study is smart person.  

Myanmar country also should be smart state. 

Stay home! Save Your Live 

#crd 

(No. 29, 27/03/2020) 

Example (1) started with information about situation of COVID-19 in another country, that is Italy, by 
using phrases expressing date "ဖေဖေ ော်ဝါရီ ၂၃ ရကော်" (February, 23), number of days passed "ရကော် ၃၀ 

ဖက  ော်" (30 days passed), followed by country name "အီတလီ" (Italy), number of patients "COVID-19 
ပှိ ိုးဖတ ွေ့ ရ ှိသူ ၅ ဖ  ကော်" (5 COVID-19 patients) and number of deaths "ဖသဆ  ိုးသူ သ ည" (zero). Then what 
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was happening in Myanmar at the time is mentioned. Numbers of patients and dead were mentioned 
in order to warn people about COVID-19. 
Information about COVID-19 can be given in the form of reported speech. Reported speech in 
Burmese found in this study is indicated by တ ဲ့ at the end of the sentence. တ ဲ့ is a word indicating that 
the preceding words are reported speech, part of a story or a written text, etc. 
Example (2): 

 

COVID-19 has started to be found. 

Please be careful and please consider 

transportation.  

(No. 11, 24/03/2020) 

This Facebook post started with information about COVID-19 using reported speech, followed by a 
request to take care of transportation. This post intended to give information about the situation of 
COVID-19, COVID-19 စတငော်ဖတ ွေ့ ခ ဲ့ပပီတ ဲ့ "It's started to be found." and to warn people about the disease. 
In addition, sentence ending with ပပီ is also used to give information about a situation which has 
happened. ပပီ is normally used to indicate that the action had been done in relation to a given time. 
Therefore, most COVID-19 information given on Facebook is about what has happened during the 
COVID=19 period.  

3.1.2 Promotions of business: products or services 

Some Facebook users use Facebook as a place to promote products or services, including the owners 

of the product or service. To promote the business, s/he makes a connection between the business 

and COVID-19.  

Example (3): 

 

Good immune sytem is an essential protection 

for COVID-19. In order to have a good 

immunity against COVID-19, (you) can exercise 

at home by using the T Fitness App.  

Self-protection also protects our loved ones.  

T Fitness App can be downloaded from 

Appstore and Play store. Then it can be used 

easily. 

#TFitness #Savepeople #Saveworld  

(No. 21, 21/03/2020) 

T Fitness page link 
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Example (3) was posted to advertise a fitness service, namely 'T Fitness'. The post began with the 
information that "Doing exercise at home is a good choice to protect from COVID-19." Then the fitness 
application was introduced to persuade Facebook users to pay attention to the service promoted. It 
can be said that Myanmar Facebook users seized the opportunity of COVID-19 to promote their 
products or services by linking the properties of the product to the situation in hand. In order to 
promote the service, protection of loved ones and self-protection were mentioned because these are 
things one should do in the period of COVID-19. In addition, an adverb such as လ  ော်လ  ော်ကကူ ူ"easily" 
which is used to modify verb phrase အသ  ိုး ပပ ြု နှိ ငော်တ ော်  " (It) can be used." conveying meaning of "the 
promoted service is easy to use." This is one strategy of language used in promotion of business.  

3.2 Requests  

Facebook posts can be the spaces to make a request for doing or not doing something concerning to 

COVID-19. There is both the request to do preferred action and request not to do unsuitable action.  

3.2.1 Request to do Preferred Actions 

It can be said that COVID-19 is new for everyone. Many people do not know how to deal with it. 

Therefore, during COVID-19 period, there are new practices promoted for people. Facebook users 

who know something did not hesitate to share on their wall to let other people know too. Sometimes, 

they shared a request to do preferred action for COVID-19. Request in Burmese realized in the form 

of imperative sentence, that is a sentence ending with verb + politeness particle ပါ as shown in 

example (4). In addition, imperative sentences ending with a verb without sentence final particle are 

included here because the intended meaning seem to be the same, that is to make people do a 

preferred action, for example, ဖကကက  ကကစမော်ိုး "Be sad.", ကရှိ န  ဂှိ ိုး "Corona go." 

Example (4): 

 

To customers 

Please be patient  

No. 35, 02/04/2020 

Example (4) is a request for being patient "စှိတော်ရ ညော်သညော်ိုးခ ဖပိုးပါ" (Please be patient). Before a request, 
there is an attention getting clause: "Customers မ  ိုးခငော်ဗ  ိုး" (To customers +polite particle). The 
Facebook user asked the customers to be patient. It is a situation at a shop where there are lots of 
customers who have to wait longer than before. Other requests found on Facebook are: please wear 
mask; please stay at home; please be careful of everything; please consider about transportation, and 
so on. These are concerning COVID-19. 
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3.2.2 Request not to do Unsuitable Actions 

Beside preferred action, Facebook users also post requests to not do unsuitable actions, to prevent 

the situation getting worse.  

Example (5): 

 

Please do not increase the price of masks and 
hand gels. What you did, does not make you 
rich. Please empathize with the people of the 
lower class. What have you done over your 
life? With the money that people of the same 
country with you earn through their 
exhaustion, you do like this injustice. Then 
can you swallow it? The fruit you pick to eat is 
a poison fruit. 
For you to know. 
No. 10, 24/03/2020 

Example (5) is a request made to someone who increases the price of masks and hand gel which are 

important things for COVID-19 protection.  

3.3 Warnings 

Some Facebook users updated their status by warning others to be aware of the bad situation of 

COVID-19. An if-clause mostly used in warning. If you do or do not do A, then B will or will not happen. 

Example (6) below shows a post warning people about what will happen if they do not change their 

behavior.  

Example (6): 

 

Local transmission has started.  

If we do not change our behavior, next 

month it will be like what happened in Italy.  

No. 30, 27/03/2020 

Text in example (6) shows how the Facebook user warns others, starting with information about the 

beginning of the local transmission, then followed by conditional sentence "If we do not change our 

behaviors, next month it will be like what happen in Italy". The conditional if-clause indicates the 

warning in this text. 

3.4 Expressing Feelings  

Some Facebook users express their feelings on Facebook. Various feelings occurred during the COVID-

19 period both good and bad. Good feeling is the feeling of compliment, love, hope for others whereas 

bad feeling is the feeling of worrying, anxiety, being afraid.  
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3.4.1 Good Feeling 

Facebook posts which express good feelings consist of feelings of love (ခ စော်၊ ခ စော်ခငော်), impressions made 

by others’ actions (ဖလိုးစ ိုးခ စော်ခငော်), of pride (ဂ ဏော် )ူ, of hope (ဖမ  ော်လငဲ့ော်), for example.  

Example (7):  

 

Seeing the shopkeepers in the village did like 

this (as in the cartoon), (I) respect and love 

them.  

Won't be sold if buy in bulk.  

 

(cartoon)  

 

 

Who gets more profits? 

Shopkeeper (left): I will sell only two bottles 
per person. 

Shopkeeper (right): You can buy as much as 
you need, and pay as much as it cost.  

 No. 32, 03/04/2020 

Example (7) shows the impression caused by the actions of others. The Facebook user expresses that 

s/he respects and loves what the shopkeeper in the village did, as in the cartoon, by using an 

expression ဖလိုးစ ိုးခ စော်ခငော်ရတ ော်။ "(I) respect and love them."  

3.4.2 Bad Feelings 

Some Facebook posts express the user's bad feelings about COVID-19, for example, anger, worry, 

anxiety. The feelings were identified by words or phrases, such as စှိတော်ဆှိ ိုး "angry", စှိတော်ပူ "worry" 

မဖနနှိ ငော်လှိ ဲ့ "Cannot stand", မ နော်ိုး "hate". 
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Example (8): 

- Angry  

 

-Angry  

  (I) cannot stand it. (I) will say it….! 

  Raising the price of masks. Raising price and 

selling the masks was found...!  

No. 18, 25/03/2020 

Example (8) shows that Facebook user got angry with the behavior of the person who increased the 

mask price. First sentence in the text that is မဖနနှိ ငော်လှိ ဲ့ "(I) cannot stand it., ဖပပ ရအ နော်ိုးမ ော် "(I) will say 

it…!" indicates the feeling of anger.  

Example (9): 

- Worry  

 

While, the others were worrying about COVID19,  

I worried about my father's health. 

 

Mother and father are living in Yangon. 

I'm living in Musae.  

28/03/2020 

Example (9) reveals the worry of the Facebook user. S/he used a verb directly to indicate feeling of 

worry which is စှိတော်ပူ (heart+hot) "worry". S/he does not worry about him/herself but his/her parents 

who are living in another city.  

3.5 Wishing for Good Things 

During the dark mood of COVID-19, one thing that people can do is to wish for a better situation. Some 

of Myanmar Facebook users updated their status by wishing for good things to happen in the future. 

In Burmese, sentence ending with particle ပါ ဖစ conveys the meaning of wishing for the others. 

Wishing mostly occurs at the end of a post.  

Example (10): 

 

Whatever happens, please take care of 
yourself. … Everyone, please protect 
yourself. …If in doubt about anything, please 

ask the relevant authority.… Relevant activity 
groups should examine (what happened) 
clearly. … May everyone get over this.  

(No. 4, 24/03/2020) 
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Example (10) is a post used to make a wish for better things. This user started the post with a request 

for everyone to be careful, to protect themselves, to ask the relevant authority in case of doubt, to 

examine the relevant activities. Then the post is ended with အ ိုးလ  ိုးအဆငော်ဖပပကကပါ ဖစ "May everyone 

get over this." A wish for everyone to get over this situation together with signs of praying.  

3.6 Joking 

Joking is saying or doing something that people find funny. Joking is one of the favorite linguistic 

strategies used on Facebook during COVID-19 crisis. People have to have the same cultural 

background, or same background information in order to understand the joke. Jokes found in this 

study were created from different linguistic strategies as shown below.  

3.6.1 Relating COVID-19 with Unrelated Issue 

Relating something with an unrelated issue can be funny. Whereas the Facebook post is based on 

COVID-19, some Facebook users added unrelated information to their posts which make people smile.  

Example (11):  

 

In Myanmar, it is heard that there are two 

COVID-19 patients. But what is sure is, 

there are no more than two people in this 

world who love you like I do. :3  

No. 15, 24/03/2020 

Example (11) started with the number of COVID-19 patients found in Myanmar that is "2", then ended 

the post with number of persons (who love you like I do) that is "2" as well. The first part and last part 

were linked by "ဒါဖပမ ဲ့" (but). This shows that the contents of the two parts are not related. Matching 

unrelated issues into one story can make a joke for people. 

3.6.2 Using Contrastive Contents 

Based on the data of this study, contrastive contents include contents which convey opposite 

meanings, something that cannot have happened. Linking contrasting meanings together in one topic 

can make joke.  
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Example (12): 

 

 - After COVID is finished,  
The others would think of going to the beach, 
going on vacation, and tourists would think about 
leaving for traveling.  
 
For me, it's normal.  
 
When that day comes, I will not drink alcohol 
anymore. I'll drink just one bottle of wine until I 
get drunk (in one day). After that, I will go to every 
bar in town with you. If we are tired, we'll sit on 
the stairs in front of the bar. I'll steal your kiss and 
then hold your hand and walk the main road with 
no people. 
"Will you follow me?" 
The difficult thing is there is no one to do this 
with. Please find (one for me). 
No. 75, 13/05/2020 

Example (12) shows joke including three contrastive topics. This Facebook status can be divided into 

three parts. First part is about general things people may do after the COVID-19 finishes. Second part 

is what this Facebook user thinks s/he would do after the COVID-19 which is not the same or not 

special as the first part said. It is just normal activities that one person can do. S/he indicates this 

meaning by using sentence "ကှိ  ော်ကဖတ ဲ့ ရှိ ိုးရှိ ိုးဖလိုး" (For me, it's normal). As for the last part, the 

Facebook user said something contrasting with the second part that although it is normal there is no 

one to do the activity with. And the text ended with a request to finding someone for her/him. 

3.6.3 Metaphors 

Metaphors are also found in Myanmar Facebook posts during COVID-19 crisis. Metaphor is a figure of 

speech where the figurative meaning and literal meaning are not the same. The intended meaning 

posted by Myanmar Facebook users is something other than the literal meaning. Example (13): 

 

We are waves of the same sea 
Leaves of the same tree 
Flowers of the same garden. 
(The translation of the above English text in 
Burmese)  
No. 16, 25/03/2020 
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In this example, the intended meaning is "Everyone is all in the same situation." The Facebook user 

posts in order to gather unity from people who facing COVID-19. Even though the text is not originally 

created by the Myanmar Facebook user, it was used to indicate what was in his/her mind. In this text, 

the author compares people facing COVID-19 to the waves, the tree leaves, and the flowers, where 

the COVID-19 situation is the sea, the tree, and the garden. The literal meaning of this text is about 

natural things. But the metaphoric meaning is people’s fellow-suffering.    

3.6.4 Implicature 

Implicature is a linguistic strategy of referring to indirect meaning, referring to one thing to indicate 

another. The speaker/writer has conveyed more than s/he said via words used.  

Example (14): 

 

(My) body seems to have a temperature. 

Body and hands seem to be pain.  

No. 17, 25/03/2020 

This post is about the user’s worry about getting sick with COVID-19. The content of the post is the 

symptoms of COVID-19 which the user thinks s/he has. Mentioning about hot temperature of body 

ကှိ  ော်က ပူခ ငော်လ သလှိ  "(My) body seems to have a temperature and stiff muscles 

ကှိ  ော်လကော်ဖတ ကှိ ကော်လ သလှိ  " Body and hands seem to be pain." imply infection of COVID-19 because 

these are COVID-19 symptoms.  

3.6.5 Presupposition 

When we start to say something, the person we are talking to knows what we are about to say before 

we say it. This is because we have the same background information.  

Example (15): 

 

The plan for Myanmar new year is…. 

I will splash water on people passing by my house 

without going outside.  

If it's possible, I'll mix Dettol in the water.  

No. 36, 02/04/2020 

Example (15) is about the Facebook user’s plan for the water festival. Interestingly, the plan is not for 

the usual water festival as in the past, but is a special plan especially for a water festival during the 

COVID-19 situation. One element of the plan is to mix "Dettol" in the water. When the Facebook user 
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mentions "Dettol", a specific name of a disinfectant and antiseptic (using the original English spelling), 

the reader immediately understands why "Dettol" will be mixed in the water. This kind of 

presupposition can seem funny because it is unusual in Myanmar society. 

3.6.6 Irony 

An ironic expression is an expression which is intended to mean something different from the literal 

meaning, in a mocking or ridiculing way.  

Example (16):  

 

Instead of getting Wuhan (COVID-19) 

Should we be zombies? That would be very 

funny. (We) could run around.  

No. 26, 25/04/2020 
The literal meaning of this example is in the sense of happiness as revealed by the phrase "ဖပ  ော်စရ ကကိီုး" 

(It's very funny.) But its intended meaning is the opposite; that is we cannot have fun in either case - 

whether we get COVID-19 or turn into zombies. This can be interpreted as comic irony or mock-irony 

because the statement cannot literally be true.  

3.7 Questioning 

COVID-19 crisis forced people to live in a new way – for example staying at home or working from 

home in order to prevent the disease spreading. Therefore, some Facebook users asked people about 

what they were doing at home, what were they doing today. 

Example (17): 

 

 

 

What is the most famous online thing  

during COVID-19 period? 

No. 74, 15/05/2020 

According to example (17), the question "What is the most famous online thing during COVID-19 

period?" is used as a post on Facebook. Even though it is a question to which the user does not really 

want an exact answer; as a Facebook function, it is used as a floor to invite others who face the same 

situation to share their experiences.  
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3.8 Using Specific Facebook Actions 

Here, specific Facebook actions mean actions which are specific functions of Facebook (or indeed of 

other social media). It includes sharing other people's posts, and using hashtags (#).  

3.8.1 Sharing Other People’s Post 

Many Facebook users like to share other people's posts. Interesting topics, trendy posts, viral issues 

on Facebook are re-posted by other users. A Facebook user will share someone else’s post if s/he 

thinks it is interesting. In COVID-19 period, posts relevant to COVID-19 on various topics were shared. 

This may be to help spread useful COVID-19 information.  

Example (18): 

  

At Mandalay city 
other's FB user's post 
“Although permission to host EDM Festival 
has been canceled because of COVID, in 
Mandalay events were held at the traffic 
lights in order to let people feel like Festival 
vibes." 
No. 85, 20/05/2020 

Example (18) shows a Facebook re-post. The caption mentions only မနော်ိုးဖလိုးက  "Mandalay" which is a 

city in upper Myanmar where COVID-19 was found at that time. This post may intend to give 

information about the situation which is important. 

3.8.2 Using Hashtag (#) 

According to Nancy Taylor (2015), "A hashtag is a label used on social media sites that makes it easier 

to find posts or information with a theme or containing specific content. It is created by including the 

symbol “#” in front of a word or words without spaces." Not only for re-searching posts, sometimes a 

hashtag is used to make a topic trendy on social media. A unique hashtag makes your message stand 

out to users who find the hashtag valuable. It is used with information related to COVID-19, for 

example, campaign action, challenges, user or page name, place, and so on. 

Example (19):  

 

Bagan in Myanmar…was listed by UNESCO for 

a while. It is silent now because of COVID.  
After COVID, let’s go back. 
Local tourists also let’s go.  
#savedomestictourism  
(No. 69, 02/05/2020) 
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Example (19) includes Facebook hashtag (#savedomestictourism) at the end of the post. This hashtag 

illustrates an effect of COVID-19 in Myanmar. #savedomestictourism refers to one of the problems 

occurring because of COVID-19: It affected domestic tourism in Myanmar, as in other countries. Using 

this kind of hashtag may not help in solving the problem, but it can make people realize what has 

happened. 

4. Conclusion and Discussion 

During the worldwide COVID-19 crisis, people in Myanmar revealed their concerns about this situation 

in different ways. Facebook is one of the social media platforms they used. Based on the collected 

data, linguistic strategies used by Myanmar Facebook users are: 1) giving information about COVID-

19 situations (news); promotion of products or services 2) Requests (to do preferred actions; not to 

do unsuitable actions), 3) warnings, 4) expressing feelings (good feeling; bad feeling, 5) wishing for 

good things, 6) joking (relating COVID-19 to unrelated issues; using contrasts; metaphors; implicature; 

presupposition; irony), 7) questioning, and 8) using specific Facebook actions (sharing other people’s 

posts; using hashtag (#). All these strategies reveal how Myanmar people deal with the situation of 

COVID-19 and as shown on social media. Even though there are other social media used by Myanmar 

people, Facebook is the most popular because it is easy to access via mobile phone and easy to use. 
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Abstract 

Global supply chains place great demands on ecosystems and natural resources, and the distance 

between where food is produced and consumed is often taken as evidence of an unsustainable food 

system. Fish and seafood are some of the most widely traded food commodities worldwide. This paper 

focuses on the sustainable food system and coping strategies of food in Twantay Township. The staple 

food of the community is rice and curry. Most people eat fish and fish products and value fish whether 

small or big. The aim of this paper is to discover how the locals cope with food security. Objectives are 

to reveal the most common fish species found in Twantay Township, to study the fishing equipment 

and the fish they catch and to reveal the preparation for cooking fish and eating fish. This study uses 

descriptive study design. To collect data, qualitative analysis and qualitative method which includes 

observation, individual interviews and documented data are used. According to the study, as there is 

a canal in Twantay region, compared with other regions, there are few shortages of water, but some 

fishermen fail to follow the bylaws. For example, they catch fish using battery-operated electric shock, 

and also during the fish breeding season. The fish farming area in Twantay covers 3,700 acres. Twantay 

is the region which has the most acres of fish farming area. The most common breeds are Nga-gyin, 

Nga-myint-chin, Nga-tan and so on. Nga-myint-chin is the chief export. The expectation of this study 

is to explain the local peoples’ coping strategies in relation to available food resources, household 

income, and belief system related to food in their cultural context.  

Keywords: sustainable food, descriptive study design, fish and fish products, coping strategies, rice 
and curry 
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Introduction  

A sustainable food system is a collaborative network that integrates several components in order to 

enhance a community's environmental, economic and social well-being (Pothukuchi and Kaufman, 

1999). The food system includes the production, processing, distribution, marketing, acquisition, and 

consumption of food (by Staff Food News). Food security also means that the people who produce 

our foods are able to earn a decent, living wage growing, catching, producing, processing, 

transporting, retailing, and serving food. 

According to the survey of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), global fish production 

reached 158 million metric tons in 2012. Freshwater fishing business is 7% of global productions or 

11.6 million metric tons. 79.5 % of this production was produced by fifteen countries led by China. 

Myanmar ranked third among the countries which produced most freshwater fishery products in the 

world in 2012. There are 48,000 acres of fish farming area in Myanmar. The fish farming area in 

Twantay covers 3,700 acres. Twantay is the region which has the most acres of fish farming area. 

Twantay is situated in Yangon Region, with a population of about (202,221)). The majority of 

inhabitants are ethnic minorities. They rely on the rivers and creeks for their living and they cope with 

the daily lives mainly by fishing. The study area of this paper is Sustainable Food Systems and Food 

Security Coping Strategies for food in Twantay Township, Yangon Region, and Myanmar. 

Rationale 

Twantay is also the region which has most acres of fish farming area. Today, millions of people depend 

on consumption of fish as their daily food. And in my study area, fishing in abundant rivers, canals, 

many ponds, ditches and burrowed pits will be presented. In this area, people can catch and eat fish. 

The locals have been running fishing businesses since their ancestors' times as their long-standing 

livelihood. As there are a lot of creeks and rivers in Twantay Township and it is also good, well-drained 

land, there is less contaminated water. I chose this study area because caught fish are not only enough 

to eat but also surplus so that they can be sold in other villages. 

Aim 

The main purpose of this paper is to discover how the locals cope to ensure their food security. 

Objectives 

1. To reveal the most common fish species found in Twantay Township 
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2. To study the fishing equipment and caught fishes 

3. To reveal the preparation for cooking fish and eating fish 

Research Questions 

1. How do the local people catch fish? 

2. What kinds of fishing equipment are used? 

Literature Review 

The FAO (2014) noted that global supply chains place great demands on ecosystems and natural 

resources, and the distance between where food is produced and consumed is often taken as evidence 

of an unsustainable food system. The study focuses on what roles fishery businesses in Twantay region 

play in the Myanmar economy. Fish and seafood are some of the most widely traded food 

commodities worldwide. 

Food security happens when all people at all times have access to enough food that is affordable, safe 

and healthy, culturally acceptable, meets specific dietary needs, and is obtained in a dignified manner 

for all and produced in ways that are environmentally sound and socially just. Food security is a set of 

security, system and sovereignty (Hans, 2011).  

Michael C. Latham (1997) said that fish and seafood, like meat, are valuable in the diet because they 

provide a quantity of protein of high biological value, particularly sulphur-containing amino acids. They 

are especially good as a complement to a cassava diet, which provides little protein. Whenever water 

is available, fish provide a simple way of increasing protein consumption. The stocking of fish ponds 

and better and more widespread fishing in river, lakes and sea should all be given greater 

encouragement.  

Gail Feenstra (2001) said that food, human values, society and others have articulated the complex 

nature of the food system and its local and global dimensions, the opportunities and challenges of the 

economic and community development possibilities, the policy dimension, the nutrition and 

community food security aspects and of course, the enjoyment that comes from sharing locally grown, 

sustainably produced, and lovingly and tastefully prepared food. This study also investigates how the 

local people living in Twantay Township prepare and cook for nutrition their different kinds of fish that 

are locally caught, and how much they value the fish.  
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Maxwell et al. (1999) found that there are several direct and indirect measurements of food security 

such as socioeconomic measures, food consumption, anthropometry and coping strategies; a single 

indicator may not adequately capture the complexity of food security.  

FAO (2014) described fish as playing an important role for food security and nutrition by providing 

food and income. However, fish, fisheries and aquaculture are often kept on the side of debates 

relating to food security and nutrition. The fisheries community is mainly focused on fish and related 

resources, and the food security community, despite the widening of the definition of food security 

to include dietary patterns and their influence on nutrition, is still geared mainly towards food access 

and availability with a focus on staple foods. This study is presented from an anthropological 

perspective regarding food resources, household income and belief system of the local people 

dwelling in Twantay Township.  

Methodology 

This study is of descriptive design. To collect data, qualitative analysis and qualitative method 

including observation, individual interviews and library survey were used. In this study, how to collect 

food for home consumption and how to make a meal for daily food were observed and 20 males and 

30 females were interviewed for their perspectives on food relating to socio-cultural and 

environmental conditions. The researcher also collected information and data from buyers and sellers 

and fishermen for home consumption. In conducting interviews and observation, many intricately 

related factors were employed to find out what is involved in getting food from farm and water to 

consumer, including the inputs, processes, and outcomes of food systems. 

Findings 

The role of fishery products stood at fourth in GDP during the previous five years and it was also the 

fourth greatest resource which brought in foreign currencies. Since the majority of family units started 

living along the main four rivers and delta regions, the freshwater fish which were got from the inland 

fishery were part and parcel of daily foods and trading. 50% of fishermen and fish farmers are involved 

in the freshwater fishery. As the rivers, creeks, and ponds as well as the lakes and canals are abundant 

in Twantay Township, the main business of the locals is freshwater fishing. 

Fish Species 

There are about 520 freshwater fish species out of about 776 freshwater and saltwater fish species in 

Myanmar. The fish species found in Twantay region are: 1. Nga-pone-nar (mango fish), 2. Nga-Shint 

(eel), 3. Nga-za-yaing (striped dwarf catfish), 4. Nga-khu (catfish), 5. Nga-myint-chin (carp), 6. Nga-
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mwe-doe (kind of spiny eel), 7. Nga-poke-thin (croaker), 8. Nga-phe (Notoperus notoperus), 9. Nga-

pa-naw (small snake-head fish), 10. Nga-tha-let-doe (loach), 11. Tilapia, 12. Nga-pha-ma (kind of 

bream), 13. Nga-khone-ma (name applied to most fishes of the Barbus spp), 14. Nga-thit-tone (kind 

of a fish), 15. Nga-zin-zut (kind of small perch), 16. Nga-be-phyu (Amblypharyngodonmola), 17. Nga-

nu-than (Ompok bimaculatus), 18. Ka-tha-poe (bar-eyed goby), 19. Nga-phe-oung (kind of carp), 20. 

Nga-yant (snakehead), 21. Nga-gyin (Hamilton’s carp), 22. Nga-phaung-yoe (garfish), 23. Ka-ka-dit 

(giant sea perch), 24. Japan-nga (a kind of fish), 25. Nga-phyin-tha-latt (variety of gourami), 26. Nga-

gyin-lone (a kind of Hamilton’s carp), 27. Nga-gyee, 28. Nga-butt and 29. Nga-than-chate (dwarf 

catfish). 

Diet Pattern 

The staple food for the locals of Twantay region is rice. Besides, as their main business is the 

freshwater fishery, fish is one of their essential foods. According to the locals, fish are not only 

nourishing but also are good for health. Fish contains less calories or fat than other kinds of meat. 

Omega 3 fatty acids in fish help our brains to function. As they prevent blood clots, they help reduce 

blockages in the blood vessels in the brain, and strokes. 

According to a man aged 60, fish can also help alleviate depression. He said that fish is a great help 

not only for physical health but also for mental health. He also said that by eating fish regularly, 

pregnant women can help develop the baby's nervous system. A woman aged 70 said, 

“I fed my children on fish almost every day. Fish makes us brainy."  

According to the interviews, it is found that eating fish is important in the meals of Myanmar ethnic 

people in Twantay Township. 

The following topics are the recipes or cooking style used by local people.  

Nga-be -phyu fish (Amblypharyngodon mola) is usually eaten after being fried or cooked in dissolved 

tamarind water till it sticks to the pan. Nga-bye-ma (Anabas testudineus) can be caught in large 

amount in the rainy season and can be cooked sour with chili and tamarind. It is normally cooked with 

such spices as coriander, Shan Nan-nan (Eryngium foetidum), curry powder and so on. It is also known 

that it is cooked by mixing it with star fruit to cure the formation of gall-stones in the kidney and 

urinary tract. Nga-pyet fish (Balcophthalmus of dussmieri) is generally caught in the rainy season. This 

fish is eaten after fresh chili powder has been deep-fried and the fish has been fried with the powder, 

after being mixed and cooked or after being cooked whole. This fish is eaten sour after being cooked 

in dissolved tamarind water. Nga-pyet (Balcophthalmus of dussmieri) is generally caught in the rainy 
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season. Nga-pa-naw (channa panaw) is abundantly caught in the monsoon season. This fish is a little 

rare in the hot season. It was observed that people eat it principally after frying or cooking it. It is also 

cooked by mixing it with such vegetables as rosellas, sour acacia, etc. Nga-yant (banded snakehead or 

ophiocephalus striatus) is found in every season. It is known that such fish is eaten after being cooked, 

fried, or after the dried fish has been grilled and oiled. It is also customary to cook the heads of Nga-

yant and drumsticks in combination, or to cook the fish together with rosellas.  

 

Figure 1: Participate observation 

The recipe for this kind of fish is the same as that for cooking Nga-nu-than (callichrous pabda). It was 

observed that Nga-tha-lauk (tennualosa ilisha) is normally eaten after being fried, cooked or steamed. 

Steamed Nga-tha-lauk curry is more frequently made. Tilapia (oreochromis sp) is usually eaten after 

being fried, grilled or cooked. Nga-phe-aung/Nga-phan-ma (oteobrama belangeri) is normally being 

fried whole, fried with added slices of onions, or cooked spicy with chili in the curry. It was also learnt 

that little stones coming from the heads of Nga-poke-thin (otolithoides pama) can be ground and 

smeared or soaked in water and drunk in order to relieve bladder stones.  

Nga-pyan-kyar (periophtamus orgen ti lineatus) are usually eaten after their heads have been cut off 

and the remaining parts are cooked sour, mixed and cooked, or fried. Nga-pone-nar (Polynemus 

paradiseus) is normally eaten after being fried, cooked in an ordinary way, or cooked spicy with chili. 

Nga-pyan-hmwe (periophthualmus gracilis) is the same as cooking Nga-pyan-kyar. Nga-zin-zat 

(pseudambassis ranga) is usually eaten after being fried. Another way is to fry it after being dried in 

the sun. 

Nga-than-chate (Pseudotropheus acutirostris) is normally eaten after being fried or cooked. 

Nga-kone-ma (Puritius chola) fish is usually eaten after being fried. It can also be eaten after the dried 

fish has been fried. Otherwise, it can be eaten after being cooked till the gravy dries up, or cooked 
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spicy or sour. Nga-khone-ma-gyi (Puntius Sarana) is normally eaten after being fried, cooked sour with 

tomato and tamarind in it, or cooked sour in another way with rosellas and soap acacia. Nga-gyin-

phyu (cirrhinus mr mrigala) is known to be available throughout the year. It was learnt that the fish is 

eaten after being cooked sour with tomatoes and tamarind or just fried. It was also observed that the 

fish is cut into pieces which are then fried with soya-bean sauce and finally eaten. It was also observed 

that the fish is first boiled in water, then onions, garlic and so on are added to heated oil and that all 

the content are combined to make gravy for Mohinga (a popular kind of Myanmar traditional snack). 

Nga-khu (clarias batrachus) is normally eaten after being cooked together with leaves of Yeyo 

(Morinda angustifolia) and oil or cooked sour in the form of fish balls. Another way is to boil the fish, 

remove its bones and add the remaining parts to make Mohinga gravy. Moreover, it is also cooked in 

the form of small pieces (which is locally known as Nga-khu Sein-kaw curry). It was also learnt that 

such fish is caught at streams and lakes and then cooked as one wishes. Nga-daung-zin (Rasboria 

daniconius) fish is normally eaten after being fried or cooked till the gravy dries up. The fish is known 

to be more abundant in November and December. It was observed that Nga-phyin-sa-latt (Colisa 

labiosa) is usually eaten after being fried, cooked till its gravy dries up, or cooked spicy. 

Nga-khway-shar (cynoglossus lingu) is usually sold after being scaled. The fish is often sun-dried. It is 

also eaten after being fried or cooked. Nga-thit-tone (Elcotris fusca) is caught plentifully in October. It 

is normally eaten after being fried or cooked in the form of what is locally known as Nga-galay-oh-kat 

(that is a kind of curry cooked till its gravy dries up). Nga-gaung-pwa (Gibelion Catla) fish is available 

on the market almost all year round. It is usually eaten after being cooked in an ordinary way, fried or 

cooked like other kinds of fish. Kha-tha-poe (Gloss ogobius giuris) fish is normally eaten after being 

fried. Besides, its boiled soup can be eaten or drunk. It was also learnt that it is sometimes eaten after 

being cooked sour with tamarind sauce. It was also found out that it can be most abundantly caught 

in the rainy season. 

Nga-gyee (Heteropn custes fossilis) is normally eaten after being fried spicy with chili. It is also eaten 

after being fried in a natural way or after the dried fish has been fried. Nga-gyin-lone (Labeo goniua). 

It was learnt that this kind of fish is eaten in most cases after being fried, that it is available in the 

market in any season, that almost everybody eats it and that the recipe for cooking this type of fish is 

the same as that for cooking Nga-gyin-phyu. It was also learnt that Nga-myit-chin (Labeo gonius) is 

available in any season. The recipe for cooking this type of fish is the same as that for cooking Nga-

gyin-phyu. Ka-ka-dit (lates calcarfer) fish is normally cooked in a simple way. It is fried and then cooked 

with soya-bean sauce. Another way is to grill and eat it.  
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Nga-tha-le-doe fish (Acanthopsis) can be eaten after being cooked till its gravy dries up, cooked to be 

sour, salty and spicy, or fried. Ka-ku-yan (Polyne mugil Corcula) is normally eaten after being fried or 

cooked in an ordinary way. It is usually cooked for the nutrients of post-natal mothers. Nga-sa-yit 

(Lepido cephalic chthys hasselt) is eaten after being cooked till its gravy dries up. 

Fishing Equipment 

The Most Common Freshwater Fishing Equipment  

The fishing gear used in inland fisheries has developed traditionally from small-scale fishing activities. 

The widespread use of fishing gear includes stationary pots, stow nets, lift nets, gill nets, line, scoop 

nets, bamboo traps and cast nets. This gear is specially made and can be used easily. 

Falling net (local name 'pike-con'), a traditional fishing gear, is mainly used by small-scale fishermen 

in inland fisheries. This gear is of two types: portable cast net (let-pike-con) and huge cast net (mat 

con). In ponds, lakes, rivers and creeks portable cast nets are generally used. 

Hook-and-line fishing is used by small-scale fishermen in Myanmar. Most hook-and-line fishing is from 

small boats in rivers, streams and lakes. Hook-and-line fishing can be categorized as long line, hand 

line, or pole and line. Fish are caught with the use of drift long line. The length of the line is about 100 

feet. At the bottom of the line, fish-hooks are hung three feet apart from one another. The most 

caught fish are Nga-butt, Ka-ka-dit and so on. Live Nga-khone-ma and Nga-phyin-tha-latt and so on 

are used as bait to catch fish. The dragnet is the most widely used fishing gear in rivers and creeks, 

and Nga-poke-thin, Nga-dan, Nga-butt and freshwater prawns are caught with this net. 

The Push Net (locally known as Yin-twunn), a traditional fishing gear, is widely operated in Myanmar 

shallow waters, lakes, small rivers and quagmire areas. This fishing gear is simple, consisting of a 

triangular net forming a bag-shape, its two sides fixed to scissors-like crossed bamboo sticks. The gear 

is pushed forward in shallow water with either hand. Large-scale push net operated by motorized 

boats is not allowed in Myanmar. The main species of fish caught by push net are a variety of small 

fish and shrimps. 

Lift net is a traditional small-scale fishing gear which has been operated in river side, lake and small 

stream areas to catch small shallow water fishes. Lift net is found country-wide in Myanmar but is 

used only in few areas. Lift net can be roughly classified into three basic types: portable lift net, 

Chinese dip net and stick-held dip net. 
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Trap fishing is one of the stationary fishing gears which have many variations in design, materials used, 

operation techniques and target species. There are various kinds of traps such as fish trap, prawn trap, 

eel trap, crab trap and filter trap. 

Gill net has gained popularity among the small-scale fishermen in Myanmar. As its design, 

construction and the way to use are simple, and because of its low investment cost, it turns out to be 

a preferred gear for the small-scale fishermen. In Myanmar inland water, there are various ways of 

using a gill net. Different designs can be seen from one place to another according to the available 

fisheries resources. Depending on the way it’s used, types of target species and its behaviors, its 

designs also vary, and gill net can be classified in many ways. They are drift gill net, surface gill net, 

bottom set gill net, set gill net and trammel net. 

Surrounding Net has long been used in Myanmar and developed over time by the fishermen 

themselves. In Myanmar, it can be categorized into three different groups. They are beach seine net, 

surface seine net, and purse seine net without purse line.  

 

Figure 2: Surrounding net 

Fishing nets are usually formed by knotting a relatively small thread. Modern nets are usually knitted 

using artificial polyamides like nylon while nets of organic polyamides such as wool or silk thread were 

widely used until recently and are still used.  

Practically, although inland fisheries can fish the whole year, the amount of fish caught may vary from 

season to season. During the rainy season from June to September, freshwater fish are abundant. 

During this time, the fish spawn a lot on wetlands and flood-plains. Yearling fish grow to full size during 

this season and are the target of fishing efforts. After the rainy season (October to December), the 

water level in most inland habitats starts to level off. This enables the fishermen to catch easily the 

fish grown from the previous rainy season, using various types of fishing gear. Although fishing can be 
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done all year round in rivers and ponds, fish are caught more readily from July to September when 

the water level is low. 

Fish-catching 

In the Twantay region, mainly men run the fishing business, but women and mature children (family 

members) work as assistant fishermen and gradually they come to join with the men in the fishing 

business. Women mend the broken nets and prepare the fishing nets. 

 

Figure 3: Preparing the fishing nets 

The time spent catching fish is 6 to 9 hours a day. The owner himself performs the fishing business 

depending on the fishing device used. And there are also occasions in which assistant fishermen are 

hired. Payment is by profit-sharing or direct payment. An assistant fisherman earns about 7,000 kyats 

(US$7) a day. Meals are served to the assistant fishermen by the owners of the fishing business during 

the fishing. 

As there is a canal in Twantay region, if compared with other regions, water shortages are rare, but 

some fishermen fail to follow the bylaws. For example, they catch fish by battery-operated electric 

shock and also during the fish breeding season (locally known as Nga-yeik-tet-chein). Catching fish 

using battery-operated electric shock means catching fish in small ponds and creeks with an electrified 

iron rod which is connected to the battery which is put in the battery box on the fisherman’s back. 

'Nga-yeik-tet-chein' means catching small fry during fish-breeding season. As some local fishermen 

catch fish against the prohibition, fish species have died out gradually. Furthermore, because of global 

climate change and the unprecedented development of fish operation techniques, there is over-

fishing and fewer fish. Because wild fish resources become fewer, more fish farming businesses 

emerge to get a good supply of fish for people and to extract fish for longer period of time in future, 

Programs for Conservation of Resources have to be drawn up and implemented. 
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In Myanmar, fish farming businesses have operated since 1957. There are 48,000 acres of fish farming 

area in Myanmar. The fish farming area in Twantay covers 3,700 acres. Therefore, Twantay is also the 

region which has the most used acres of fish farming area in Myanmar. The most farmed fishes are 

Nga-gyin, Nga-myint-chin, Nga-tan and so on. Nga-myint-chin was the most exported. 

 

Figure 4: Fish lake 

Fish Trading  

Fish and prawn farming businesses have been operated since the year dot but for last 20 years on, 

fish from fish farming have become the main consumed food. Although fishermen want to catch 

higher-priced fish, they take any fish trapped in the net. Only a few inedible fishes are set free. Caught 

fish are kept in plastic buckets or in the hull of the boat. Normally, without using ice to keep the fish, 

the fishermen sell their catch within the day. Some sell fish retail. Fish from fish farms have developed 

to the extent that they can be not only consumed internally but also exported.  

Fishermen sell fresh fish, and they dry fish and make shrimp paste to earn their incomes. The 

freshwater fish used for dried fish business are snakehead, Nga-pa-naw, eels, Nga-daung zin and 

Rasbora. In the dried fish business, dried fish are produced with freshwater fish such as river catfish 

and carp. But due to the low quality of dried fish they do not gain great support from the consumers. 

In the dried fish business, normally, more saltwater than freshwater fish are used. But Twantay is a 

main source of freshwater dried fish. Dried fish are produced and imported from surrounding villages 

into Twantay. A viss of dry snake-heads costs 5,000 kyats.  
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Figure 5: Dried fishes 

As the businesses of the local people boom, they have no worries for food, clothes and shelter.  

Discussion 

Fish farming is a business that contributes to the country from one side or other by providing food. 

Myanmar is the second largest country in South East Asia and the coastline covers 2,832 square miles. 

There are four main rivers and many tributary creeks and streams. In 2016-2017, the income from fish 

farming accounted for 605 million dollars in Myanmar; in Vietnam, it is 7,100 million dollars and in 

Thailand 7,500 million dollars. Small indigenous fish species have recently been considered as an 

important source of essential macro and micro nutrients. 

 In Myanmar, there are 520 freshwater fish species out of about 776 freshwater and saltwater fish 

species. The fish species found in Twantay region are Nga-pone-nar, Nga-za-yaing, Nga-khone-ma, 

Nga-thit-tone, Nga-zin-zut, and Nga-be-phyu etc.  

Myanmar nationals living in Twantay Township normally use their traditional fishing methods to catch 

different species of local fish and then cook and eat them in a healthy way. Many local people there 

have made their livelihood by catching fish while complying with the regulations of the Department 

of Fisheries. As many years passed, they have begun to face situations where many species of fish are 

becoming rare. Because of this, local people have started creating coping strategies including the 

breeding of fish in manually constructed lakes. 

Conclusion  

This study focuses on the sustainable food systems and food security coping strategies for food for 

the Myanmar nationals living in Twantay Township, Myanmar. Many local Myanmar people dwelling 

in Twantay Township rely mainly on fishing business for their livelihood. Their food consumption is 
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also reliant on fish and fish products. For healthy living, fish is also an integral part of their belief 

system which helps to improve their health and physical fitness. Economically, the long-term 

sustenance of the local community can also be improved by fishing and fish-related businesses like 

making fish-paste and dried fish. In conclusion, it was found that although Twantay region finds itself 

less dry than any other areas because of the existence of a canal in the region, it is currently faced 

with situations where many species of natural fresh-water fish are becoming scarce as a consequence 

of the local community's use of different coping strategies for food by catching fish continuously for 

many years. In addition, since the global climate has changed and new fishing methods have been 

developed, there has been over-fishing resulting in increasing scarcity of resources. However, it was 

observed that the fisheries in Twantay region are useful businesses contributing in some way to 

national food security. This study also presents the local community's coping strategies for food, from 

the anthropological perspective. 
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Abstract 

St. Joseph Church, which is widely known as Fr. Lafon Memorial Church, e is one of Mandalay’s historic 

religious buildings. It stands on 80th road between 35th and 34th streets, Mandalay. It was built by Fr. 

Lafon in 1894 for the Yunnan Chinese Christians. At the same time, Father Lafon founded an 

orphanage and leper school in the yard of this church. In 1928 it was destroyed by fire. After its 

burning, Fr. Lafon faced many difficulties for the restoration of his school. Fr. Lafon took an active part 

in the missionary and social affairs of the Christians in Mandalay and its surrounding areas. When the 

activities of orphanage and leper school came to a halt he asked for help from the Salesian mission in 

India. At that time, two hundred and fifty students and many lepers were under the care of Father 

Lafon Church. Although Fr. Lafon encountered many difficulties he resolved to settle them by opening 

courses of sewing and carpentry and selling lottery tickets to raise funds. In this way, his missionary 

and social works could be restored. Fr. Lafon performed not only missionary work but also social work. 

St. Joseph Church is widely known as Fr. Lafon Church because he played a vital role in promoting and 

maintaining Roman Catholicism in Mandalay and its surrounding areas. This paper highlights Fr. 

Lafon’s and the Salesian Society’s activities in Mandalay.  

Keywords: church, Fr. Lafon, St. Joseph, orphanage, leper   
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Introduction 

Fr. Lafon Memorial School was named in honor of Fr. Lafon who took over St. Joseph Chinese 

Orphanage School in Mandalay from Bishop Simon in 1893. Upper Myanmar was recently occupied 

by the British government when Fr. Lafon began to run this school. So he faced many difficulties 

because the national patriotic leaders fought against the British invaders with the weapons at their 

hands. However, as time passed by he was able to develop his school. He also built lepers’ and 

orphans’ homes. Many of his alumni served the British government as government servants. So his 

school became a school recognized by the British government. Nearly 300 students attended his 

school. He appointed headmasters and teachers. The students included Catholics, Buddhists and even 

Muslims from different parts of Myanmar. His primary aim was to evangelize the Roman Catholic 

religion in Mandalay and its surrounding areas. At that time, Catholics, known to us as Bayingyi, 

remained few in number. The students were taught art and science and vocations. He maintained his 

school by undertaking some businesses activities such as rice-milling, cultivation of crops, selling 

lotteries etc. However, the disastrous fire that broke out in Mandalay in 1928 sapped his activities. So 

he decided to hand over his institution to the Salesian Society, based in India. In 1939 the Salesian 

society began to run Lafon Memorial School. Under the administration of the Salesian priests, this 

school developed considerably. On the other hand, the Second World War delayed their activities 

because some of the Salesian priests were arrested and some of their supporters left for India. In 

1945, Fr. Lafon peacefully passed away. In spite of Fr. Lafon’s death, his institution stood until 1965 

when the military coup broke out in Myanmar. Today, some buildings of Lafon Memorial School still 

stand as government buildings. My ambition is to show gratitude to Fr. Lafon Memorial School in 

Mandalay. 

1. Review of the Relevant Literature 

 Before the rise of missionary schools, residents of Mandalay largely depended on monastic education 

on the basis of Theravada Buddhism. Fr. Lafon School was one of the Roman Catholic Missionary 

schools in Mandalay. At that time, besides this school, there were also Baptist Mission schools in 

Mandalay. The primary aim of these schools was to promote Christianity in Mandalay. However, they 

also carried out works for the betterment of the residents. These schools were Kelly High School, 

American Baptist Mission Schools, St. Peter's English High School, Anglo-Vernacular High Schools, 

Buddha Thathana Noggaha High Schools (National Schools), Aided Central National High School, St. 

Michael's English High Schools and Government English High School. Schools for girls were also 
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opened in Mandalay by the Christian missions. Fr. Lafon also founded co-educational schools. St. 

Joseph Convent School founded by Fr. Lafon was for girls.  

At first when they occupied Upper Myanmar the British did not pay much attention to education. 

However, later, they opened government schools to sustain their administrative machinery. Initially, 

the British attempted to use the existing monastic system to fashion a rudimentary system of western-

style schools in the education sector. However, their attempt was in vain. And so, the British 

government unwaveringly depended on the Christian Missionary schools. The Christian missionaries 

built and opened schools, dispensaries and hospitals for residents in Mandalay. In addition, they took 

charge of the residents’ education and health care. Lafon Schools opened in 1894, American Baptist 

Mission Schools and the Wellesley Schools, opened in the 1850s and became the government aided 

schools. On the other hand, most of the residents in Mandalay continued to depend on the monastery 

schools. Only a few residents used the missionary schools. Later, the success of the mission schools 

persuaded the residents and local students enrolled in the aided mission schools, which cost very little. 

Fr. Lafon School and other mission schools became famous in Mandalay. In these schools, the students 

studied land-surveying, geography, history, elementary arithmetic and geometry and physiology, 

including vocational education. Lafon School was administered under three headmasters from 1902 

to 1938, before the Salesians took over. Under Mr. Charle, the first headmaster, all candidates who 

sat for the Seventh Grade of the State Examination passed. The students enrolled in Fr. Lafon Schools 

were two hundred and fifty in number. Any student who passed the middle examination could join a 

government department, factory or industry beginning as a clerk. I think that at least twenty or thirty 

students annually passed the State Examination. 

At that time, a clerk earned from 15 kyats at the lowest to 80 kyats at the highest. A clerk’s salary 

could well support a family of four or five. In short, the mission schools including Fr. Lafon School were 

undoubtedly owed gratitude by people in Mandalay. My purpose of writing this paper is to show Fr. 

Lafon’s benevolence towards the residents in Mandalay so that future generation knows well the 

Christian missionaries’ activities in Mandalay.  

2. Purpose 

The purpose of this research paper is to highlight Fr. Lafon’s activities and the role of Salesian Society 

in Mandalay.  
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3. Research Methodology 

In writing this paper “History of Fr. Lafon Church in Mandalay” sources based on the Roman Catholic 

Missionaries and their activities in Myanmar were used. Many of these sources were taken from 

Sacred Heart Cathedral (Mandalay) and my collected books and Mandalay University Library. 

Interviews, Questionnaires and Survey Methods were also used. Christian Fathers’ advice was taken 

into consideration in writing this paper. 

4. Research Questions 

1. Why was this paper about Fr. Lafon and the Salesian Mission in Mandalay written?  

2. How did Lafon School contribute towards the Society in Mandalay? 

3. Why did Fr. Lafon hand over his school to the Salesian Mission, based in India? 

5. Findings and Discussion 

According to the Mandalay Gazetteer and many other historical sources, Roman Catholic and Baptist 

Churches, Mosques, Hindu temples and other religious buildings were allowed to be built in Mandalay, 

the last capital during the reign of King Mindon (Searle, 1900, p.58). During the late Konbaung period, 

the most of the missionary priests like Bishop Charles Bourdon, Bishop Bigandet, and Bishop Simon 

from the Foreign Missions of Paris (MEP) reached Mandalay for propagation of their faith. In 

September, 1874, Bishop Simon started doing missionary work for Chinese and Tamil Catholics in 

Mandalay (Evans, 2014, p.485). At the same time, Baptist priests like Dr. Mark and Judson built their 

churches and western style schools where the residents’ offspring and even royal pages usually went 

for western education (James, 2002). 

Many residents in Mandalay largely relied on the schools, opened by the Christian Churches for their 

generation. The Christian population also increased in Mandalay totaling 1500 in number, out of 

35,000 Catholics in the whole of Burma (Evans, 2014, p.418). Christian quarters like Kelley enclosure 

near their churches appeared in Mandalay. There was strong rivalry between the Roman Catholics 

and the Baptists and Buddhist monks pertaining to religious affairs and education. In truth, Buddhism 

was so strong in Mandalay due to King Mindon’s support at that time. However, the missionaries 

struggled for emergence of their co-ed schools which transformed the monastic education 

traditionally held by the Myanmar society (U Kaung, 1963, pp.44-45). With the arrival of Christianity 

in Mandalay St. Michael High School, St. Peter High School, St. Mary High School, Fr. Lafon Institution, 

St. Joseph Convent, Wellesley Schools simultaneously sprang up. In addition, the homes for the lepers 

and orphans were also built (Evans, 2014, p. 501). 
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In the political and diplomatic arena, during the reigns of King Tharawaddy and King Mindon, there 

were diplomatic relations with the Papacy. Bishop Bigandet served King Mindon as a diplomat. With 

the help of Roman Catholic Missions, King Midon sent the royal pages and Myanmar envoys led by 

Kinwinmingyi (port officer), and U Kaung to England (Tin Maung Yin, 2008, p.282), France, and Italy. 

King Mindon aimed to modernize the country with the help of the missionary priests (Stewart, 1972, 

p.57). Myanmar scholars like Maung Shwe Oo worked for the country and King Mindon was able to 

conclude the treaty of commerce and friendship with Italy and France (Ba, 1970, p.18). The mission 

schools continued to exist until 1965. Thus, the emergence of the western style of schools resulted in 

a renaissance of the then society in Myanmar.  

What mainly caused the missionary schools to emerge in Myanmar? The emergence of the missionary 

schools like Fr. Lafon School was mainly based on the politics, the military and the economy prevailing 

in Myanmar. In 1721, Fr. S.M Calchi and Fr. G. Vittoni from the Banarbite mission, based in Italy, 

introduced western education in Myanmar. They built a church at Ava, capital of Nyaungyan dynasty. 

King Taninganwe allowed the Christian missionaries for the development of his country (Ba, 1964, 

pp.290-291). 

The king established diplomatic relations with the Vatican, with the help of Fr. Vittoni, a Barnabite 

priest (ibid. p.290). As a result, the western education could be introduced in Myanmar. However, the 

western education only affected the royal circle and the Christian community at that time. Therefore, 

King Taniganwe’s aspiration for the progress of his country was in vain. It is found that the missionaries 

continually came to Myanmar in order to do their evangelization for their faith and education and 

social welfares from the time of Nyaungyan to the Konbaung period.  

On the other hand, the Mon-Myanmar struggle for power put pressure on the missionaries at that 

time. Some of the missionary priests lost their lives due to this struggle. Some evidence suggests that 

some priests were allowed to do their missionary and educational works in both countries. Fr. G. 

Rosetti, Fr. P. Gallizia, Fr. M. Nerini were the Barnabite priests who sowed the seed of the western 

education in Myanmar (ibid, 00.293-294). The western style schools opened by the church had 

contributed the Myanmar society through Konbaung period. 

These missionary schools including Fr. Lafon School experienced the ups and downs of ongoing 

Myanmar politics. In late Konbaung period, the military, the political and the economic needs made 

the Christianity strong so that western education developed more during the reigns of King Mindon 

and King Thibaw (U Kaung, 1963, pp.64-65). Thus, the missionary schools, commencing from 
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Nyaungyan period made contribution to the Myanmar society until 1962 when the Revolutionary 

government led by General Ne Win seized the power.  

Fr. Lafon’s Social Activities 

The time in which Fr. Lafon reached Mandalay coincided with the armed struggle against the British 

yoke in Myanmar. The missionaries inevitably received the natives’ hate for Europeans. Amid the 

difficulties, the missionary schools developed in Myanmar due to British support. In 1894, Fr. Lafon 

built a school and a home for orphans in the compound next to St. Joseph Church (Aung Nyunt, 2014, 

p.289). Fr. Lafon School was included as one of the Anglo-Vernacular Schools, recognized by the British 

government. Fr. Lafon also built and opened dispensaries and a hospital for lepers. It is supposed that 

his philanthropies would attract most of the residents who professed Buddhism. In addition, he also 

built the churches at Ywahtaung in Sagaing and Amarapura in Mandalay. The Home for the Orphans 

and Lepers and the schools founded by Fr. Lafon enrolled two hundred and fifty students including 

Anglo-Chinese in 1889 (Evans, 2014, p.489). With the arrival of the missionary priests, the lepers’ 

condition was considerably uplifted under their care.  

Myanmar is a tropical country and so it inevitably faces diseases like leprosy which was endemic there 

since ancient times. Lepers were not allowed to enter into villages and towns including the capital city 

during the times of the Myanmar kings. They lived outside the towns or villages under a minister who 

took a charge of their affairs (Than Tun, 2011, p.68). In 1891, the prevalence was estimated to be 8.6 

per 10 000 population for the country as a whole and 14.4 per 10 000 for central Myanmar. Lepers 

often experienced stigma and discrimination and became outcasts of society (ibid.) It is seen that in 

mid-nineteenth century the Christian missionaries came to take care of them building Leper Homes in 

Myanmar.  

Bishop Eugene Foulquier and Fr. Johannes Wehinger, members of the Paris Foreign Mission (MEP) 

reached Myanmar in 1889 to help Fr. Lafon’s social activities. Bishop E. Foulquier ministered to 

Catholics in Nabet, Yemethin. Then he came to Mandalay accompanied by Frs. Tobias and Paul 

including twenty-five French priests to help Fr. Lafon’s activities (Evans, 2014, p.490). At that time, 

Catholic Sasana began to develop in Mandalay due to the MEP missionaries. Bishop Usse's seminary 

was transferred to Maymyo (Pyin Oo Lwin). In fact, this seminary was built up for the Tamil mission 

and Anglo-Tamil schools in Mandalay had 150 pupils (ibid., p.485). To crown the work he brought over 

the Sisters of St. Aloysius Gonzaga from Pondicherry (India) for the education of girls. He then went 

to Shwebo. He died at Shwebo aged 52. Fr. Paul built St. Michael's Church.  
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In 1889, Fr. J. Wehinger also took care of Lepers, outcasts and the poor in Mandalay. Besides he built 

a church in Kyaukse, Mandalay (Aung Nyunt, 2014, pp.131-132). The British government gave him land 

outside Mandalay for his ministration and missionary works. He built a home for lepers from Kyaukse 

on this land. In those days, leprosy was prevalent in Myanmar. Money would have to be spent to 

eliminate this disease. Therefore, he left for Europe to get aid from the leaders of France, Germany, 

Britain etc. for Myanmar lepers. He also sought help from Pope Leo XIII to support his philanthropies 

showing his pamphlet in which he used the profound words, “My children and lepers. Franz Joseph, 

emperor of Austria, Kaiser Wilhelm, emperor of Germany, Prince of Wales in England including his 

family and friends in Europe donated a large sum of money to his social welfare in Burma. Sisters in 

Austria decided to take care of the lepers as voluntary nurses in Myanmar (The Silver Jubilee Issue of 

Don Bosco (n.d.), Tin Maung Kyi, collection, p.46). 

At the International Congress on Oriental diseases in Berlin he spoke frankly to the states’ leaders, 

doctors and researchers and other attendants about the fact that many Asian countries were 

dangerously under the threat of leprosy and that emergency aid was necessary for the lepers. This 

disease would spread to Europe sooner or later if it could not be checked in the East. After he reached 

Myanmar, he built and supported the leper asylums’ medical equipment (ibid., p. 44). 

Therefore, in Mandalay the missionaries built schools, hospitals and shelter for lepers. Missionaries 

like Fr. Bigandet, Fr. Paul Abbona, and Fr. Judson established friendly relations with the then kings so 

that they would be allowed to build orphanages and lepers’ homes in Myanmar. In this way, 

generations of the leprosy-affected families received western education, carried out by the missions.  

From the time of the Myanmar monarchs to the colonial period, social welfare was mainly performed 

by missionaries from abroad. It is seen that in Mandalay, the Baptist and Catholic churches 

simultaneously not only propagated their faith but also performed secular activities. At that time, 

Mandalay society backward except for a few of the elite class. Under these circumstances, the 

missionary priests took an active part in the development of social welfare in Mandalay.  

In Myanmar, the orphanage schools, the leper asylums, hospitals, convents, colleges and schools 

sprang up soon after the arrival of the missionaries. During the reign of the Myanmar monarchs the 

lepers had been outcasts. They were not allowed to enter the towns. However, the Christian priests 

took care of them by curing their diseases. Then they built huts or hospitals for them outside towns 

or villages. Bishop Simon and his colleagues, Fr. Girud and Fr. Boulanger, cured and nurtured them 

and uplifted their life. Thus, the social conditions of the lepers were developed under the care of the 

missionary priests like Fr. Lafon. 
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Fr. Lafon School in Mandalay 

In 1894 and 1895 Fr. Lafon opened Anglo-Vernacular School and St. Joseph Orphanage School at the 

Chinese quarter in Mandalay. The headmasters of the orphanage school were appointed by Fr. Lafon. 

Mr. H. Scheppelmann was the first headmaster who served from 1895 to 1902. The second 

headmaster was Mr. Charles who served from 1902 to 1936 (Aung Nyunt, 2014, p. 128). Under Mr. 

Charles’ administration, all the students who sat for in the seventh grade examination passed and the 

school became prosperous. Mr. H. Cornelio served as a headmaster from 1936 to 1939. During his 

tenure, the Lafon Memorial School became the Salesian school (ibid, p.129). 

The orphanage school enrolled 230 orphan-boys of all nationalities including Chinese and Anglo-

Indians. In 1903, Fr. Lafon collected subscriptions from all the towns of Myanmar. He also asked for 

the donors to contribute money into his institution, visiting all the towns in Myanmar. A large semi-

pucka building which accommodates 150 boys was built with a government-in-aid of Rs. 15,000. The 

registered school got the usual grant-in-aid from the government (Evans, 2014 p.489). Fr. Lafon 

operated his institution including the Leper Asylum with income received from various businesses 

besides the government support. It is found that Fr. Lafon ran the business in order to maintain the 

institution, Leper Asylum and Home for Orphans in the long-term. In 1914, he ordained Fr. Ignatius, 

his pupil. The students came from Puta-O in Upper Myanmar and Bassein in Lower Myanmar (ibid).  

However, fire broke out in Mandalay in 1928 and destroyed the Boarding School and dispensary. The 

fire caused many losses of Fr. Lafon’s philanthropies. Therefore, in 1928, he decided to ask the Salesian 

Society in India to take over. His decision was supported by Bishop Foulquier, vicar apostolic of Upper 

Burma. In 1928 Fr. Lafon wrote to Fr. Mathias, an outstanding apostle of the Salesians of South India 

to hand over his institutions including the leper home within a few years. He had served his institutions 

for twenty eight years in Mandalay. He decided to hand over his institution to Salesian society founded 

by Don Bosco when he faced difficulties and financial problems. The Salesians name derived from 

“Pious Society of St. Francis of Sales.” It was formed of priests, clerics and lay brothers (Tin Maung 

Kyi’s collection, n.d., p. 40). 

In 1936, he requested the procurator of the Paris Foreign Mission (M.E.P) based in Rome to seek the 

help of the Salesian Society. However, Fr. Lafon had never received any reply from the Salesian Society 

in India. In 1937 Fr. Candela, the Catechist General of the Salesians with Msgr. Scuderi, the Provincial 

of Calcutta, made a quick trip to Burma. They were honored guests at the residence of Bishop Albert 

Faliere and spent a few days in Mandalay. All the final arrangements were made for the official 

handing over of the School and Orphanage of Rev. Fr. Lafon. 
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The Role of the Salesian Society and its Aftermath 

The Agreement reached between the Salesain Society and Fr. Lafon in 1938. According to this 

agreement, the properties owned by Fr. Lafon were transferred into the Salesian Society. The 

properties owned by Fr. Lafon were as follows; 

1. The Lafon compound extended around 100 yard in width in which new church on right side of 

road and institute of technology on the left. 

2. St. Joseph Chinese Orphanage Institution would permit the Salesians the present incomes and 

properties as their own property. 

3. This Institution would grant the Salesians complete freedom in the management and 

administration of the Institution and properties. 

4. The Salesians would demand the consent of the Vicar Apostolic when they dispose of any of 

the properties for the benefits of the school.  

5. The yearly allowance of Rs. 500/- would be continued to contribute. It may be more or less, 

according to the amount received by the Vicar Apostolic from the "Holy Infancy." 

6. The parish of St. Joseph would be entrusted to the Salesians for the Chinese with the Widows' 

Home attached to it (Tin Maung Kyi’s collection, n.d., p. 45). 

In September, 1939, the transfer of Lafon Institution between Fr. Lafon and the Salesian society were 

officially performed. The transfer took a considerable time. Lafon institution and its all properties were 

now officially owned by the Salesian Society. Salesian priests named Fr Antonio Alessi and Fr. Urbano 

Bordin, Anthony Del Col and Denis Cavanah, and Charles Dell'Acqua and Angelo Bongiorno reached 

Mandalay in order to run the Lafon Memorial School in 1939. Fr. U. Bording, Anthony Del Col, and 

Denis Cavanah, and Coadjutors Charles Del'Acqua and Angelo Bongiorno were given their formal 

obedience to staff the new House in Burma. Fr. Anthony Alessi was to be the first Rector of Lafon 

Memorial Schools.  

At that time, three boarding students and twelve day students remained in the school. Besides, the 

Salesians could take care of one hundred and twenty-two orphans who remained in the Lafon School. 

Soon after the Salesian heads reached Mandalay all the schools in Myanmar including the Lafon School 

were closed because the students boycotted against the British colonial rule. The students’ strike 

delayed the Salesians’ works. On the other hand, WWII now threatened. 

As soon as the war spread to Myanmar, an Italian priest, Fr. Alessi imposed strict disciplines for the 

students and teachers. He did not allow his students, confreres and teachers to read any newspaper 

in the school or to express their opinion whatever about the war (Evans, 2014, p.503). World War II 
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was a war fought between the Axis Powers led by Germany, Italy and Japan and the Allied Powers led 

by the English and France and America and Russia. In truth, the war damaged the political and 

economic and religious infrastructures in many corners of the world.  

In 1941, the Italian Salesians Barattoni, Giacomin, Bongiorno and Bertolino who took in charge of the 

Lafon Memorial Church were interned by the British government. Fr. Alessi demanded the British 

authorities to release his colleagues because the Lafon Memorial School was nearly closed up by their 

arrest. In addition not only the bishop and Fr.Lafon, but also the commissioner of Mandalay wrote a 

long letter to the government in favor of the three Salesians (Evans, 2014, p.505). As the situation 

seriously intensified four Italian priests left Myanmar for Calcutta.  

Many of Christians who lived in Mandalay and Maymyo left for India before the Japanese entry into 

Myanmar. Among those, the generous donors of Fr. Lafon Institution also left Myanmar. The donors’ 

departure made a difficulty for the superintendents of the institution. In the meanwhile, as Toungoo 

in Lower Myanmar was caught up in the fighting the missionaries were forced to leave (Tin Maung 

Kyi’s collection, n.d., p.47). The Italian priests such as Fr. Di Meo and Bro. Santino came to Mandalay 

to stay with the Salesians. In difficult times, the superintendents hoped that the examination would 

be held. The Lafon students numbering fifty continued to stay as they had nowhere to go. Mgr. Kerec, 

the administrator apostolic of Chao Tung in China came to Mandalay in 1941to press his Salesians to 

leave for India (Evans, 2014, p.508). 

When the Second World War spread to Myanmar, Lafon institution became a war refugee camp where 

many students and donors including Anglo-Indians, Indians and Chinese took shelter before they left 

Myanmar. They deposited their valuable properties to the Salesian priests. Lafon Church’s authorities 

decided to store all these properties in the crypt of the church and to close the entrance with cement. 

Lafon institution was the most trusted by the people at that time. When cholera spread in Mandalay 

all the boys and confreres were injected with anti-cholera medicine.  

In 1942 when the Japanese entered into Myanmar the Salesian society persistently maintained the 

Lafon Institution against the dangers. In 1943, Lafon Memorial Church was partly damaged by the 

Allied forces’ bombing against the Japanese. A few of those who took shelter in the building lost their 

lives. 200 war refugees and the Salesian priests who temporarily took charge of the institution 

remained in Mandalay. The Lafon institution was affected by the war efforts as it was too close to 

Mandalay. Fr. Alessi decided to move the refugees and his colleagues to a safer place. Fr. Alessi sent 

the boys with Fr.Bordin, Bro. Dell’Acqua and Bro. Joseph Kramer to stay at two wards of the Home for 

Lepers, west of the St. John Leper Asylum. Though Home for Lepers really belonged to the Protestants 
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who ran away Catholics now took charge of it. Fr.Alessi and Fr.Lafon also took shelter inside this Home 

of Leper Asylum. 

In September, 1943 all the Italian Salesians named Alessi, Fr.Bordin and Bro. Dell’Acqua were arrested 

and interned at St. John Leper Asylum. During those periods Fr.Lafon alone remained at the school, 

with about 50 refugees. In 1944, it was difficult to feed thirty-two orphans, 8 seminarians, 21 families 

of refugees who depended on Salesian Institution due to financial problems. By now very few students 

were left. Since Salesians could not afford to pay salaries to teachers, the seminarians took charge of 

teaching. As the seminarians did not have experience of teaching some students left the school. 

Besides, half the boys were always absent because of urgent work or sickness. On 24, February, 1944, 

the 56th anniversary of his ordination was celebrated for Fr. Lafon at the Home for Lepers where the 

Salesians were staying. In July, 1944 Fr. Lafon again got sick of cerebral malaria. He was taken to the 

Home for Lepers in order to cure him. 

In August, 1944, agreement was reached between the sisters of the Leper Asylum and Fr. Alessi. The 

seminarians under Fr. Alessi provided the firewood for the Leper Asylum. In return, the sisters supplied 

medicines, and clothes for the Lafon students. In addition, they sent doctors to the sick students. The 

devaluation of the Japanese notes made it difficult for everyone including the missionary schools. The 

prices of all commodities had sky-rocketed by ten times their former prices.  

Under these circumstances, Fr. Alessi bought the essential things such as rice, salt, edible oil, milk, etc. 

for the students and confreres. During the Japanese period, the life and property of the people and 

the students who were studying at the different mission schools were vulnerable. And so they were 

hoping that the Allied armies would soon reoccupy Myanmar. Fr. Lafon died of malaria on 25, January 

1945. His dead body was re-buried in the crypt of his St. Joseph's Church in 1946 at his will (Aung 

Nyunt, 2014, p.130). The number of female students enrolled in school rose 61 percent (by 45,000 

students) from 1911-1921, and another 82 percent (100,000 students) from 1921 to 1931 with 

expansion of the colonial and private education system, primarily in the form of all-girls schools. From 

1921 to 1931, there was a 33 percent increase in employment of women in public administration, law, 

medicine (Evans, 2014, pp.503-505). 

Fr. Lafon Memorial School in Post-independence Period 

On 4 January, 1948 Myanmar gained her independence. Ethnic insurgencies broke out in Myanmar as 

soon as it gained independence in 1948. However, Fr. Alessi continued to send yearly three or four 

students to India for further studies. Among those, Sein Nyut and Francis Tin Maung returned to 

Myanmar as clerics. At the end of 1948, Bro. Silvio Vitali came to Myanmar to help the Salesians who 
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took charge of missionary and social affairs (Tin Maung Kyi’s collection, n.d., p.49). In January 1949, 

Mandalay and May Myo (Pyin Oo Lwin) were under the control of the Karen and so the schools 

including Lafon Memorial School had been closed.  

The fighting between Myanmar government forces and the Karen forces destroyed the Lafon School. 

Fr. Alessi narrowly escaped death while the fighting was going on. In the meanwhile, some of the 

students were sent to Anisakan village near May Myo to save them. In May, 1949 Fr. Alessi returned 

to Italy when Bro. Francis Tin Maung, Fr. O’ Brien and Bro. Sein Nyunt respectively reached Mandalay. 

It is possible that they took charge of Lafon Memorial School after Fr. Alessi’s departure. 

In May, 1954 St. Joseph's Parish of Thingangyun, Rangoon was officially handed over to the Salesians. 

Fr. Thomas D’ Sousa was ordained a priest at Lafon Church on 17 December, 1955. The new Rector, 

Rev. Fr. William Balocco had solemnly opened a new Aspirantate at Anisakan, Maymyo on the 19 

March, 1957 (Tin Maung Kyi’s collection, n.d., p.55). In this same year, the Girls' school was opened in 

Mandalay. At the beginning this school was put under the Catholic teachers. Later in January, 1961 

five Salesian Sisters took up the running of this Girls' school. 

The students enrolled in the Salesain Lafon Institution increased in number. In April, 1964 the First 

Novitiate School was opened at Anisakan village, May Myo. After the Second World War, the Salesians 

could develop the Lafon Memorial School. The student number increased from 1200 to 1800 in 

1962.In the meanwhile the Salesians extended their works beyond Mandalay. In 1954, another 

Salesian school was opened in Rangoon. In 1957 an aspirantate school was founded to recruit local 

vocations. The Novitiate School was opened to produce the novices.  

In the 1950s, Burma was one of the richest countries in Asia. It had a high literacy rate. When Burma 

gained independence in 1948, U Nu’s government sought to create a literate and educated 

population, and Burma was believed to be on its way to become the first Asian Tiger in the region. 

However, the 1962 coup d’état isolated and impoverished Burma. All schools were nationalized and 

educational standards began to fall. Burmese replaced English as the medium of instruction at 

Burmese universities in 1965, with the passing of the New University Education Law a year earlier (Nyi 

Nyi, 1964, p.50). This led to a rapid decline in English proficiency among the Burmese. English was 

reintroduced as a medium of instruction in 1982.  

The Education System, Adopted by the Revolutionary Council Government in 1962 

While the Salesians’ religious and social works were flourishing the change of government took place 

in Myanmar in 1962. The military junta led by General Ne Win abolished the Democratic parliamentary 

system and adopted the Socialist system. According to this system, General Ne Win nationalized all 
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the private enterprises in the whole country. In 1965 the revolutionary government nationalized the 

Lafon Memorial School and renamed it the government high school. In addition, the government 

issued an expulsion order on the foreign missions. In this order the foreign missions including the 

Salesians left Myanmar. In this way, the Lafon Memorial School run by the Salesians became the 

government high school since 1965.Fr. Lafon Institutions became No. (8) Basic Education High School 

(girls’ school), No. (22) Basic Education High School (girls’ school), University of Distance Education 

(UDE), No. (14) Basic High School and Higher Education Department (Mandalay office) since 1965. 

The Education System based on socialist moral values was adopted by the Revolutionary Council led 

by General Ne Win (Nyi Nyi, 1964, pp.50-51). According to this education system, Science took 

precedence over all other subjects. Arts subjects were considered to be intellectually inferior. 

Therefore, most of the students were interested in science for they could go to Medical University and 

Rangoon (Yangon) Institute of Technology (RIT) if their matriculation examination marks were very 

high. The students were divided as arts students and science students according to the results of 

Matriculation Exam at first, and later at the results of the 8thstandard examination. As a result, the 

arts students did not have any chance to access the Institute of Medicine and Institute of Technology.  

The use of Burmese (Myanmar) language as the medium of instruction was used. There was no 

consideration for indigenous vernacular languages for those whose mother tongues were not 

Burmese. There was also no provision for religious education in the curriculum. English was taught as 

a second language from the Fifth Standard. As a result of this policy, about 70 per cent of students 

continued the science route and 30 per cent the arts route. In the science stream, the combinations 

of subjects were Myanmar, English, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Biology.  

Discrimination was introduced under Burma’s 1982 Citizenship Law, whereby full citizenship was 

confined to those who can prove ancestors resident in Burma before the first British annexation in 

1824-25, which for many of the country’s estimated 1.5 or 2 million Indian and Chinese inhabitants 

was nearly impossible. On the basis of this law, holders of Foreign Registration Cards and their children 

are barred from many occupations, and under the Ministry of Education’s 1980-81 regulations on 

university entrance, an applicant must be a ‘Burmese national’. Moreover, those Indians and Chinese 

who pass this obstacle are still barred from professional subjects such as technology and medicine. In 

short, the education system on basis of Socialism had many defects and so this system became 

unpopular.  
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The Above Questions were answered as follows; 

1. I have two main factors on this paper. The first factor deals with St. Joseph Church called Fr. Lafon 

Church which was the first Roman Catholic Church built in gothic style in Mandalay. As of now, this 

Church is among the historical buildings in Mandalay. However, my research paper is mainly based on 

education and social welfare. The second factor concerns Fr. Lafon’s missionary works and 

philanthropies and the Salesian Mission Society in Mandalay. My primary aim is to show respect to Fr. 

Lafon and his successors, the Salesian Fathers.  

2. In 1894, Fr. Lafon built and opened the school for boys and girls living in Mandalay. In his school the 

lay students firstly met art and science, called western education. In addition, they were taught the 

art of weaving, carpentry, tailoring etc. Those who learned a trade from Fr. Lafon School could stand 

on their feet after they left the school. The alumni of Fr. Lafon who passed the Grade Seventh could 

aspire to higher posts in government departments and private enterprises. Fr. Lafon took care of 

lepers and orphans in Mandalay. Therefore, Fr. Lafon School contributed towards the Society of 

Mandalay.  

3. In the year of 1928, fire, broke out in Mandalay caused a great disaster to Fr. Lafon School. He tried 

his best to reconstruct his school by selling lottery tickets and from other activities. However, all this 

was in vain due to the anti-British movement and economic conditions. Finally he decided to hand 

over his school to the Salesian Mission based in India. Soon after the Salesian Mission took over, anti-

British colonialism and the Second World War greatly affected Lafon Memorial School. From the post-

World War period to 1965 when General Ne Win nationalized Lafon Memorial School, the Salesian 

Fathers and authorities concerned contributed to the society of Mandalay. Prominent scholars like 

recently late Dr. Tun Lwin, a meteorologist, Ludu Sein Win, a famous journalist who died in 2012 were 

the most prominent alumni of Fr. Lafon Memorial School. Today, the alumni of Lafon Memorial School 

who live in different parts of Myanmar are serving for our country. 

6. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the emergence of mission schools, operated by Christian priests, diffused the western 

education into Myanmar. On the other hand, Christianity also spread. In the colonial period the 

Myanmar students became aware of national consciousness by studying the world history taught by 

the mission schools. In the colonial period, most of the students passed the matriculation examination 

from those schools.  
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Missionary priests like Fr. Lafon earned money to support the mission schools. In addition, the 

vocational schools produced the professionals such as carpenters, tailors etc. In social affairs, the 

orphanage and the leper homes show their philanthropic spirit. They uplifted the social conditions of 

the lepers and the orphans giving them social awareness and education. However, military and 

political affairs halted their philanthropic and missionary works. In 1939, the Salesian Society based in 

India took over the Lafon Memorial Schools in Mandalay due to the financial problems. The Salesian 

priests and authorities had developed Lafon Institutions amidst the difficulties. As a result, the Salesian 

schools had emerged far and wide in Myanmar. 

On 1 April, 1965, the Mission Schools like Lafon Memorial School were nationalized by the 

Revolutionary government led by General Ne Win. This dealt a major blow to the Salesians engaged 

in social and educational works in Myanmar. Salesian Missionaries were expelled in November 1966. 

In this way, the Mission Schools faded away. Nevertheless, Fr. Lafon uplifted society in Myanmar by 

opening the day schools and the boarding schools. Later, the Lafon Memorial School under the 

administration of the Salesian priests and the superintendents produced many prominent politicians, 

journalists, physicians, artists and writers. They were as follows; 

1. U Khin Maung Myint, Retired Rector University of Pharmacy Mandalay, 

2. Ludu Sein Win, a prominent writer, journalist and political activist who passed away in 2012, 

3. U Aung Naing, now a chairperson of Myanmar Election Commission, 2020 (Loikaw District) 

4. U Win Maung (Tampawaddy), a scholar of Myanmar Culture, 

5. Dr. Tun Lwin, prominent meteorologist, who passed away in 2019, 

6. Cardinal Charles Maung Bo, 

7. U Soe Thar, ex-minister for Union of Myanmar Communication, 

8. KMD U Thaung Tin, scholar of Computer, 

9. U Tun Lin, former player of Myanmar Volleyball Selection (Commander), 

10. John Tun, former player of Myanmar Volleyball Selection, 

11. U Kyaw Moe Thar, an excellent painter, 

12. Maung Ko (Amarapura), writer and 

13. Ko Nay Win (Mandalay), composer. 
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Notes 

1. The word “Salesian” derives from Saint Francis of Sales and Don Bosco founded the Salesian Society 

in 1859 in Turin, Italy.  

2. The Chinese who inhabited in Yunnan, the province of China migrated to Burma due to the political 

determinations in China in the19th century.  

  
Cardinal Charles Maung Bo and Pope Francis, 2015 

 
Paying Homage Ceremony of Alumni of Fr. Lafon  
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3. “Bayingyi” derived from the Persian word “Ferinji” meaning foreigner. Later, the natives inhabiting 

in Myanmar called Roman Catholics “Bayingyi”.  

4. Buddha Thathana Noggaha High Schools, the schools based on Buddhism and began to be built on 

the Myanmar nationalism after the students’ boycott in 1920. 

5. “Ludu” means the people and Ludu Sein Win was a prominent writer and a political activist. He died 

in Yangon, 2012. 

6. MEP, Missions Etrangères de Paris in French (the Foreign Missions of Paris) began to do the 

missionary works in Myanmar in 1860s. 

7. Mandalay was the last capital of the Konbaung dynasty where Fr. Lafon School and other Christian 

mission schools flourished till 1965.  
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A Case Study of the Hot Air Balloon Festival in Taunggyi, Southern Shan State, 

Myanmar 
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Abstract 

Taunggyi Hot Air Balloon Festival is a most well-known festival not only for people in Myanmar but 

also among foreigners. The festival was established with a religious meaning. While at the beginning 

of the festival, there was only one balloon participating, year by year the number of balloons 

increased, and today over 400 balloons take part. Nowadays, the festival is celebrated transnationally 

as a traditional handicraft balloon competition. The competitors increasingly devote their traditional 

belief to become the winner of the competition. The youth of both Buddhism and other religions are 

participating in the festival, resulting in a combination of traditional beliefs. The aim of this paper is to 

explore the core performances and the significant customs as traditional beliefs in the festival. The 

specific objectives are to explore the traditional beliefs of the participants; the role and function of 

traditional beliefs in the festival; and the influence of traditional and religious beliefs on the festival. 

Qualitative research and a descriptive study design are applied in the research, and key informant 

interviews and direct observation were used to explore the research questions. 

Keywords: hot air balloon, religious belief, traditional belief, competitors 
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Introduction 

Taunggyi Hot Air Balloon Festival is a very well-known festival not only for Myanmar’s ethnic groups 

but also for foreigners. Taunggyi is the capital of Shan State, located in the south of the State. Taunggyi 

is the fifth largest city of Myanmar, and is home to a diversity of traditional ethnic groups such as 

Shan, Paoh, Kachin, Intha, Danu and so on. Although ethnic groups are diverse and religious beliefs 

are different, they all participate in the hot Air Balloon festival with their traditional beliefs and their 

traditional handicraft skills.  

The festival is organized as the Buddhist ritual. According to Myanmar tradition, launching the balloon 

is a light offertory for the Buddha. Although the people cannot reach to the Buddha in heaven, the 

balloon can do so. According to the meaning of the festival, all the competitors paint the Buddha 

image on the body surface of the balloon. They enshrine the hot air balloon as representative of the 

Buddha. So they want to be successful in launching the balloon. To be successful they follow the rules 

and regulations as well as indigenous beliefs or taboos and mana of traditional belief. At the beginning 

of the festival, there was only one balloon, but year by year celebrating the festival, the number of 

balloons increased until now it is over 400. The festival is now transnationally celebrated as a 

traditional handicraft balloon competition. The competition can be categorized into two types - the 

day-time competition and the night time competition. The more the number of competition groups is 

increased, the more the competitors will struggle to become the winner. They must not only follow 

the rules and regulations but also practice taboo and manna, because the result of the competition 

depends on their work and their luck. Before launching the balloon, the competitors can touch the 

objects. After launching the balloon, the balloon is in the sky and they can’t. The successful launch 

depends on their competence, the weather and their luck. For good luck, they are eager to practice 

their traditional local knowledge or indigenous belief. They want to perform the functions of 

traditional beliefs, and they eagerly accept the influences of traditional belief.  

The aim of this research is to explore the core performances and the significance manners as 

traditional beliefs in their festival. The specific objectives are to explore the traditional belief of the 

participants, to find out the role and function of traditional belief in festival and to analysis the 

influences of traditional and religious beliefs in the festival. 
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Literature Review 

Festivals can be traced back thousands of years, involving a series of colorful legends and traditions. 

Chinese New Year Festival, the lantern festival, was celebrated by the famous legends of Nian. Chinese 

believe that Nian was a predator that could infiltrate houses. Nian, an extremely cruel and ferocious 

beast who the ancients believed would devour people on New Year’s Eve. To keep Nian away, red 

paper couplets are posted on doors, torches are lit and fire crackers are set off throughout the night. 

The New Year’s celebration traditionally included a religious ceremony given in honor of Heaven and 

Earth, the gods of the household and the family ancestors (Chinese New Year’s Festival). 

Falzon and Cassar (2015) explain the Maltese festival as cultural heritage and identity of a particular 

population group. The issue of the fireworks that are an intrinsic part of these festivals and are so 

important that many festival groups have their own fireworks as a cultural product. The function of 

the festival is a part of the rivalry and competition among local groups. Fireworks are one of the most 

contentious issues of public contestation, their moderation is required, but their regulation remains 

in question.  

The concept of French Sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1930-2002) “habitus” is particularly associated 

with festivals and how they are celebrated, related stories, codes of behavior, attitude and beliefs. 

Bourdieu focused on understanding the informal cultural formation of a generation’s habitus, indeed 

its folklore: the traditional, unofficial, non-institutional part of the culture, celebrated by this particular 

group of people commemorating a particular festival. Bourdieu offers sociological vocabulary for the 

analysis of the festival, and its associated beliefs, practices and customs.  

Tradition means a long-established custom or belief that has been passed on from one generation to 

another. The concept of tradition has two main themes as Taboo and mana. Taboos are the inhibitions 

from social custom or emotional aversion, which are forbidden. Mana is supernatural, impersonal 

power in an object or person, believed to confer success. General definition of a festival is a themed, 

public celebration that is held regularly at same place. It is a time when community histories, values, 

ideologies and identity are jointly shared (Falassi, 1987, p.2).  

Festivals thus directly or indirectly affect all community members and explicitly or implicitly refer to 

the fundamental values and world view that are shared by the community and are the basis of their 

cultural and social identity (Delgado, 2016). Weber (2015, pp. 90-91) states that the individual 

experience of a participant may have several dimensions, aesthetic, cognitive, affective and social. 

Each of these dimensions is intertwined with personal values, history, taste and expectations.  

According to Davie (2011) "today's world is not only a secular place; it is full of various forms of 

religious life ...” Indeed, in modern society, religion in various forms is actively influencing all spheres 
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of public life and the process of socialization of the human being. Its role also increases significantly in 

the development of new initiatives in all areas of science and life.  

From the point of view of Spiro (1967), in line with his "two religions" thesis, E. Paul Durrenberger 

described that for Shan villagers there are two separate spheres: a spirit component and a Buddhist 

one. The first provides ways to achieve particular concrete goals and the second, a means to increase 

one's individual innate power by incrementing his or her merit by making offerings. Although Shan 

villagers have two separate spheres, the rockets festival is not related to any spirit offerings, nor to 

any Buddhist merit making; they are clearly secular in any sense. They offer a way to express and test 

one's power; a secular field for the exercise of innate power. 

Rationale of the Paper 

Getz (2010, p.3) formulated three discourses on festival Studies: on the roles, meanings and impacts 

of festivals in society and culture, discourse on festival tourism, and discourse on festival 

management. There are many documents of Festival study as discourse on the roles, meanings and 

impacts of festivals in society and culture, but exploring the role and function of traditional beliefs of 

festival is rare. This is one of the reasons for doing this research.  

The festival is established with meaning of religious belief as Buddhism. Year by year celebrating the 

festival, the festival gradually becomes the hot air Balloon competition festival. Since first established 

until now, the Hot air balloon festival is gradually popular among not only the ethnic but also the 

foreigners. The reason for its becoming the grand festival is also interesting factor in this research.  

Balloon is made of paper and the flue which is used for launching balloon is made for fire. The 

successful launching is dependent on the systematic combination of two contrary things. Hot Air 

Balloon as tangible culture will be seen by visual sense. Intangible culture as the value, norm and 

meaning of not only making the balloon but also launching the balloon cannot be seen directly. 

Although lasting time for balloon in the sky is within twenty minutes to thirty minutes, not only making 

the balloon but also preparing the components takes more than three months to one year. During 

marking the balloon, how the competitors make their balloon, how they launch the balloon, how they 

follow and practice the traditional beliefs are encouragement for doing this research. “How can 

traditional beliefs endure in Buddhist festival? “is the main reason for doing this research.  Moreover, 

the hot air balloon festival is a competition for traditional handicrafts. The members and the gun 

master of the winner balloon team possess prestige among the other competitors. They are proud of 

their successful launch. To be successful launching the balloon and to get their prestige, how they 

follow and practice the traditional beliefs have to be explored. Traditional means a long established 

custom or belief that has been passed on from one generation to another. According to the meaning 
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of traditional, how the competitors of hot air balloon festival they transmit their local or traditional 

beliefs are important to this research.  

Methodology 

This study was conducted by using qualitative research approaches. Qualitative research is suitable to 

study the human experiences of practice, value and belief. In this research, the type of study design 

was descriptive study design. Values, beliefs and meanings of the festival and how people create the 

festival with their indigenous beliefs were explored by interviewing referees and competitors as Key 

informants. To explore the aim of this research, direct observation was applied as an important 

research tool in various activities during the festival.  

This research was conducted by library research as references and document analysis from field study. 

Taking Photographs and recording with video were performed when making not only the Mee-Pone 

balloon but also fire work and launching the balloon. 

Mee Phone Pyan festival is held in Taunggyl. So, the study area of this research was Taunggyi. In this 

research, the study population was classified into two groups - competitors and referees. In the 

festival, the competitors are divided into two kinds. They are day-time competitors who create animal 

designs and night–time competitors who create Seinnapan (decorated with small lanterns) and Mee 

Kyi (creativity of gun powder explosion). In addition to the competitors of 22 wards of Taunggyi, the 

other organizations, the business groups and the movement department also participate the balloon 

competition in the Taunggyi Mee Pone Pyan Festival. Every year, the number of teams is nearly one 

hundred night –time competitors and three hundred day-time competitors. Among them, within the 

previous three years, the competitors who were the winners were selected as key informant 

interviewees - 15 persons in all. The number of referees are (45) persons. Among them (10) referees 

who have over thirty years experience as judges were also selected as key informants. Thus, total 

number of informants were (25) person.  
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Map 1: Location of Shan State; Map 2: Location of Taunggyi 

Findings 

Historical Background of the Festival 

Tazaungmone is the Burmese name of the eight month. In Myanmar Swe Soun Kyan Vol (5), “Tazaung” 

(wefaqmif) means light torch with oil lamp and ”mon” (rIef;) means to brighten. Thus Tazaungmon 

means to destroy or drive away the evil as well as to brighten the lights with oil lamps for offering to 

Buddha.  

 In the day of Lord Buddha, one night, on the full-moon day of Tazaungmone, King Ajasatta and his 

retinue came to pay obeisance to Lord Buddha. In order to lighten their way, they carried burning 

torches which is called in Myanmar word as "Tazaungdaing". In ancient times, the candle is made of 

gooseberry wood. For this occasion, 4½ inches to 9 inches of gooseberry tree wood was shaped as a 

candle. Red and white thread were wind round the wood candle. Then soak it in oil. The ancient people 

used this candle to offer the light to the Buddha. This candle is called Tazaungdaing. (Nat Shin Dagon, 

A short Description of the twelve seasons, sarpay wutsim, No.5). Since then, the Tazaungdaing festival 
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was held by Buddhists to commemorate the offering of lights to the Lord Buddha. (Tazaungding 

Festival Taunggyi and Hot-Air Balloon Competition, 2010). 

The people created many efforts to offer the candle as high as they could. The candle could not reach 

the sky. When people hear and imagine about the sky, they would feel something unreachable, 

untouchable, but full of scared illusions. It became a great dream for man to master it. When it could 

not satisfy him just by touching it only in his dream, relate to it in his myth, man tried to penetrate it 

by creating something as his representative on behalf of humanity. By inventing the fire balloon. The 

balloon can fly better than the candle to the sky. After invention of fire balloon, they used fire balloon 

instead of candle. The offering by launching the fire balloon satisfied the people as a symbol of paying 

homage to the Sulamuni Pagoda in Heaven.  

In Myanmar Concise Dictionary vol. (3) (n.d.), the meaning of mee pon is a balloon which is made of 

paper or cloth which can fly in space (air) when it is filled with hot air or smoke. ‘Mee pon pyan ‘, mee 

means fire, pon means bag or packet, pyan means flying. Thus, Mee Pone Pyan is flying or floating in 

the skies. 

Pho Raza described that setting off fire crackers can drive away evil beings, and sending up the fire 

balloons can raise one's good fortune. The people believe that light dispels evil and darkness. Fire-

works and torches as oil lamps are lit for dispelling evil and darkness. (Pho Raza, The twelve seasons 

Myanmar cultural variety. n.d.) 

According to this meaning, people sent up the fire balloons and nearly every house lit fire crackers. 

They believed that the sound of fire crackers can drive away the evil spirit and sending up fire-balloons 

raises their luck or fortune and offers light to the Buddha. From ancient times, it is customary to make 

and fly fire-balloons in the monasteries in the Thadingut and Tazaungmon months. During the day 

dolls of animals with gifts attached are flown up with the intention of the gifts falling into the hands 

of the lucky person. Fire balloons are sent up usually in the night, sometimes with strings of small 

lanterns attached (Thadoe Thaung, n.d). Mee-Pone-Pyan (fire balloons) festival is celebrated in the 8 

month of Myanmar calendar, namely Tazaungmon. So, it also called Tazaungdaing Mee-Pone-Pyan 

Festival. 

According to this traditional belief and practice, in 1941, the sayadaw (abbot) of Kone-Tha monastery 

in Taunggyi, read and calculated the horoscope and made calculations of the planets to carry out 

rituals to raise his fortune. The abbot supervised the sending up of a cloth fire balloon having a 

diameter of (50) feet. The balloon took nearly one month for sewing and it used (40) bales of (40) yard 

each of cloth. To make the wick they wound the ropes made from old monks’ robes thoroughly soaked 

in raw earth oil around an iron rod. They had to build a tunnel (50) yards long, wide at the start where 

the fire will be made and narrowing to the place where the hot air will be filling up the balloon. They 
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put an open drum at this end to funnel the smoke into the balloon. To control the balloon, they tied 

it with ropes to (4) gooseberry trees in a square.  

They used firewood to get the smoke. When the balloon was full of hot air and raring to go, they lit 

the wick. When the balloon reached the height of (400) feet, it burst into flames with a loud noise and 

fell to the ground. It was a sad failure. They tried to send up the balloon a second time. This time they 

made it with Shan traditional paper instead of cloth. In that time, they successfully launched the 

balloon. Thenceforth balloons are made with the traditional paper.  

In 1946, a police officer U Shwe Ohn Maung organized all service personal prayers in Taunggyi. 

Worship by celebrating a hot air balloon festival was held north east of the Police station. They sent 

up a balloon having only (10) feet in diameter as a light worship to the Buddha. They called it a police 

station festival. In those days, the various townships would compete with each other just for fun and 

the elders of the town just praised the best performers. There was no such thing as giving marks or 

prizes. Later it became more competitive and arguments arose as to whose balloon was better. Thus 

it reached a stage when they needed a board of elders to decide the competition. 

In 1952-53 the hot air balloon competition committee was officially formed. The sub-committees were 

also formed to draw up rules and regulations such as giving marks, and rules to keep and obey. Year 

by year, celebrating the festival, the festival was more and more famous. The festival first started by 

a police department and was then celebrated as township festival and today, since 1997, a state 

festival. 

Kinds of Competitive Hot Air Balloon 

There are two kinds of competition - night time and day time. Night time competition includes two 

kinds - Meekyi which is the explosion of gun powder hot air balloon and Seinnapan which is attached 

by multicolored lanterns for illuminating the decorations around the body of the balloon. Day time 

balloon is animal figures competition. The animal figure beauty competition is divided into three 

categories namely two legged, three legged and miscellaneous. They have to make them look as real 

as possible. The school children and young people show off their skills with varieties of animals. The 

aim of animal figures competition is to learn the art of making the wick and the strategies in sending 

up the balloon. They are observing the art through practical experiments. Every year shows progress 

in the innovations and creativity of the competitors. Each group’s four or five balloons are sent up 

simultaneously. It requires co-operation and skill to send up multiple balloons successfully. If one 

balloon should catch fire and burn down, they lose all the effort, according to the rules. 
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Figure 1: Meekyi balloon (night time competition); Figure 2: Seinnapan Balloon (night time competition)  

 
Figure 3: Animal Figure Balloon (day time competition)  

The Series of Mee Pone Pyan Festival is not a single festival; it includes a series of complicated events. 

Traditional beliefs as mana are influenced throughout their work.  

 

 

 

Before starting their task, the master of the each team calculates their team’s luck with the help of an 

astrologer. According to the calculation of the astrologer, all the members follow the indications such 

as which color is good luck for their team and all the members must wear this color. Among seven 

days, which day is convenient for them to start? And they must start that day.  

Mana for Bamboo 

The main support of the balloon is bamboo. Bamboo is the basic raw material for making a hot air 

balloon and its accessary. Bamboo for balloon are made throughout the year. The bamboo cutter who 

is a member of the balloon team and the bamboo merchant said that they follow their traditional 

belief in cutting the bamboo. According to Myanmar people’s traditional belief “No insect feeds on 

Making the Balloon  Wick Gun power  Before 

launching 

Fire torch  
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bamboo in Tazaungmone”, so they cut down some species of bamboo such as kya khat wah (Bambusa 

arundinacea) and Thaik wah (Bambusa tulga) for hot air balloon in month of Tazaungmone.  

Mana for Making the Body of Balloon  

When making progress towards the competition, the competitors should perform the local or 

traditional behavior. These behaviors are not principles of the Buddha. These behaviors are descended 

from local knowledge as well as traditional custom. Traditional customs are transmitted from 

generation to generation.  

From observing in the field, it can be observed that the balloon has three portions such as top, body 

and bottom. The competitors said that it is an important day when the top part of the balloon and the 

whole section of the balloon are joined to the main body middle portion of the balloon. At that day, 

they have to make an offering to the nat and the guardian nat of Taunggyi town and Shan State. It is 

a tradition for all competitors. The offering includes a green coconut complete with its growth, banana 

combs, betel leaf and nut, sprigs of Eugenia, incense sticks, candles and a red and white cloth head 

band. Two offerings must be offered. One is for the place of where they make the balloon and the 

other is for the shrine of Komyoshin of Taunggyi as the local guardian spirit. It can be seen that the 

religious belief and traditional belief are involved when making the balloon.  

Design of the balloon body is also influenced by traditional beliefs. The balloon is made as an offering 

to the Buddha. Nearly all the balloons are decorated by the scene of Buddha (Boddhist statta’s) 

renunciation as well as the image of Buddha. Although the festival is based on the Buddhist belief, 

some non-Buddhist youths also take part in this cultural activity due to their interest in its fantastic 

handicraft. They also decorate the images of Buddha on their balloon. All the competitors have a 

strong traditional belief that they don’t have the image of dragon on the surface of the balloon. They 

believe that the smoke of the dragon would destroy the balloon. According to the legend of Paoh 

ethnic group, they are descended from the mother as the dragon and the father as sorceress. Thus, 

the organization of Paoh ethnic’s literature and culture also participated in the Hot Air Balloon 

competition. They created the dragon design on the surface of their balloon. At that time, their balloon 

was burnt. So, except Paoh ethnic, other competitors avoid to create the dragon image on the surface 

of balloon’s body. They design their balloon body influenced by their traditional belief.  

Mana for Making “Wick” 

One of the winner balloon team mentioned that the important component of the Hot Air Balloon is 

the wick. The meaning of the wick is given in Myanmar Concise Dictionary Vol (3) as cotton yarn that 

can soak up fuel to light lamps etc. But in this festival, wick used are soldered iron rods weighing (18 

to 20) vises. To make an iron cross to control the wick, two iron rods of (7) feet long, (3) inches 
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thickness are needed. The post rod (26) feet of (3) inches thick rods are needed. When these iron 

roads have been soldered, they must wind patiently length wise cut up pieces of cotton blanket. Then 

they pour on it hot boiled fuel mixture of (4) vises of crude oil (4) vises of wax camphor and indwe 

(resin in thitya tree) for the twisted blankets to soak in. Then it is put out in the sun for at least (10) 

days. 

One of the informants said that when making a wick, they also have to make an offering on that day. 

When they start making the wick, a knowledgeable person must prepare the offertory. It consists of 

a flawless green coconut, two combs of bananas, betel nut and betel leaf, incense sticks, candles 

euglena sprouts, and white and red cloth for coconut head band.  

Traditional Belief of Flame Torch 

The hot air balloon competitors use the flame torch to supply smoke and to stoke the fire. It is made 

of bamboo. The green wabo bamboo of (3) inches (4) inches diameter and (5) feet (6) feet length is 

used to make it. One end is cut into sections and pine wood sticks of equal length are inserted in the 

bamboo sections making the top like a funnel. They are tied with iron wire string to make it firm. It is 

used in night balloons and each need (5) or (6) fire torches. It uses about (10) vises of turpentine. This 

fire torch is used when a balloon in spite of the balloon having the wick attached catches fire or have 

not enough strength, then the flame torch is used to fill the balloon with more smoke for the balloon 

to fill up and become bloated and stand up. The flame torch is soaked in kerosene and lit to provide 

smoke for the balloon to lift off. By observing in the field, the competitors use a torch which is tied 

with a piece of robe. All the competitors believe that by tying a piece of robe the torch will more 

effectively help to launch the balloon by protecting it from evil.  

18 
Figure 4: Wick          Figure 5: Fire torch is tying by robe 

Taboo and Mana in Making the Gun Powder  

In the past, the leader of a balloon team also known as yansayar had to perform a ritual of observing 

the five precepts before starting the task of gun powder preparation. The fire work master has to 
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observe five precepts all Buddhists follow such as abstaining from taking the other’s lives or killing, 

abstaining from stealing, from sexual misconduct, from telling lies and from taking intoxicant liqueur. 

He has to take the pledge of observing these five precepts at the presence of a Buddha image or at 

the temple. They offer a bowl of alms including two combs of bananas, a spring of two betel nuts, 

three betel quid’s and three packages of green tea leaves and some rice on the first day of their 

preparation. The team members have to be always vigilant to keep an eye on the bowl of offertories 

throughout the process of making gun powder for the hot air balloon. This is because they believe 

that the bowl represents signals to remind them of mistakes in their conduct or in their process. 

Whenever the bananas in the bowl begin to ripen, they have to be replaced by fresh green ones in a 

new bowl of offertories. It is a common practice that all members participating in the preparation of 

gunpowder worship the Buddha at the place where the bowl of offertories is put every day before 

they start their work. Only after they have worshipped or paid homage to the mentors in front of the 

bowl of offertories are they allowed to make gun powder. So worshipping the mentors with a bowl of 

offertories is a must for every one participating in this task. According to the five precepts, they are 

not allowed to drink any kind of alcohol during the process of pounding the gunpowder. If they want 

to indulge themselves; they can take alcoholic drinks after the successful launching of the hot air 

balloon. 

These days, they still follow other rules and regulation although the custom of daily worshipping to 

the mentor is gradually dying out. In spite of having a bowl of offertories for the Buddha on the first 

day they no longer pay homage to the mentor daily. Every hot air balloon maker takes a special care 

of the combs of bananas in the bowl. If the bananas happen to be bitten by a mouse or if they dropped 

on to the floor, if young children hold them, in playful manner, they assume that they have made 

some minor or major mistakes. Thus they stop doing their task for a while and they resume it again 

after begging the Buddha to forgive their wrong doings and giving a new bowl of offertories. 

During the process, they also have to avoid eating red meat such as beef, pork, mutton as well as big 

fish to ensure safety in their work. There are some dos and don’ts for gunpowder makers. The gun 

powder they are making is meant for offering to the Buddha, they have to take a special care so as 

not to offend it by any improper behavior. They are supposed neither to stride over chemicals and 

other materials at the workplace nor to use abusive language among themselves. They are obliged to 

use only pleasant and polite words and they must have decent behavior in every aspect of work they 

are doing. Moreover, no lady is allowed to enter their work place as it is regarded as a holy place 

preparing an offertory for the Buddha. 
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Figure 6: A bowl of offertories 

Regarding the storage and setting of the work place, it is essential that the room must be always clean 

and tidy. Everyone in the work team is responsible for cleaning the room. All of them are required to 

use the materials with great care because there are various kinds of chemicals easy to catch fire and 

even to explode violently. For this potential danger, two colors are not to be created at the same time. 

They should create a certain kind of color at a time. In addition, the finished products damp fireworks 

of different kind need to be stored carefully. The best containers to store them are well ventilated 

card board boxes so that they can dry up. 

Despite they are a kind of amateur scientists operating their task based on their limited knowledge 

and previous experience, each step of their process is required to be systematic and their readiness 

to follow rules and regulates is also important. The success of their work largely depends on scientific 

method and partly depends on their discipline. In fact, both the systematic method and good behavior 

are two key factors to safety and success. Once they miss to follow a seemingly trivial thing prescribed 

as a rule or if they happen to make a minor mistake carelessly, this can lead to burning up or even to 

violent explosion. To prevent such potential danger, they should never fail to take refuge in the 

Buddha always realizing the noble attributes of Buddha during the work. At the same time they should 

also appreciate their instructor for his expertise and valuable guidelines. 

No matter however smart and skillful firework makers they may be, a successful operation of a hot air 

balloon can be ensured through a careful operation and systematic management for the whole period 

of accomplishing this special task. Just before the fireworks are fixed at the frame, some special 

shampoo not only prepared with soap acacia and tayaw bark but also treated with the incarnation of 

Buddha’s parittas is sprinkled all over the structure. It is common knowledge that no lady is allowed 

to approach this frame as soon as the fireworks and decorative items are fixed on it. Even after the 

frame is completely fixed up with all accessories, women are still deprived of lingering around it 

because the firework frame is a holy offertory to the Buddha. It is common practice that the fire work 
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frames are covered by the saffron robes of monk’s attire because to be offered to be Buddha by 

launching it in to the sky.  

Mana in Making Seinnapan Hot Air Fire Balloon  

The competitors of Meekyi balloon follow their traditional belief like the competitors of Seinnapan 

balloon must follow their traditional belief. One of the winner Seinnapan balloon team discussed that 

the members have to consult the master who knows how to read the horoscope and the stars to 

choose an auspicious day to begin making the balloon. On that day they have to offer an offertory at 

the household shrine and pray to the guardian spirits in the eight directions of the earth to help guard 

their balloon to rise successfully. The offertory must consist of one flawless green cocoanut complete 

with its spicate growth, three combs of bananas, three triangular pennants, pickled tealeaf, betel quid, 

candles, incense sticks, Eugenia sprays. At the four corners of the table on which the offertory is 

placed, they have to put betel leaf with rice on it. Then they have to light a candle and incense stick 

once in the morning and once again in the evening. 

Traditional Beliefs Before Launching Hot Air Balloon  

By interviewing with one of the balloon team leader, it can be observed that the balloon team 

members’ efforts are largely given to preparation for the competition every time during the days of 

the festival. The team’s members wipe out such solid fuel substances from the wick before wrapping 

it in a piece of saffron robe (thinkan). Then they tie it with another piece of robe. In the afternoon, 

they take the wick to the shrine of Koe Myo Shin Nat (Guardian Spirit of nine towns of Shan region). 

They worship the nat with a bowl of offertories and pray to the nat to protect their hot air balloon and 

to help accomplish a successful launch showing the wick. They take it back to the place where they 

are making preparations after performing the ritual at the nat shrine. 
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Figure 7: Wick is wrapped by robe and hanged sprigs of Eugenia leaves 

Before leaving the place of competition, the member of hot air balloon team must spray all the 

accessories of hot air balloons including such musical instruments as drums and gongs with perfumed 

water. They spray perfumed water on to the packet of the main body of the balloon, the gun powder 

frame and the wick. They wrap the flame torch first in a sheet of plastic and then cover the sheet with 

a piece of robe. This can prevent dampening of the torch in case it snows along their way to the 

competition ground. They also hang sprigs of Eugenia leaves on to the flame torch and gun powder 

frame. The body of balloon is also packed with the robe .The purpose of using the robe is that all these 

things will be offered to the Lord Buddha. The competitors’ indigenous belief can be seen in that they 

use the robe for all the accessories and components of the balloon.  

 
Figure 8: Gun powder frame is hanged sprigs of Eugenia leaves 
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Figure 9: The body of gun powder frame is packed by robe; Figure 10: The body of balloon is packed by robe 

One of the famous balloon teams is the Hatha team, the religion of team member are Muslims. They 

said that according to the local knowledge or tradition belief, they must attach dried chili and charcoal. 

In the southern shan state, the ethnic people belief that chili and charcoal can prevent evil. Food is 

carried to some place, at that time, small dried chili and small piece of charcoal are packed with the 

food. Local people belief that by attaching dried chili and charcoal, the evil can’t eat the food or follow 

the food. They practice this traditional belief every year of their balloon. Thus, the competitors always 

attach the dried chili and charcoal in the package of balloon body to prevent the evil.  

The board of judges also perform the traditional custom according to their religious belief. At the 

morning of the beginning of the festival, they invite five members of Sayadaws (monk) to the arena, 

the field where the hot air balloon competition is going to be held. They start the opening ceremony 

by observing the precepts administered and hearing the preaching delivered by these Sayadaws. In 

addition, they offer the candle light at the Buddha shrine every night from beginning to the end of the 

festival. By offering the candles to Buddha, they belief that Buddha will prevent evil and will support 

the safe and successful launching balloon.  

After the offering a Shaman performs the ritual as worshipping Guardian Spirit of nine towns or the 

Guardian of the region (koe Myo Shin Nat) with a bowl of offertories. They attach the cabalistic square 

on the wall of the judges’ building as a mana for all festival days. The purpose of this cabalistic square 

is to hold the successful festival, to prevent evil, to be safe for the competitors as well as the audiences. 

It can say that not only the competitors but also judges have religious and traditional belief. 
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Figure 11: Jury of the judges offer to; Figure 12: A bowl of offertories for  

the Sayadaws at the arena                  Koe Myo Shin Nat 
  

 
Figure 13: Manna for celebrating festival Fig. (14): Light candles at the shrine to offer Buddha 

 
Figure 15: Cabalistic square for successful festival  
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Discussion 

Like Chinese New Year Festival, hot air balloon festival is also celebrated with fire crackers, the local 

people in Taunggyi also believe that fire crackers can drive away evil beings. Although the meaning 

and celebrating item is also similar in two festivals, hot air balloon festival of Taunggyi is not only to 

prevent the evil but also towards to firework competition.  

As the statement of Falzon and Cassar, it is seen that fireworks are a cultural product and the function 

of the festival is competition of local groups in Taunggyi hot air balloon festival. Both of Maltese 

festival and Taunggyi hot air balloon festival are based on religious meaning. Maltese festival is still on 

religious meaning, Taunggyi hot air balloon festival is toward the fire work competition. Thus, the 

competitors are more concerned to become the winner for their team. So, they add the traditional 

beliefs, the mana and taboo for their team winner, upon the religious meaning. The tradition customs 

which are not practice by people are slowly and slowly disappearing. For the competitors of hot air 

balloon, the more they want to win, the more they believe the traditional customs. So, the traditional 

beliefs are displayed as strong endurance in Taunggyi hot air balloon Buddhist Festivals.  

“Habitus”, the concept of Pierre Bourdieu, is found in competitors of hot air balloon team. All the 

competitors have principle of thought, perception, appreciation and action associated with the festival 

and how they celebrate, related stories, codes of behavior, attitude and beliefs. Every hot air balloon 

is designed by the vision or aim of the team. Each builder team of hot air balloon usually makes a 

particular design to highlight its vision and aims. Some had clearly displayed their aim which can 

support one of the main national causes of non-disintegration of the national solidarity. Some design 

also conveys a symbolic image of offering ceremony. According to the statement of Falassia, each 

balloon team of competitor has their own aim and their aim is shared as a design on the surface of 

balloon body to the audiences. So, it can say that festival is a time when community histories, values, 

ideologies and identity are jointly shared. 

As Delgado (2016) described that an average hot air balloon team is usually made up of young people 

from various national races since these youths share a common interest in this traditional practice as 

well as cultural activity regardless of their diversity in social status, races and even in religion. Although 

Weber (2015, pp. 90-91) states that the individual experience of a participant may have several 

dimensions, aesthetic, cognitive, affective and social, all the competitors must coordinate between 

these dimensions of the team members. They can make the discussion in order to come to agreement. 

Thus, they hold up the unity within the competitors, sharing the creativity thinking, solving together 
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the problems and practical works, building the relationship between each other, illuminating the 

responsibility of individual duty and the team’s goal. 

Analyzing the findings, it can be learnt that the balloon is made of traditional paper. To launch the 

balloon, fire smoke is needed. When the match of paper and fire, it is easy to burn. As well as making 

the gun powder, it is very easy to explode and it is very dangerous. But the hot air balloon competitors 

of Taunggyi can manage the combination of opposite two things and perform safely for successful 

launching the balloon. Another difficulty is that they cannot touch the balloon which is in the sky. They 

can manage the position of balloon only when they are making it. They have limitation as at the 150 

feet above the ground level, the gun powder must explode and start to drop to the ground. To 

overcome all these difficulties, the competitors will follow the taboo and mana of their traditional 

knowledge. Knowledge becomes practice or habit and finally it is becomes belief.  

According to the findings, the competitors must practice and follow their traditional belief as taboo 

and mana not only when making the body of balloon but also in making other accessories such as wick 

and gunpowder. Making the gun powder is very dangerous because gun powder is easy to burn or 

explode. To be safe and to finish as a successful task, during making the gun powder, the competitors 

must deeply follow and perform their traditional beliefs. Before launching the balloon, not only 

competitors but also judges have the task to especially worship the guardian spirits (nat).  

Analyzing the findings, the traditional belief is more important than religious belief during the making 

and launching balloon. Because all the tasks have performances which are related with the traditional 

beliefs. To be winner, traditional belief is more essential. Although religious belief is based on the 

meaning of festival, traditional beliefs are performed all the time while they making and launching the 

balloon. Thus, the festival of hot air balloon will be seen both as religious belief and traditional belief. 

Traditional belief is always influences in their daily festival themes. According to the statement of G. 

Davie (2011), "Today's world is full of various forms of religious life, relevant to the competitors, they 

believe not only Buddhism but also traditional. So, it can be seen that traditional beliefs stand with 

strong forces of endurance in Buddhist festival.” 

E. Paul Durenberger (1983) discussed that along the sides of the rivers of Thailand’s northwestern 

province of Maehong Son, Shan peasants celebrated rocket festival with only a secular sense. They 

offer a way to express and test one's power; a secular field for the exercise of innate power. Taunggyi 

hot air balloon festival is held in the capital of Shan State and not only Shan ethnic group but also all 

multicultural ethnic groups participate in the festival with the traditional belief and religious belief. 

The basic sense of the word “tradition” is displayed in hot air balloon festival. The number of balloons 

increased due to the enthusiasm of the youth. They had branched out from the main group to enter 

the competition on their own. This new generation of competitors are full of modern technology and 
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innovations. It is seen that the older generation is handing down their traditional heritage and for the 

younger generation to present it. The competitions were to raise the awareness of younger generation 

in traditional practice and national identity so that they can uphold and safeguard them for perpetuity, 

to train the youths to be able to perform traditional practices representing both social and cultural 

symbols, to hand down the traditional ways of constructing hot air balloons, to make the younger 

generation value and appreciate the cultural heritage. 

Conclusion 

Mee Pone Pyan Pwe (hot air balloon festival) is famous among all national races of Myanmar for its 

spectacular display and skilful traditional craftsmanship. It represents the adorable gesture of paying 

homage to Buddha with the fireworks of different designs. Paying homage to Buddha by lighting 

elaborate designs of hot air balloons and launching them into the sky is praiseworthy act and a kind 

of meritorious deed. To successfully launch the balloon, the competitions are devoted to the 

traditional belief. They eagerly accept the influences of traditional belief in their competition. Not only 

making the balloon body and making the other accessories but also launching the balloon, the 

competitors follow and practice the series of performances of traditional belief. Even the board of 

judges practice the traditional belief during the whole celebrating time. Although the festival is 

focused on religious belief, all the everyday functions are accomplished by traditional belief. Thus, 

traditional belief has more influence than religious belief. The people in Taunggyi keep more and more 

interest in their grand Mie Pone Pyan festival and they take pride for possessing it as their traditional 

heritage.  
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Abstract 

This paper presents orders relating to criminal cases in the reign of King Badon. Though Myanmar had 

been ruled by absolute monarchy with feudal system from Bagan era to Konbaung era, it was a 

community ruled under a fair judicial system in line with Myanmar cultural tradition. In order to 

establish such a fair judicial system, orders called yazathats (royal orders) and Dhammathat (code of 

law) were issued. In a judiciary system, the most highly responsible person is the king. The king is one 

of the commissioned Dhammathat judges. Thus, orders could be seen for it to be accepted by the 

public that the king ruled justly and decided fairly. This study pinpoints the ways of judiciary and 

administration of Myanmar kings that lasted until the end of Myanmar absolute monarchy and the 

feudal system. It is also presented that there were yazathats or royal orders issued depending on the 

country’s situation by the ruling kings based on Myanmar Dhammathats. The criminal cases are 

divided into major and minor crimes and the judgments given on the criminal cases by criminal laws 

and kings’ edicts are presented by comparing with today’s criminal law: the penal code. Orders issued 

in the reign of King Badon are with the virtue of preventing recommitting of crimes by the erstwhile 

criminals, and state peace and development. This paper should provide some help for those interested 

in Myanmar judicial system and Myanmar society in the reign of King Badon. 

Keywords: criminals, crimes, laws, orders, punishments 
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Introduction 

Myanmar practiced the feudal system ruled by absolute monarchy from Bagan Era to Konbaung Era. 

Myanmar scholars had produced Dhammathats and Myanmar kings issued yazathats or royal orders. 

In feudal period (AD 1044-1885), Myanmar administrative system was a system that pivoted on the 

king and there were no fundamental changes. The king was at the apex of the judicial machinery in 

monarchical days. Moreover, the king was law maker and the king's word is final. King Badon is the 

third eldest son of King Alaungmintaya (AD 1752-1760) among his 6 sons. After his death, the eldest 

son King Naung Taw Gyi (AD 1760-1763) and King Hsin Phyu Shin (AD 1763-1776) had right to rule in 

sequence with the order of King Alaungmintaya. King Hsin Phyu Shin passed the right to rule to his son 

King Singu. Although there were four more brothers of the same descendants, King Hsin Phyu Shin 

passed the right to rule his son King Singu as the Crown Prince, the beginning of usurpation of the 

Konbaung Period. King Singu’s throne was snatched by Phaung Kar Sar Maung Maung, son of King 

Naung Taw Gyi, which lasted only 7 days in Ava. After attacks on Phaung Kar Sar Maung Maung, King 

Badon succeeded to the throne. His was the longest reign in Myanmar history, and specially supported 

the religion. He was the king casting the third largest bell in Mingun and ruling the widest area among 

Myanmar kings by conquering Rakhine. He was quite rich in the above characteristics. Moreover, the 

territory of his kingdom is the same as today’s Myanmar. In the reign of King Badon, criminal cases 

were judged by the orders of the king. In the colonial and independence periods, a penal code was 

imposed for judgment of criminal cases. In presenting edicts issued by King Badon in this paper, some 

edicts are described along with comparative reflections of criminal laws practiced in the colonial and 

post- independence periods. However, it is a great pity that it is impossible to collect the lists of crimes 

during that period. 

Review of the Relevant Literature 

The Royal Orders of Burma (ROB), which is compiled, edited, translated and annotated with a long 

preface by Dr. Than Tun, includes the orders relating to judiciary, administration, agriculture and 

religion of the Konbaung Period. The ROB is a book that should be referenced for those who write 

about the history of Konbaung Period. Yezagyo Khondaw Hpyathton (Rulings by the Judge of Yezagyo) 

compiled by Yanna Meik Kyaw Htin is written in three parts. The first and second part include the 

judgments concerned with criminal and civil cases. The third part includes the law and orders to be 

obeyed by judges. This book is a good book to consider as a social mirror of Ancient Myanmar and as 

a source of legal evidence. Pyidaung-su Myanmar-naing-ngan Yazathatgyi (Penal Code of Union of 

Myanmar) collected by Myanmar Translation Law Committee incorporates the sentence of 
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punishments for crimes. This paper is based on the information contained in these books and other 

resources. 

Purpose 

I have chosen this topic to know the supreme importance of the king in Myanmar judiciary. The 

purpose of this study is to describe King Badon’s edicts aimed at the rule of law, the maintenance of 

keeping peace within the kingdom and preventing the criminals who did not dare to commit the 

crimes again and again. 

Research Questions 

1. Why did King Badon issue the orders relating to criminal cases?  

2. How efficient is the judicial system in the reign of King Badon for Law and Order?  

3. How different have been the judgments for the crimes from the olden times? 

Methodology 

I would like to choose analytical research for this paper because it is needed to present the judgments 

for the crimes. It is based on comparative studies to analyze the differences relating the judgments in 

the reign of King Badon and the present time. 

Findings and Discussions 

Administration and judiciary form of Myanmar kings lasted until 1885 (which was the end of feudal 

system) related to judicial system for royal city, Hluttaw (Supreme Council which also served as the 

Supreme Court), Byedaik (Privy Council), She-yon (Eastern Court or Criminal Court), Anauk-yon 

(Western Court or Women’s Court which had jurisdiction over the civil and criminal involving palace 

ladies), Taya-yon (Civil court). The judicial system for provinces, administration, judiciary, and tax 

collection were done by Myo-wun (Provincial Governor), Myosas (Governors of towns), Myothugyi 

(Headman of a town), and Ywathugyi (Headman of a village) (Tin Aung Aye, 2012). Dhammathat 

means the pillar of Myanmar judiciary that is not just described laws. It is the code of law, a written 

and collected version of how the disputes were decided in that period (Tin Aung Aye, 2012). By basing 

on Dhammathats, there were Yazathats or royal orders issued by some Myanmar kings depending on 

the country context at the time. In this way, in the Myanmar Judicial system, two laws called Yazathat 

(Royal Orders) and Dhammathat (Code of Law) are there. Affairs relating to the king were decided by 
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the orders of the king, and theft, marriage affairs, hereditary cases, and other minor cases are decided 

by Dhammathats. (Toe Hla, 2004) 

Major and Minor Crimes 

In the reign of King Badon, the criminal cases were divided into major crimes and minor crimes. The 

major crimes were rebellion shattering the country, having sexual affairs with a palace lady, thefts, 

robbery, and rape (Tin, 2012). In the reign of King Badon, having an affair with married one was 

categorized as one of the major crimes (Aung Than Tun, 1968). Moreover, on 28 February 1795, 

making unrest in the community harming the peace of the community was also assumed as the major 

crime. (Pu, MS, 45218) Minor crimes were which were called as face to face cases having both 

defendant and plaintiff such as accidental manslaughter, assault and obscenity case (Tin, 2012). 

Judgment of Crimes 

In judging criminal cases, the judges had to follow the orders of the king. The orders of the king were 

Myanmar Criminal Law which is like today’s penal code. (Aung Than Tun, 1968) The criminals were 

sentenced by the judgments as death penalty, banishment, imprisonment, and penalty of Moung-

kyaw (proclamation) according to the cases. (Tin, 2012) The criminals were sentenced to death 

penalty, life-sentence, fine or other punishments (Mg Mg Kyi, 1968). 

Issuing an Order to Judge by Kabaleyat 

King Badon issued the edict on 3 March 1782 for cases without firm evidence to judge them with one 

of the four types of trial by ordeal (kabaleyat) such as ye-ngoate (submerging in water), mipyaing (the 

ordeal of lighting), sanwa (chewing rice) and hke-htauk (the ordeal by lead).That order concerned 

cases with a conflict or lack of evidence: no living witness; no written evidence on paper or stones; 

written texts are not credible. At that time, four types of trial by ordeal were applied to judge the case 

(The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.IV, 1986, p.230).  

Ye-ngoat (Submerging in Water) 

Of the four ordeals, ye-ngoat is a form of trial to determine whose statement was right by making 

both the accuser and the accused submerge under water. First they would be taken to the waterside, 

and jail officers would search them for amulets and cabalistic squares which they might have in their 

hair, between their fingers or toes. Then, a sacred book would be placed on each of their heads, and 

they would have to swear an oath as follows: I vow that neither I nor anybody on my side would use 

tattoos, amulets, cabalistic squares, charms, sorcery or mantras. If my statement is false, may I fall 

under the curse contained in this book. If it is true, may I be able to submerge under water (The Royal 

Orders of Burma, Vol.IV, 1986, p.426-427). After that, ropes would be tied around their waists. Then 
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the words of achoat adeithtan (the binding oath) would be read out three times, and with the achoat 

adeithtan document wrapped around each of their necks, they would be brought down to the water. 

A bamboo pole would be placed upon their shoulders and pushed down. The person who surfaced 

first would lose, and the litigant who came out later would win the case. If both the litigants stayed 

under water for the prescribed period of time, they would be taken out of the water, and the litigant 

who was in a worse condition would lose the case (Tin, 2012). The water ordeal was resorted to in a 

case heard at the Sheyondaw (Eastern Court, i.e. the criminal court at the royal capital) in 1793 (Nga 

Myat Ya vs. Mi Toat). As Mi Toat surfaced first, Nga Myat Ya was taken out of water, and the case was 

decided in favor of Nag Myat Ya. Therefore, Mi Toat lost this case. However, it is not known what the 

case was about (Yazatheikpa Thatta Kyangyi, 1929). 

Mipyaing (the Ordeal of Lighting) 

As the cases could be decided by water ordeal when there were no witnesses, they could also be 

determined by mipyaing (the ordeal of lighting). In a trial by this ordeal, the litigants would have to 

pay obeisance to the guardian spirits of the stupa and of the Sasana on the plinth of a stupa, and 

would have to take an oath that they would not use magic potions, sorcery, charms, amulets, cabalistic 

squares, etc. Then, they would have to light candles of the same size and weight. The litigant whose 

candle went out early would lose the case, and the litigant whose candle burnt out completely would 

win. If the sizes of the stumps of both candles were the same after they had gone out, the litigant 

whose candle left more wick would lose the case (Tin, 2012). A case involving ten ticals of gold (Mi San 

vs Nga Hla) was decided in 1792 by the lighting ordeal because there was no evidence or witness. In 

this trial, both litigants had to swear an oath as follows: The people from our side including me do not 

use magic potions, sorcery, charms, amulets, cabalistic squares (Yazatheikpa Thatta Kyangyi, 1929). 

Then, the achoat adeithtan document (binding oath) would be wrapped around each of their necks, 

and they had to take two candles of the same weight and size and plant them in two bowls at the 

Singyo Shwegu temple. The name of each litigant was written on the candle that would represent him 

or her, and an illiterate child was made to stand in front of the candles. Then, Nga Paw Tha, a jail 

officer ordered the litigants to light their candles, and neither of the candles burnt down till the end. 

Therefore, the wicks of these candles were weighed. The wick of Nga Hla’s candle weighed 1 mu, while 

that of Mi San’s candle was 3 mat. As the unburnt wick of Mi San’s candle was heavier, she lost the 

case (Yazatheikpa Thatta Kyangyi, 1929). In this case, if both the candles burnt down till the end, the 

litigant whose candle went out first would win the case. However, if they did not go out the unburnt 

wicks had to be weighed, and the person whose candle left the most wick lost the case. 
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San-wa (Chewing Rice) 

One of the kaba leyat (four types of trial by ordeal) was san-wa (chewing rice). First, the litigant would 

have to pay obeisance to the guardian spirits of the stupa and of the Sasana on the plinth of a stupa 

and would have to take an oath. Then, the achoat adeithtan document (binding oath) would be 

wrapped around each of their necks. Then, the same amount of unbroken rice would be poured 

through a cone-shaped leaf into their mouths, and both litigants would have to chew the rice at the 

same time. If a litigant finished first within the prescribed period of time, he or she would win. If both 

the litigants finished together, they would have to gargle with water and spit into spittoons. The 

litigant whose spittoon had clearer water would be the winner, and the person who had broken scraps 

remaining would be the loser (Manu Amat, 1903). The rice-chewing ordeal was used in a case of rape 

(Mi Nyein, aged 12 vs Nga La, aged 33) in 1797, during the reign of King Badon. Mi Nyein won the case 

because she finished chewing the rice completely. Nga La did not finish, and broken scraps remained 

in his mouth; hence he lost the case (Yazatheikpa Thatta Kyangyi, 1929). 

Hkehtauk (the Ordeal by Lead) 

Another type of trial by ordeal was hkehtauk (the ordeal by lead). First, the litigants would have to pay 

obeisance to the spirits as in the san-wa ordeal, and would have to take an oath that neither they nor 

those accompanying them had magic potions, amulets, etc. with them; and the achoat adeithtan 

document (binding oath) would be wrapped around each of their necks (Tin, 2012). The litigants would 

have to pay for the cost of 3 viss 30 kyats 3 mu and 3 ywe needed for this ordeal. The letmayunt 

(armed messengers) would melt the lead (The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol IV, 1986). Then, an index 

finger of each litigant would be covered with a thin palm-leaf; and they would have to thrust their 

fingers into molten lead. A litigant would win if the palm-leaf covering his or her finger was not burnt 

and if his or her finger was not injured. The litigant who burnt his or her finger would lose the case 

(Sangermano, 1962). If the injury was not clearly visible, the litigants would be put under observation 

for seven days. The litigant whose finger became blistered would lose the case. If it is not noticeable 

till then, their fingers would be pricked. The litigant whose blood flowed freshly would be the winner, 

and litigant whose blood flowed dark would lose the case (Tin, 2012). The hkehtauk ordeal differed 

from the other types of ordeals in that the accusers were not subjected to this ordeal; only the accused 

had to be subjected to hkehtauk. In 1807, during King Badon's reign, Nga Maung and Thapaw accused 

Nga Myat Ya and Nga Shan of stealing their possessions–gold, silver, fabrics, etc. As there was no 

evidence, the case was decided by hkehtauk (the ordeal of lead), and Nga Myat Ya and Nga Shan had 

to dip their fingers into molten lead. As their fingers were not burnt by molten lead, they won the case 

and were acquitted (Yazatheikpa Thetta Kyangyi, 1929). 
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A review on Kabaleyat (The Four Types of Trial by Ordeal) 

King Badon decided on the cases without evidences with the four types of trial by ordeal. However, 

there were no specifications as to which cases and means would be used to judge by which of the four 

types of trial by ordeal. The four types of trial by ordeal (kabalevyat)-ye-ngoat (submerging in water), 

mipyaing (the ordeal of lighting), san-wa (chewing rice), and hkehtauk (the ordeal by lead) cannot be 

said as right and precise judgments when they are compared to todays’ firm and precise judgments. 

However, in line with the tenet and conventional belief that truth is taken care of by the Nats, the four 

types of trial by ordeal are employed in the case without evidence by assuming the righteous man 

would win. 

However, judging with the four types of trial by ordeal having firm evidence means punishment. The 

judge and lawyer who decided the case having firm evidence by submerging in water were ordered to 

punish on 15 July 1810. That order described that Mi Ya and Mi Law, mother-in laws of Dhamma 

Waithu were judged to submerge in water though having a witness. The king knew about this case 

was decided by Sithu Thinkayar. When there was a witness, the decision should not be with 

submerging in water. The barristers had a custom to apply if the decision was not right, but they did 

not. “Punish judge Sithu Thinkayar and barristers with criminal laws” (The Royal Orders of Burma, 

Vol.VI, 1987, p.198).  

Orders Relating to Theft 

Relating with thefts, in 1784, King Badon issued the orders that administrators of towns and the 

residents had to arrest thieves. If not, the lost things of victims had to be paid for by the public. 

Moreover, if thefts occurred, the administrative heads such as Myo-wun (the provincial governor) and 

Sitke (the deputy of a Myo-wun responsible for judicial and criminal matters) had to capture the 

criminals and dispatch them to the capital. If administrative heads cannot arrest the criminals, the 

order to punish to them is also issued. When the criminals made statements about their accomplices, 

the administrative personnel had to arrest them. The administrative personnel would be jailed and 

dismissed if they could not arrest the accomplices (Pu, MS.1497). In the order issued on 28 January 

1795 at the reign of King Badon was not to seek out thieves in every quarters, towns, and villages in 

the state. If they were identified in the interrogation, compensation penalty must not be practiced. 

Judgments had to be done on the frequent times and big or small case (The Royal Orders of Burma, 

Vol.V, 1986, p.458). It is assumed that the reason of issuing such edict was to have collaboration in 

the cause of community and to have rule of laws by pacifying in the area that was administered. 
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Orders Relating to Robbery 

King Badon issued an order relating to robbery that if bandits could not be arrested, the respective 

administrators were arrested and jailed, dismissed, and killed. To suppress bandits, officers relating 

to civil security were appointed and the order was also for putting to death heads of the villages on 

condition that the robbery occurred due to their negligence (Yee Yee, 1968). Moreover, relating to 

robbery, King Badon issued an order on 19 February 1806 that if the robbers were not captured, the 

lost things of the victims had to be compensated by respective towns and villages (The Royal Orders 

of Burma, Vol. V, 1986). So, it is assumed that the orders relating to robbery under King Badon may 

be to hinder impending crimes, to secure cities and villages and to pacify and stabilize the country. 

Orders Relating to Committing Sexual Affairs and Rape 

Relating to committing sexual affairs and rape, King Badon issued an order in 1784 that rapists 

committing to unmarried girls under parents’ guardianship were sentenced by flogging along with 

Moung-kyaw dan1 (Pu, MS. 1497). Moreover, King Badon issued an order relating to rape that the 

defendant was judged to death (Yee Yee, 1968). Whatever, orders relating to committing sexual affairs 

and rapes may be providing defense to women in community. 

Orders Relating to Bribery 

Relating with bribery, King Badon issued an order in 1783. In that order, the people taking bribes were 

sentenced Moung-kyaw punishment and the silvers they took would be liquefied and poured into 

their mouths (The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.IV, 1986). Moreover, King Badon issued an order on 5 

August 1813 that the hands of the officers who collected imposts in excess of the prescribed rates at 

markets, brokerage or landing stages, were to be cut (Tin, 2012). It is assumed that this order had to 

be issued to protect and safeguard the interests of the people because some officers tried to 

circumvent the rules by overcharging the taxpayers so that they would not be accused of taking bribes. 

The orders relating to bribery cases at the time of King Badon may be aimed at eradicating corruption 

among civil officers and establishing good morals. 

Comparing the Penalties Concerned with Major Crimes 

Rebellion 

Conspiracy to usurp the throne, civil disobedience, and rebellion are judged as death penalty by all 

kings in Konbaung Period (Orders of Alaung Min Tayar, 1964). The conspirators to usurp the throne of 

King Badon, his little brother Prince of Sithar, Mahar Thiha Thuya and their followers were executed 

(Kyaw Thet, 2015). The monk swho encouraged the conspirators were defrocked and exiled to Gangaw 

- Kalaw by the order on 10 March 1782.That order described that Kyeikpadai, Tharwithti, Sipar, and 
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Htantapin are the monks who must follow the disciplines to attain the Nibbana. They fail to do it and 

mingle with laymen discussing kingly affairs. Turn Kyeikpadai to laymen and sent to Gangaw-Kalaw, 

and send Tharwithti, Sipar, and Htantapin to the remaining three of the four parts of forests in each 

(The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.IV, 1986, p.233). The people who had known the scheme, but did not 

tell the king were imprisoned (The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.IV, 1986). By sentencing capital 

judgments to suppress the rebellion, the reign of King Badon saw no more rebellions and he ruled the 

country peacefully. Supreme Court sentenced U Saw and the accomplices, participated in State 

assassination in Myanmar after Independence, to death penalty on 27 April 1948 (Burma Law Reports, 

1948). Death penalty to the rebellions could assume as a deterrent to usurpation. At the time of King 

Badon, death penalty was given relating to usurpation, case against authority, and rebellion. Today, 

treason against the state is punished by death penalty or life sentence (Section 122 of Myanmar Pena 

l Code, 1968). For deciding like this in those case may be assumed as to be for stable administration 

and to deter more crimes. 

Thefts 

In the theft in Paline quarter, north of Shwegu capital, the committed thief in Nga Ku’s house was not 

captured. The owner had to account honestly for his losses, to be paid by Htaunghmu (Prison 

directors), Kin-oat (Leader of a group of watchmen), King-zaung (Watchman) and the inhabitants of 

the ward according to the order issued in 1784 (The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.VII, 1988). The 

judgment was heavy in deciding people committing thefts which was the major crime. However, it is 

found that the penalty was not linear and changeable. Moreover, in the theft on 5 March 1810 the 

thieves and bandits were captured and sent by Kyaroak Nga San Mar, gardener Nga Nyo Bilu, and 

Kyuwun Myae Kain Nga Khwe, who were appointed to capture thieves by Wunhtak Myaesonwun, to 

dig with an iron chain on their neck (The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.VI, 1987). It is found from looking 

at those orders, that the punishments decided on thieves and bandits were execution and digging 

with iron chain on the neck. Despite the punishments for theft were severe, the punishments varied 

according to the nature of these crimes. Today, anyone who is charged with theft is punished with 

three-year imprisonment or fine (Section 379 of Myanmar Penal Code, 1968). Thus, in comparison the 

punishment decided in the reign of King Badon and today, putting punishment on the administrative 

heads was the emphasis on the rule of laws and stability. Today, punishment relating to theft is on the 

thief, not on the administrative heads in the quarter. 

Robbery 

In the robbery happened in Thibaw Township, Law Haw, Law Yan, Law Twin, Law Mar from Tali city, 

cow herdsman Law Liu, Law Sa, Law Wai, Law Li, Law Yan Nin, Law Tin from Gon Sin city arrived with 
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merchandise to royal capital. They applied that gold, silver, textile rolls were lost due to robbery in 

Thibaw Township. The treasurer ordered that the town of Thibaw (i.e. the administrative officials and 

the inhabitants of Thibaw town) had to capture the robbers and transferred them or all things lost by 

Chinese in robbery had to be compensated by Thibaw (The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.V, 1986). In 

the robbery happened on 15 October 1806, Nga Mouk and the bandit accomplices were sentenced to 

death (The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.V, 1986). So, the penalties of robbery in the reign of King Badon 

were death penalty, imprisonment, compensation penalty and other punishments. Nowadays, 

Criminal cases such as theft, robbery, kidnapping are judged by the Penal Code called criminal law 

(Myanmar Penal Code, 1968) and other criminal laws issued timely by Government of Myanmar (The 

Burma Code, 1956). Nowadays, anyone who is charged with robbery is punished life sentence or 

imprisonment up to 10 years with hard labor apart from fines (Section 395 of Myanmar Penal Code, 

1968). Today, there are no punishment specifications for respective administrators if they are not 

capable to arrest the criminals. So, it is assumed that there are limitations to implement genuine rule 

of law and stability. In other words, it is presumed that during the reign of King Badon punishing the 

administrators can implement genuine rule of law and stability. 

Committing Sexual Affairs and Rape 

In the having sexual affair with married woman occurred on 12 September 1787, the defendant 

without clothes was handed over to the guardian of cemetery and shown to people who came there, 

and the violated woman was also ordered to put in jail (The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.IV, 1986). 

Moreover, Khinlubo and his companions who committed to other’s woman and daughters were put 

to death on 15 October 1806 (The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.V, 1986). Today, the government judges 

rape as criminal case by Penal code or criminal law. Life sentence or imprisonment up to 10 years 

apart from fines can be sentenced (Section 376 of Myanmar Penal Code, 1968). In comparing 

punishments of sexual abuse and rape, death penalty was given in the reign of King Badon. Today is 

imprisonment and fine. By looking at those punishments, it is assumed that the decision of King Badon 

can deter the dangers of rape, and sexual abuse. 

Classification as Major Crime 

The categorization of criminal cases and its punishments were varied depending on kings in Konbaung 

Period. In 1784, King Badon regarded the case of having affair with other’s woman and daughter as 

the major crime (Than Tun, 1968). So, a judge tried Nga Talop who committed adultery with Mi Naw, 

wife of Thayewun Minhla Kyawswar according to criminal law. On 13 September 1787, the penalties 

of this case were sentenced to imprison Minaw and to gather elephant food Nga talop. Moreover, on 

28 February 1795, making unrest in the town and damaging the peace of community was also 
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regarded as a major crime (Pu, MS. 45218). So, the people making unrest in the towns were sentenced 

to death on 7 June 1801 (The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.V, 1986). Today, whoever commits fighting 

case or riot had to be punished imprisonment to two years or fine or both punishments (Section 147 

of Myanmar Penal Code, 1968). 

Murder 

At the reign of King Badon, orders related to the major criminal cases like rebellion, theft, robbery, 

and rapes, those to murder cases were also issued in 1789. By that order, murder case was not judged 

with compensation. Death by murder would be judged by the sentence of death (The Royal Orders of 

Burma, Vol.V, 1986). The victim died in a beating case on 3 July 1801. That case was decided to death 

according to the order issued in 1789 (The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.V, 1986). Nowadays, if someone 

committed murder with preoccupied intention, the decision would be life sentence or imprisoning till 

10 years with hard labor also with fine (Section 302(2) of Myanmar Penal Code, 1968). 

Bribery 

Receiving illegal money called bribery was happened at the reign of King Badon. In the bribery 

occurred on 13 June1795 the group taking bribery was sentenced to death. However, they offended 

only once, so they were punished by Moung-kyaw and flogging and freed from execution. That order 

was as follows: Taungoo Secretary was summoned in Taungoo by Horseman Nga Nyo, Nga Eain, Nga 

Myaie, Nga Htwe, Nga Kyan, Tuyin Lattyar Pyan Chi, Lattyar Thiri Kyaw Kaung, Nga wa, Nga Nwe, Nga 

Myat Kaung, Nga Oo, Nga Thar Tun Nyo, Nga La, Nga Chin hlaw, Nga thar took bribe. They should be 

killed but as it was once only those groups were sentenced to Maung kyaw punishment to deter 

everyone who saw and heard (The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.V, 1986, p.535). King Badon issued an 

order to punish relating to robbery on 22 March 1806 that the kindaings (a kindaing was the leader of 

the officers posted at a watch post responsible to collect customs duties) had embezzled the duties 

collected from the boats which the Kyauktalon kin (custom post) had permitted to pass through. So, 

the kindaings were made to return the funds that they had embezzled. But it is stated in an edict 

issued on 22 August 1806 that kindaing Nga Thu, together with his family and his relatives (the 

Myanmar word used in this document is swe -hkunnit set (seven degrees of ancestors and seven 

degrees of descendants removed from oneself) were to be burnt alive in a fire chamber, and that 

Naratheinkha, the kindaing of Kyauktalon, was to be removed from office (Toe Hla, 2002, 148). 

Furthermore, on 10 November 1807, bribery taking Tautmhau (District Superintendent of Police) and 

Sitke (Deputy of a Myo-wun) responsible for judicial and criminal matters, and other corrupted officials 

were severely taken action against and ordered to execution (The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.VI, 

1987). So, the penalties of bribery in the reign of King Badon were death penalty, Moung-kyaw dan, 
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removing from office and other punishments. Civil officers today who are taking bribe could be 

sentenced imprisonment or fine or both according to the articles prescribed in Chapter 9, Myanmar 

Penal Code (Myanmar Penal Code, 1968). 

Comparing the Penalties Concerned with Minor Crimes 

Fighting Case and Accident Case 

Apart from major crimes like murder occurring at King Badon’s time, minor crimes such as case of 

accidental death, beating case or assault, obscenity were also occurring. In fighting happened in Yan 

Aung Quarter at the north of Golden city, the husband got an injury when his wife snatched the sword 

he brought. It was found that the injury went septic and worsened and the husband died. In that case, 

accidental death, wife was freed from the punishment and that order was issued on 26 August 1817. 

That order was Nga Khae lived in Yan Aung quarter at the north of golden city drunk and fought with 

his wife Mi Kwae. The sword hold by Nga Khae was snatched by Mi Kwae in which they caused injury 

which became worse and he died. This response was received and Mi Kwae was free from punishment 

(The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.VII, 1988, p.413). However, in the fighting between spouses at Zaycho 

quarter in Golden Capital in 1817, husband was sentenced to death for dying wife on 29 October 1817. 

That order was in the fighting case happened in Zaycho quarter in golden city between spouses. The 

husband Nga Yae was sentenced to death but there was evidence from granddaughter Padaung 

Princess and so freed him from penalty (The Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.VII, 1988, p.466). Nowadays, 

committing accidental death case which could not be said as murder case and could be said as the 

criminal case can be judged the punishment such as life sentence, and imprisonment up to 10 years, 

along with fine (Section 304 of Myanmar Penal Code, 1968). At the reign of King Badon, punishments 

relating to the accidental death case were analyzed and depend on the cause of cases.  

Beating Case or Assault 

Relating to beating case or assault, King Badon ordered how to punish them on 5 December 1789 

which decided the beaters would be flogged 50 times and ordered to gather foods for elephants and 

horses, the supporters had to pay slaves if one man was beaten by two, three, four or five men (The 

Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.V, 1986). In beating case happened on 20 August 1796, Myo-wun of 

Yadana Theinka ordered to compensate two slaves2 without group (Kyaw Htin, 1964). In beating case 

causing to death happened in 1798, the judge decided to compensate 10 slaves3 without group (Kyaw 

Htin, 1964). Though beating till death than beating by group was more in punishments, Myo-wun of 

Moe Meik decided to compensate just one slave without group in case happened in 1805 (Kyaw Htin, 

1964). So, it can be assumed that the punishment at beating case depends on the judges’ decisions. 
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Nowadays, if someone committed beating, he could be judged the imprisonment up to three months, 

or five hundred kyats or both punishments (Section 352 of Myanmar Penal Code, 1968). Moreover, 

anyone who commits with the intention of disgrace to girl’s modesty or trying to assault could be 

sentenced imprisonment up to two years, or fine or both punishments (Myanmar Penal Code, 1968). 

Obscenity Case 

Obscenity cases also happened at the time of King Badon. Insulting someone harshly or coarsely, 

falsely accusing someone, or traducing someone's character was hnoat lun hmu (obscenity case), and 

was legally punishable. Obscenity case was settled by giving with gold, cloth, tea, ondwe and bolts of 

fine calico to the victim who was an officer of the five ranks (neyadawngathwe) honored by the king, 

depending on his rank. The compensation to be given to an officer of tawneya (first out of the five 

blocks of seats to which courtiers attending an audience given by the king area assigned according to 

protocol) was five ticals of gold and that be given to a hnigaukne (or courtier of the lowest rank) was 

half a tical (Tin, 2012). Thus, the compensatory damages an offender was required to pay for the same 

offence depended on the victim's rank. Moreover, the thugaungs (or nobles) who were honored by 

the king enjoyed some privileges, and the Dhammathats prescribed the punishments based on the 

ranks of the people. Since the king wanted civilians to be courteous ones, he did not allow using harsh 

and sharp words. Harsh and sharp words such as Nin, Ngar, Min, Thin use was ordered to pay 

compensation. In the obscenity on 29 October 1789, the decision would be to pay compensation 

however the cost of court was exceeded than that of compensation. So, the judge ordered to pay cost 

of court. The Judge, myowun of Hanlin Maung Hmaing’s order was Mi Min Aung was committed by 

Mi Nyein Aung. The decision was to pay fees than compensation. Every cost spent by Mi Min Aung 

and Mi Nyein Aung had to be paid by Mi Nyein Aung to Mi Min Aung (Kyaw Htin, 1964). In that case, 

the loser at the court had only paid for court expense to the winner. Intentional mispronunciation to 

name also belongs to obscenity. In 1795, Nga Shwe Bin sued Nga Phyu and wife Mi Kaung, for 

defaming his wife Mi Oo by saying that she had an abortion. Maung Hmaing, the myowun of 

Yadanatheinga decided as follows: There were three, five or ten ways of attacking someone with 

obscenity; in deciding on the punishment that seems to suit the offence in conformity with the ruling 

that if the compensation exceeds legal expenses, are to be paid by the offender, Nga Phyu and wife 

Mi Kaung are to compensate Nga Shwe Bin for the legal expenses incurred (Kyaw Htin, 1964). On 19 

June 1806, obscenity happened due to calling Nga Pa Thee as Nga Pa Theik by Nga Phyu. Myo-wun of 

Saku decided in line with custom of paying court expense by loser-every court expense spent by Nga 

Pa Thee was paid by Nga Phyu (Kyaw Htin, 1964). 
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Pardon for Punishment 

At the reign of King Badon, apart from issuing different criminal cases edicts to free from punishment 

were also issued. For criminals, they were saved by the appeal of Princes, Princess, and Queen 

consorts to the king. That order was issued on 15, March, 1788. That order was according to crimes, 

the one to be killed was taken by Crown Princess by ordering Ahywatwun4 (The Royal Orders of Burma, 

Vol.V, 1986, p.403). The order to free from punishment was issued as donation of lives though the 

theft of silver, gold, jewelry relating to emperor. That order was that though there was a criminal case 

for theft of silver, gold, jewelry relating to emperor, the crime would be freed as donation of lives (The 

Royal Orders of Burma, Vol.V, 1986, p.624-625). Today, the right to free from punishment is granted 

to the President (Section 204 of Union of Myanmar Constitution, 2008). 

Conclusion 

To sum up, King Badon issued many royal orders and decided the criminal cases according to them. 

Moreover, King Badon issued the order for cases without firm evidences to judge them with one of 

the four types of trial by ordeal. It is not reasonable logically to regard these four types of trial by 

ordeal as just. The people in those days traditionally believed in the adeithtan-choat (binding oath) 

and thitsadawkyan (treatise of oaths). So the wrongdoer feels insecurity, he will lack confidence, and 

will lose the trial. Therefore, the Burmese customs were the judicial system of the day. Orders relating 

to thieves and bandits can be assumed aiming to arrest them by the administrative heads and to 

hinder them from committing further offences. It may be giving protection to women in community 

by issuing orders relating to having sexual affair and rape case. The orders relating to bribery case may 

be aimed at eradicating corruption among civil officers and establishing good morals. Whatever it is 

said, orders relating to criminal cases issued in the reign of King Badon was assumed at state peace 

and development, and rule of law. 

King Badon is the absolute monarch reasonably sentencing death penalty to conspiracy to usurp 

throne, rebellion and having sexual affairs with a palace lady. The punishment for rebellion is same 

today and in the reign of King Badon but not for other cases. For bribery case, the committers were 

sentenced to death. The punishments for thefts varied according to the nature of these crimes. 

Accidental death case decision and its penalties depended upon the cause of case. Decisions relating 

to assault may be upon the decisions of judges. Punishments of obscenity cases were decided to pay 

compensation. However, if court expense exceeded the compensation, the loser at court had to pay 

the court expense of the winner. Today, the highest penalty for rebellion is death penalty. The highest 
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penalty for rape is life-sentence. Other cases are decided to what specified such as imprisonment, 

fines or both. Today, there are no punishment specifications under the Myanmar Penal Code for 

relevant authorities if they are not capable to find the perpetrators of crime. So, it is assumed that 

there are weaknesses to implement genuine rule of law and stability.  

 

Notes 

1. Proclamation. Moung-kyaw dan was of two types: ordinary Moung-kyaw dan and Moung-kyaw 

dan with flogging. If Moung-kyaw dan was inflicted on a convict, he would be taking along a road 

with the officials striking two gongs in front of him and two behind him. The court decision stating 

why the Moung-kyaw dan was inflicted on him would be read out at every junction. He would be 

taken back to the court only after going along the road as prescribed by the court. If flogging was 

attached, the convict had to be flogged after reading the court decision. 

2. or 120 kyats as the value of a slave was fixed at 60 kyats. 

3. or 600 kyats as the value of a slave was fixed at 60 kyats. 

4.  He was invested with the administration of justice over the village of lepers, beggars and burners 

of the dead. 
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A Case Study on the Importance of Mother-Tongue Education towards 

Effective Teaching in Bilingual Education in Myanmar 

Aye Pa Pa Myo 

English Department, Yangon University of Education, Myanmar 

 

Abstract  

Education plays an essential role to build up a modern and developed country. Moreover, education 

is the driving force to change from old ideas to new ones. There are different kinds of education that 

are being used to share knowledge among people. They are mother-tongue education, bilingual 

education, monastic education, and so on. Among them, mother-tongue education is fundamental to 

learn different languages because it is the key to understand the nature of these languages, including 

English. In some countries such as United Kingdom, English is the first language used in learning. 

English is used as second language in many countries such as India. However, in some countries such 

as Myanmar, English is used as a foreign language and so most students have weakness with English 

as the language of instruction at schools. Hence, bilingual education has been used in language 

teaching and language learning, but it is essential to use mother-tongue education for effective 

teaching in bilingual education. In this paper, the researcher has attempted to study the importance 

of mother-tongue education focusing on effective teaching in bilingual education in Myanmar. The 

main purpose of doing this research is to investigate the necessity of mother-tongue education for the 

effectiveness of bilingual education in Myanmar. In this research, forty third-year non-English 

specialization students from Yangon University of Education were participants. This research took two 

months. It was conducted with a self-observational approach. As research tools, three questionnaires 

and six reading texts were used. Both quantitative and qualitative research methods were used. 

According to the findings from this research, 80% of the participants found it easier and more effective 

to learn English with the help of mother-tongue education, while 20% were able to handle bilingual 

education very well after being trained with some reading texts. In brief, it was clear that mother-

tongue education was favored by both students and teachers for effective language learning and 

language teaching. It is hoped that the findings from this research will be supportive for further 

research. 

Keywords: education, bilingual education, mother-tongue education 
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Introduction 

In this section, there are three parts: background of the study, significance of the study and limitations 

of the study.  

Background of the Study 

It is generally true that language is the connector to exchange the messages of one person to another 

in order to learn about different cultures and traditions. In addition, language is a vital tool for 

communication. It is not only a means of communicating thoughts and ideas, but it builds friendships, 

economic relationships and cultural ties. Indeed, language is the most important tool of 

communication invented by human civilization. Language helps us share our thoughts, and 

understand others. Hence, every civilization possesses their own language or mother tongue that can 

be used for special purposes to communicate with each other in local areas. In the same way, mother 

tongue is used in education, especially in teaching school subjects and other learning materials. In 

Myanmar, all school subjects except Myanmar language from secondary to tertiary levels are written 

in English. Most students find it difficult to understand these subjects thoroughly in English and so 

teachers need to explain them by using their mother-tongue/first language - Myanmar language. 

Using their mother-tongue makes students understand the subjects they are learning more deeply. 

Hence, mother-tongue education becomes essential in bilingual education. In this paper, the 

researcher attempts to study the importance of mother-tongue education in bilingual education. This 

research proves some findings in particular - the importance of mother-tongue education in language 

teaching through bilingual education - and these findings will be supportive for further research 

related to the necessity of mother-tongue education. To do this research, the researcher set up the 

main aim and specific objectives as well as the research questions as follows: 

Main Aim of the Study 

The main purpose of doing this research is to investigate the necessity of mother-tongue education 

for the effectiveness of bilingual education in Myanmar.  

Specific Objectives of the Study 

1. The specific objectives of the study are as follows: 

2. To observe the role of mother-tongue or first language in education 

3. To trace the use of mother-tongue education in language teaching and language learning 

4. To investigate the necessity of mother-tongue education in bilingual education in Myanmar 
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Research Questions of the Study 

Research questions of the study are as follows 

1. Is mother-tongue education essential in bilingual education in Myanmar? 

2. What are the benefits of using mother-tongue in language learning and language teaching? 

3. Can mother-tongue education support the development of education system in Myanmar 

through bilingual education? 

The researcher also set up the rationale of the study as follows: 

Rationale of the Study 

To illustrate to readers the importance of mother-tongue education in bilingual education 

To illustrate to readers the role of mother-tongue education in language teaching and language 

learning 

Significance of the Study 

In this research, the researcher emphasized the necessity of mother-tongue or first language in the 

development of bilingual education which has been used in the education system of Myanmar. 

Besides, in this research, the researcher observed the importance of mother-tongue education in 

language teaching and language learning in terms of bilingual education. In particular, the researcher 

focused on some selected reading texts to find out the requirement of mother-tongue so that students 

can build up the comprehension or understanding of these texts and find out the correct answers to 

the exercises in these texts. Furthermore, the researcher observed the importance of mother-tongue 

in teaching other subjects written in English through bilingual education at schools in Myanmar. 

Limitations of the Study 

There are some limitations in doing this research and in particular, while the researcher observed the 

requirement of mother-tongue education in teaching English and other subjects written in English at 

schools, he was unable to observe the importance of mother-tongue in teaching other languages such 

as French or Russian because other languages are not taught at my university. In Myanmar, English is 

used as the foreign language and at schools, mother-tongue is used to teach school subjects written 

in English. In this research, the researcher did not manage to observe the needs of mother-tongue in 

teaching school subjects at all schools in Myanmar due to limitations such as time, finance, personality 

and so on. Thus this is small scale research; but all findings from this research will be effective for 

further research.   
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Literature Review 

In this section, three are two parts: related literature of scholars and previous studies of the scholars. 

Meaning of bilingual education 

According to Wikipedia, 

Bilingual education is the kind of education which includes teaching academic content in two 

languages, in a native and secondary language with varying amounts of each language used in 

accordance with the program model. Bilingual education presents the utilization of two 

languages as means of instruction for students and is considered part of or the entire school 

curriculum. 

Concerning this citation, bilingual education is essential in academic teaching programs planned in 

first or secondary language or both. Bilingual education is the kind of education using two languages 

such as Myanmar and English as well as Chinese and English. It plays as the language instruction and 

as the part of the entire school curriculum. 

Importance of Bilingual Education 

According to Wikipedia, 

Bilingual education is the pathway to bilingualism, the goal of understanding a second or foreign 

language. Bilingualism provides a multidimensional view of language learning that contains five 

categories; individual, societal, family, school, and disciplinary. Not only does bilingualism 

introduce new linguistics, but it gives a perspective on cultural diversity. This allows intercultural 

communication which can lead to an increase in globalization and harmony among the universe. 

Concerning this citation, bilingual education is the pathway to bilingualism, otherwise, 

understanding second or foreign language conducting individual, societal, family, school, and 

disciplinary factors. Besides, bilingual education introduces new linguistics and perception on new 

diversity. It brings the cultural communication leading to an increase in globalization and harmony 

among the universe. 

Meaning of mother tongue  

According to Wikipedia, 

Mother tongue refers to your first language or native language. It is the language that you most 

commonly speak. Mother tongue in education refers to when a school or educational institution 
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integrates the language a child is most familiar with (their mother tongue) into the classroom 

lesson along with the school’s lesson (such as English). This is normally the language that the child 

speaks at home with their family.  

Concerning this citation, mother-tongue is the first language or native language of a person. Children 

are familiar with mother-tongue in education in the classroom because they have used their mother-

tongue at home with their family. 

The mother tongue meaning for a child  

Mother-tongue for a child involves more than just language and includes the child’s personal, 

social and cultural identity. The choice of words and expression carry different meaning across 

cultures and where in one language asking direct questions is considered intrusive, in another it 

is inquisitive. This means that the language chosen when speaking is thought about before it is 

delivered.  

Concerning this citation, mother-tongue for a child relates to their first language, their personality 

society and cultural identity.  

Previous Studies  

Concerning this research, I would like to mention three relative papers. The first paper concerns the 

study of mother-tongue education titled “Current Perceptive on Mother – Tongue Based Instruction 

in the Newly Kindergarten to Grade 12 Lessons of the Philippines” written by Theresa B. Valerio (2015). 

The researcher used questionnaires to obtain the necessary data needed including the respondents’ 

profile. The data gathered were analyzed and interpreted using statistical tools to arrive at valid 

findings.  

The second paper relating to mother-tongue education was by Foley (2001). The purpose of this paper 

is to clarify what the difficulties are, and then to suggest what needs to be done to overcome them. 

The intention is neither to argue for or against the notion of mother-tongue education in the South 

African context, nor to consider whether its implementation is practically possible, but simply to spell 

out what courses of action need to be undertaken if the idea is to be seriously pursued. 

The third paper is concerned with mother Language for Iranian Bilingual Students - article written by 

Pouran Seifi (2014). The paper finds that submersion instruction makes students frustrated and 

decreases the achievement of the non-Farsi-mother-tongue students.   
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Research Methodology 

In this section, there are two main parts: research design, and research procedure.  

Research Design  

To do this research, the researcher used 40 third year non-English specialization students and ten 

English teachers from the English Department from Yangon University of Education. The researcher 

used two months in a semester as the research period. As the research tool, the researcher used three 

questionnaires, and six reading texts from Straightforward Course book (C+). To do this research, the 

researcher used the quantitative and qualitative research method. 

Research Procedure 

This research was conducted through a self-observational approach. According to the research 

procedure, there are three parts. The first part is to draw a suitable lesson plan. The second part is to 

train the students by using the lesson plan. Due to the lesson plan, the students were first given the 

questionnaire including ten questions related to the use of mother-tongue in learning English and 

other subjects written in English. Then, they were taught two reading texts in English explained to the 

students in English. Then they were given the questionnaire a second time to know the difficulties in 

learning English. Then, the reading texts were explained by using two languages- mother-tongue and 

English again so that they understood very well. They were taught two reading texts bilingually and 

given the instructions. Then they were given two reading texts in English and given instructions in 

English and they were given the questionnaire so that they were able to reveal the difficulties again. 

Then ten English teachers were interviewed to ask their difficulties in teaching English by using English 

as well as bilingual including English and their mother-tongue. The third part was to collect the data 

and analyze it with quantitative and qualitative research method to focus on findings. 

Lesson Plan 

Class Size:     large 

Types of students:  third year non-English specialization students in different sex and 

different ages 

Number of students:  forty 

Language Level:    intermediate level 

Objective: To be able to comprehend the reading texts written in English by using 

bilingual education 

Teaching material:   Six Reading texts from straight forward course book (C+) 
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Lesson Plan 

Days Categories Time Language Instruction 
Day1 Teaching reading text (1) 30 minutes English 
Day2 Teaching reading text (2) 30 minutes English 
Day3 Giving questionnaire (1) 15 minutes Mother-tongue 
Day4 Teaching reading text (3) 30 minutes Bilingual 
Day5 Teaching reading text (4) 30 minutes Bilingual 
Day6 Giving questionnaire (2) 15 minutes Bilingual 
Day7 Teaching reading text (5) 30 minutes Bilingual 
Day8 Teaching reading text (6) 30 minutes Bilingual 

Teaching Materials 

Concerning teaching materials, there are six reading texts as follow: 

No Name of Reading Texts Types of Reading Texts 
1 Happy Birthday Matching and Answering the questions 
2 Breaking News Matching and Answering the questions 
3 Bank Robbers Matching and Answering the questions 
4 Secrets Choosing the title and Answering the questions 
5 Total Sport Choosing the title and Answering the questions 
6 Strange Sports Matching and Answering the questions 

 
Table 1: Questionnaire (1) 

No Questions Students’ Responses 
Good Fair   Least 

1 I understand the reading texts in English if 
explained in English 

   

2. I can understand the reading texts in English if 
explained in mother-tongue 

   

3. I can read the reading texts in English myself    
4. I can write the paragraphs in English myself    
5. I can understand the texts in other subjects 

written in English myself 
   

6. I can understand the texts in other subjects 
written in English by explaining in English 

   

7. I understand the texts in other subjects written in 
English by explaining bilingually 

   

8. I like to learn the reading texts in English    
9. I like to learn the reading texts in other subjects 

in English 
   

10. I like using my mother-tongue as the medium of 
instruction in learning English 

   

Table 2: Questionnaire (2) 
No  Questions Students’ responses 
1 I understand more in reading texts written in 

English after being trained bilingually 
 Better Good Fair 

2. I understand more in reading texts written in 
English after being trained in my mother-tongue 

   

3. I can answer the questions and do the exercises 
written in English myself 

   

4. I can read the paragraphs in other subjects    
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better if they are written in English. 
5. I can write the paragraphs better in other better 

subjects written in English myself 
   

6. I can follow the lessons in other subjects after 
being trained bilingually 

   

7. I understand all lessons taught in English without 
teachers after being trained 

   

8. I understand all lessons taught in English without 
teachers after being trained. 

   

9. I feel happy using my mother-tongue in learning 
English. 

   

10. I am Ok in learning other subjects written in 
English in my classroom after being trained with 
bilingual education. 

   

 
Table 3: Questionnaire (3) 

No Questions Answers 
1 Are you OK in teaching lessons written in English in 

your classrooms? Why? 
 

2 Are you OK in teaching the students reading texts 
in your classrooms? Why? 

 

3 What kind of problems do you find in teaching 
reading texts in your classrooms? 

 

4 Is there any problem in teaching reading texts in 
your classrooms? Why? 

 

5 Is there any difficulty in teaching reading texts in 
your classrooms? Why? 

 

6 Did you find any problems in teaching reading 
texts in your classrooms? 

 

7 How did you find out about this?  
8 Did you find out the benefits of using bilingual 

education? 
 

9 What do you think about bilingual language?  
10 Is mother-tongue education important in bilingual 

education? Why? 
 

11 Is bilingual education important in language 
teaching? Why? 

 

12 What kind of benefits do you achieve in bilingual 
education? 

 

13 What do you think of bilingual education?  
14 What kind of role does mother-tongue play in 

bilingual education? 
 

15 Is it easy to teach reading texts in English? Why?   
16 Did you find out any problem in teaching reading 

texts in your classrooms? 
 

Data Collection 

In this section, data were collected based on answers from exercises in six reading texts that all 

participants or students due to answers from questionnaire the table.4 and table.5  
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Table 4: Students’ Responses to Questionnaire.1 
No Students’ 

Name 
Questions Student’s Response 

YES NO NONE 
1 S(1)-S(2) 1. I understand the reading texts in 

English if I am explained in English 
2. I can understand the reading 
texts in English if I am explained in 
mother-tongue 
3. I can read the reading texts in 
English myself 
4. I can write the paragraphs in 
English myself 
5. I can understand the texts in 
other subjects written in English 
myself 
6. I can understand the texts in 
other subjects written in English by 
explaining in English 
7. I understand the texts in other 
subjects written in English by 
explaining bilingually 
8. I like to learn the reading texts in 
English 
9. I like to learn the reading texts in 
other subjects in English 
10. I like using mother-tongue as 
the medium of instruction in 
learning English 

   
2 S(3)-S(4)    
3 S (5)- S(6)    
4 S(7)-S(8)    
5 S(9)-S(10)    
6 S(11)-S(12)    
7 S(13)-S(14)    
8 S(15)-S (16)    
9 S(17)-S (18)    
11 S(19)-S(20)    
12 S(21)-S(22)    
13 S(23)-S(24)    
14 S(25)-S(26)    
15 S(27)-S(28)    
16 S(29)-S(30)    
17 S(31)-S(32)    
18 S(33)-S(34)    
18 S(35)-S(36)    
19 S(37)-S(38)    
20 S(39)-S(40)    

 
Table 5: Students’ Response to Questionnaire.2 

No Students’ 
name 

Questions Student’s Response 
Better Good Fair 

1 S(1)-S(2) 1. I understand more in learning reading 
texts written in English after being trained 
bilingually.  
2. I understand more in learning reading 
texts written in English after being trained 
in my mother-tongue. 
3. I can answer the questions and do the 
exercises written in English myself. 
4. I can read the paragraphs in other 
subjects more written in English myself. 

   
2 S(3)-S(4)    
3 S(5)-S(6)    
4 S(7)-S(8)    
5 S(9)-S(10)    
6 S(11)-S(12)    
7 S(13)-S(14)    
8 S(15)-S(16)    
9 S(17)-S(18)    
10 S(19)-S(20)    
11 S(21)-S(22)    
12 S(23)-S(24)    
13 S(25)-S(26) 6.I can understand the texts in other 

subjects better than if they written in 
English by having explained in English 
7. I understand the texts in other subjects 
written in English by explaining them 
bilingually. 
8.I like to learn the reading texts in English 
9.I like to learn the reading texts in other 
subjects in English 
10. I like using my mother-tongue as the 
medium of instruction in learning English. 

   
14 S(27)-S(28)    
15 S(29)-S(30)    
16 S(31)-S(32)    
17 S(33)-S(34)    
18 S(35)-S(36)    
19 S(37)-S(38)    
20 S(39)-S(40)    
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Table 6: Common Teachers’ Responses to Questionnaire.3 

No Questions Teachers’ Common Responses 
1. Are you OK in teaching lessons written in 

English in your classrooms? Why? 
No, I am not OK because most of the students are 
weak in English. I think they have no good background 
knowledge of English. 

2 Are you OK in teaching the students reading 
texts in your classrooms? Why? 

Yes, I am not rather OK. Because most of the students 
are poor in English. You know, they have no good 
background knowledge of English. 

3 What kind of problems do you find in 
teaching reading texts in your classrooms? 

Mostly, I find some problems in teaching reading 
texts, especially in reading comprehension, 
vocabulary and the meaning of words and so on. 

4. Is there any problem in teaching reading 
texts in your classrooms? Why?  

Yes, this is. One of the problems I think is that most of 
the students are difficult in comprehending each 
paragraph in reading texts.  

5. Is there any difficulty in teaching reading 
texts in your classrooms? Why? 

Yes, there is sometimes in teaching reading texts in my 
classrooms because using English as language 
instruction makes it more difficult for the students 
when teaching reading texts. 

6. Did you find out any problem in teaching 
reading texts in your classrooms? 

Of course, there were some problems in teaching 
reading texts in my classroom. 

7. How did you find out this? Yes, I found this whenever I checked their exercise 
books.  

8. Did you find out the benefits of using 
bilingual education? 

Of course, I found them. Bilingual education is 
beneficial for language teaching. 

9. How do you think of bilingual language? I think bilingual language is useful in teaching reading 
texts. Using bilingual education makes students 
understand the reading texts very well. 

10 Is mother-tongue education important in 
bilingual education? Why? 

Personally I think mother-tongue education is 
important in bilingual education because it is essential 
in language teaching. Mother-tongue can be used for 
helping the students to comprehend the reading 
passages very well. 

11 Is bilingual education important in language 
teaching? Why? 

Of course, bilingual education is important in language 
teaching because students can understand more 
lessons very well. 

12 What kind of benefits do you achieve in 
bilingual education? 

I can achieve some benefits from bilingual education, 
especially I can create the students’ deep 
understanding in reading passages and doing 
exercises very well. 

13 What do you think of bilingual education? Yeah, I think bilingual education is supportive and 
effective for teaching and learning English. 

14 What kind of role does mother-tongue play 
in bilingual education? 

 Yeah, you know, mother-tongue education plays an 
essential role in bilingual education. 

15 Is it easy to teach reading texts in English? 
Why?  

No, it is quite difficult for me to teach the students 
reading texts in English because English is just a 
foreign language in Myanmar and for the students, 
using English as the classroom language is just a 
burden for students in learning reading texts and 
other subjects written in English.  

16 Did you find any problem in teaching reading 
texts in your classrooms? 

Of course, I found out some problems in teaching 
reading texts in my classrooms. 
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Table 7: Students’ Scores from first two reading texts (teaching in English) 
No Students’ Name Types of Reading 

Texts 
Given Marks Percentage Scored 

Marks 
Percentage 

1 S1- S4 Happy Birthday 
Matching and 
Answering the 
questions 
Breaking News 
Matching and 
Answering the 
questions 

10 100% 5 50% 
2. S5-S8 10 100% 4 40% 
3. S9-S12 10 100% 5 50% 
4. S13-S16 10 100% 5 50% 
5. S17-S20 10 100% 4 40% 
6. S21-S24 10 100% 5 50% 
7 S25-S28 10 100% 4 40% 
8 S29-S32 10 100% 3 30% 
9 S33-S36 10 100% 5 50% 
10 S37-S40 10 100% 4 40% 

Table 8: Students’ Scores from second two reading texts (teaching bilingually: mother-tongue and English) 
No Students’ 

Name 
Types of Reading Texts Given 

Marks 
Percentage Scored 

Marks 
Percentage 

1 S1-S4 Bank Robbers Matching and 
Answering the questions 
Secrets 
Choosing the title and Answering 
the questions 

10 100% 6 60% 
2 S5-S8 10 100% 5 50% 
3 S9-S12 10 100% 7 70% 
4 S13-S16 10 100% 5 50% 
5 S17-S20 10 100% 6 60% 
6 S21-S24 10 100% 6 60% 
7. S25-S28 10 100% 7 70% 
8 S29-S32 10 100% 6 60% 
9 S33-S36 10 100% 7 70% 
10 S37-S40 10 100% 7 70% 

Table 9: Students’ Scores from second two reading texts (teaching in bilingual: mother-tongue and English) 
No Students’ Name Types of Reading 

Texts 
Given Marks Percentage  Scored 

Marks 
Percentage 

1. S1-S4 Total Sport 
Choosing the title 
and Answering the 
questions 
Strange Sports 
Matching and 
Answering the 
questions 

10 100% 6 60% 
2. S5-S8 10 100% 6 60% 
3. S9-S12 10 100% 7 70% 
4. S13-S16 10 100% 6 60% 
5. S17-S20 10 100% 7 70% 
6. S21-S24 10 100% 7 70% 
7. S25-S28 10 100% 6 60% 
8 S29-S32 10 100% 6 60% 
9 S33-S36 10 100% 7 70% 
10 S37-S40 10 100% 8 80% 

Table 10: Different Students’ Scores from three reading texts 
No  Students’ 

Name 
Titles of reading texts and Types of 
Questions 

Different Scores from three reading texts 
First Second Third 

1 S1-S4 Happy Birthday 
Breaking News 
Bank Robbers 
Secrets 
Total Sport 
Strange Sports 
 
Choosing the title and Answering the 
questions Matching 

50% 60% 60% 
2 S5-S8 40% 50% 60% 
3 S9-S12 50% 70% 70% 
4 S13-S16 50% 50% 60% 
5 S17-S20 40% 60% 70% 
6 S21-S24 50% 60% 70% 
7 S25-S28 40% 70% 60% 
8 S29-S32 30% 60% 60% 
9 S33-S36 50% 70% 70% 
10 S37-S40 40% 70% 80% 
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Data Analysis and Findings 

Data Analysis 

According to the data collection by using quantitative and qualitative research method, first of all, 

data collected in table 4, students’ response to questionnaire 1 were analyzed. Concerning the 

analyzed data in this table, ten students answered that they can understand and read and write the 

lessons as well as reading texts taught in English in their classroom. Sixteen students answered that 

they don’t know whether they could understand, read and write the school lessons and reading texts 

taught in English or not but the rest twenty-four students proved that they could not understand, read 

and write the reading texts taught in English. This questionnaire was given to the students before they 

were trained in bilingual education. Then students were given the questionnaire for second time after 

being trained with bilingual education.  

Due to the collected data from table 5, students’ responses to questionnaire 2, only eight students 

answered that they were better in understanding reading texts and reading as well as writing the 

lessons from other subjects very well after being trained in bilingual education. The remaining twenty-

four students answered that they became good in reading comprehension, reading and writing the 

lessons from other subjects written in English under the bilingual education. However, the other eight 

students responded that they didn’t know whether they became better or not. Due to data analysis 

from table 4 and table 5, students became better in reading comprehension and in writing as well as 

in reading school subjects written in English after being trained with bilingual education; mother-

tongue and English and it can be said that mother-tongue education is important in the development 

of bilingual education. 

Furthermore, due to the data collected from table 6 Common Teachers’ Response to Questionnaire 

3, all ten participants remarked their opinion on sixteen questions and they thought most of the 

students were weak in English and they have no background knowledge of English. They also 

considered that most of the students were poor in English. They also found that they had difficulty in 

comprehending each paragraph in the reading texts. Some of them remarked that they found their 

weakness in English whenever they checked their exercise books. Besides, they agreed that mother-

tongue education is essential in language teaching. They also proved that using their mother-tongue 

was essential in language teaching because most of the students were too poor in English to 

understand the reading texts in English. Besides, they also found that using English as the language of 

instruction made for difficulty in reading comprehension because they were poor in background 

knowledge of English. They also gave the opinion that there were many benefits of using bilingual 
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education for language teaching. Mother-tongue can be used for explaining to the students so that 

they comprehend the reading passages very well. Of course, bilingual education is important in 

language teaching because students can understand more in lessons and do exercises very well.  

Concerning the scores of the students from three reading texts, the data from table 7 “Students’ 

Scores from first two reading texts (teaching in English)” were analyzed that the most score the 

students got 5 marks (50%) and the least one was 3 marks (30%) when they were being trained in 

English but the scores of the students changed for the better after being trained bilingually including 

their mother-tongue or first language. This can be seen in the table 8“Students’ Scores from second 

two reading texts (teaching in English)”. Due to analysis of the data collected in this table, the highest 

score was 8 marks (80%) and the lowest score 6 marks (60%). These data proved that students became 

better in reading comprehension, reading and writing school subjects written in English. The marks of 

the students remained better in scoring in next two reading texts taught in English and the most score 

they got was 8 marks (80%) and the least one was 6 marks (60%) This time students were trained 

bilingually: English and their mother-tongue. According to the scores of the students from three 

reading texts, students became more comprehending in reading paragraphs and other school subjects 

written in English after being trained bilingually. 

Furthermore, due to the data analysis on different scores of the students from the table 10 and 

different students’ scores from three reading texts, the collected data were analyzed and it was found 

that the scores of the students became significantly better in reading comprehension of English texts, 

which can lead to an improvement in reading and writing skills in other subjects written in English, 

before and after being trained bilingually in both English and their mother-tongue. In brief, the level 

of the students reading comprehension, and reading as well as writing school subjects written in 

English, improved through the use of bilingual education. 

Findings 

According to the data collection and data analysis, forty participants were given two different 

questionnaires to give remarks on using English as the language of instruction as well as using mother-

tongue or first language as well - i.e. bilingual education. The students’ response to the first 

questionnaire shows that most of them were not able to understand the reading texts or to read and 

write school lessons and school subjects written in English. This point can prove that these students 

have no background knowledge of English and their English is too poor to understand reading passages 

and reading texts whenever they are taught in English. But they did better after being trained 

bilingually: English and mother-tongue. According to the responses from the second questionnaire, 

students become better in reading comprehension. Furthermore, they became better in reading as 
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well as writing in all lessons in English such as doing exercises and answering the questions in texts. 

They are also able to read and write more in other school subjects written in English when they are 

taught by using bilingual education. Hence, all findings from these two questionnaires show that 

mother-tongue is essential in bilingual education.  

Besides, ten teachers from English Department responded the third questionnaire related to mother-

tongue and its necessity in bilingual education. According to their responses, it can be found that 

bilingual education is needed in language teaching because English is used as the foreign language in 

Myanmar and most of the students are poor in English so that they cannot understand reading texts 

very well. It can also be found that the students have difficulty in comprehending each paragraph in 

reading texts. Besides, some of them remark that their students are weak in English whenever their 

exercise books are checked. They also agree that mother-tongue education is essential in language 

teaching because most of the students are too poor in English to understand reading texts in English. 

It was also found that using English as the language of instruction left the students hard put to 

understand because of their poor background knowledge of English. In the teachers’ opinion, there 

are many benefits of using bilingual education for language teaching. Mother-tongue can be used for 

explaining the meaning of the reading passages to students in a way they can understand. In brief, 

bilingual education is important in language teaching so that students can understand more in lessons 

and do exercises very well. 

Moreover, it can also be found that the scores of the students become better in reading 

comprehension and doing exercises in reading texts as well as doing other exercises due to the 

collected and analyzed data from the scores of the students from six reading texts. According to the 

data analysis, the scores of the students were poor and average in the first two reading texts and the 

highest score was 5 marks and the lowest 3 marks. Their scores became better in the next four reading 

texts after being trained in bilingual education, using mother-tongue and English. The scores of the 

students became better with the highest at 8 marks and the lowest 6 marks. In brief, mother-tongue 

is essential in bilingual education and mother-tongue makes the students understand reading texts 

better and able to do exercises in these texts better as well.   
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Discussion 

According to the findings from the research, it can be mentioned that mother-tongue is a necessity in 

the development of bilingual education. In Myanmar, English is used as a foreign language and it is 

difficult to regard it as a suitable language of instruction in EFL classrooms. This is because most of the 

students are poor in English and have little background knowledge of English. Using English as the 

language of instruction in the classroom makes it too difficult for the students in comprehending the 

reading texts as well as answering the questions and doing the exercises. Hence, the use of mother-

tongue or the students’ first language is needed to explain or solve the problems in reading texts and 

reading passages in EFL classrooms. This is because using mother-tongue or the students’ first 

language in classrooms can make the students more relaxed and better able to comprehend the 

reading texts and find out the correct answers from the reading texts. Besides, bilingual education is 

essential to teach all school subjects written in English so that students can understand all these 

subjects properly. Mother-tongue can support the development of education system in Myanmar 

through bilingual education. Hence, mother-tongue is essential in language learning and language 

teaching  

Conclusion 

In the whole study, the researcher emphasized the small-scale nature of this research into the 

importance of mother-tongue education in the effectiveness of bilingual education in Myanmar. The 

researcher used forty third year non-English specialization students from Yangon University of 

Education as the participants. This research took two months. It was conducted with self-

observational approach. As the research tools, six reading texts from a straightforward course book 

(C+) and three questionnaires were used. The findings from the research proved that mother-tongue 

is essential in the effectiveness of language learning and language teaching through bilingual 

education. The scores of the students became better after being trained bilingually: in English and 

mother-tongue, the first language of the students. Using bilingual education can make it easier for the 

students to comprehend reading texts and help them to read and write school subjects written in 

English. In brief, the findings from the research will be supportive for further research in the 

importance of development of bilingual education.  
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The Challenges of Sustainability 
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Abstract 

Inn-thar people have been making efforts to survive on the basis of their natural environment by 

utilizing their technical skills. Their main livelihoods revolve around small boat manufacturing, fishing, 

gardening on the floating water surface of the Inle Lake, silver- and gold-smithing, weaving such as 

silk-weaving. The floating market is held on the lake using small boats for displays. Boats are essential, 

for they provide the means of commuting and of carrying out daily business activities. They are the 

life and life-blood of Inn-thar people. Inle Lake is 22 km long and about 11 km wide. Nam Pan Village 

tract consists of six artificial small island villages and five floating villages located at a height of 2915 

feet above sea level. Among these eleven villages, Nam Pan Ye Le is the village where traditional boats 

are built. The specific objectives of this study are to describe Inn-thar boat making and its economic 

characteristics as a small business model, and to explore trends – past, present, and future - to identify 

prospects and challenges. In this research, descriptive study design is used. Qualitative research 

method from economic anthropology point of view is applied. In Nam Pan Ye Le Village, the main 

economic activities of local Inn-thars are based on boat manufacturing and on selling woodworking 

souvenirs (mementos). The most difficult part is to get the raw material because these boats are made 

exclusively from teak wood. In spite of its long existence, this traditional boat industry has witnessed 

changing trends and faced many challenges. Attention is required to assess the state of the industry 

and to ensure its continued existence. 

Keywords: traditional boat manufacturing, natural environment, livelihood, small business model 
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Introduction 

Mankind on earth survives depending on the influence of their environment. One most basic need for 

the fulfillment of a family, a community, a village, and a country is economic development. By studying 

business activities that play an important role, standards of living can be guessed. Businesses differ 

from each other in accord with the regions where they are run. Myanmar is rich in traditional 

handicrafts. Thus, people develop businesses that best suit their natural environment. 

Among the seven states of Myanmar, Shan state is the largest one. Inle Lake, one of the popular places 

in Myanmar, is located in Shan State. The people who live on Inle Lake, which is located in Nyaung 

Shwe Township, Southern Shan State, are known as Inn-thars. Inn-thars have grown up surrounded 

by water and earn their living on the surface of the water. Boats play an essential role in their travel 

and communication. They go from one place to another by powered schooners or by small non-

powered boats called Kit Hlays. Most transportation on the lake is traditionally done with small boats 

or somewhat larger boats fitted with a single cylinder diesel engine. The floating market is held on the 

lake using the small boats for displays. Boats are basically a means of transportation and of carrying 

out business activities.  

Inn-thars’ main livelihoods revolve around boat making, fishing, gardening on floating gardens, silver- 

and gold-smithing, and weaving. Amid these livelihoods, people in Nam Pan, a village on the water, 

run the boat-making industry. It was found that when such industry is run as a small business, replica 

mementos are also made and sold as souvenirs. Most Inn-thar people are concerned with their boats. 

Thus, boats play a vital role in the social and economic sectors of this ethnic group.  

Boat making is one of the main industries of Inn-thar people. They use traditional handicraft skills. This 

know-how has been handed down generation after generation. A study on this craftsmanship is to be 

conducted. Although boats are essential for the everyday lives of Inn-thars and manufacturing skills 

are so valuable, why has there been a scarcity of makers? 

Research Aims  

The aim of this paper is to explore Inn-thar traditional boat manufacturing from the perspective of 

economic anthropology and to assess whether the livelihood is sustainable or not.  

The specific objectives of this study are  

- To describe small boat making in Nam Pan Ye Le Village, Nyaung Shwe Township by looking at 

people’s relationship to their natural environment and their local knowledge 
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 - To study the economic characteristics of that industry, as a small business model 

- To explore trends – past, present, and future, in order to identify prospects and challenges to 

its continued existence  

Research Questions 

(1) How is the traditional boat manufacturing industry run on the Inle Lake, Southern Shan State?  

(2) Can it survive changing trends related to natural resource provision, small business model, 

and exclusive handicraft skills?  

Review of Relevant Literature  

Economic Anthropology focuses on two aspects of economics: (1) provisioning, which is the 

production and distribution of necessary and optional goods and services and (2) the strategy of 

economics, often put in terms of Formalists/ Substantives Debate. Much importance has been placed 

in anthropological studies of development on the relationship between attitude, and greater control 

and choice over how people live (Barfield, 2006). In accordance with Barfield (2006), this study will 

look into assessing whether the needs for boat production and distribution are met, and what choices 

have been made on the basis of the Inn-thars’ natural environment and their traditional know-how.  

A livelihood is considered sustainable when it can cope with and recover from stresses and shocks, 

maintain or enhance its capabilities and assets, both now and in the future, while not undermining 

the natural resource base (Chamber and Conway, 1992). Livelihood outcomes are evaluated both in 

terms of the relative worth of the different livelihood strategies, as well as the degree of diversification 

between different economic sectors (Timmermans, 2004). This study will be concerned with 

identifying trends in traditional boat making and the challenges that the industry is facing, that led the 

researcher to question the prospect of its continued existence as a sustainable livelihood.  

In the book entitled “The Gougeon Brothers on Boat Construction” (2005), Gougeon showed that new 

fabrication techniques depart in significant ways from traditional boatbuilding. As he recounts:  

Traditionally, wood has been viewed as a dimensional material, each piece seen as a finite 

building block. Traditional boatbuilding evolved as a set of building techniques and material 

choices informed by centuries of experience in the unforgiving marine environment. It 

revolved around two things (1) the material properties, rot resistance, and durability of wood 

species and (2) the mechanical fasteners used to join components together. Inherent in 
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traditional boatbuilding is equilibrium in the choice of wood species and the techniques used 

to assemble wooden parts into a boat (Gougeon, 2005, p.7).  

This paper will examine the relationship between teak wood as a natural resource and as a building 

material for boat-manufacturing. It will introduce the Kit Hlay making know-how in details, and show 

how it has evolved up to the present day in relation to (1) material properties and (2) assembling 

techniques.  

According to the report “The U.S. Boat Building and Repairing Industry: National Trends and 

Characteristics” (2000), the Center for Competitive Analysis (CCA) stresses that the most important 

development in material over the past few years is the dramatic increase in the use of plastics in boats. 

As it goes on, “though not suitable for applications involving proximity to heat, plastics are lighter and 

easier to maintain than the traditionally used woods (such as teak) and in some cases, metals.” (p.10). 

In Australia, Andy Gamlin (2002) shows that the majority of commercial and recreational vessels are 

now constructed from steel, aluminum or fiberglass. As he underscores,” this is a result of the high 

cost of building and maintaining timber vessels along with increasing timber shortages”. There are 

however the remnants of a bygone timber ship and boat building industry. Timber vessels are still 

used for commercial transportation (ferries), tourism (whale-watching tours, sail adventure and sight-

seeing), fishing and charter. This study surveys the use of teak wood as a primary material still used in 

the making of Kit Hlay boats. It spells out the relationship of Inn-thar people with their natural 

environment, be it the water surfaces of the Inle Lake or the far-sourced wooden resources of rocky 

highlands, and analyzes the equation between properties and availability. 

People of the Peruvian Amazon region in Latin America used “shipibo” boats for their traditional 

economy. The report “International Forum for Rural Transport and Development” (1990) provides a 

detailed description and analysis of the different economic activities of the shipibo: farming, fishing 

and hunting to meet their food needs, and other domestic activities (Bergman, 1990). It is found that 

the boats are similarly used in water transportation, agriculture and fishing. This paper is primarily 

concerned with livelihoods on the Inle Lake and how local people depend entirely on traditional boats.  

Inn-thar boat manufacturing is observed from the perspectives of natural environment, indigenous 

knowledge, livelihood and economic anthropology. 

Research Methodology 

This study was conducted in the descriptive study design by using qualitative research method. 

Nyaung Shwe Township is made up of thirty five village tracts including Nam Pan village tract. Nam 
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Pan Village tract consists of six artificial small island villages and five floating villages, located at a 

height of 2915 feet above the sea level. Among these eleven villages, Nam Pan Ye Le is the village 

where traditional boats are built. The studied population is composed of people aged over 60 years 

old who live in Nam Pan villages in Nyaung Shwe Township southern Shan state. It comprises 15 

respondents. This research used qualitative research method. Qualitative data collection method 

included Key Informant Interview (KII). Key Informant Interviews (KII), were conducted with Boat 

owner, carpenter, village leaders, elders, and bachelor leaders.  

 
Map 1: Inle Lake (Source: Google Maps) 

 
Map 2: Nam Pan (Source: Google Maps)   
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Findings 

Inn-thars’ relationship to their natural environment and the provision of raw material for the boat 

manufacturing industry 

Indigenous Inn-thars live in Inle Lake area, in Nyaung Shwe Township, Southern Shan State, forming 

villages on the surface of the water. Inn-thars have striven to survive on the basis of their natural 

environment and by utilizing their technical skills. They managed to shape their Inle region as an 

attractive environment not only for nationals but also for international visitors through a blend of 

technical skills and traditional handicrafts (see figure, 1). It is a place of pride for Myanmar among the 

global societies.  

 

Figure 1: Inle Lake Natural Beauty 

It is observed that business sectors on the Inle Lake have something to do with the natural 

environment because Inn-thars meet their basic survival needs (food, shelter, and clothing) and 

develop economic activities by getting around on boats. To make a living on the water, people need 

boats. It is essential that every household established on the water have a boat; whether rich or poor 

boats are a must.  

Villages such as the Blacksmith Village, the Carpentry Village and the Clothes-weaving Village with 

their separate livelihoods can be found. People grow crops and fruits on the floating islands. The 

products are sold at the floating market that takes place every 5 days on the Inle Lake (see figure, 2). 

They commute by motor-boats and Kit Hlay. Without boats, they cannot survive as they basically earn 

their living on the water. Boats are both life-blood items and highly symbolic objects for Inn-thars. 
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Figure 2: Floating market 

Regarding the models of boats, modern styles are quite different from those of the past. Before, boats 

were built in simple shapes. There were abundant trees in the forest and there was no high technology 

to be developed. Nowadays, with the development of high technology, the process of boat making 

has changed step by step. New models are invented by the boat carpenters themselves. The models 

made in Inle region are different from those of other regions. It can be learned that differences in 

natural environment such as lakes and rivers, shallow waters and deep waters have inspired different 

boat patterns. 

The boat makers who live in the Than Lwin River valley (basin) usually use Yamanay tree timber 

(gmelinearborea) to make boats. It is learnt that when a boat is made of such wood (Yamanay wood), 

it lasts only ten years. Inn-thars use only mature teak wood to make boats. They use teak from other 

regions especially from the rocky areas so that the wood will be stronger, harder and more long-

lasting. The teak wood to be used in boat making must have matured for as long as 100 to 200 years. 

A teak tree of a young age of (50) years old can be used for making furniture but it is not mature 

enough for boat-manufacturing. 

Inn-thars do not use teak from their region (northern part) such as Yauk Sauk because that kind of 

teak is neither tough nor durable, as the northern soil is soft and spongy. So, the wood easily cracks 

when cut with a saw. The teak species from the southern region of Loi Kaw is not only a hard wood 

but also fleshly compact. This is due to the rock on which teak trees grow. One of the owners of a 

boat-making business said,  
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"The teak extracted from our northern part is not good for making boats because it's puffy. 

The teak extracted from the southern part is good because it's hard. That's why we use only 

teak of southern origin." 

Thus, boat makers have to buy teak produced from Kayah State (southern part) and they buy it from 

Loi Kaw.  

Another place where teak trees grow is the Kayin State near the Than Lwin River. Boat makers buy 

teak wood from the Kayin State, too. These teak logs are carried by trucks and unloaded at Nam Pan. 

Teak can also be bought from the border area between Myanmar and Thailand. A (70) year-old man 

who lives in Nam Pan Ye Le village said that 

“In the past, the price of teak wood was (800000) kyats per ton free on board.”  

Nowadays, the teak is bought in the source area or in the forest with the price of Ks (400000) per one 

ton including the transport cost. In 2018, the price of raw teak wood is (17) lakh (approx. 1133 USD) 

and the price of smooth teak wood is (21) lakh in city (approximately 1400 USD; rate as at 31/12/2019).  

Teak is one of the most valuable forest products in Myanmar. Teak is found in many parts of Myanmar 

but is very difficult to buy, because there are many barriers to buying it. The owners of boat-making 

business said that,  

“It was very difficult for us to buy teak. It is worse to go shopping in an autonomous region. 

If we pay for the transportation to our house, the price will be higher. There is nothing left. 

There is still labor to build a boat. You also have to buy other things. You do not want to be 

frustrated if you cannot get the right pitch so invest in a good capo. We have been working 

for generations, so we are still working to preserve this craft.” 

Other raw materials such as Thein Nyet tree, straw ash, Thit say (resin), Cattail (Local call, Bu Yar Fruit), 

silk cotton, teak dust, metal props, covering for the edge and burnt paddy husk etc. are also needed 

in the process of making a boat. 

Traditional Kit Hlay Making: an Ancestral Know-how in the Hands of a Few Carpenters 

Traditional handicrafts pervade the Myanmar culture and have been the basis of various livelihoods. 

Skills have been handed down generation after generation. Among the handicraft activities of 

indigenous Inn-thars, boat manufacturing is one that requires special skills. Without a doubt, boats 

are the most living cultural object known of Inn-thar people.  
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There are six types of boats in Inle region. They are: 

(1) Kit Hlay (small boat)  

(2) Set Hlay (powered boat) 

(3) Inn Kit Gyee boat 

(4) Swai Hlay (Tugboat) 

(5) Lone Htwin Hlay (dugout), and 

(6) Nagamauk Boats (boat with a highly protruding prow like the crest of a mythical serpent). 

The boat-making industry, a kind of handicraft, that people run in Nam Pan Village is not only the main 

production of boats of Inn-thars but also the business that has been passed down from generation to 

generation. A (70) Boat making business owner said that,  

“I have earned my career as boat maker since I was (11) years old. My main livelihood 

is boat making, that I inherited from my ancestors and I am also trying to preserve 

this traditional craft by handing down to my younger generations. My sons did not 

join the government service despite being graduates from universities. Instead, they 

preserve our traditional business of boat making.” 

People who may not be direct relatives of boat makers, if genuinely interested in boat making skills, 

can still learn the boat making technology. The apprentices are not obliged to pay any fees to their 

mentors, who teach them practically while making boats. Beginners are first taught how to use a 

carpenter’s plane before they learn the craft in step by step manner. First, they must learn how to use 

the carpenter’s plane for one to two months. After that they have to learn how to screw parts of the 

boat. An apprentice boat making carpenter may find it difficult to take precise measurements in 

combining planks of wood into a hull. He cannot learn fast in dealing with tasks that require precision. 

Precision results from the ability to work calmly with full confidence, which mainly depends on the 

mental ability to control emotions. Accordingly, boat making craft has to be taught for years. 

Therefore this boat-making craft can be classified as an exclusive traditional job. 

A (40) year old boat making carpenter said that: 

“Not everyone who wants to make a boat can do it easily. A boat making carpenter 

can build a house but one who builds a house cannot make a boat. Although boat 

building craft is said to be mostly inherited by younger generations of the craftsman, 

strangers can also access this craft if they are interested in it. Likewise, if the offspring 

of a skilled craftsman takes no interest in boat making craft they cannot be taught 

to become skilled makers. If a person is either gifted or dedicated and diligent enough 
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to learn, this craft can be taught to them. It takes an apprentice years to learn boat 

making.” 

In making a boat, teak planks are precisely measured and then cut. It is essential to take precise 

measurement or else any slight surplus or lack of precise measurement can lead to failure in joining 

planks of wood into a whole body of the boat (see figure,3 ). So, boats have to be made when the 

carpenters can work with peace of mind.  

 
Figure 3: Precise measurement 

In the past, it took boat builders almost one month to produce a boat. Moreover, this craftwork used 

to be very laborious due to the lack of tools. At present, it takes carpenters only a few days to produce 

a boat. This is not only because they have access to high technology but also because they have 

adequate tools and equipment for their job. 

In making a boat, teak wood alone is not sufficient. Teak wood is used for the entire hull of the boat 

while Thein Nyet wood is used for joining teak planks by placing that wooden board between two 

planks of teak wood. The burnt straw dust is used to varnish the hull of the boat with resin from 

leaguer tree. Such varnishing is done after the whole part of the boat has been made. Silk cotton is 

obtained from silk cotton tree and it is to be mixed with the resin from the lacquer tree to coat the 

hull of the boat. Likewise not only saw dust from the teak wood but also the burnt paddy husk is added 

to the resin. Metal props are used to strengthen the wood along the edge of the boat. 

At purchase, there is a slight difference between the price of teak wood logs and that of teak wood 

planks. If the teak wood is bought in the log form it has to be put on to the saw pit to be split it into 

planks (see figure, 4). Sawing teak logs is not only time-consuming but also laborious. After that boats 

have to be made depending on different measurement scales. If teak wood planks are available, they 
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can be ready to use for building a boat. Logs are more expensive than planks. Accordingly, people tend 

to buy teak wood planks rather than teak wood logs at present. 

 
Figure 4: Cutting teak with a saw 

In producing boats, finance alone cannot accomplish this work; man power, skillful craftsmanship, and 

availability of tools and instruments and raw material are as important as investment in this business. 

Besides, it is found that carpenters can produce a boat within days if they are well-equipped with high 

technologies. The more the boat builders can access everything they need, the faster they can produce 

a boat. In the past, it took them months to produce a boat as they had no modern tools and they did 

not know high technology. So, they faced many difficulties. Now, they can produce a boat within a 

few days with the help of high technology. 

It is learnt that pieces of Tein Nyet wood are usually made ready in large number so as to meet the 

yearly needs of the boat makers. By doing so, carpenters can get them readily when there is a great 

demand for boats. Tein Nyet wood is used in boat making not only for its function as a screw but also 

for its durability. Even though Tein Nyet wood is always exposed to water, it will not decay but will last 

for as long as 30 years or so. According to a local person in a village where boat construction is taken 

up as a profession, it was observed thus:  

“Even when we repair the boat as teak wood has decayed, Tein Nyet wood doesn’t 

decay.”  

If boats are systematically used, they will be long lasting. If they are maintained and repaired once a 

year, they can be well used for 30 years. If they are repaired every two years, they can be used for 

(20) years. Boat maintenance includes coating with resin. Besides, it is learnt that a boat can last longer 

if its holes are patched or if decaying wood is mended immediately. If the boat got hit in its body or 

sides, the damage can be repaired by patching it. If the inside wood decays, the wood planks can be 

removed and new planks can be fitted in. In doing so, the boat looks new and it can work at its full 
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capacity. Moreover, such a boat with new planks that substitute the decaying part is still serviceable 

when it has been recoated with the resin from lacquer tree and well dried. 

As a way of preserving their ancestral handicraft, owners lend money to the carpenters. In the 30-year 

period between 1980 and 2010, there appeared to be an increasing number of owners of boat-making 

industries in Inle region. This is because carpenters received loans and incentives to operate their own 

business and to prosper. In such a way, the development of the boat-making industry was observed.  

However, today, among the fourteen villages in Nam Pan village tract, Nam Pan Ye Le village is the 

only village where the boat-making industry is run. It was also learnt that in that one village, there is 

only one businessman who runs the industry. That man is the inheritor whose ancestors have been 

running that business as a traditional handicraft. Hence, he continues that boat-making industry. The 

reasons for the decline witnessed in the past 10 years are further spelt out in the following section on 

the economic model of the boat-making industry. 

Boat making as a small business: uncertain livelihood and the challenge to its continued existence  

A variety of handicraft industries are found in Inle region. These include blacksmith, goldsmith, 

sculpture, silversmith, loom industry, boat-making, carpentry and so on. Inn-thars also run separate 

fishing and farming businesses (see figure, 5 & 6). The boat industry, central as it is, has witnessed 

phases of development and of decline. Today it is at risk of disappearing since there is less and less 

makers and business owners. Likewise, the economic model is very fragile and hardly guarantees 

sustainable livelihoods, in spite of diversification efforts.  

 
Figure 5: Fishing 
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Figure 6: Floating vegetable garden 

In the past, men used to do all the tasks in building a boat. These days, women also cooperate; women 

help men with making Tein Nyet sticking and varnishing. By doing so, they can save money as they do 

not need to hire workers. Boat building requires not only a large amount of investment but also many 

workers. Since there has been a shortage of workers, their wages have also risen. To solve the problem 

of shortage of workers and of high cost, all family members have to participate in the manufacturing 

process instead of hiring external workers for such tasks as varnishing. 

A (70) year-old man of Nam Pan Village said,  

“To be successful in boat-making business, one needs scrupulousness, patriotism and 

interest.” 

It can be seen that most of the carpenters are close relatives of the family. So, a stranger who wants 

to become a boat making master is rather unusual. But if he is patient, passionate, and devotes himself 

for many years, he will become a boat making master. In this way, this boat making craft can be further 

handed down. 

If there are some extra pieces of teak after boats have been built, these pieces are made into 

mementos and sold so as not to let them go into waste. It was also observed that other carpenters 

come and buy the extra pieces of wood and they make these pieces into mementos and sell them. So, 

it was also learnt that besides making boats, indigenous Inn-thars' clever way of utilizing leftover wood 

has been to develop complementary activities that can help families to earn extra money, as a 

diversification strategy.  

It was also learnt that mementos are made into replicas of the boats and are sold as souvenirs of Inle. 

Depending on the size of these replicas, the prices differ. This shows how the boat manufacturing 

industry has evolved over the years and how business owners, makers, and families have had to adapt 

to changing circumstances to ensure that their livelihood needs are met.  
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Boat making is done throughout 12 months. It is learnt that only very few powered boats are produced 

by comparison to Kit Hlays (small boats). Only 15 powered boats are ordered in a year whereas 59 Kit 

Hlays have to be made in a month on average. Thus, craftsmen mainly have to rely on orders for Kit 

Hlays. There is a specific day called “Zaynei” or market day that is designated every five days in Inle 

region, when the floating market is held. Boat-builders can produce 9 light boats per every five days. 

They can even produce 59 boats a month. The time that is required to make a boat may vary according 

to the availability of raw material such as teak wood. If they can buy the required amount of teak 

wood, they will make boats faster.  

The price of a boat may vary according to its type. There is no fixed price for a boat. Moreover, boats 

can also be classified into two further types: plain ones and varnished ones. The plain ones are a little 

cheaper. A boat that has not been varnished with the resin of the lacquer tree (Thet say) is called A 

Phyuhte (plain boat) and one that has been painted is called A mai the (varnished boat) (see figure, 7 

& 8). So, boat prices are found in variety according to their size (length) and type. 

 
Figure 7: A Phyuhte (plain boat) 
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Figure 8: A mai the (varnished boat) 

In the past, when people ran the boat-industry in Nam Pan village tract, they made boats as a business 

for their living. It is learnt that some with small capital run a boat-making business as an affordable 

domestic business for their living. When some with no capital run a boat-making business, they do it 

by borrowing money or by receiving capital from the owners of boat-making industry. Besides, it was 

also learnt that some carpenters who are skilled in boat-making work for business owners on daily 

wages or monthly wages or as pieceworkers, and can earn their living in that way. If an independent 

carpenter is asked to build a boat by a business owner and is provided all the material, he has to be 

paid the entire wage for the construction of the whole boat. If someone who wants to build a boat for 

himself buys the material and hires a carpenter to come and work at his home, the carpenter is paid 

on the basis of daily wage. A chief carpenter is paid a wage of (15000) kyats (approximately 10 USD; 

rate as at 31/12/2019) per day and a junior carpenter is paid (12000) kyats per day (approx. 8 USD). 

Interns are paid 5000, 6000 or 7000 kyats per day per head (approx. USD 3.40 / 4.00 / 4.75). It was 

learnt that, during their internship, some youths are treated with refreshments without taking any 

wage for their labor. 

At some stage, carpenters were encouraged to start their own boat-making enterprise by being lent 

capital money by other established boat industry owners. The aim of such an initiative was to help the 

industry to regain dynamism while striving to preserve the heritage know-how. However, these small 

businesses still faced difficulties and struggled to effect economic returns. For, it was also learnt that 

boats made using the money lent and are sold in Nam Pan market which is the once-in-five-day-

market. When a boat is sold, another one can be made and sold again. Thus, the profit money can be 
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spent on food, shelter and clothing for the family, and used towards repaying the loan. But if a boat is 

not sold, the remaining capital has to be spent on domestic chores. So spending the capital, there is 

no more capital and they cannot return the money to the owners. Owners, then, refuse to lend any 

more money to them. As a result of insufficient profit and short-term returns, the industry did not 

succeed in becoming perennial and witnessed gradual decline again.  

Shortage of workers – women labor, family business 

Diversification – memento  

Capital – investment, return 

Loan difficult to repay, fragile model  

Discussion 

Throughout this research, it was found that Inn-thars who live in Inle region, Southern Shan State have 

adjusted to the conditions of their natural environment and developed technical skills to utilize the 

resources they could access. As indigenous Inn-thars have to rely on the Inle Lake for their livelihood, 

boats play a key role in their everyday activities. Boat making is a difficult technology. It is a 

combination of idea and experience. By studying boat making, inventive skills could be observed. This 

handicraft know-how has been handed down from generation to generation.  

Ethnic Inn-thars know how to build boats harmoniously, creating the right proportions and cutting the 

wood aptly. They can use their old technology and combine them with new creative ideas to develop 

innovative and advanced techniques and beautiful artwork when building a boat, only teak is used. In 

the past, as teak was abundant, people could use entire teak logs, but nowadays, as logs have become 

rare and expensive, only teak planks are used.  

Several steps must be completed. First, the components have to be prepared from stem, stem bending 

plank, beams, center thwart, platforms, frame tops till sappan wood. After that boat building can 

begin. The shapes and designs can be developed to the liking of the craftsmen. After the frame is 

completed the boat can be given its final touch. As a final step, the boat is painted pitch-black using 

fine lacquer and the whole boat is finished. 

Gougeon (2005) describes that traditional boatbuilding evolved as a set of building techniques and 

material choices informed by centuries of experience. It revolved around two things (1) the material 

properties, rot resistance, and durability of wood species and (2) the mechanical fasteners used to 

join components together. Inherent in traditional boatbuilding is equilibrium in the choice of wood 
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species and the techniques used to assemble wooden parts into a boat. These statements relate to 

the study and apply in the same way in Inle area. Teak wood is readily available in Myanmar and is 

also sought out from around the world. It is considered one of the most valuable timbers. It has 

exceptional properties and it is especially suitable for ship building, because it is highly stable and 

durable, water- and pest- resistant due to its high oil content, and thus does not decay easily. As a 

result of the findings, the boat-constructing carpenters who live in Nam Pan Ye Le village use the most 

mature teak wood found in other regions like (Kayah State) where the soil is hard and compact, rather 

than soft and spongy. The joining of planks is done with high precision, using appropriate Thein Nyet 

wood boards.  

As the years passed, modern technologies were developed and people started to use different 

materials as the main component of a boat. Gamlin (2002) shows that in Australia, the majority of 

commercial and recreational vessels are now constructed from steel, aluminum or fiberglass. This is a 

result of the high cost of building and maintaining timber ships along with increasing timber shortages. 

By studying all these facts, one can compare the situation and condition of using material for building 

boats. By comparing Australia and Inle area, it was observed that the way raw materials are used is 

different since only teak is used for to build boats in Inle area up to the present time, even though 

teak has become scarce. 

In the past, when people ran boat-making businesses in Nam Pan village tract in Inle region, they could 

make a living out of it. The boat manufacturing industry of the Inn-thar ethnic group has changed over 

the years, prices have changed, and the economic model and business situation of boat makers has 

changed. Today, among fourteen villages in Nam Pan village tract, the only village where boats are 

made is Nam Pan Ye Le village. Technology transmission to new generations is important to Inn-thar 

people, as it is believed to be in any other country. 

Therefore, it was found that the traditional boat building industry of Inn-thar people is likely to 

dwindle away or to disappear gradually if the craft techniques are not recorded and taught at a specific 

formal training school or if the business is not preserved. Nowadays there is an abundant supply of 

readymade materials in the market. The valuable technique of boat making should be taught to the 

young generation systematically.  

Conclusion 

As Inn-thars (indigenous Inle Lake-dwellers) depend on the Inle Lake for their existence, a boat is an 

indispensable thing for them. Inn-thars live their lives using boats on a daily basis. Boats are their life-

blood and are central to any activity. It was found that, although indigenous Inn-thars were skillful in 
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various traditional handicrafts, boat making was one of the invaluable crafts. Boat manufacturing 

businesses were established and special handicrafts techniques were developed. Teak wood is the 

only timber species that is used. The residents of Nam Pan Ye Le village who inherited this industry 

have endeavored to keep the ancestral tradition intact. In running boat making businesses, they strive 

to make both ends meet, although have faced manifold challenges in recent times.  

Long ago, indigenous Inn-thars ran only the boat-making industry. But today as times have changed, 

replica mementos are also made and sold and carpenters have to depend of the daily income drawn 

from selling souvenirs to tourists and other guests. As a necessary diversification strategy, this has had 

a positive impact on an otherwise increasingly fragile livelihood.  

The technique of building boat has not been recorded in manuals. It is a difficult and exhausting 

traditional work. As it is a deep, subtle and sensitive craft, it has to be done only when one feels 

relaxed. The boat builder has to be patient. Tein Nyet wood pieces are used instead of iron nails. 

Coating is done with resin instead of color paint. And raw material is used appropriately to the nature. 

Inn-thars have done things in conformity with the natural environment. This deserves attention from 

a substantives’ approach in economic anthropology, while the demand on teak wood is high and 

scarcity has become a pervasive issue. 

Focusing attention on the Inle area, every livelihood depends on boats. The government needs to 

support technology development to improve boat-making and has to consider suitable policy 

initiatives for the sustainable development of the industry. By observing this boat manufacturing 

industry from a cultural point of view, it is to be regarded as essential for the sustainability of the Inle 

Lake and its communities, but also as a most living and symbolic cultural object for Inn-thars and much 

beyond. The industry stands at the basis of a remarkable lifestyle where nature and livelihoods have 

made a cohesive whole throughout the ages, but is now barely meeting sustainable standards or mere 

survival needs.  
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Abstract 

This paper concentrates on how reflection on the nature and behavior of ancient Myanmar people 

encourages the moral, social and political value of new generations in Myanmar. Whoever the court 

poets were, they created the beautiful and optimistic life style of ancient Myanmar people. The 

greatest works of language are in the poems that illustrated their nature and behavior. The royal 

family in the poems is impressive, however the village people in folk poems create the character of 

the nation. This study tried to point out the nature and behavior of ancient Myanmar people such as 

faithfulness, peacefulness, equality, sympathy and patriotism from royal kings to local citizens 

illustrated in Myanmar poems. Although there were many wonderful poems that could be referenced, 

15 well-known poems are highlighted as examples to express the nature and behavior of ancient 

Myanmar people of different areas and how they evoke ways of living intellectually and emotionally. 

Keywords: nature, behavior, ancient Myanmar, poetic imagination  
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Introduction 

Myanmar is a country which seems to have flourished by its rich natural beauty and its people. ”Poem” 

is defined as language used well and as an accurate reflection of human life and experience. It is 

highlighted that Myanmar poems portrayed the nature and behavior of ancient Myanmar people of 

different eras. The physical and moral courage of ancient Myanmar people is obvious in the selected 

poems. The selected poems which illustrate the nature and behavior of ancient Myanmar people are 

described chronologically as follow:  

1) “Ways of Life” by Kandawmin Gyaung Sayadaw (Ava Period)  

2) “The Golden City, Taung dwen Shwe Pyae” by Shinmahar Thilawuntha (Ava Period) 

3) “Start of Rain” by Wungyi Padaethayarzar (Nyaungyan Period)  

4) “The enemy, Lat pressed by Sadan” by Achoktansayaphae (Kong Baung Period)  

5) “The Cold Season” by Anonymous (Kongbaung Period) 

6) “The Paen of Freedom” by Minthuwun (Colonial period) 

7) “Wungabar” by Minthuwun (Colonial Period) 

8) “Echo of Tharabar Door” by Zawgyi (Independent Period)  

9) “Pure Heart of King, Kyansit” by Zawgyi (Independent Period)  

10) “Min Yae Kyaw Swa” by Minthuwun (Independent Period)  

11) “To the Pleasant Land” by Ngetaryee (Independent Period) 

12) “Like the Sky, like the Earth” by Tin Moe (Independent Period) 

13) “Cries of Dove” by Unknown Poet of unknown period.  

14) “The Lovely Cow” by Unknown Poet of unknown period.  

15) “Husband and Wife” by Unknown Poet of unknown period. 

The background scenes of the above mentioned poems are in Bagan, Ava, Taungoo, Nyaungyan, 

Kongbaung, colonial, independent and unknown eras. The nature and behavior of ancient Myanmar 

people of different eras are reflected in these poems. 

This research mainly focuses on the nature and behavior of ancient Myanmar people through the 

poems from the following perspectives. 

1) The faithfulness of ancient Myanmar people 

2) The peacefulness of ancient Myanmar people 

3) The equality of ancient Myanmar people 

4) The sympathy of ancient Myanmar people 

5) The patriotism of ancient Myanmar people 
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Among these poems, The “Echo of Tharava Door” by Zawgyi , “Min Yae Kyaw Swa” by Min Thu Wun 

and “The enemy, Lat Pressed by Sadan” by Achoketansayaphae are based on the actual facts of 

Myanmar history and the faithfulness of ancient Myanmar people is well highlighted in them. The 

“Start the Rain” by Wungyi Padaethayazar, “ Pure Heart of King Kyansit” by Zawgyi are good poems to 

see the peacefulness and equality respectively. Others are rooted in the poetic inspiration and the life 

experiences of the different poets, and are engaged the sympathy and patriotism of ancient Myanmar 

people.  

Objectives of the Research 

There are three objectives mentioned as follows; 

1) To highlight and evaluate the nature and behavior of ancient Myanmar People 

2) To appreciate the febrile imagination of the poets  

3) To upgrade the internal development of new generations in Myanmar by understanding the 

physical and moral courage of ancient Myanmar. 

Literature Review 

Various Myanmar scholars studied the culture, tradition, literature and life style of Myanmar people. 

According to Min Kyaw (1992), “Nationality and literature are in a pair. Understanding the literature 

of a country is the understanding of its nationality and vice visa.” (p. 285). Therefore, it can be 

regarded that nationality and literature are interdependent of each other.  

Mg Khin Min (2018) wrote a paper entitled “Bayinnaung Image in Myanmar Court Poetry”. In his paper 

he mentioned the King Baynnaung as the image of an Emperor, a Great Warrior, a Reformer and a 

Supporter of Buddhism based on the Myanmar classical poems, Egyins and Yatu.  

Mg Khin Min (2014) illustrated Myanmar women as happy and dutiful people, not only for their family 

but for their society, by means of Myanmar literature. He referenced Myanmar stone inscriptions, 

Myanmar classical poems; Pyoe, Yatu, Engyin and Thangyo to express the traditions and culture of 

Myanmar women. He analyzed that Myanmar women have equal rights with men, they preserved 

their dignity and obeyed the parents and elders, and they were responsible for their families. 

Hone Wan et al. (2016) wrote about the Buddhism propagator, Ledi Sayardaw, and one of Bagan kings, 

Narathihapade, and his queen, Sawlon, in the paper; “Some Laegyo Poems with Cultural Reflection”. 

They described how to establish the association of Buddhism propagation in foreign countries during 

colonial period by Ledi Sayardaw. They also tried to point out that the violent behavior of some 
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Myanmar people and foreigners destroyed the Myanmar traditional water festival. They referenced 

some Laegyo poems written by Myanmar national poet, Thakin Kodaw Mhaing.  

It is observed that most of the previous researches explored the culture, tradition and life style of 

Myanmar people in various poems of different eras. This research will reveal the faithfulness, 

peacefulness, equality, sympathy and patriotism of ancient Myanmar people. 

Research Methods 

Qualitative approach is used as a postmodern research focusing on metaphoric generalizability which 

inspires the people to develop the empathy, sympathy and morality with full of appreciation to the 

nature and behaviors of ancient Myanmar people. The method will not focus on fact finding but on 

expressing the thoughts, ideas and behaviors that might affect the new generations of Myanmar 

intellectually and emotionally. 

The Faithfulness of Ancient Myanmar People 

Historically there were many interesting and remarkable events between kings and their people 

during Myanmar dynasties. Among the famous kings in Bagan dynasty, Kyansittha is one of the most 

benevolent kings and he always considered the interest of his people. According to the Shwe Si Gon 

Stone inscription, the king Kyansittha donated food to his people by his right hand and gave clothing 

by his left hand (Kyansittha, Shwesigon stone inscription). 

The Prince Kyansittha was very faithful to his royal king, King Sawlu, the son of king Anawratha who is 

the reformer of Buddhism in Bagan. At this time in Bagan Capital, king Sawlu and Ngaywemankan 

were foster brothers, “nosobet” in Myanmar language. They played ‘Kwe An’ that is a game using 

cowries or dice and the king lost and became angry. Eventually it led to the challenge for a battle and 

the king was arrested and encamped in Myinkabar area of Bagan city. At this time, the counselors in 

Bagan Palace requested the Prince Kyansitha to be the king of Bagan. But, he did not agree to be and 

he determined to save the king Sawlu from the rebels (Ma Khin Nu, 2015, p. 213-221). 

The national poet, Zawgyi, demonstrated the strong determination and faithfulness of Kyansittha in 

the poem; “Echo of Tharabar Door”. 
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“သရပါတ ခါိုးမ  ပ ဲ့တငော်သ ” 

န နကော်မှိ ိုးဖသ ကော် ပ ဂ ဖရ ကော်ဖသ ော် 

မငော်ိုးဖပမ  ကော်တနော်ဆ ၊ မငော်ိုးေ  ော်ရ ကှိ  

ပမှိြု ွေ့ မ  ဖစ ငဲ့ော်ထ ိုး၊ အမတော်မ  ိုးက 

ဖလိုးစ ိုးပ ျူင  ၊ သရပါသှိ ဲ့ 

ဖဆ ငော်လ ခ ကော်ခ ငော်ိုး၊ 

အပော်န ငော်ိုးဖလ  ကော်တငော်၊ ထိီုးလ ှိငော်ရ ငော် 

ပပညော်ခ ငော်တှိ ငော်ိုးရပော်၊ မငော်ိုးမပပတော်မ  

ပငှိမော်ဝပော်ဖသ ငော်ိုးက နော်ိုး၊ ပပညော်ဖအိုးခ မော်ိုးအ ဲ့။ 

ထိီုးနနော်ိုးသှိမော်ိုး ူ၊ စှိ ိုးဖတ ော်မူဟ  

ထိီုးပေျူန ငော်ိုးဆကော်၊ ပပညော်က ှိြုိုးတ ကော်။ 

က နော်စစော်သ ိုးမငော်ိုး၊ ပမငော်ိုးမ ဆငော်ိုး၍ 

န ငော်ိုးဆကော်ထိီုးပေျူ၊ ခ  ူမညော်ထ ိုး 

လကော်က တ ိုး၏။ 

မတော်မ  ိုးသခငော်၊ ငါ ဲ့အရ ငော်သညော် 

က ော်ပငော်ရ ှိ မရ ှိ ၊ အတပော်သှိဖအ ငော် 

ငါလ ညဲ့ော်စ  စမော်ိုး၊ ကကှိြုိုးပမော်ိုးဦိုးမညော်၊ 

ရ  ဦိုးမညော်တညဲ့ော်။ 

ရ ှိသညော်သှိလ ငော်၊ ငါ ဲ့အရ ငော်ကှိ  

နနော်ိုးတငော်ရမညော်၊ ဦိုးညွှတော်မညော်။  

“Echo from Tharabar Door” 

Early morning of Bagan 

 Arranging coronation regalia and others 

 Counselors offered Htihlaingshin 

If the authorized king is here, 

 No rebels, no enemies 

 And yes, peace 

 So, be a king of Bagan, 

 For the sake of country’s future 

But Kyansittha denies at once 

 My king, live or die 

 Gotta try and gotta find 

 If still alive, give him crown 

 And I’ll bow strong.” 

(Zawgyi, 2015, p.111) 

By means of above poem, the poet created the semantic embellishment, “catharsis” in the words “My 

king, live or die, gotta try and gotta find” to express the faithfulness of Kyansittha. The physical and 

moral courage of Kaynsittha can be seen clearly and he is remarked as the perfect king of Bagan 
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kingdom (Kala, 1965, p. 37). This depiction makes his faithful behavior miraculous, colorful and lively. 

“Kyansittha is one of the most romantic and beloved kings in Burmese history. “Bagan was also 

fortunate in Kyansittha’s successor, his grandson Alaungsithu” (Aung San Suu Kyii, 1995, p. 48). 

Therefore, the moral courage of King Kyansittha is as valuable as the ancestral heritage for the new 

generations of Myanmar. 

Taungoo Dynasty, Hantharwaddy kingdom, began from AD1287 to AD1552 and the famous capital is 

Pegu authorized by Yazadhirit, king of kings, a famous Mon king, whose dynasty flourished in the 14th 

century (Naing Pan Hla, 2004, p. 47). “Pegu was ruled by King Yazadhirit from AD1385 to AD1423. 

During his regime, there were repeated wars between the Mons and the kingdom of Ava, ruled by 

king Minkhaung” (Aung San Suu Kyii, 1995, p. 49).  

The widespread and bloody battle field occurred on the land between Mon and Myanmar for almost 

40 years but without victory for any side. In that period, Mon and Myanmar heroes played the vital 

roles in remarkable events. One of the most remarkable and historical events was the battle between 

King Yazadhirit and 25 years old Prince Minyekyawswa, a son of king Minkhaung. In this battle, 

Minyekyawswa was arrested by Yazadhirit and the victorious king preferred amnesty to punishment 

for his bravery and endurance. However, Minyaekyawswa asked only for death, not for life (Naing Pan 

Hal, 2004, pp. 272- 281). In Myanmar literature, the born poet, Minthuwun, created that scene in his 

ballad entitled “Minyaekyawswa” as follow;  

“လ  ဓ ိုးဝှိ ိုးဝငော်ိုး၊ စစော်ဖပမခငော်ိုးတ ငော် 

ဆငော်ပမငော်ိုးရ လ ကော်၊ ထှိ ဖန ဲ့က။ 

ဖနပပညော်ရ ှိရ ၊ ဖမ  ော်ရ က လ ငော် 

အန သညော်ိုးလညော်ိုး၊ ခ သညော်ိုးညညော်ိုးန ငဲ့ော် 

မညညော်ိုးမညျူ၊ ကှိ  ော်ကှိ ထလူ ကော် 

  မူဖရွှဓ ိုး၊ ဝ ဖရွှလွှ ိုးန ငဲ့ော် 

အ ိုးပပြုမ ီတငော်ိုးဖနသညော်ခှိ ကော်။ 

ငါရ ှိဖပလ ကော်၊ ပပညော်ကှိ ဝကော်၍ 

နနော်ိုးထကော်မငော်ိုးမူ၊ ငါ၏တူဟ  

နှိ ငော်သူမငော်ိုးက ေှိတော်ဖခေါ်သညော်။ 

ဘကကီိုးဖတ ော်၏ ဖက ိုးဇူိုးင ဲ့လညော်ိုး 

တှိ ငော်ိုးပပညော်မ ဲ့သ ူမဟ တော်ပါတ ဲ့။ 

သမီိုးဖတ ော်န ငဲ့ော် ဥကငော်ေ ငဲ့ော်၍ 

အသငဲ့ော်မငော်ိုးမူ၊ ငါ၏တူဟ  
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နှိ ငော်သူမငော်ိုးက ေှိတော်ဖခေါ်သညော်။ 

ဘကကီိုးဖတ ော်၏ ဖက ိုးဇူိုးင ဲ့လညော်ိုး 

မ  ိုးမ ဲ့သူ မဟ တော်ပါတ ဲ့။ 

သ ိုးဖတ ော်ရငော်န စော်၊ သ ိုးရငော်ိုးစစော်သှိ ဲ့ 

ထိီုးလ စော်မငော်ိုးမူ၊ ငါ၏တူဟ  

နှိ ငော်သူမငော်ိုးကေှိတော်ဖခေါ်သညော်။ 

ဘကကီိုးဖတ ော်၏ ဖက ိုးဇူိုးင ဲ့လညော်ိုး 

ေခငော်မ ဲ့သူ မဟ တော်ပါတ ဲ့။ 

ငါ၏ထ ဖမ  ကော်၊ ဖဆိုးဝါိုးဖသ ကော်၍ 

ထဖပမ ကော်ခါမူ၊ ပပနော်ဖလတဟူ  

နှိ ငော်သူမငော်ိုးက ေှိတော်ဖခေါ်သညော်။ 

ဘကကီိုးဖတ ော်၏ ဖက ိုးဇူိုးင ဲ့လညော်ိုး 

ဖသပခငော်ိုးမ ဲ့သူ မဟ တော်ပါတ ဲ့။ 

လ  ဓ ိုးကှိ လ  ၊ စစော်ဖပမထ ၌ 

မငော်ိုးရ ဖက  ော်စ  ၊ ဖစတီသ ကှိ  

ရ ဇ ဓှိရ ဇ ၊ ဖရစကော်ခ လ ကော် 

အမ  ူဖလ၊ သ  ိုးကကှိမော်ဖဝသညော် 

ပမှိြုငော်ဖပခဒလဖတ တနော်ိုးကကီိုး။ 

(မငော်ိုးသ ဝဏော်၊၂၀၁၆၊၃၁၁ ) 

“Among bright swords and knives of the battle 

 Look forward to Ava capital 

 With full of hard and serious pain, 

 Stand myself without groan 

 Right hand with golden sword, 

 Golden shield in the left 

 Together with my own encourage. 

The winner king offered: 

 I’ll halve my kingdom for you 

 And be a King. 

Not because of your gratitude, 

I am not the one who didn’t have own country. 

The winner king offered: 

 Hold the hand of my daughter 

 And be a King. 

Not because of your gratitude, 

I’m not the one who didn’t have own wife. 

The winner King offered: 

 Let me be your father, 

 And be a King. 

Not because of your gratitude, 

I’m not the one who didn’t have own father. 
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The winner King offered: 

 Take some medicine  

 And be alive to go back. 

Not because of your gratitude, 

I’m not the one who didn’t have freedom from 

death. 

Leave sword and knife, 

Delight a pagoda for Minyaekyawswa, 

Yazadharit share his good wishes three times 

Along green ravine.” 

(Min Thu Wun, 2016, p. 311)

According to this ballad, the poet used phonological embellishment; ‘Euphony’ to persuade readers. 

The repetition of the sound in the dialogues of the Mon king and the Myanmar prince is very emotional 

and it can evoke the aesthetic sensibility. It can be seen that the mutual relationship between the 

great warriors is full of physical and moral courage, charity, respect and faithfulness.  

In Kongbaung Dynasty from AD1752 to AD1885, the capitals are Shwebo, Sagaing, Amarapura, Ava 

and Mandalay. During 1852-1878, the famous authorized king is King Mindon and the capital is 

Mandalay. He was very religious and also the greatest king of the fifth convening Buddhist synod in 

Myanmar (Nyo Mya, 2003, pp. 20-22). He established 729 marble inscriptions in Kuthodaw pagoda in 

Mandalay with Theravada Buddhist text written in Pali and known as ‘World’s Biggest Book’. It is 

valuable as one of the world heritages in Myanmar since 2013. King Mindon emphasized diplomatic 

policy with other countries; England and France. So he allowed British and French bishops to stay in 

Myanmar and establish English schools. Myanmar therefore had very good relationship with British at 

that time and there was no conflict in the country. 

In the year 1867, British Commissioner, Colonel Fytch, came to Mandalay on a diplomatic delegation. 

At this time, he asked king Mindon to let him wear white umbrella that is one of the items in the 

Myanmar royal regalia only for the king and queen. When the king allowed him, all of Myanmar 

counselors and Achoktansayaphae, one of the court poets resented seriously. In 1874, India Viceroy, 

Governor General, Lord John Roric travelled around Kapali Island wearing two white umbrellas and he 

was immediately assassinated by two daggers. When the poet heard this news, he composed the 

poem named; “The enemy, Lat Pressed by Sadan” (General Bathaung, 2004, 270-271).  
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“မငော်ိုးတ တ  ဖခ ိုးဖသဖသ 

ဖသ ိုးဖတ ဖတ  ှိ ဘှိ 

လ ဘော်ရနော်ကှိ  ဆဒဒနော်ေှိ၊ နတော်ေနော်သညဲ့ော်ဘ နော်ိုးဖတ ော်။ 

ကျွနော်ိုးစကက ပူတလွှ ိုး၊ ဖရွှဓ ိုးသ  ိုးသတော်ရလှိမဲ့ော် 

ဖန ော်။ 

ဖလ က ိုးလကော်အဖပေါ်မ   

ထိီုးပေျူဖတ ော်န စော်လကော်ဖကက ငဲ့ော်  

အသကော်ထ ကော်လ  ော်ဖစဓ ိုးန စော်ခ ကော်ဖမ ွှ၊ 

ဖလိုးလကော်ပေငဲ့ော်ဖလိုးခ ကော်ဖမ ွှမ ော်။ 

ဖဘိုးသကော်ဖသ လကော်ငငော်ိုးက  ွေ့ဖလိုး။” 

“As imitate king of Myanmar, Mr. English died  

In blood like an animal, 

King’s glorious power overwhelm English 

General’s Along the Island of Singapore 

Killed by knives. 

On the ladder, because of two white 

umbrellas, 

Died of two knives. 

If four white umbrellas, 

Would die of four. 

Sure….. Sure….. absolutely sure.”  

(Achoketan Sayaphay as cited in General 

Bathaung, 2002, p. 271) 

In this poem, the poet was pleased because of the death of the British officer who behaved like 

Myanmar king in this semi colonial period. At this time, many parts of Myanmar including Dagon were 

under the British rule. The poet points out that if the people who invaded Myanmar insulted its 

sovereignty, they will be in trouble as the result of vying with Myanmar king. Because of this poem, 

the king Mindon sent him to prison to maintain Myanmar- English alliance. It is obvious that the 

semantic embellishment; simile” like an animal” can illustrate how much the poet disliked the 

expansionist and imply the spiritual joy of the readers. 

The Peacefulness of Ancient Myanmar People 

The life styles of ancient Myanmar people are simple, open, contented, happy, and practical, and they 

also have self-satisfaction. Taungoo dynasty began from AD1510 to AD1757 and the capitals are 

Taungoo, Bago and Ava. The common Myanmar people lived around the capitals and they earned a 

living by cultivating various kinds of crops. During feudal system, most of the court poets emphasized 

to compose especially for glorifying the royalty. However, one of the court poets, 

Wungyipadaethayazer composed some poems that reflected the daily life of common Myanmar 
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people such as the farmers, toddy-palm climbers, the mountain climbers and the boat crew, who had 

no authority, no power and no wealth (Zawgyi, 2004, pp. 63-78). 

One of his poems, ‘Start the Rain’, was talking about common Myanmar people who lived around Ava 

capital which was located at the junction of Ayeyarwaddy River and Myintnge River. Zawgyi and 

Panlaung rivers are in the southeast and Myittha River is the Southwest of capital. The rich fertilized 

land made the farmers happy and lucky for cultivation of paddy. The daily life of farmer’s family and 

their simple and honorable behaviors can be seen in this poem as follows;  

“ဝဿနော်က လမှိ ိုးက တညဲ့ော်လ ငော်၊ 

ဖပ  ော်ဖပ  ော်ပါိုးပါိုး၊ မ  ိုးန ငဲ့ော်ဖဆ င ော်လငော် 

လကော်တ  ဖပခငငော်၊ ကှိ  ော်တ ငော်အဝတော် 

ပ ဆှိ ိုးအကက စ တော်ပပ ပပီ 

ခ ညော်နဖီဗ ငော်ိုးတ တော်တ တော်က ော်န ငဲ့ော်ဖလိုး။ 

မှိ ိုးဖရစ တော်လှိ ဲ့၊ အဝတော်က ော်မပါ 

သ ိုးသမီိုးကှိ  ော်ထိီုးဖပ ွေ့လှိ ဲ့လ ၊ 

ဖဆိုးတ တစော်ထ  ကှိ ကော်ခါထ နော်ရငော်ိုး၊ 

လ ော်က ကော်တစော်ခ ငော်၊ ထ နော်ဖရိုးငငော် 

ဖရဝငော်ပ စ နော်တ ငော်ိုးင ော်န ငဲ့ော်ဖလိုး။ 

ေ ိုးဖပါငော်စငော်ိုးင ော်၊ ပခငော်ိုးပလှိ ငော်ိုးလ  ော် 

ခရ ပီဖလ ၊ ဖရ ဖန  ၍သ လ  ော် 

ဟငော်ိုးရ ကော်က ော်န န ော်၊ တစော်သ  ော်ကနော်စ နော်ိုး 

ဆူိုးပ ပော်က ော်ကငော်ိုးပ   အလ  ိုးစ   

ေူိုးင  သ  ဖရ ၍ပပမော်ိုးသညော်န ငဲ့ော်ဖလိုး။ 

ခ ှိြုလညော်ိုးခ ှိြုလ နော်ိုး၊ ရညော်ရွှမော်ိုးမ  ိုးစ   

ကက ဟငော်ိုးကကကော်န ိုးဖပါငော်ိုး၊ 

ဖသ ငော်ိုးဖပပ ငော်ိုးဖရ ၍သ  

အှိမော်သှိ ဲ့ဖရ ကော်ခါ၊ လ ငော်စ  ခ ကော်ပပြုတော် 

ထမငော်ိုးကပူ ဟငော်ိုးကပူ၊ ရ ျူရ ျူသ  ရ မော်ိုးငရ တော် 

က ော်န ငဲ့ော်ဖလိုး။ 

အလ တော်က ော် ဧရ သ ၊ င  က ဖလ ိုးဖတ ဲ့သညော်။ 

သ ိုးဖပမိုးင ော်မ ခ  ၊ ဘ ော်ည ဖထ ိုးဖတ ဲ့သညော်။ 

“The start of rain, 

Happy beloved couple holds the hands 

 With clothes old and torn 

 Red red towels on head. 

Rain, rain wet 

 Hold bare kids 
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 Pipe in mouth, land was ploughed 

 Hide crabs in holes. 

Carrying basket of frogs 

 Mixed with mollusc, 

 Tender leaves and buds, 

 Water lily all in one. 

Sweet, sweet soup 

 Fast food of all vegetable  

 Rice is hot, so is curry 

 With chili. 

Big meal with big hands 

 Eating heartily, wait for none 

 Grandchildren, sons and daughters, 

 All together.”  

(Padaethayazar as cited in Zawgyi, 2004, p. 67) 

 

 

The experience and imagination of the poet led to compose about the farmer’s family who worked 

together in the field from dawn to noon happily. They harvested the rice, grew the paddy mostly by 

hand and by ploughing land with cows using traditional methods. The poet focused on the daily life of 

the farmer’s family reflecting how they worked hard, how they united, how they cook and how they 

eat staying happily with a small income. It also reflected Myanmar’s nature; usually satisfied with their 

lives without blaming anybody such as the king or the rich people. When the poet travelled around 

the countryside as a royal minister, he was sympathetic to them and created their daily lives as a 

poem, “Tyagyin,” which has been honored as “New Literature” by Myanmar scholars. The peaceful 

life style of ancient Myanmar people is clearly seen in his “Tyagyins”. The simple words are delightful 

in this poem and can give deep satisfaction, even exaltation to the readers. 

In Kong Baung period, some poets wrote about the peacefulness of Myanmar ethnic people. The 

poem; “the cold season” by anonymous described the Karen old man who is from one of the ethnic 

groups in Myanmar living very peacefully in Mandalay. He is the representative of ordinary Myanmar 

people who never worry for the future, he only concentrates on the present situation and so he is 

always free from worry. The anonymous poet composed the happy and peaceful life of the old Karen 

man in his poem as follows;  

“လ မော်ိုးအဖပပ 

မနော်ိုးဖပမတမှိဖတ ဲ့ 

ကမော်ိုးဖပခမ   စမော်ိုးဖရက ရ ော်န ဲ့ 

ခ မော်ိုးဖလကတသ နော်သ နော်။ 
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တ တစော်ဘကော် 

ဆ  ေ ကော်က  အလ ငော်လှိ ဖရ ဲ့ထငဲ့ော် 

ကရငော်အှိ    ပပငော်ကကီိုးမ    

မီိုးထညဲ့ော်လှိ ဲ့လ  ။ 

မပူဖပါငော်၊ ဖန ကော်ဆီကခ မော်ိုးဖရ ဲ့ထငဲ့ော် 

အပေျူဖစ ငော် ဖခါကော်ထညော် အန မော်ိုးကှိ လ 

လွှမော်ိုးတညဲ့ော်လှိ ဲ့ လွှ ိုးက ပခ ြု 

ပါိုးမ  င  ပါတ ဲ့၊ န ဖရွှက မော်ိုး။ 

ဖဘိုးအှိတော်က ော်လ ှိြု 

ဖဆိုးလှိပော်တှိ  န ိုးမ  ထှိ ိုးပါလှိ ဲ့ 

ဖတ ငော်တရှိ ိုးမ   ဖနစ ပူဖရ ဲ့ထငဲ့ော် 

က ငော်ိုးအင ူန ငော်ိုးပမျူမစ ခငော်က 

အမှိ ိုးဖခေါ် ေှိ ိုးဖစ ော်က တှိ ဲ့မ   

တ ေ ကော်တ ဲ့လမော်ိုး။ 

“The Cold Season”  

“I can’t get over homesickness 

I pine for the Man (Mandalay) Region 

On the bank are springs gushing down 

And how briskly the wind blows. 

One side of the hut 

Is pulled down, too hastily perhaps 

The old Kayin there in the open field 

Builds a fire to warm himself. 

It isn’t warm enough, it feels cold in the back 

That worn-out white blanket now folded 

He picks it to wrap around 

And puts a golden tender betel quid in his 

mouth 

With bags slung over shoulders  

Stubbed-out cigars in their ears 

Thinking it’s warm up on the ridge 

Qmou and hpou Soke 

Have done away with their huts here.  

(Anonymous, unknown year, as cited in Thar 

Noe, 2018, pp. 72-73) 

In this poem, the old Karen man in the open field felt very cold and so he pulled down the wall of 

bamboo from his small hut and he used it as fire-wood to be warm. He is a very happy old man in real 

life. Whenever he faces the difficulties, he never gives up and stays peacefully. This is his personal life 

style and is very independent and free from worries. 
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Most of ancient Myanmar people in different eras were optimistic and attempted to spend their lives 

under the rules of Buddha. The poetic inspiration directed to extol their happy and peaceful life style. 

One of the unknown poets in unknown period unanimously portrayed the mutual charity of husband 

and wife as below. 

“ဖတ ငော်ပှိ ဲ့လ လငော် 

ဟငော်ိုးခ ှိြုပငော်။ 

တစော်ပငော်တစော်ရ ကော် 

ခူိုးလှိ ဲ့ခ ကော်။ 

အှိ ိုးပ ဲ့န ငဲ့ော်ခ ကော် 

ခ ကော်ပ ဲ့န ငဲ့ော်ခူိုး။ 

တှိ ဲ့လငော်မ  ိုး 

စ ိုးဖလ ကော်ဘူိုး။” 

Plant for soup 

On the mound, 

Each leaf from each plant 

Pick and cook. 

Cook with chipped pot, 

Cater with chipped bowl, 

Insufficient for us, husband and wife.  

(Anonymous as cited in Tin Moe, 2011, p. 15) 

The poet used simple words to express the romantic scene of husband and wife. They were very poor 

so they did not have enough to eat every day. But, they were happy and found the leaves for their 

soup in unison and cooked together with a broken pot. Although it is not enough for them, they had 

no pessimism and were satisfied with their lives. It is prominent that the ancient Myanmar people 

possessed a peaceful life even though there were usually needs and difficulties.  

Most of ancient Myanmar people loved their environment and appreciated the beautiful scenery of 

their native land. The peaceful behavior of ancient Myanmar people can also be seen in the poem; 

“Wingabar” “ဝကကပါ” by Minthuwun (2014). 

“ဖအိုးရှိပော်သ တ ဲ့၊ ပပညော်ဖည ငော်ညှိြု 

ဥဩတ နော်သ ခ ှိြု။ 

 ဒှိ ိုး ှိ စီိုးတ ဲ့ နဒတီ ငော်ိုး 

သမငော်ဖရဖသ ကော်ဆငော်ိုး။ 

ပမကော်ခငော်ိုးလ ဲ့လ ဲ့ ဖပမညီည ီ

က ဲ့ဖက ော်ဝတော်မ နော် စီ။ 
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ဇ လီဖပ  ော်တ ဲ့ ဖက  ငော်ိုးသခကမော်ိုး 

လူဖလိုးသ  ိုးခ ငော်စမော်ိုး။”  

(မင််းသုဝဏ၊် ၂၀၁၄၊ ၁၇)  

“Cool and calm’s the peepul’s shade, 

Sweet the cuckoo’s serenade; 

At the fluent river’s brink; 

Deer come down to drink; 

All the green and level lawn  

Gangaw beauteously adorn; 

That’s where Zali loved to play 

I wish I could go that way!”  

(Translated by Gordon Hannington. Luce as cited in Minthuwun, 2014, p.16) 

This poem shows that the peaceful life style of Zarli, the son of King Waethadara, who is Buddhahood 

from Jataka stories relating ten of the previous lives of Gautama Buddha. The poet created how Zarli 

was happy and peaceful at Mont. Wingaba, far away from the grand palace. His family was sent there 

by the people because his father, the King Waethadara, donated a lucky white elephant of the country 

to the Brahmins who ask for alms. But the little boy, Zarli, never blamed anyone and stayed happily 

and peacefully in the jungle. The poet illustrated how much their place at Mont. Wingaba is pleasant 

with the sweet smell of Gangaw flowers, serene and fluent river, green and leveled lawn and 

melodious sound of the cuckoo. It is the hermitage of Zarli that is also where Lulay (he) wanted to go 

and stay. Therefore, it is evident that the ancient Myanmar people loved peaceful and pleasant life 

style whoever they were.  

The Equality of Ancient Myanmar People  

Most of the ancient Myanmar kings especially King Kyansittha were enthusiastic to establish a 

peaceful and prosperous nation by the strength of all ethnic groups in Myanmar with equal rights and 

opportunities. “In 1077, King Anawratha was succeeded by his son Sawlu, a young King who had 

inherited his father’s ability. Fortunately, his reign was very brief and the throne was passed to King 

Kyansittha” (Aung San Suu Kyii, 1995, p. 48) 

Myanmar national poet, Zawgyi portrayed the eminent ability of King Kyansittha in bringing together 

of the ethnic groups in Myanmar in the poem; “King of Pure Heart” as below. 
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“က နော်စစော်သ ိုး၏န လ  ိုးလ ” 

ဘှိသှိတော်ခ ရ ၊ ခမော်ိုးန ိုးမ  လညော်ိုး 

မဟ ဓမမရ ဇော်၊ က နော်စစော်မငော်ိုးတရ ိုး 

သူ ဲ့စှိတော်ထ ိုး၌ 

ဖက  သ ိုးရငော်သ ိုးမခ  ပခ ိုးဘ  

အ ိုးလ  ိုးပါဖရိုး၊ ပါခ ငဲ့ော်ဖပိုးဖသ ော် 

ဖလိုးစ ိုးခ စော်ခငော်၊ သ ပ ငော် ကလနော် 

ပ ျူ မ နော် ပမနော်မ ၊ မတော်စ  စ  တညဲ့ော် 

သစစ ခ ကက၊ ဝမော်ိုးဖပမ ကော်ကက၏။ 

ပမနော်မ ဲ့ဂီတ၊ ပမနော်မ ကလညော်ိုး 

ပ ျူွေ့မ  ဲ့ဂီတ၊ မ နော်တှိ ဲ့ကလညော်ိုး 

တီိုးကကမ တော်ကက၊ ဂ ဏော် ူကက၏။ 

အစဖက ငော်ိုး၍ အဖန  ငော်ိုးဖသခ   

ပေစော်ခ ဲ့ပါသညော်။ 

ဖမတတ  အလငော်ိုးပပ၊ မငော်ိုးကကီိုးက။ 

မ မ တတ န လ  ိုးလ ။  

စညော်ိုးလ  ိုးလ ကက အရှိမဒဒန။ (ဖဇ ော်ဂ ီ၊ ၂၀၁၅၊၁၁၄) 

“Kyansittha, King of Pure-Heart”  

At consecration ceremony, 

 Mahadamarit, King Kyansit 

 Giving equal opportunity to all 

 Without having discrimination, 

 All the same; Phyu, Mon, Myanmar, all 

equal, 

 Kalan, Thanpyin give him respect 

 And patronage they can accept. 

Honorable music and dancing, 

 All of Phyu, Mon, Myanmar are, 

 Good beginning, perfect ending 

 Lighten charity from great king 

 Who possess heart of justice, 

 Heart of peace. 

Becoming the unity of Arimadana.” 

(Zawgyi, 2015, p. 114) 

When Kyansittha ascended the Bagan throne, he obeyed ten precepts of a king; (1) donation, (2) 

keeping the precepts, (3) conferring, (4) having gentle behavior and oratory, (5) keeping Sabbath, (6) 

having no anger, (7) no opposing his people; monks, relatives, attendants, king’s counselors and his 

citizens, (8) no persecuting his people with large amount of tax, (9) being patient and (10) being 

righteous and honest. (Ashiorbathabiwuntha, 1955, p. 385)  
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Shwesigon stone inscription which was written in Mon language is the proof of good image of King 

Kyansittha. In that inscription, his attitude on his people was written as follow;  

“I will treat my people like mother cuddling her children kindly 

and be responsible for them to be prosperous.  

  I will remove the tears of my people.” 

King Kyansittha did what he said and built a well-developed country with mutual respect among 

different ethnic groups, Pyu, Mon and Burma. He showed how to create the peace and tranquility of 

a nation with modernized ideas and political concepts. King Kyansittha’s pure heart is obviously seen 

in this poem. He ended the conflicts among the ethnic groups especially between Mon and Burma 

started by kings Manuha and Anawrahta. He was magnanimous and visionary. Thus, he arranged to 

marry Mon princess, Khin Oo (Manisanda). Besides that, he let Athawitdhama, the grandson of Mon 

king Manuha (the defeated king) marry his beloved daughter ‘Shwe Ein Si’ to build a peaceful and 

prosperous country. There is no doubt why Kyansittha is a benevolent king and he can influence all of 

Myanmar people today. 

The ancient Myanmar people loved to create their society full of equality and they were guided to live 

happily through good times and bad ones. One of the didactic poems, “Ways of Life” by Kandawmin 

Gyaung Sayadaw (AD1438-1513) directed society of Myanmar how to behave to each other equally 

and peacefully, and how to spend our life worthy as below (General Bathaung, 2002, pp. 47- 48).  

“ပ ျူပ ျူင  င  ၊ လူတက ကှိ ၊  

သ သ ခ ှိြုခ ှိြု၊ ခ စော်ေ  ော်ဆှိ ၍၊  

စှိ စှိ ပပညော်ပပညော်၊ ခ စော်မူနညော်န ငဲ့ော်၊  

လညော်လညော်ပတော်ပတော်၊ ဖလ ကဝတော်၌၊  

ပပတော်ပပတော်သ ိုးသ ိုး၊ အပပ ိုးပပ ိုးလ ငော်၊  

မ မ  ိုးခပော်သှိမော်ိုး၊ ဖဆ ငော်တှိ ငော်ိုးပငှိမော်ိုးလ ကော်၊  

သူစှိမော်ိုးသူက ကော်၊ မှိဘဖတ ွေ့သှိ ဲ့၊  

ဖမ ွေ့ဖမ ွေ့ဖလ  ော်ဖလ  ော်၊ဖပ  ော်ဖပ  ော်ပါိုးပါိုး၊ 

န တော်ခ ှိြုပ  ိုးန ငဲ့ော်၊  

ဝတော်စ ိုးဖပိုးပ ဲ့၊ ပေညဲ့ော်ပေျူိုးန  ဲ့လ ကော်၊  

အလွှ ကျွနော်ဖက ိုး၊ ဖဆ သ ိုးဖပမိုးကှိ ၊  

ဖကျွိုးဖမ ိုးမည ှိြုိုးင ော်ဖစမငော်ိုး။ ” 

(ကနော်ဖတ ော်မငော်ိုးဖက  ငော်ိုးဆရ ဖတ ော်၊ ၂၀၁၁၊ စ -

၁၅၄-၁၅၅)  

“Treat cordially everybody 
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With sweet and gentle speech 

Act well in social graces, 

Be lucid in daily life 

For all causes in succeed. 

Whoever strangers or friends, 

Treat them like parents with honey speech 

Enjoyably and happily 

To support slaves, 

relatives, sons and grandchildren  

For the lack of worries.” (Kandawminkyawn 

Sayadaw as cited in Tin Moe, 2011, pp. 154- 

155) 

The poet used semantic embellishment; similes; “as assembly as seeing own parents” to evoke 

human’s emotion together with the ways of life and aesthetic enjoyment. It is learnt that people have 

to do sweet conversation each other. They have to treat strangers or friends equally and gently like 

seeing their own parents.  

One of the famous poets in Ava period, Shinmahar Thilawuntha, wrote the poem to upgrade the fair 

society in his “Yatu”; ‘the Golden City, Taungdwen Shwepyii’. 

“ပပညော်တ ငော်ိုးပပညော်ပ၊ အခ ငော်ိုးခပော်သှိမော်ိုး၊  

သူစှိမော်ိုးသူက ကော် စ ဘကော်နိီုးဖဝိုး 

အှိမော်ဖ ိုးသဘငော်” (သီလဝ သ၊ရ ငော်မဟ ၊၂၀၁၈၊၄၈ )  

“Wherever from the native or foreign, 

Whoever the strangers or friends,  

townsfolks or the foreigners,  

we have treated equally 

whenever we meet in the bazaar or town.” (Shinmahar Thilawuntha as cited in Technological 

University, 2018, p. 48) 

It is learnt that in ancient Myanmar society, whenever they met with strangers, friends or low standard 

people, they tried not to have any discrimination. The poets also attempted to create ancient 

Myanmar society full of kindness, charity, mutual understanding and trust each other in their didactic 

poems. 
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The Sympathy of Ancient Myanmar People 

By the history of Myanmar literature, the wealth of royal family is impressive but the great fascination 

of the country lies in its peoples who lived in the countryside. As Myanmar is an agricultural country, 

the country people prefer to cultivate by traditional methods using cows in their fields. Therefore, 

cows are the intimate friends of them since they were young. The poetic inspiration of the folk poet 

leads to compose the cow and the young villager in the poem titled; “The Lovely Cow”. This is the real 

orphanage poem of unknown poet of unknown period.  

“ဟီိုးဖလိုးရ ော်ရှိ   

ခ ှိြုဖပါကော်တ ဲ့န  ိုး။  

တှိ ဲ့လ ော်ဝငော်က စ ိုး၊ 

 ကကီိုးဖတ ော်ရ ဲ့န  ိုး။”  

“Hee Lay Yeal Yoo!! 

Bearing horn cow. 

Entering and eating, 

It’s my great aunt’s cow!!”  

(Anonymous as cited in Tin Moe, 1972, p. 23) 

Simplicity is the treasure of this poem because there are no difficult words to understand but full of 

aesthetic sensibility. The young villager or the cow-boy was broad-minded because he can forgive the 

cow which destroyed his planted field. Besides he had a sympathetic mind and maintained the mutual 

love between him and his great aunt, the owner of the cow. Here, the phonological embellishment; 

onomatopoeia “hee lay yeal yoo” evokes the readers’ emotion. It is clear that the behavior of ancient 

Myanmar people from countryside were delighted with sympathy.  

The village people loved their environment, their natives, their folk songs, music and dance in ancient 

Myanmar society. They also loved their freedom of life. These feelings and emotions stimulate to listen 

to the sounds of nature and the characters of nature and created the poem; “Cries of Dove” which is 

also the orphanage poem of unknown period. 

“ဖနဝငော်စ ခ ှိြုိုးမရ ော်က ူ

ဖတ သူမဖလိုး အဖဝိုး။ 

စ ကှိ သ  စ ကှိ  ငတော်လှိ ဲ့၊ 

 ကူရ  သဖလ --- ကူသဖလ ။ 

ဖရကှိ သ  ဖရကှိ ငတော်လှိ ဲ့၊ 

 ကူရ  သဖလ --- ကူသဖလ ။ 

န  ိုးဖက  ငော်ိုးသ ိုးင ော်၊ ဖက  ဲ့က ငော်ိုးရ ော်ဖထ ငော် 

ဘ ော်--- ဘ ော်ကှိ မှိ၊ 
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 ဖပခကှိ မှိလှိ ဲ့။ 

ဘ ော်--- ဘ ော်ကှိ  န ကော်၊  

လညော်ပငော်ိုးအထကော် ဖခါငော်ိုးကှိ န ကော်လှိ ဲ့။ 

ဘ ော်---- ဘ ော်ကှိ  ခ  ၊  

ရငော်ကှိ  ခ  လှိ ဲ့။ 

ရ  ိုးမီိုးခ တ ငော်၊ ရ ရ င ော်ကငော်သညော် 

အကျွနော်မပမငော်ဝ ဲ့ပါတက ိုး။ 

ဖရွှခ ှိြုိုးေှိ င ော်၊ မ ဲ့ော်လငော်သ ိုး။” (အမညော်မသှိ) 

“Nearly Sun Set, 

The pity female dove is cooing 

While the folk girl’s hearing! 

 Why cooing? Why cooing? 

 Because of hunger, cause of hunger. 

 Why cooing? Why cooing? 

 Because of water, cause of water. 

The little cowboy set a snare, 

 Where ----- where trapped? 

 Legs are trapped. 

 Where--- where hit? 

 Head above neck is hit. 

 Where---- where cut? 

 Chest is cut. 

 Roasting in strong ember…. 

 I can’t dare to see! 

The little pity dove is ----- he, 

my beloved husband!” (Anonymous) 

This poem portrayed the painful feelings of the female dove which languished from longing for the 

death of the male dove, her husband. The poet created this tragic poem with the conversation of the 

lass and the female dove; although it is unable to speak, backgrounding the scenery of sunset in the 

village. The creation of semantic embellishment; personification enhances the sympathy of the 

readers emotionally. Consequently, the behavior of ancient Myanmar people is that loving their 

environment and giving sympathy to the weaker ones.  

Patriotism of Ancient Myanmar People 

There is no doubt that the patriotism of ancient Myanmar people is prominent in the poems as is also 

the honorable character of the nation, Myanmar. As patriotism is the love of country, its history, 

language, literature, customs, tradition, culture and pride, the patriotic people have been making 

effort to develop their nation. The patriotism of Myanmar people is illustrated in the poem by 
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Ngwetaryee who had been to the western countries such as England, Sweden and Germany. While 

travelling these developed countries, she was very envious of them and wished to stay there. She felt 

upset about her own, undeveloped country, Myanmar. But finally she realized the truth that to be a 

good citizen, it is essential to upgrade the development of her country with her own effort. This poem 

titled “To the Pleasant land” guided the patriotism of Myanmar people and how much they loved their 

country. 

“သ သညဲ့ော်ဖပမသှိ ဲ့”  

အလ ထိူုးပါဘှိ ပမေူိုးပပ အင  န ဲ့ 

လွှ ရ  မ   ည  စ  က ငော်ိုးဖရ ဲ့ထငဲ့ော် 

ပေျူဝငော်ိုးဖင မ နော်လွှ တှိ ဲ့ 

ဖလ ူရ ရန ဲ့ညငော်ိုး 

သငော်ိုးပ  ွေ့ ခ ဲ့သူ ဲ့ပခ မ  ။ 

ငါ ဲ့ပခ ကကညဲ့ော်ပပနော်ဖတ ဲ့ 

မခ ှိပူဖပ ပေ ခ ဲ့ 

ဖပမပပ မ   ဖနဇ မတငဲ့ော်နှိ ငော်ဘူ ဲ့ 

ကကညော်စရ နဝီါဖတ လညော်ိုး မပ ငဲ့ော်ဖလဖတ ဲ့ 

စှိမော်ိုးရငဲ့ော်ဖရ ငော် န  ော်ပခ ြုေ တော်ဖတ က 

ရ ပော်ဖထ ိုးက လှိမော်ဖခ   ကော် 

အ ိုးပ ကော်စရ ။ 

သူ ဲ့စခနော်ိုး 

သ ဆနော်ိုးရဂ  သ ငော်မှိ ဲ့ 

ငါလ မော်ိုးက ခှိ ဝငော်လှိ ဲ့ 

ပပ ဖင စငော် ကကှိြုငော်ပ  ွေ့ ရ  ိုးပါတ ဲ့ 

ပ ငဲ့ော်င  စငော်ပငော်ဖတ ကက ိုးမ  လ 

ဖလ  ကော်သ  ိုးက  ဖပ  ော်လှိ လ ပါဘှိ 

ပမဖရ ငော်စှိ  သညော်ပမကော်ခငော်ိုးရ ော်န ဲ့ 

ညငော်ိုးဖလခှိ  သစော်ညှိြုရှိပော်မ  ပေငဲ့ော် 

ဖလ  ငော်ိုးအှိပော်လှိ ဲ့ တစော်ကှိ  ော်သ  

ရွှငော်ပါခ ငဲ့ော်စှိတော်ထ ။ 

သှိ ဲ့လညော်ိုးဖလ 

မသငဲ့ော်မဖလ  ော်ဖပဘူ ဲ့ 

ငါ ဲ့ပခ ဖပမ ဥ   ဉ်နနော်ိုးဟ လညော်ိုး 

လ ဖလသညော် သ စခနော်ိုးဖပဖပါ ဲ့ 
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စှိတော်ပနော်ိုးကှိ  သညော်လှိ  ဖပေလှိ ဲ့ 

က ကော်သဖရ တကော်ဖနဝငဲ့ော်ဖအ ငော်လ 

ငါ ဲ့ပခ ဖပမ အဖပခပမ ငဲ့ော်ခ ငော်င ဲ့ 

သူ ဲ့ဖပမမ  ပေျူပပ ပ ငဲ့ော်ရငော်ပေငဲ့ော် 

ငါ ဲ့ဖပမမ   နဝီါတငဲ့ော်ရမဖပါ ဲ့ 

အခ ငဲ့ော်အခါဖမ  ော်လှိ ဲ့ 

ဥ   ဉ်ဖတ ော်သ   ဖရိုးကှိ လ 

ရ ပမငော်ဖမ  ော် ခါခါဖတ ိုးပါလှိ ဲ့ 

မဖန ိုးပငော် အ ိုးအငော်ထ တော်လှိ ဲ့ရ ော်  

ဖပါငော်ိုးန တော်ေှိ ဲ့ခ ။  

(ဖင တ ရီ၊၂၀၁၅ ဩဂ တော်လ၊ ၅၃၁- ၅၃၂ 

“To the Pleasant Land” 

“Distinctive beauty with the buds of emerald 

Full of colorful flowers in everywhere 

Spreading sweet smell of whitish pollen 

brightly  

Was being carried by the breeze 

Within her fence. 

As soon as I’ve seen my fence, 

I’m in grief irritatingly 

Even no grass, no colorful flowers 

Dark green clump of bushes 

Feel confused, coiled complex 

Relenting in case. 

Her camp 

Like a very pleasant jungle 

I walked and lived there 

Among sweet flowers of fragrance 

Wandering happily 

On the emerald grass carpet 

Under the shady tree 

Breathing fresh air 

sleep soundly myself  

peace in mind. 

But …….. but 

It shouldn’t be 

My fence, my garden, my palace 

Is a beautiful camp 

Relaxing like this 

Glory brightened  

My fence has been upgrading by myself. 

If her land blossoms with white and blue, 

Mine will be red and yellow. 
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Hope for chance 

Garden will be pleasant  

Thinking again and again. 

Not hesitating to attempt 

To remove weed,  

I’m exerting all-out effort.  

(Ngetaryee, 2015, p.531-532)

In this poem, she created the metaphorical expression; the other country as ‘her fence’ and Myanmar 

as ‘my fence’. According to this poem, the poet who is one of Myanmar people liked to stay in 

developed countries first, but she recognized it was meaningless and decided to attempt for the 

development of her country. The patriotic spirit of the poet appeared in this poem and transmitted 

her poetic inspiration to the readers.  

“Exposed for the half of a century to the impact of western culture, Burmese literature has only just 

survived” (Goudon Hannington Luce, 1936, as cited in Minthuwun, 2014).The impact of colonization 

makes some Myanmar disappointed in their own language, literature and culture. In the colonial 

period, some educated Myanmar people prefer to use English than Burmese. During the British 

colonial era, most of the highly educated Myanmar people used “Mr.” instead of “U”/u:/ which is the 

Myanmar naming system for males at the beginning of their names. They thought that if they used 

Myanmar traditional naming system, they felt very shameful and therefore they always used English 

naming system.  

Therefore, the youth of Myanmar especially the students of Rangoon University tried to eliminate 

these ideas. “Dobama Asi-ayone” was established in May,1930 by Ba Thaung and the members used 

the word ‘Thakin’ as the prefix to their names for example; “Thakin Ba Thaung”, “Thakin Aung San”, 

“Thakin Ba Hein” and tried to upgrade the patriotism of Myanmar people. Dobama means ‘We 

Burmese’ Asi-ayone means ‘Association’. The slogan of the organization was;  

“Burma is our country. 

 Burmese literature is our literature. 

 Burmese language is our language. 

 Love our country, 

raise the standards of our literature,  

respect our language.” (Nicholas Tarling, 1999) 
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Tha Khin Ko Daw Hmaing who was one of the chair persons of Dobama Association, the patriotic poet, 

tried to solve this problem by using pen name “Mr. Mg Hmaing”, combining “Mr.” that the Myanmar 

people loved during the colonial period and “Mg Hmaing” that everyone hated so much because it 

was the name of a very terrible wicked man from a well-known novel at that time. By writing some 

special articles on Myanmar tradition and culture under this pen name and the use of “Mr.” gradually 

disappeared among the public communication. (Min Yu Wai, 2000, pp.117-123.) 

If not, Myanmar naming system might have been replaced with the English one. It is the one of the 

remarkable examples of maintenance of national language for the nation building at that time. These 

situation is reflected in Myanmar poems by the national poets as follow; “Like the Sky, like the Earth” 

“မှိ ိုးန  ော် ဖပမန  ော်” by Tin Moe.

တှိ ဲ့စက ိုးလညော်ိုး 

ပမစော်န ိုးဖခ  ငော်ိုးန ိုး၊ တ ငါသ ိုးန ငဲ့ော် 

ဖ ိုးသ  ိုးဖ ိုးလ ၊ ဖပပ ရ  သ တညဲ့ော်။ 

သူ ဲ့စက ိုးမ ူ

ရ  ိုးန ိုးကနော်န ိုး၊ ရပော်ကကီိုးသ ိုးတှိ ဲ့ 

အဝါိုးလညော်ိုးဝ၊ န တော်စလညော်ိုးရွှငော် 

မငော်ိုးဝငော်စှိ ိုးဖပါကော်၊ တစော်ဂ ဏော်ဖပမ ကော်ခ ဲ့။ 

တှိ ဲ့အကခရ ၊ ငါတှိ ဲ့စ လညော်ိုး 

ဖသစ ရ ငော်စ ၊ ေတော်တတော်က မ  

လ ော်  ကှိ ငော်ိုး  ၊ မ တော်တတော်က မ  

အရ မဝငော်၊ ဖ ိုးမဝငော်တညဲ့ော်။ 

သူ ဲ့အကခရ ၊ သူတှိ ဲ့စ မ ူ

ဖက  ငော်ိုးစ  ရ  ိုးစ ၊ က မော်ိုးစ  စကော်တငော် 

ဖတ ော်ဝငော်ဂ ဏော်ဖပမ ကော်၊ ခန ဲ့ော်တှိ ငော်ိုးဖပါကော်ခ ဲ့။ 

တှိ ဲ့ကှိ ိုးက  ော်ရ ၊ တှိ ဲ့ဘ သ လညော်ိုး 

ဖတ ရ   အ  ရ  ၊ ပရှိတော်န မ  

မသ  အသ ဘ၊ ဖရစကော်ခ မ  

ကှိ ိုးရရ  သ ၊ မခန ဲ့ော်ပါတညဲ့ော်။ 

သူတှိ ဲ့ကှိ ိုးရ ၊ သူ ဲ့ဘ သ မ ူ

ရ  ဦိုးပမှိြု ွေ့ ဦိုး၊ ဖခါငော်ိုးဖလ ငော်ိုးပမျူိုးလ ကော် 

အေူိုးအဖမ  ော်၊ ပူဖဇ ော်ခ ဖလ ကော် 

တနော်ခှိ ိုးဖတ ကော်ပပီ။ 

ငါတှိ ဲ့နှိ ငော်င ၊ ပေစော်သညော်မ နော်လညော်ိုး 

သူ ဲ့ဟနော် သူ ဲ့မူ၊ သူ ဲ့အ ူန ငဲ့ော် 
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သူ ဲ့လ ူသူ ဲ့ရ ငော်၊ စှိ ိုးပမ ပငော်တညဲ့ော်။ 

ငါတှိ ဲ့ဖရွှပပညော်၊ မ နော်ဖပသညော်လညော်ိုး 

သူ ဲ့ရညော်သူ ဲ့ဖသ ိုး၊ သူ ဲ့အဖတ ိုးကှိ  

ဖငိုးက ဖမ က ၊ ဖနပမ သ တညဲ့ော်။  

ငါတှိ ဲ့စှိတော်ဓ တော်၊ ဦိုးဖခါငော်ိုးမတော်၍ 

လ တော်လပော်ခ ှိနော်မ  ၊ တှိ ဲ့ဘ သ န ငဲ့ော် 

တှိ ဲ့စ  စက ိုး၊ တှိ ဲ့တရ ိုးတှိ ဲ့ 

ပပန ဲ့ော်ပ  ိုး တှိ ိုးက ၊ အရှိ ိုးစ  ဖအ ငော် 

မ ှိြုိုးကက ထဖူထ ငော်ရဦိုးမညော်။ 

တှိ ဲ့နှိ ငော်င သ ိုး၊ စ စက ိုးပေငဲ့ော် 

ဆနော်ိုးပပ ိုးဖထ လ ၊ ဝှိဇဇ သှိပပ  

ရ ပော် န မော် ပည ၊ သဘ ဝတထ  

သှိပပ ရပော်ရပော်၊ လူတှိ ငော်ိုးတတော်ဖအ ငော် 

ခ မ တော်လ ပော်ဖဆ ငော်ရဦိုးမညော်။  

လ တော်လပော်ခါမ  

ငါတှိ ဲ့မ နော်ိုးရ  ော်၊ ငါတှိ ဲ့န ော်သညော် 

မှိ ိုးန  ော်ဖပမန  ော် က  ော်ခ ဲ့ပပီ။”  

(တငော်မှိ ိုး၊ ၁၉၆၅၊ ၁၁၀-၁၁၂)  

“Like the Sky, Like the Earth”  

Our language is just the lingo 

Of the fishermen at the riverside 

And those who bargain at the market-place. 

Their language is the language  

Of the law-court, spoken by 

Respectable citizens, 

Its fluent command being a pride 

And an honor. 

Our literature consists of  

Very informal letters and 

Simple records of the peasant 

About his fields, mere nothings…… 

Their literature means 

Texts taught at schools and  

Great books of law and great 

Works which form the classic. 

Our religion never receives 

The glorification that it deserves, 

Very simple rites we have 

In country ahlus and funerals. 

Their religion with its bells 

Ringing wild is worshipped 
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And glorified in towns and 

Country alike, in such grandeur. 

This is our land, no doubt, but 

Their ways, their ideas, their men 

Still influence our life… 

This is our country, true, but 

We still have to look up to 

Their thoughts. 

Up with our spirits, up with 

Our heads; now that we are 

A free people, we’ll have to  

Own literature, our religion 

And try to enrich them. 

We’ll see to it that those 

Arts and sciences, those great 

Philosophies will be learnt 

By our people in our own language. 

Now that we are a free people 

Our world has widened 

Like the sky, like the earth.”  

(Maung Thar Noe, 1965, pp.99-100.)  

In the poem, the poet tells about the responsibility of Myanmar people, it is to be value their own 

language, literature, tradition, culture, religion and also sovereign power. It is evident that in these 

poems, the patriotism of Myanmar people can be seen through the semantic embellishment of the 

poet; simile ‘like the sun, like the earth’. The similes evoke how much Myanmar people are happy to 

possess freedom of life. The patriotism of Myanmar people can be seen clearly in this poem.  

These depictions will distinctively make the patriotism of Myanmar people more colorful and 

respectful. The authentic hope for independence of Myanmar people is illustrated in the poem; ‘The 

Paean of Freedom’ by Minthuwu in 1935 before Myanmar independence. 

“ လ တော်လပော်ဖရိုးဖတိုးသ ” 

ဖလပမ လ ငော်၊ အ က ခ ငော်၌ 

ငါလ ငော်လ တော်လပော်၊ လ ညဲ့ော်လညော်ပတော်အ ဲ့။ 

ဖနဖရ ငော်လဝါ၊ က ဲ့ပမ လ ငော် 

အ က တှိမော်ဦိုး၊ တှိမော်ထ တော်ေူိုး၌ 

ပမျူိုးတူိုးဖပ  ော်ပါိုး၊ ခ နော်ဖပါကော်လွှ ိုးလ ကော် 

ဖနန ိုးစ  မကော်၊ ငါအှိပော်စကော်အ ဲ့။ 

ငါ၏ဖတိုးလညော်ိုး 

ဖဝိုးသီဖခါငော်စ  ၊ ထှိ အ က မ  

ကမဘ သူသ ိုး၊ ဖဆ မ ှိြုိုးမ  ိုးအ ိုး 
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အလ ိုးတူစ  ၊ ငါ ဲ့ပမ လ ငော် 

လ တော်ရ လ တော်ဖကက ငော်ိုး၊ ရညော်ရ  ော်ဖခ  ငော်ိုးေှိ ဲ့ 

ဖသ ငော်ိုးဖသ ငော်ိုးည ည ၊ ခ ှိြုသ သ အ ဲ့။ 

ငါ ဲ့မှိ ငါ ဲ့ေ၊ ငါ ဲ့ဖဆ စသ ိုး 

ဖလ ကအဖပါငော်ိုး၊ အှိ ဖသ ငော်ိုးဖသ ငော်ိုးတှိ ဲ့ 

အဖကက ငော်ိုးသှိ ဲ့ညွှနော် ၊ ဤငါကျွနော်ကှိ  

ခ စော်ဝနော်မ လွှတော်၊ ခ စော်ညွှတော်မ ရ ငော်ိုး 

ခ စော်တ ငော်ိုးမ ဆ ော်၊ အ က လ ော်၌ 

တ တ  ော်မဆ ၊ ဖတိုးခ ှိြုေနော်လ ကော် 

ဖနရနော်ခ ငဲ့ော်ဖရိုး၊ ဖပိုးလဖဿိုး။”  

(မငော်ိုးသ ဝဏော်၊ ၂၀၁၄၊ ၁၉) 

“The Paean of Freedom” 

Free as the air I shall roam the skies. 

Like a sun-beam, like a moon-beam, 

I shall trip and dance and disport myself 

On crests of clouds in skiey heights, 

And sleep tranquil amidst their ambient folds. 

Thence will I lose the flood of my song 

On the crawling earth, a clarion-call to 

freedom, 

Freedom such as mine. 

No more for me the burden of fondness, 

From affection’s fetters free, 

Far above love’s woeful wallows, 

Unconfined and unreluctant, 

I shall soar in boundless space 

Forever singing my songs. 

My mother, my father, my kinsfolk, my friends, 

Oh men of this earth in your millions, 

Concede me this. (Translated by K as cited in 

Min Thu Wun, 2014, p. 18)  

Patriotism is aroused and it also represents the strong desire of independence in this poem. It is 

natural that not only the world’s people but also Myanmar people love freedom and sovereign power 

in their land. This poem extolled the value of freedom by means of semantic embellishment, similes 

“Like a sun-beam, like a moon-beam”. It can be proved that from “sweetness comes forth strength, 

the strength of delicacy of one who knows and trusts his feelings and dare show them, of one who 

looks into his heart and writes” (Gordon Hannington Luce, 1936, as cited in Min Thu Wun, 2014, 

FOREWORD). The creation of simile refers to the feeling and emotions of the poet and transmitted to 

the readers with aesthetic enjoyment. Consequently, national activities increased and became more 

militant (Aung San Suu Kyii, 1995, p.54). It can easily be seen that ancient Myanmar people’s patriotic 
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spirit transmitted to the readers intellectually and emotionally via the poems. This is their patriotic 

spirit and it is illuminated in above mentioned poems. 

Discussion 

Literature is the creation of language which is described by the feeling and emotion coming from the 

heart of the poet (Tarya, 1969, p. 35). The poets can transmit their emotion and feeling to readers or 

audiences as the nature and behavior of ancient Myanmar people; being of faithfulness, peacefulness, 

equality, sympathy and patriotism. According to the above poems, the behavior of ancient Myanmar 

people; how they act with others and family members in their day to day life and personal life, can be 

seen clearly. It is evident that they have happy nature and are of fun-loving people.  

The poetries are the greatest works in the language such as Myanmar classical poems in the forms of 

Tayarchin, Tayhtet, Dwecho, Lingar, Yatu and Pyoe. The Myanmar classical poems; Lingar and Taehtet 

are used for faithfulness, Tayarchin and Dwecho for peacefulness, Lingar and Pyoe for equality, Laecho 

and Dwecho for sympathy and finally Lingar for patriotism.  

Whatever kinds of poems the respective poets create, their poetic imagination and inspiration are 

felicitous. By means of these poems, ancient Myanmar people are composed of different levels from 

local to royal and they can also represent the nature and behavior of them distinctly. A truly active 

engagement with these poems aesthetically and philosophically will broaden our understanding of 

life. The historical characters of Burma King Kyansittha, Mon king Yazadharit, Prince Minyaekyawswa, 

royal councellor Achoketansayaphae are dynamic in these poem and their faithfulness is emulated by 

the new generations of Myanmar. Besides, the moral courage of King Kyansittha is valuable as an 

ancestral heritage for the new generations of Myanmar. 

One of the ancient Myanmar Kings, King Kyansittha, proved that he believed internal development of 

a nation is in the hands of citizens and he is with the people, for the people and by the people. It is 

clearly observed that although the ancient Myanmar kings attacked each other, they had mutual 

respect, understanding and trust. It is learnt that failure with dignity is better than success with shame. 

They also taught that accepting failure happily is a great key to succeed. 

Moreover, the peacefulness, equality, sympathy and patriotism are transparent as the behavior of 

ancient Myanmar people and make the readers artistic, aesthetic and philosophic. The intellectual or 

moral significance of ancient Myanmar people are living in the hearts of the readers and it makes 

them sympathetic and responsible for the nation via literature. The new generations of Myanmar 

admired for the peacefulness and sympathy of ancient Myanmar people and consequently they want 

to make their society full of peacefulness and equality.  
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It is precious behavior of ancient Myanmar people especially village people which has created the 

character of a nation. It will broaden the understanding of life with great pleasure and sympathy. 

Ancient Myanmar people hated to live under the control of the expansionists and always attempted 

to get the life of freedom enthusiastically in different eras. The authentic purpose coming from the 

deep heart creates the nature and behavior of ancient Myanmar people to flourish.  

 

Conclusion 

The poets in their sense of nature’s harmonies and their eternal idea, always manifest in their poems. 

New generations will be profoundly grateful for the authentic history of ancient Myanmar people 

through these poems and it makes them responsible and endurable for the development of their 

country. There will be positive and successful future among the new generations through the literary 

experience of ancient Myanmar people from normal people to royal kings. The main function of the 

poetry is to create the aesthetic sensibility and persuasion to take care of human’s environment, and 

the historical character of Myanmar in these selected poems is a good guide or model for the building 

of our current society and environment.  
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Abstract 

At the beginning, the nationalist movement had developed within the Buddhist cultural traditions, 

exemplified by the establishment of the Young Men’s Buddhist Association (Y M B A) and their efforts 

to promote the national interest. The Y M B A was reorganized into the General council of Burmese 

Association (GC B A). It soon developed into a political movement for constitutional reforms. Thus, 

British Government agreed to a constitutional reform by which Dyarchy Administration was 

introduced. And then, We Burmans society was established. The struggle for independence became 

the goal of We Burmans society. Many Nationalist movements arose in Myanmar. Myanmar 

Nationalist leaders had chosen the way for armed-resistance against the British administration. Thus, 

Nationalist leaders sought the way to obtain external help for the armed resistance movement against 

the colonialist. 

Keywords: Nationalist movement, administration, Y M B A, G C B A, We Burmans Association 
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Introduction 

Among the nationalist movements of the colonized countries, Myanmar’s struggle for independence 

was noteworthy. At the very beginning the nationalist sentiment had developed within the Buddhist 

cultural frame. Thus, the young men’s Buddhist Association emerged. 

It soon developed into a political movement struggling for constitutional reforms. The nature of 

Myanmar nationalism and its transformation from moderate ideas to a struggle for armed-resistance 

were discussed in some detail. When the second World War broke out, leaders of nationalist 

movement sought the way to obtain external help for the armed resistance movement against the 

British and the outbreak of World War II paved the way for the Japanese invasion. 

Review of the Relevant Literature 

This paper makes use of published books in English, and published books in Myanmar.  

Purpose or Rationale of the Paper 

According to the literature, the aims of imperialism included at least three main factors: to overwhelm 

the religion, economy and politics of other countries including Myanmar. Most of the young people 

were sympathetic to nationalist movements in Myanmar during the colonial period. This paper will 

seek to identify important historical events in international and Myanmar politics, and political leaders 

concerned with Myanmar’s struggle for independence. 

Methodology 

This research paper uses reports and records as primary and secondary sources, selected to allow 

comparisons between different ideas from a historical point of view. 

Nationalist Movements of Myanmar in the Colonial Period 

The British annexed Upper Myanmar and deposed King Thibaw in November 1885.1 After the fall of 

Mandalay, some princes, ex-gentry leaders and servicemen and ethnic chiefs of hilly regions 

simultaneously revolted against the British. The patriotic resistance of rebel armies shocked the British 

policy-makers. Owing to the massive resistance of the people, the British government deployed over 

40,000 British and Indian troops and military police in 1886-87. Many of the prominent officials and 

members of royal family who would become potential leaders of future rebellions were either 
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deported or sent in to exile.2 On the other hand the British government accelerated the construction 

of roads and railways for political, economic and social motives. During the ten years span of the 

restoration of law and order and of the establishment of colonial administration, Myanmar was put 

under the administration of a Chief Commissioner.3 

Although the early armed resistance of the people against British imperialism had collapsed, the 

gradual deterioration of Myanmar cultural identities under British government brought about anxiety 

among the people of Myanmar. There was an influx of foreigners and introduction of new economic 

and education systems. Monastic schools declined under the influence of western education systems, 

along with moral discipline and the ethical value of Buddhist education. Therefore, some influential 

Sanghas and national enthusiasts sought the way to buttress the Buddhist religion and national 

culture brought about the reawakening of nationalism. 

Reawakening of nationalism in early twentieth coincided with the Japanese v victory in the Russo-

Japanese War of 1905 which inspired the nationalist sentiment of Myanmar and other Southeast Asian 

countries which had been colonized by the western powers.  

The first decade of the twentieth century saw the emergence of a young Myanmar elite who were 

able to study at western universities where they noticed the liberal ideas, nationalism and democratic 

ideas. When they returned home, they were not satisfied with the lack of self-determination of the 

country and naturally wanted to change the conditions under which they lived. The emergence of an 

educated elite and the anxiety of Myanmar people on the waning situation of Myanmar culture and 

religion resulted in the establishment of the Young Men’s Buddhist Association in 1906. At the 

beginning, YMBA was devoted to the discussion of religion, culture, social welfare and related 

subjects. Later, particularly at the end of World War I, YMBA changed its focus to self-determination 

inspired by the constitutional reforms in India by the British Government. YMBA tried for 

constitutional reform through sending delegations to London. Its immediate successor - General 

Council of Burmese Association (GCBA) was organized with a political purpose. 

The main objective of GCBA was to struggle for Home Rule. The movement of GCBA was influenced 

by the Indian nationalist movements and Gandhi and Indian National Congress, Civil Disobedience 

movement, Swa-raj or Home Rule movement and non-cooperation movement of India, which all 

attracted the nationalists of Myanmar. Owing to the organized demands for constitutional change, 

the British government in 1922-23 experimented with constitutional reform in the shape of dyarchy.4 

Under the dyarchy Myanmar representatives had the right to take part in the legislative council. Some 

ministerial posts known as “transferred subjects” were put under the Myanmar ministers. The 
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ministers responsible directly to the Governor continued to control the important ministries known 

as ‘reserved subjects”. In addition, the Jurisdiction of the scheduled areas such as Kayinni, Shan States, 

Kachin and Chin tribal regions were controlled by the Governor alone. Most importantly the Governor 

was empowered to veto decisions of the legislative council. Thus the dyarchy did not meet the 

demands of the people of Myanmar. Some leading figures of GCBA decided to enter the election. Then 

a serious difference of opinion arose among the leaders which brought about the collapse of GCBA. 

When the General council of Burmese Associations (GCBA) split into a number of smaller groups led 

by various prominent politicians, a group of young men from Yangon University founded their own 

party to struggle for independence. In the latter part of the decade it successfully called a nationwide 

general strike, with the cooperation of the Yangon University student’s union, following which it 

gained the confidence to change its tactics and became the political party that challenged the British 

Government to grant Burma full independence. The Do-ba-ma Asiayone (We Burman Association) 

would remain the primary source of the revolutionary forces in the struggle for independence.  

The year 1930 saw the revolutionary nationalist movement with the establishment of Dobama Asi-a-

yone. The founders of Do-ba-ma Asi-a-yone assumed the title of Thakin master.5 They broke away 

from the moderate principles of YMBA and GCBA and set up the objective to struggle for complete 

independence. 

The manifesto of Dobama Asi-a-yone known as Reform series No.1 reveals the theme of Asi-a-yone 

“Burma (Myanmar) for the Burmese (Myanmars). The struggle for independence became the ultimate 

goal of Ais-a-yone and it was vividly showed in the year 1931 when the British government canvassed 

the attitude of the people of Myanmar on whether to separate from British India. A debate was held 

under the auspices of the Yangon University Student Union on “whether or not Myanmar should sever 

its ties with India”.  

In the 1930’s the British Government determined that Burma should separate from administration as 

part of India to gain a more representative and liberal constitution. This new constitution, same as 

that granted in India, was called the Government of Burma Act, 1935 and was implemented on April 

1, 1937.6 Although it provided for the country’s constitutional status under the Dyarchy Government, 

it fell considerably short of the expectations and demands of the political parties and people of Burma. 

All of the Burmese political parties had demanded freedom for Burma. Many political leaders were 

quite willing to accept gradualism in constitutional development but the ultimate objective had to be 

full independence for Burma.7 
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The political parties in the legislature at this time were left over from the fragmentation of the original 

nationwide independence movement. However, there now appeared two new parties, the Do-ba-ma 

Asi-a-yone and the Sinyetha Wun-thanu Aphwegyi, which supported the general nationalist aim of 

independence for Burma.  

The Sinyetha Wunthanu Aphwegyi was commonly referred to as Dr. Ba Maw’s party. Dr. Ba Maw’s 

group had been the most powerful party within the council. Dr. Ba Maw had managed to gain his main 

support from this group in the 1932 elections by adopting an anti-separation policy and for the 1936 

elections he reorganized it as the Sinyetha Wunthanu party, which won the support of the 

agriculturists and peasants of the countryside. The revolutionary changes of the war years under 

Japanese occupation seem to have swept the old GCBA spirit completely from the people’s minds. But 

in the late 1930s, the ideas represented by the GCBA and Wunthanu still had popular appeal, and Dr. 

Ba Maw’s party could be regarded as reasonably strong despite a lack of cohesion in political 

organization. 

There were many other parties, but none strong enough in the legislature. These political parties 

owing allegiance to individual political leaders, still retained the old GCBA title. After the General 

council of the Sangha Sameggi Aphwegyoke (GCSS) 8 had fragmented beyond recognition in the latter 

part of the 1930s, there appeared two important, politically active Sangha organizations, the Marmaka 

Rahanbyo Aphwe and the Mandalay Rahanbyo Aphwegyoke. At this time young monks developed 

into a political organization with substantial mass support in Mandalay. Having gained public support 

for their non-violent campaign against the Muslims, they went on to strengthen their popularity by 

leading mass demonstrations during the student strikes and the General strike, against the orders of 

the administration.9 The attempt did not fare well, but the organization was to play a more dynamic 

role later. 

The students, although not organized into a real political party, nevertheless exerted a very great 

political influence. In the history of Burma’s political movements and activities during the 1920s and 

1930s, students regularly participated in anti-government activities.10 In the 1930s they were a very 

compact and strongly organized body under the leadership of the Yangon University Students Union 

and the all Burma students union. During December 1938 and early 1939, the students, under their 

own leadership, went to the aid of a failing industrial strike led by the Thakins and triggered 

nationwide school strikes.  

From the beginning to the end of the 1930s, the Myanmar political landscape was dominated by the 

turbulent struggles against British colonialism. At the end of 1930, a peasant uprising led by Saya San 
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broke out. It was followed by the second university student strike in 1936 under the leadership of new 

executives of the student Union comprising Ko Nu, Ko Aung San, etc.  

Quite apart from constitutional problems, the years 1938 and 1939 were as distressing as the early 

part of the decade. Labor strike began in December 1937 in the oil fields, dragged on through 1938 

and ended after nationwide general strikes, involving all students, peasants and workers. 

Furthermore, anti-Muslim riots, originally instigated for political ends by supporters of politicians in 

the legislature, overflowed into intermittent anti-Indian disturbances in Yangon. The coming of the 

war and the retreat of British forces caused more difficulties and losses for the Indian community. In 

the 1940s, the Burmans never ceased their struggle for independence. 

The year 1938 was a quite remarkable in the nationalist movement which began with the oilfield 

worker’s strike and was followed by the Myanmar-Muslim Communal riot, third University student 

strike and the occurrence of mass demonstrations in Mandalay in which 17 martyrs comprising 

sanghas and people lost their lives after the police action. The outbreak of a series of anti-government 

disturbances, known as Htaung-thon-ya-byei Ayei-daw-bon Upheaval of 1300 (M.E), resulted in the 

ousting of Dr. Ba Maw’s Coalition Government. Meanwhile factional rivalry broke out between Thakin 

Thein Maung and Thakin Ba Sein, leading figures of Dobama Asi-a-yone and finally led to the split of 

the Asi-a-yone into two groups; one under Thakin Kodaw Hmaing and other under Thakin Tun Ok. 

Both of them continued to embrace their aim for complete independence. 

After the Split of Dobama A-si-a-yone, some leaders began to be convinced that armed-resistance 

against the British was the only means for independence. Since 1938, Thakin Tun Ok and some 

colleagues made contact with Japanese Embassy in Yangon, to obtain assistance from the Japanese if 

necessary for armed-resistance. When World War II broke out in Europe, many Thakins believed that 

time had come for the struggle for independence.  

Thakins took the opportunity on the outbreak of World War II and organized Burma Freedom in accord 

with the slogan “the British difficulty is Myanmar’s opportunity. The Freedom Bloc was established by 

the political parties and groups. Meanwhile, Thakin Aung San and Thakin Mya established the 

underground organization known as the People’s Revolutionary Party to seek the every possible 

means to obtain foreign assistance for armed resistance. Between 11 and 13 May 1940, the annual 

conference of Dobama Asi-a-yone was held at Thayawadi. Following announcements were made by 

the conference. 
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1. Myanmar should not assist the imperialist war of the British. 

2. Call the government to summon the constituent assembly to prepare independence,  

  and  

3. To make preparation for close relations with the neighboring countries for independence.  

The above decisions of Dobama Asi-a-yone were accepted by the freedom Bloc which held a meeting 

on 9 June at Jubilee Hall as a sequel of Dobama Conference. 

Meanwhile Thakin Tun Ôk group decided to seek the Japanese help for armed resistance against the 

British. A series of meetings were held by them. At the fifth meeting held at Phaypon in May 1940, the 

group of Thakin Tun Ôk reached an agreement to make contact with Japanese Political Leaders. After 

the Phyapon meeting Thakin Tun Ôk returned to Yangon and arranged a secret meeting at Jubilee Hall 

on June 1940. Later, the British authorities noticed the movement of Thakin Tun Ôk and Japanese. 

During the late July 1940, Thakin Aung San, Thakin Soe, Thakin Hla Pe, Thakin Kyaw Sein discussed 

with the student leaders Ko Ba Swe, Ko Ba Hein, Ko Hla Maung, etc. at the University Student Union 

to take foreign assistance and to make propagation for independence. Another problem was the 

British government’s rush to arrest the prominent leaders - Thakin Nu and Thakin Lay Maung.  

Finally, a plan was made by Thakin Hla Pe from China Town to dispatch Thakin Aung San to Amoy, 

China by sea. Meanwhile, an agent of the Chinese Communist Party from Shanghai suggested to take 

care of Thakin Aung San’s Trip to Amoy where the Japanese military police firmly controlled the town. 

However, as the plan was already set up. Thakin Aung San and Thakin Hla Myaing left Yangon on 8 

August 1940. 

When they arrived at Kulangsu Island, Thakin Aung San and Hla Myaing found themselves in the midst 

of difficulties such as running out of funds. Thakin Hla Myaing wrote back to Yangon asking for funds. 

Meanwhile, the leaders of Freedom Bloc got in touch with the Japanese to arrange to proceed Thakin 

Aung San and Thakin Hla Myaing to Tokyo. When they arrived in Tokyo on 12 November 1940, Colonel 

Suzuki managed to discuss with the Japanese authorities to prepare for armed-resistance against the 

British. They provided necessary military training and equipment for the struggle for independence of 

Myanmar.  

After an agreement was made, Thakin Aung San went back to Myanmar and arrived at Yangon on 3 

March 1941. Soon after his arrival, a meeting was held by Thakin Aung San, Thakin Mya, Ko Ba Swe, U 

Kyaw Nyein, Thakin Chit and Mr. Suzuki. They agreed to carry out following schemes. 

1. collaboration of two Dobama Asi-a-yones and other political parties,  
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2. extension of the underground movements,  

3. accept financial and arms assistance from the Japanese, 

4. dispatch young men to Japan for military training, 

5. self-struggle for independence and  

6. recognition of Japanese on independence of Myanmar.   

Points of Discussion 

From this paper future generation will understand Myanmar nationalist leaders attempts against the 

colonial administration, generally known as colonial rule denying freedom to Myanmar people, who 

were faced with worsen cultural, economic and political conditions, leading to widespread nationalist 

movements in our country. 

Conclusion 

Myanmar nationalist movement began in religious premises. The deterioration of Myanmar cultural 

identities under colonial government brought about anxiety among the people of Myanmar. 

Therefore, the formation of YMBA by young intellectuals was mainly intended to lift up public 

awareness for the restoration of Myanmar culture, literature and social values of monastic education. 

Ten years after its establishment, the YMBA was reorganized as the General council of Burmese 

Association (GCBA) on 29 October 1920. In 1939, Myanmar nationalist movement was led by Do-ba-

ma A- Si-a-yon was formed with a group of young Burmans. Their attempts brought about the 

reawakening of nationalism. The founders of Do-ba-ma-A-Si-a-yon had a strong nationalist sentiment, 

and the goal of the movement became complete independence. 
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Notes 

1. Thibaw Min, the last king of Koungboung dynasty in 1885. 

2. Some Myanmar princes were Myinzaing, Sawyan Naing and Saw Yan Paing, Shwegyobyu, 

Kyimyindine, setya princes. They were opposed to rebel against colonialism. 

3. Administered by the chief commissioner under colonial Rule. Sir Arthur Phayre was the first chief 

commissioner of British-Burma. He was responsible to the Governor General of India. 

4. Dyarchical Rule was administered jointly by British and Myanmar officers. Under the Dyarchy 

system, law and order, finance and revenue were controlled by the Governor. Some subjects such as 

education, agriculture and forests were transferred to the Myanmar ministers. The Governor could 

exercise a veto. Thus, some Myanmar leaders were not satisfied, they knew that they were cheated 

by Dyarchy Rule. 

5. The Do-buama A- Si- a- yon was formed in the early 1930's. The founders of Do-bama A-Si- a-yon 

were intellectual groups. They called themselves Tha-kin of intellectual groups. They called 

themselves Tha-kin or Tha-kin Ma (for women) 

6. Myanmar demanded full responsible government and separation from India. The Government of 

India Act 1935 legalized the separation. It came into effect on April 1937. 

7. On the origins of the Do-bama A -Si-a–yon and the Sinyetha Wonthanu Aphwegyi, U Maung 

Maung, The Rise and fall of the Buddhist Sangha in Burmese politics, 1920-1940,1976, pp.123-130 and 

pp. 604-613. 

8. General council of the Monks united League, We called the General council of the Sangha United 

of the sameggi APhwe gyi (GCSS). Monks’ activities become important in Myanmar politics during the 

colonial period. 

9. U Maung Maung, The Rise and fall of the Buddhist Sangha in the Burmese politics; 1920-1940, 

1976, PP. 321-326. 

10. Ibid, pp 424-425. 
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Changes and Development of Urban Land Use in Namhsan 
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Department of Geography and Environmental Studies, University of Mandalay, Myanmar 
 

Abstract 

Namhsan Town is a small town situated in Northern Shan State. It is also a township of Palaung Self-

Administrative Zone in the Shan State of Eastern Myanmar. And the town is very famous for tea and 

well known as “Tea Land”. It is composed of six wards and the total area is about 1893 acres or 2.956 

square miles. According to the data of 2019, the total population was 5130 persons and the density 

of population 7426 persons per square mile. Eight types of Land Use are found in Namhsan Town. 

Commercial land use does not apply because the town has no market. Among eight types of land use, 

residential land use, institutional land use and unused land changed. But there were changes in the 

patterns and structures of land use. These encouraged the development of urbanization in the town. 

This thesis aims to explore the social factors of change in the town, to explore the changes and 

development of the town during this period, to investigate the relationship between types and 

economic factors and to suggest future plans for the urban areas of the town. In this research 

descriptive method is mainly applied and also used GIS & RS. Land use pattern changes were measured 

by the combination of quantitative method and qualitative method. The main reason for changes in 

the development patterns of the town was that the town was destroyed by fire in 2012 and again in 

2015. The results of the changes indicate that the residential area will increase by 250 acres and 

agricultural land use and unused land areas will decrease by 145 acres in Namhsan town until 2025. 

Unused land will be used and the built up area will increase 50 % from 2009 to 2025. 

Keywords: population growth, land-use changes, development 
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Introduction 

Urban land use reflects the location and level of spatial accumulation of activities such as retailing, 

management, manufacturing or residence, supported by transport systems. Types of Urban spaces 

include recreation lands (open lands), parks of built facilities (sports centers), residential (houses and 

flats), transport (roads and rail networks), stations and airports, business and commerce (offices), 

shops and banks. 

Land use is required to support human and ecosystem needs. Urban areas promote economic growth 

and satisfy housing, industrial and commercial needs of growing human populations. The factors 

influencing land use are: physical including soil fertility, slope angle, aspect, scenery, mineral potential 

etc.; economic including distance from markets and demand from markets; social including population 

size, legislation and government policies. Moreover, it is important to study the land use pattern to 

make judicious use of the resources that are available. This is part of resource planning. Therefore, it 

examines the important factors of urban land use of the study area.  

Literature Review 

Land use can be defined as the use of land by human activities, not necessarily always for financial 

profit or gain. A basic distinction may be drawn between rural (agriculture, forestry, recreation, etc.) 

and urban (industry, commerce, housing, etc.) (Small& Witherick, 1990). Land use is the management 

of land to meet human needs. This includes rural land use, urban land use and industrial use (Clark, 

1986). 

Land use is determined by environmental factors: soil characteristics, climate, topography and 

vegetation. According to Rogers (2000), the major determinants of land use are; demographic factors 

such as population size and density; technology; level of affluence; political structures; economic 

factors: systems of ownership; attitudes and values. 

Land use is the function of land and what it is used for. Land uses vary from area to area. In urban 

areas, land use could be housing or industry. Urban land-use uses models to try to simplify the way 

land is used in urban areas. Urban land use reflects the location and level of spatial accumulation of 

activities such as retailing, management, manufacturing or residence. They generate flows supported 

by the transport system.  

Many scholars have stated their opinions regarding “Land Utilization”. Towns are formed after the 

gradual development of villages. There are differences of opinion between the scholars in discussing 

how urban lands should be used according to location. 
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Among the theories submitted by the scholars who discussed “Urban Land Use”, two important 

theories are the Ernest Concentric Zone Theory and Homer Hoyet’s Sector Theory. Burgess had 

studied urban land use and in 1925, he studied land use of Chicago and submitted the Concentric 

Circle Theory. Homer Hoyts, who studied the growth of 70 American towns, submitted the Sector 

Theory. 

There were many previous geographical points of view in urban land use. The topic of this thesis 

paper is “Changes and Development of Urban Land Use of Namhsan Town”. Most of them emphasize 

urban aspects. The book, 2019 Township Administrative Namhsam Town Guide lines For Facts Date, 

presents land use and land planning. 

Study Area 

Namhsan is a township of the Palaung Self-Administrative Zone in the Shan State of eastern Burma 

(Myanmar). Prior to August 2010, the town was transferred to the newly created Palaung Self-

Administered Zone. Namhsan is a hilly town and it also known as Tea Land. The town is very famous 

for tea. 

Aim and Objectives 

- The main aim of this thesis is to study urban land-use of Namhsan which is essential for the 

development and changes in the study area from a geographical point of view. 

 
The Objectives are 

- -To investigate the urban land-use and structure 

- -To explore the changes and development of town  

- -To examine the influencing factors of urban land-use 

Research Question 

1. How has the structure of urban land use changed? 

2. What are the changes and development of town according to this period? 

3. What are the influencing factors of urban land use in Namhsan? 

Data and Methodology 

Two types of data are examined, primary and secondary. Primary data are collected from field 

observations and interviews. Sample is selected by using Random Sampling Method. In the study area, 
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the primary data is from field survey and open talks with local residents. Secondary data were 

collected from various departments - such as Namhsan Township General Administration Office, 

Namhsan Township Immigration and National Registration Department, Township Agricultural Land 

Management and Statistics Department, Meteorology and Hydrology Department - and obtained 

from articles, newspapers, records, research papers, project papers and books. And from the location 

and land-use map based on topographic map, UTM map, using Geographic Information System (GIS) 

software, satellite images received from Google earth and interviews. To depict a general picture of 

land use pattern, secondary data are obtained from various offices, institutions and departments. 

This paper applied a mixed methodology approach. Descriptive methodology was used to chronicle 

the physical and land use changes. GIS and RS were also used to measure land use pattern changes in 

combination with quantitative and qualitative methods. Descriptive statistics were used to analysis 

the quantitative data.  

Findings and Descriptive Data  

Namhsan is located in the North-eastern part of Myanmar and Northern Shan State. It’s also in the 

Palaung-self Administrative Zone. Namhsan is at the intersection North Latitude 23o11’14” and 23o 

38’ 28” and East Longitude 97o 51’ 90” and 97o 50’ 40”. The total area of the town is 0.69 square miles. 

The town is composed of six wards, namely (1) Mingalar Ward (2) Mankhite Ward (3) Moegal Ward 

(4) Myoelae Ward (5) Manmine Ward and (6) Nammawall Ward.  
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Map 1: Location of Namhsan; Source: Department of Geography, Mandalay University 

The town is surrounded by mountain chains. The elevation is 5,332 ft. above sea level. There are few 

rivers and streams. The people who live in Namhsan Town get water from the natural streams that 

flow between mountain ranges. Rainfall is the main factor that influences agriculture activities of the 
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town. Abundant rain can cause to damage the crops. Because of the town’s topography, it falls 

between heavy rains. The general elevation of the town is above 4000 feet. The underlying rocks of 

the eastern Highlands are assumed to be metamorphic. Elevations above 4000 feet support pine 

forests. On the mountainous area covered with forests and the soils are the Red Brown Forests Soils. 

Also found is sandy soil, very effective when growing tea trees. The natural vegetation which is mainly 

Teak, Taung-ta-mar, Cherry, Apple Trees, Pine forests. 

According to the Census of Myanmar, in 1973 the total population of Namhsan was 992 persons. In 

1993, the total population was 2,657 persons, and in 2003, 3568 persons. In 2014 the total population 

increased by 1,841 persons to 4568. In 2019 it had gone up to 5,130. 

The rate of population growth, however, was not the same from year to year. In 1983, the highest 

rate of population growth amounted to 5.86 %. The increase was because in Namhsan at that time 

many people entered the town and generated new lives. In 2014, the lowest population growth 

amounted to 1.36%. The decrease in population growth was because half the town was destroyed by 

fire. So, the town was in economic difficulty. There were low birth and immigration rates due to the 

fire. The increasing population growth rates are affected by immigration, economic development, 

transportation development and job opportunity.  

In examining the population density and distribution of Namhsan Town, it was found that there was 

uneven population density and distribution within the town. Social and economic factors had 

influenced the uneven population density and distribution more than physical factors. The average 

population density of Mingalar Ward is 6,887 persons per square mile, Mankhite Ward is 3,345 

persons per square mile, Moegal Ward is 349 persons per square mile, Myoelae Ward is 7,043 persons 

per square mile, Manmine Ward is 430 persons per square mile and Nammawall Ward is 2,350 persons 

per square mile. Mingalar Ward is the highest population density and Moegal Ward is the lowest 

population density. 

Historical Background 

Most people who live in Namhsan Township are Palaung. They all came from Mongo plateau and are 

also called Mon-Khamar Tribe. In the language of Palaung, they are called Ta'ang (people who lived at 

the hilly regions). Palaung is derived from Chinese Language Ponlon (Dragon Nation); later this 

changed by Myanmar Language to "Palaung”. At BC (100), Palaung nations entered Myanmar in 3 

ways. Before the nomination of Namhsan, the people built a town 4 miles to the east named "Wain 
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Town Sein" (Shwe Sakar Myo) which now is in the location of "Phayargyi" village. The town had 6 

wards and 26 villages on 5.8.1975.  

Economic Activities 

Depending upon the geographical location of a region, suitable economic activities are carried out. 

Moreover, based on the development of the knowledge and technological skill of the inhabitants of 

the region, specialized economic activities are being changed and developed. 

Namhsan Town is very famous for tea and well known as “Tea Land”. The types of economic activities 

of Namhsan are as follows; 

Primary Production  

In Namhsan Town, the primary activities are agriculture and livestock breeding. It is situated in a 

mountainous area in a hilly region. There are many ranges and deep valleys. The town is surrounded 

by mountain chains. The elevation is 5,332 ft. above sea level. The southern part of the town is the 

highest with an elevation 7470 ft., decreasing towards the eastern and southern parts. 

Climate controls the conditions regarding the social and economic factors. Thus climate can influence 

and control the land use of a region. Rainfall is the main factor that influences the agriculture activities 

of the town. Because of the topography, the town always falls between heavy rains. Temperature 

largely determines the types of crop most suitable for production. So, temperature is one of the most 

important factors that can influence tea plant growth. 

According to the statistical data of 2009-2010, in Namhsan Town, the total cultivable land area was 

52.23 acres. It was found that different vegetables, coffee plantings and banana plantings were 

demarcated as agricultural land. In 2018-2019, the chief tea area increased to 72 acres while other 

cultivated crop areas decreased for residential land use. In 2012 and 2015, the town was destroyed 

by fire and many residents emigrated. There were 27 tea enterprises; traditional wet leaves, dry sweet 

tea, and the total permanent workers were 250 persons in the primary production, 

Livestock breeding, poultry farming and pig breeding industries were mostly carried on in marginal 

areas or outskirts areas. Formerly, pig breeding had been carried on commercially around Namhsan 

Town on a large scale. Due to the decreasing population, the availability of food supply was 

automatically changed. With an increase in urban development, it is found that there is a decrease in 

the population working in primary production. With regard to other livestock and animal breeding 

occupations, few people are engaged in subsistence farming and pig breeding industries. 
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Secondary Production 

Secondary production includes manufacturing and handicrafts. The chief processing industry is 

clothing including Palaung traditional with 11 enterprises in 2019. Most manufacturing is small scale 

family cottage industry. There are two food producers. 

Tertiary Production 

Tertiary production includes trade and commerce; transportation and communications and services, 

administrative services; education services and health services. During the 2018-2019, in Namhsan 

Town, there were 27 privately owned commercial industries, 6 privately owned transportation 

industries and 44 industries connected with other services; workshops, gold shops, retail shops, 

telephone and accessories shops etc. . 

Occupations 

From the field observation study and statistical data in 2019, it was found that population growth, 

poverty and infrastructure rarely provide an adequate understanding of land use change. Land use 

patterns take place in all occupation structures of local people, especially in students and farmers. 

Other occupations are sellers; general workers, dependents, tailors, laborers, general workers, service 

workers etc. Within Namhsan Town farmers are the largest in occupation and land ownership. General 

workers are second. Local farmers have abundant farm land and home land. 

General Pattern of Urban Land Use 

The principal purpose of land use geography is the study of how man uses land. It can also analyze 

and appraise various land use problems. Land use is the human use of territory for economic, 

residential, recreational, conservational, and governmental purposes. Land is defined variously based 

on respective aspects depending on one’s own perception. In various definitions of land, it counts as 

space, nature, productive force, commodity, location, property and investment. Aundrey N. Clark said 

that urban land use is the concentrated use of land for urban purposes over a relatively wide area, i.e. 

for an urban settlement. In the geographic study of urban land use, there are different basic 

characteristics. To get knowledge of the land use of a town or city, the whole city structure must be 

firstly be established  

According to the field observation, eight types of land use can be found in this study area. These are: 

(1) Residential Land Use 

(2) Industrial Land Use 

(3) Institutional Land Use 

(4) Religious Land Use 
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(5) Recreational Land Use 

(6) Agriculture Land Use 

(7) Transportation Land Use 

(8) Unused Land 

(Because there is no market in this case, commercial land use is not included.)  

According to field observation, unused land is the largest area. That is because the town is located one 

side against an upward escarpment and the other side on a cliff edge. The town is very hard to build 

on. And also after the fires some people moved away and the area of their former houses was not 

rebuilt. Recreational land use is the smallest area. It only has one public park.  

Table 1: Types of Land Use of NamhsanTown in 2019 

Sr Types of Land Use 
Area 
Acre % 

1 Residential land use 128 29 
2 Industrial land use 28.74 5.2 
3  Institutional land use 16.559 4.4 
4 Religious land use 4.9 1.1 
5 Recreational land use 0.223 0.1 
6 Agricultural land use 72 16 

7 Transportation land use  18 4.1 

8 Unused land 172.6 39 
  Total 441 100 

Source: Department of Agricultural Statistics of Namhsan Town, 2019 

Figure 1: Types of Land Use of Namhsan Town in 2019 

 
Source: Table 1 
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(1) Residential Land Use 

Residential land use is the second largest area. There are six wards in Namhsan. The area of residential 

land use in Mankhite is 17 acres, in Mingalar is 24 acres, in Moegal is 15 acres, in Mammine is 22 acres, 

in Myoelall is 26 acres and in Nammawall is 24 acres. Although Myoelae has the smallest area of the 

wards it has the largest residential land use because it is located in a down town area. Most of 

dwellings are very close and congested. Moegal has the largest area but because it is a little bit far 

from the town and the dwellings are spread out it has the smallest area of residential land. In all there 

are 128 acres of residential land - 29% of the total urban area. 

(2) Industrial Land Use 

Development of industrial land use is directly related to the process of urban development. Industrial 

land use is found in four wards namely Mankhite, Mingalar, Mamine and Nammawall. In Mankhite 

ward, the area of “Palaung Htate Htar” industry is 2.29 acres, in Moegal ward, the area of “Shwe Pyi 

Soe” industry is 0.95 acres and the area of “U Akie Bi” industry is 1.12 acres, in Manmine ward, the 

area of “U Htun Kyaw” industry is 1.3 acres and in Nammawall ward, the area of “Tat-ma-taw” industry 

is 23 acres. The total area of industrial land use in this town is 5.2% of the total urban area5. 

(3) Institutional Land Use 

Institutional land uses include schools and government offices. Most government offices are located 

group by group. 3 Basic Education high Schools are located in Mankhite ward and Nammawall ward. 

6 Primary Schools are located in each ward. Hospital, Agricultural Department, Electrical Department 

and General Administrative Department are found in Mingalar ward, Police Station, Bank, Department 

of Agricultural Land Management Statistics are found Myoelae ward, Immigration and National 

Registration Department, Fire Station, City Hall, are found in Nammawall ward. Total institutional land 

uses are about 19.213 acres. The total area of institutional land use in this town has 4.4% of the total 

urban area. 

(4) Religious Land Use 

Although the town has a small area, there are many ethnic groups and many different religions. The 

religious land uses are found in three wards namely Mingalar, Myoellal and Nammawall. The 

monastery is located in Mingalar ward and the area is 2.16 acres, the cathedral is located in Myoellal 

and the area 0.96 acres, the temple is located in Nammawall ward and the area is 0.62 acres, and the 

Chinese temple is also located in Nammawall ward and the area is 1.16 acres. The total area of 

religious land use has 1.1% of the total urban area. 
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(5) Recreational Land Use 

Being small in urban area, land use for recreational is small too. The one park is found in Moegal - and 

the area is 0.223 acres. The total area of recreational land use is about 0.1% of the total urban area. 

(6) Agriculture Land Use 

Agricultural land uses are mostly found in Mankhite, Moegal and Nammawall wards - large wards 

located at the edges of the town. Most of the agricultural lands are used for growing vegetables and 

fruits. But only products from Nammawall ward are sold in the town; the other two wards produce 

food for the family consumption. Agriculture lands total about 72 acres - 16 % of the total urban area. 

(7) Transportation Land Use 

The areas of transportation land use are identified ward by ward. All of them are concrete roads. The 

main road is known as ‘Bo Tay Za Road’ and cuts through three main commercial wards. The total land 

use for transportation is 18 acres and the total area is 4.2% of the total urban area. 

(8) Unused Land 

The unused lands are found in every ward. Unused lands occupy largest area of all the categories. 

Unused land is 169.929 acres, or 39.1% of the total urban area.  

Changes and Development Pattern of Urban Land Use 

Changes and development of urban land use in Namhsan are mainly caused by human activities. The 

pattern has changed slowly year by year. But the area of the town has not changed. The changes were 

mainly forced by the fires in 2012 and 2015. In 2012, the fire destroyed one third of Nammawall ward. 

And in 2015, Mingalar and Myolae wards were affected. Because of the fires, half of the town was 

destroyed, and there were changes in government policies. Among all eight types of land use, only 

residential land use, institutional land use and unused land were changed.  

(1) Residential Land Use 

In 2009, the pattern of residential land use in Namhsan was to have houses close to each other, as the 

town is located in a hilly area. Most housing types were wooden, and only a few were brick. The total 

area of residential land use was 169 acres. There were 860 houses altogether. 

In 2019, the houses were not so close to each other and the wards Mingalar, Myoelae and Nammwall 

have concrete houses, because of the fires. The total area of residential land use is 128 acres. There 

were fewer houses as not all those destroyed were rebuilt, the people who lived there having moved 

to other towns and cities because of political assessment. 815 houses remained.  
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(2) Industrial Land Use 

In 2009, the industrial land use of Namhsan was 23 acres. This land use is rarely found in the town. 

Most industries are located in villages because of their larger area and because all the tea trees are 

found near the villages. At that time, the industries were run with traditional ways by human activities; 

tea products were seen as not attractively packaged and sales were below potential.  

In 2019, the industries were run with the latest technology and fewer employees. The products are 

becoming export products to foreign countries. Namhsan tea is good quality and among the best tea 

products. Many consumers say that the tea products of other towns or cities can’t compare with the 

quality and taste of tea products from Namhsan. So, not only scholars but also many foreigners are 

interested to study the tea. Unfortunately, after 2009 the town became a restricted area for 

foreigners. But many local researchers and scholars came to the town, got the data and wrote about 

their researches. The patterns of industries are also changed and the total area of industrial land use 

is 23 acres. 

(3) Institutional Land Use 

As the town is small, institutional land use was small in 2009. At that time, the town had difficulty in 

transportation networks and the people were also less knowledgeable about economics, education 

etc. The total area of institutional land use was about 14.468 acres.  

After 2010, the town became a Palaung Self-Administrative Zone and many offices like General 

Administrative Office, Government Offices and Departments, Department of Agricultural Land 

Management Statistics and many others were set up. So, the total area of institutional land use 

increased to 19.213 acres.  

(4) Religious Land Use 

In 2009, the land for religious use was 4.9 acres. Religious land use can be found in three wards namely 

Mingalar, Myoelae and Nammawall. The monastery was located in Mingalar ward with an area of 2.16 

acres. The cathedral was located in Myoelae ward with the area of 0.96 acres, the Chinese temple was 

located in Nammawall ward with the area of 0.62 acres and the temple was also located in Nammawall 

ward with the area of 1.16 acres.  

In 2019, the area of religious land use is not changed. But the patterns and structures are changed by 

comparing with the 2009. The buildings are converted from wooden into brick and concrete. And also 

there are more buildings on the areas.  
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(5) Recreational Land Use 

By comparing the years of 2009 and 2019, the recreational land use is not changed. It has only 1 park 

which is located in Moegal ward because the town is too small and located in difficult conditions. The 

is nothing in the park such as flowers and recreational tools. And local people do not go to the park 

for relaxation because the town is hilly and the weather is always cold or wet. The total area of 

recreational land use is 0.223 acres. 

(6) Agriculture Land Use 

The agriculture land use for Namhsan in 2009 was about 52.23 acres. Only Nammawall ward grew 

vegetables, such as kale, cabbage, water cress, chili, corn, cucumber, pumpkin, spinach, potato, 

tomato, Chinese potato and many others. The people sold the vegetables in the town. Local people 

also got vegetables from sellers from Hsipaw town. The sellers come to Namhsan by motorbike in the 

morning as the two towns are quite near. 

In 2019, the agriculture lands have increased to about 72 acres. The people extend not only their farms 

but also the markets. Their vegetables are sold in Kyaukme town. Because of the extension of land, 

only a few sellers with motorbikes now come from Hsipaw town. But the vegetables and fruits grown 

are the same as before. 

(7) Transportation Land Use 

The transportation land use for Namhsan in 2009 had 18 acres. Then, the town had transportation 

problems. The roads and streets were mostly paved, but the town was hilly and rainy so the roads and 

streets were always damaged by natural hazards. Only a few roads were covered with concrete. The 

roads and streets were narrow with a width of 16ft.  

In 2019, the transportation land use for Namhsan was still 18 acres. The areas are not changed. But 

all of the roads and streets are concrete and the government extended the width of roads and streets 

from 16ft to 18 ft. and some place into 24 ft. The reason for the extension of roads and streets was 

because of the fires in 2012 and 2015; the roads were too narrow for vehicles. So the government 

drew up a plan and many residential houses had to be moved back by 2ft and in some places 4ft.  

(8) Unused Land 

The unused land of Namhsan in 2009 was about 153.439 acres. All of those areas were covered with 

forests.  
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In 2019, the total area of unused land was 169.924 acres. This land use has the largest area because 

of the situation of town and some owners not rebuilding their houses after the fires: people 

abandoned their places and moved to the other cities and towns because the town was getting caught 

up in wars.  

Table 2: Changes of Urban Land Use of Namhsan Town 

No Types of Land Use 2009 (Acres) 2019 
(Acres) 

1. Residential Land Use 169 128 
2. Industrial Land Use 28.74 28.74 
3. Institutional Land Use 14.468 19.213 
4. Religious Land Use 4.9 4.9 
5. Recreational Land Use 0.223 0.223 
6. Agriculture Land Use 52.23 72 
7. Transportation Land Use 18 18 
8. Unused Land 153.439 169.924 
 Total 441 441 

Source: Department of Agricultural Statistics, 2009-2019 

Figure 2: Changes of Urban Land Use of Namhsan Town 

 
Source: Table 2 
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Analysis 

In this paper, ‘Changes and Development of Urban Land Use in Namhsan’ are analyzed by using RS, 

GIS, quantitative and qualitative methods. According to the analysis, the land use of Namhsan varies 

temporally and spatially. The temporal and spatial variations of land use are mainly found in three 

wards namely Mingalar, Myoelae and Nammawall. The total area of town is not changed. But the 

patterns and areas of land use such as residential land, institutional land and unused land were 

changed because of natural disasters. Prior to 2010, the hospital had moved to Minglar ward. The old 

place of the hospital is now at the site of the general ministry office. After the town became Palaung 

self-administrative zone in 2010, the Regional administrative zone was increased. By comparing two 

years 2014 and 2019, the town can see the houses are dispersed in three wards. Those wards are 

namely Mingalar, Myolae, Nammawall wards which were destroyed by fire in 2012 and 2015. 

After 2012, many houses have been changed from wood to concrete Because of the fires, the 

government promoted the town’s infrastructure especially increasing road width from 18ft to 24ft. 

Some of land use areas such as transportation and residential were not expanded because of the 

situation of the town between mountain ranges. After the fires, the houses were built farther apart. 

The roads were also changed in some areas from unpaved to paved. The town found that unused land 

is the largest area. Another reason for that was that the town always falls between wars so some 

people moved away, mainly to Mandalay, to escape the feeling of insecurity for their lives, economic 

processes and their children’s education. Their houses were not rebuilt which increased the amount 

of unused land.  

Most urban areas are seen as growing year by year. But this town is not like that. From 2010, the town 

has electricity. All of the wards have Shwe-li electricity 24 hours. Unfortunately only a few villages have 

Shwe -Li electricity. Because of the influx of offices, there were many immigrants, most of them office 

staff. Economic patterns are also changed. The town can see many shops which used to be houses. But 

the workers are not efficient. Most of them are old, over 40. And the young workers are few as most 

of them went to China. Because of the current situation and political assessments, the town had less 

economic development and people believe that their opportunities and life circumstances will be 

better somewhere else. For decades, workers worked here in tea production and had high incomes. 

But lately the prices of tea have fallen and many workers have left the sector. Few people continue in 

their traditional occupations.  

There are many changing developments in land use and its pattern is also temporally and spatially 

changing. After 2015, social and economic situations including living styles and housing patterns were 

abruptly changed. The main reason for the changing pattern was fire. Generally, the majority of 
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changes in land occurred in residential land use, institutional land use and unused land. But the area 

of town was not changed.  

 

The two maps were obtained from field observations. 

Conclusion and Suggestions for Future Prospects 

Namhsan is not only a hilly and small town but is also well known as tea land. The town needs many 

things to improve its image. The town has many educated people but they aren’t helping the town to 

improve. They are stuck with traditional methods. And some have moved to work in cities like Yangon 

and Mandalay. So, the town has fewer educated people to provide their knowledge. Also the structure 

of the town has problems. And there is no market, only a temporary roadside market. So, the town 

needs a proper market to sell products. The town can’t get enough water. They all use rainwater. 

There should be an adequate daily water supply.  

The town is too small and the municipal truck can’t take away all the solid waste daily. It tends to be 

polluted by solid waste disposal and sewage problems. So, the municipal garbage truck should remove 

the solid waste daily. Another need is for a vehicle park. When trucks enter the town there can be 

traffic jams because the roads and streets are too narrow. There is plenty of unused land to construct 

a market and a vehicle park. They need to construct them to improve mainly the economy. Finally, 

the town should gain the lenity and after that many advantages things will automatically come not 

only for the town but also for the people. And also if the town becomes open to tourists, it can earn a 

lot from tourist trade. 
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Table 3: The Changes of Land use/Land cover of Namhsam Town 

Sr Land use/Land cover 2009 (%) 2019 (%) Changes (+/-) 

1 Built up 48.76 53.83 5.07 

2 Agricultural Land  6.86 15.69 8.83 

3 Vegetation Cover 23.02 6.56 -16.47 

4 Water Body 4.53 12.67 8.14 

5 Bare Land 16.83 11.26 -5.57 
 

Map 2: 

Changes of land use cover of Namhsan Town; obtained from satellite images. They may slightly differ from the 

maps from field observations. 
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Figure 3: Fire of Namhsan Town in 2015 

 
Figure 4: Residential Land Use (Housing Types) of Namhsan Town, 2019 

 
Figure 5: Institutional Land Use (General Administrative Office, Namhsan), 2019 
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Figure 6: Transportation Land Use of Namhsan Town, 2019 
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Abstract 

Migrants move away from their place of usual residence, whether within a country or across an 

international border, temporarily or permanently, for a variety of reasons. If an area has a movement 

of in migration because of positive conditions (pull factors), this will generally increase the population 

or human resources. Similarly, an area with a movement of out migration due to negative conditions 

(push factors), will lose their population or human resources. Sometimes it causes negative impacts 

and potential challenges for sustainable socio-economic development of the area. The movement of 

persons is away from their place of usual residence, either across an international border or within a 

State. For several decades, migration has become ever more significant in Myanmar and a major issue 

for socioeconomic development. If more job opportunities can be found in this area, migration can be 

controlled. Chin ethnic migrants from Falam area constitute the majority of this workforce. This study 

focuses on how and why the people are migrating from one place to another country. The research 

questions are why and how Chin ethnic migrates to India? What are factors of the migration for in this 

area? The study finds that political and economic conditions are the key factor of migration from the 

study area and its effect on the socioeconomic condition of this area.  

Keywords: migration patterns push factor, pull factor  
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Introduction 

Migration is defined broadly as a permanent or semi-permanent change of residence. No restriction 

is placed upon the distance of the move or upon the voluntary or involuntary nature of the act, and 

no distinction is made between external and internal migration (Lee, 1966, p.49). “Migration is shifting 

of people or an individual or group of individuals from one cultural area to another, which may be 

permanent or temporary”. Migration has been defined as “the act or an instance of moving from one 

country or region to settle in another”. Secondly it is defined as “an act of moving from one area to 

another in search of work.” Everett S. Lee (1966) asserts that the factors which enter into the decision 

to migrate and the process of migration may be summarized, as follows: 1. Factors associated with 

the area of origin. 2. Factors associated with the area of destination. 3. Intervening obstacles. 4. 

Personal factors (p.50). 

Different scholars have tried to define the concept of migration distinctly, based on their different 

approaches. Because of the complexity of human life and fast changing socio- economic conditions, 

human migration is gaining importance day by day. A basic factor that has influenced the mobility of 

man from one region to another was uneven distribution of population and resources, unbalanced 

utilization of resources and variation in economic and cultural development. David Ndegw (2016) 

stated that “the 2014 Census reported two million Myanmar people living abroad: distribution is 

shown in figure 1” (p.5).  

 
Figure 1: International Migrants from Myanmar, Copyright 2016 by Daivd Ndegw  
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As seen in figure 1 the major corridors of international migration from Myanmar are focused on three 

destination countries, namely Thailand, Malaysia, and China, which account for almost ninety percent 

of the international migrant stock from the country. During 2019, the Ministry of Labor, Immigration 

and Population announced that over 305,000 people went overseas for work. Of the 53.9 million 

people living within Myanmar, seventy percent live in rural areas. According to Kyin Lam Maung 

(2015), from 1962 to 1988, the peasants in northern Chin State had many terrible challenges. Most 

peasants grow maize and other vegetables, cultivated sweet potato, pumpkin, because of food 

insecurity. The soil quality was gradually deteriorating and maize - one of the Chin’s people staple 

foods - was often in short supply. Furthermore, the government forced the peasants who grew upland 

rice by shifting cultivation to change to terrace cultivation. The peasants spent a lot of time and labor 

making terraces. The peasants were starving because of wrong instructions from the top. Some 

peasants worked on the India border as hard labor and filled their rice pot by purchasing rice from the 

low-land cultivation. In addition, transportation is very difficult from place to place in the state.  

Chin people’s livelihoods in the country became harder and harder every year. Job opportunity was 

less and less. Government institutions were the main source of employment for new graduates. The 

government was gradually unable to fill its job vacancies. There was a big demand for employees in 

many government departments. But for years the government failed to recruit for government 

institutions at all. Some Chin graduates migrated out to Mizoram State in India because lives became 

harder year after year and some young Chin men also went to the infamous Phakant Jade mine in 

Kachin State to seek jobs for survival (Kyin Lam Maung, 2015). The push factors encouraging out-

migration were the economic hardship and complex politics. On the other hand pull factors were 

present from neighboring countries too. With both push and pull factors operating, Chin people had 

many reasons to look elsewhere for better jobs and a better life.  

Purpose 

The main purpose of this study is to explore the migration patterns of this area and to point out the 

main push and pull factors for this migration. For some decades, migration becomes more significant 

in Myanmar and becomes a major issue for socioeconomic development. Migrants from Falam area 

constitute the majority of this workforce as a result of unprecedented economic and political change 

in Myanmar. I have chosen this topic because most of the papers focus on other destination countries 

like Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore and Korea. Moreover, their immigrants are from different states in 

Myanmar - Mon, Kayan, Shan ethnics. Against this background, study area of Falam was selected. So I 

chose another aspect of this topic. This study focuses on how and why people are migrating on from 
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one place to another country. The research questions are why Chin ethnic migrate to India and how 

do Chin ethnic migrate to India border? What are factors for the migration from this area?  

Research Methodology 

The objective of this paper is to point out the main push and pull factors for migrations. In this study, 

to obtain the relevant data, field observation was firstly done in Falam area. Before starting this study, 

field observations and open talks with local residents were conducted. Then, reliable information 

about the migration was sought by systematic structured interview survey method. In-depth interview 

survey method was applied to the local authorities, local experts and local residents. The field visits 

involved rapid and intensive two-week expeditions to the selected study site, where a number of 

various stakeholders were interviewed. These included migrants in origin and destination areas, 

including migrants’ families in origin areas, labor agents (who facilitate migration process), township 

officials, and private sector migrant employers, farmers, civil society and other key informants. This 

survey was done in Falam Township on 4 January 2020. Some of the facts from the interview data were 

assessed by the analysis.  

Literature Review 

The article The Situation of Burmese Migrant Workers in Mae Sot, Thailand written by Dennis Arnold 

(2004), discusses the situation of Burmese worker support organizations to operate effectively in Mae 

Sot; Thailand-based labor organizations or trade unions working specifically on labor or trade union 

rights in Tak with an office and staff located there on a full time basis in mid-2004. The workers are in 

an extremely vulnerable situation and greater organizational and protection efforts are needed. 

Winston Set Aung, in his book Illegal Heroes and Victimless Crimes Informal Cross-border Migration 

from Myanmar (2009), points out that Malaysia and Thailand have been popular destinations for most 

Myanmar unskilled and semi-skilled workers, who have migrated. Moreover, students and 

professionals also live in these countries. Between Myanmar and Thailand Shan, Mon and Karen have 

had strong social connections for many years, which have resulted in a situation where the mobility 

of people between the two countries has been very significant, mostly illegal. Another work on 

migration is from Khin Soe Kyi (2015), The Social Relationship of Myanmar Migrant Workers in 

Malaysia: An Ethnographic Study. In this paper, he explains how Myanmar social organizations and 

ethnic-based organizations are giving support to Myanmar migrant workers in addressing their needs 

and problems in Malaysia. Although officially not recognized, approximately seventy social 

organizations and social groups are currently running in Malaysia. It is therefore interesting to study 
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how they interact within their social networks and how social organizations help in meeting the needs 

of migrants in Malaysia. Most articles, papers and books are focusing on migrants going to Thailand, 

Malaysia, Singapore, Korea and they are Mon, Karen, Shan ethnics (Reeves, 2015: Falam Immigrants 

in America: Motivations for Language Use Maintenance and Shift): her research was conducted among 

twenty-five immigrants to the United States who speak Falam, a language from Myanmar. How 

motivations result in language shift and language maintenance, specifically among immigrants who 

speak a minority language as their mother tongue. Also, language shift is providing a better 

understanding of the extent that individual motivations can predict, explain, and alter language shift. 

Khin Saw New (2015), in her paper Socio-Cultural Factors of Falam in Chin State, Myanmar, points out 

that a socio-cultural study of Falam Townships - Lonpi, Many kheny, Zar Linen, Laizo, Lomban Parthe 

and Cizaymul villages - was undertaken in 2014. Kyin Lam Mang, (2015) (Ethnic Chin People Today: 

Livelihood, Migration, Internal Displacement and Exile), recommends that Chin people today should 

keep migrating out to escape the multiple hardships in their native land not only for their own better 

life but also so that they are able to support the remaining family by remittances. In order to fill this 

gap, this study explains Chin (Falam) ethnic migrants from Myanmar to India.  

Findings and Discussion 

Geography Location 

Myanmar is composed of fifteen Divisions: seven states and eight regions. In this research, the study 

area is situated in Falam town, Chin state. Chin state is situated in the Western sector of the Republic 

of the Union of Myanmar, 13, 906.97 square miles in area, and consisting of three districts; Mindat, 

Hakha and Falam. Mindat district includes Mindat, Matupi, Kanpalet, Paletwa; Hakha district includes 

Hakha and Thanhlang; and Falam district includes Falam, Tedim, Tuanzang (Salai Vanni Bawi, p.2). In 

Myanmar, the Chin predominantly inhabit Chin State, which is located in the Northwest of the country, 

the bordering Bangladesh to the west and India to the north. Chin state is bordered at Mizoram state 

(in India) in the northwest, the Chittagong hill tract of Bangladesh in the southwest and locally with 

Sagaing Region in the east and north east, Magwe Region in the east and south east; and Rakhine State 

in the South. As seen in Figure 2 map of Chin State in Myanmar 
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Figure 2: Chin State in Myanmar 

Chin State is over 300 miles long south to north; east to west it is 100 miles wide at the widest point 

and over thirty miles at the narrowest. The land is primarily forest and the climate includes three main 

seasons: summer, winter and rainy. April and May are the warmest months of the year, with 

temperatures reaching ninety degrees Fahrenheit. Most Chins live at higher elevations in the Chin Hills. 

The capital city is Hakha which lies at approximately 6,000 feet above sea level. The Chin people live 

primarily in Chin State but also inhabit areas of the Chittagong Hills tract of Bangladesh and in Mizoram 
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and Manipur states of India. 

In the British Colonial period, Chin State was divided into two divisions. They are Northern and 

Southern Chin State. These areas are composed of different physical and cultural components. 

Northern Chin Hills was divided into three subdivisions, Tidim, Falam and Tonzaung. The entire state is 

formed of mountain ranges and most of the towns and villages are 5000-7000 feet above sea level. 

Chin state is a mountainous region with few transportation links. The township is also the location of 

Laiva Dam, the largest dam in Chin State. The dam produces hydroelectric power for Falam and 

neighboring cities such as Hakha and Thantlang. It situates beautifully on a plateau, built on the slope 

of a mountain range, in multiple steps. According to the census 2014, the population of Falam 

Township is very sparse, about 41,457 people (The 2014 Myanmar Population and Housing Census 

Report, 2015). Chin State is sparsely populated and remains one of the least developed areas of the 

country. Poverty is endemic in the whole state.  

The name Falam originated from Fa-hlam, from Taisun language of one of the tribes in Chin. Falam 

was a village created and founded by the Taisun tribe. Taisun was one of the strongest tribes in 

northern Chin Hills and was the leading tribe that collaborated with other tribes against the British 

rule in Chin history. Falam Town is mountainous, running east-west from the foothills above the 

Neyinzaya and Myittha rivers to the high peaks of the Chin Hills in the Arakan Mountain Range and 

down to the border with Mizoram State, India. The highest peak in the township, Mount Zinghmuh is 

also the second highest mountain peak in Chin State. The Manipur River runs south through the center 

of the township. People who travel to the city take the Kalay-Falam-Hakha Road. The township is 

famous for its heart-shaped lake called Hri (Rih or Yi).  

Falam town is one of the cities of Myanmar, located within the township of Falam. It is located in Chin 

state. Falam was the capital city of Chin State until it was changed to Haka. Within the township of 

Falam there are many sub-groups: Zahau, Zanniat, Ngawn, Sim, Laizo, Tlaisun, Hualngo, Tapong, 

Hlawnceu, etc. The township is bordered by Kalay in the east, Hakha in the south, Thantlang in the 

west, Tedim in the north and it is a town in north-western Myanmar near Myanmar's western border 

with the Indian state of Mizoram. Falam town is located 5,280 feet above sea level. The total land area 

of Falam Township is 988.9 square miles. Falam is the headquarters of several important 

organizations: there are a total of three High Schools, Basic Schools, Religious School, department of 

traditional medicine, Public Health Foundation, non-governmental Organizations, Religious 

associations, Myanmar Post and Telecommunication office, courts, office of auditor-general, 

churches, a general hospital, a diploma nursing school, Department of Public Health, Department of 

agriculture, Department of forestry, Department of fisheries, fire, three High Schools. Ninety-seven 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laiva_Dam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydroelectric_power
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thantlang
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percent is Christian and three percent Buddhist, Muslim and Hindu in Falam. The Chin Baptist 

Convention (CBC) has its head office in Falam. Many of the buildings in Falam reflect the British 

occupation and its former status as the state capital. Falam Town is the administrative town of the 

district. The town is clean, tidy and resembles old towns in Europe having some two and three storied 

brick buildings beautifully set in the slope and a large and grand Baptist church in the center of the 

town. There is a statue of the Buddha built high on the hill from where one can enjoy an overview of 

the entire plain below. There is the Independence Pagoda at the entrance of the city (Field Survey, 

2020). The township is organized into eighty-five village tracts and 184 villages. The General 

Administrative Department manages all matters within the township up to the village tract / village 

level. 

Historical Background of Chin Ethnic Migrants  

Chin people are one of the Tibet-Myanmar groups that migrated along the river Ayeyarwaddy. The 

history of Chin people was documented in the middle of the eighth century in Chindwin valley, Sagaing 

region in Myanmar. Mostly, the Chin people lived in the mountains and Chindwin river basin. “A theory 

says some groups of proto-Chin assumed migration out of Tibet and occupied along the Chindwin 

river, in the basin between the Chindwin and Irrawaddy river, while another group settled around the 

Popa and Bagan during the first millennium C.E. Another theory argues that the progenitors of Chin 

people today originally migrated out of southwestern China and initially settled down in central 

Myanmar in the same region mentioned above. Anyway, the point is that the ancestors of Chin people 

today in Chin State were not aborigines there at all but were also immigrants from somewhere else in 

last six to eight centuries ago” (Salai Vanni Bawi, 2015, p.4). 

Migration of the Chins is over a long time and they were stuck in hardship wherever they inhabited. 

In the second millennium, the Chins started to distribute to the western mountain ranges. “The first 

settlers in the northern Chin moved from upper Myanmar and kept moving to reach the land called 

today Mizoram in India. The settlers in Mizoram at present are Mizo, Mar and Miram (Mara). When 

the first occupied land could not supply sufficient food to the growing population, they had to steadily 

extend their territories. Accordingly, the second dwellers in Northern Chin pushed the late comers 

southwards to reach the western part of southern Chin- today, and became Zotung, Zophei, Lautu and 

Matu. Yet some were pushed to reach southern Chin State, northern and western Rakhine State to be 

formed up of today-Khumi, Khami and Mro. An Alternative route was started from the Bagan and 

Popa area. Those groups initially displaced to the southern Chin area too. They are today-Muun, 

M'kaang, Dai and Uppu. From there, one group spread over into Rakhine State, Magwe and Bago 

Division. They were supposed to be the forefathers of today’s Sho speaking minority, splitting into six 
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distinct groups: Asho, Kounsho, Chinpong (Uppu), Laitu (Doaitu), Lauktu (Ekkai) and Sumtu (Sunghtu)” 

(Kyin Lam Maung, 2015, p.4). 

Socio-economic Factors of Falam Town  

At present, migration is one of the challenging issues in Myanmar for political changes and 

socioeconomic development. Sustainable development is largely based on human resources. If a place 

has no human resources, it is difficult to develop. Chin State is sparsely populated and remains one of 

the least developed areas of the country. Poverty is also a significant issue in Chin State. Of all the 

states in Myanmar, the Chin Hills are characterized as having "the highest poverty gap ratio, highest 

occurrence of food deficits, poor road connectivity, low population density but lowest percent 

availability of cultivable lands and high percentage of waste and scrub lands" as well as a higher rate 

of people migrating out of the area (Reeves, p.7). The total population of Falam town was 12,212 in 

2019 (Field Survey, 2020). 

 
Figure 3: The Total Population of Falam Town in 2019, Field Survey (2020) 

Most Falam make their living by subsistence farming. Many people farm using no external equipment 

or resources, and rely solely on natural resources and labor. In Falam Township, agriculture provides a 

livelihood for most of the population and 17,761 acres of land are utilized for farming. A land 

management committee is present in the township and is led by the General Administrative 

Department (GAD). However, there is only a small number of land plots agricultural and household 

officially registered in Chin state due to the limited presence of government staff (Reeves, 2015, p.5). 
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Customary upland plots for shifting cultivation or taung-yar are communally managed. There are some 

unresolved problematic land issues in Falam, particularly where the state government has transferred 

land ownership without consultation with the local communities. Falam has eight quarters; (Field 

Survey (2020) as seen in table). Seventy percent of civil servants were working at the administration 

sectors.  

Table 1: Population and Quarters of Falam Town in 2019 
Ward Male Female Total 

Cimmual 1518 1677 3195 
Balai 1030 1154 2184 

Far Thawk 858 987 1845 
Tlang lo 1366 1479 2845 
Lai Zo 127 158 285 

Lai Lun 83 71 154 
Lung Pi 476 496 972 
Za Lai 352 380 732 
Total 5810 6402 12,212 

Note: Population and quarters of Falam Town in 2019, Survey Field 

The table points out that Cimmual, Balai, and Far Thawk account for a quarter of Falam town. Cimmual 

ward has taken in more households after 2015 due to the environmental disaster (landslide) according 

to interview survey. Other quarters are included in the appendix of villages. Among the quarters, many 

Chin are pushed to leave their villages, because of difficulty in finding Jobs, poor skills and uneducated, 

poor knowledge for farming and agriculture in Tlang lo, Lai zo, Lai lun, Lung Pi, Za Lai wards. Most 

people in this area make their living from agriculture, which includes locally grown rice, maize, corn, 

millet, ben, vegetables; and apples, oranges, damsons and grapes are cultivated in the region and sent 

to other regions. “The town earns most of its income from the agricultural products. (Khin Saw New, 

2015, p.7) Aid has been given to gardening, cultivation, mobile farms and permanent farms. Cotton 

weaving, weaving thatch for roofing, making traditional handicrafts of bamboo and rattan can be seen 

in Chin Hills”. 

Economic activities are mostly agriculture (vegetable and fruit production), livestock, weaving, small 

trade and seasonal labor work in Northern Chin State, and more than eighty percent of the households 

rely on agriculture- crops and livestock. Maize is an important food crop in the state. Most villagers in 

Falam town do not produce enough of their own maize to provide staple food. Villagers compensate 

for the lack of staple food by buying maize from adjacent lowlands from the sale of forest products, 

livestock, and cash crops such as fresh vegetables, Elephant Foot Yam, fruits, tuber crops, etc., and 

through wage labor. Villagers can’t cope by consuming home-grown maize due to the frequent 

landslides in this area. Maize is also widely used for livestock feeding, especially for pigs for which 
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there is a good market. Hence maize is the second most important grain crop grown in the Falam. 

Furthermore, maize is also for daily consumption.  

Traditional livelihoods are rooted in agriculture; usually corn, rice, upland shifting cultivation, or 

mobile farming with raising fowls and livestock. Deforestation and changes in rainfall and climate pose 

threats to productivity. Migration affects all the socioeconomic development of this area, it can be said 

that this situation creates increasing labor shortage problems. Moreover, migration of young people 

leads to labor shortage problems in various economic activities; for example, in agriculture because 

only the older people and women are left behind at home. In this case, they cannot provide the whole 

work of this area. In addition, it is difficult to hire laborers because young people have migrated. That 

impacts again to agriculture. This kind of situation sometime may also affect the socioeconomic 

development of this area. 

Regarding food security, the Northern Chin State is representative of upland agriculture systems and 

the farming systems are based on rotational fallow method to allow time for the regeneration of soil 

fertility. Over the last twenty years, most of the villages have faced a marked reduction of the fallow 

period (from 15 years to 6-9 years) in their shifting cultivation systems, due to the increased pressure 

on agricultural lands. Consequently both natural resource management and agricultural production 

have been significantly affected. Most trading is with Kalay, Hakah, and transportation is moderately 

good but the Kalay- Falam road needs upgrading. According to the results from field survey, it can be 

found that people have been migrating because of the difficulties of agriculture which was sometimes 

due to climate instability, landslides and difficulties of land reclamation that made it not profitable.  

Types of Migration 

Migration can be permanent, temporary, voluntary or forced. It can be international or internal. 

Permanent migration is when someone moves from one place to another and has no plans to return 

to their original home. Temporary migration is limited by time. This could be for seasonal employment. 

Forced migration involves the migrant having no choice but to move. Voluntary migration is the 

opposite of this. International migration is when a person moves from one country to another country. 

Internal migration is when people migrate within the same country or region. According to the results 

from field survey, migrants have been migrating; mostly as voluntary migration because of the 

difficulties of agriculture which was sometimes due to climate instability. And then, there are often 

landslides leaving Chin people in a Food security situation. They found it difficult to meet their 

household needs. Thus, they migrated to India to look for work. Occasionally, some migrants from 

Cimmual, Far Thawk, Balai migrated for education and to use transit to other places/countries, for 

example, Malaysia, the United States.  
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The migrants find a social network through information from first migrants to their friends, relatives 

and neighbors. In this way, the new migrants follow the earlier migrants and link by social network. If 

a family member goes to a new destination, there is a connection to the area and a greater potential 

of numbers of migrants that will follow. This situation was attractive to other kin or friends leading to 

chain migration. In this area, he or she migrated to cross border where there are job opportunities 

and income for support to their families. They can send remittance to their family back home. This 

type of migration is labor migration. In conclusion, types of migration like labor migration, chain 

migration and temporary migration can all be found in this area.  

“The International Labor Organization estimates that migrant workers accounted for 150 million or 

sixty-five percent of the world’s 232 million international migrants in 2013. Labor migration is 

generally defined as a cross-border movement for purposes of employment in a foreign country. 

Today, large numbers of Myanmar workers continue to be intra-regional, irregular, and low-skilled” 

(Griffith & Ito, 2016, p.14). From 1945 to 2000, of migrants have left the study area, 40% moved to 

India. According to interviews, most of the migrants are in working group ages between 18 and 45. 

They are labor migrants, mostly uneducated and coming from the suburbs. Migrant workers leave 

without travel documents and most travel illegally to the Indian state of Mizoram. (Maureen, 2013, 

p.6) stated that “migration is defined broadly to encompass the movement of human beings from 

their place of origin in order to reside in a new location, either temporarily or permanently)”. Young 

men migrants go to India (Mizoram state) for economic reasons and return to their suburb in old age. 

India where more job opportunity can be expected than in their home land. This type of migration can 

be said to be temporary. Interviews with migrants pointed out that about eighty percent of young 

people migrated abroad to India.  
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Figure 4: Causes of Migration: Push and Pull Factors of Migration 

Migration is the movement of people from one place to live in another. Migration impacts on both 

the place left behind, and on the place where migrants settle. People have many reasons why they 

might want to move from one place to another. These reasons may be economic, social, political or 

environmental. For migration to take place there are usually push factors and pull factors at work. 

Push factors are the reasons that make someone decide to move. This is their own experience of life 

in one place which gives them good reasons to leave it. Often push factors are negative things such as 

unemployment, crop failure, droughts, flooding, war, poor education opportunities or poor services 

and lack of basic needs. On the other hand, pull factors are the expectations which attract people to 

the new place. They are usually positive things such as job opportunities, easy to get more money 

than native land, better education, environmental attraction and better living condition (Migration: 

Types and Reasons, n.d., para.1). 

In this study, there are many kinds of push and pull factors. One of the push factors of migration of 

this area is unsatisfied basic needs, low wages and lack of job opportunities. In this area, income or 

salary is very low and it is impossible to support the family. Often, it is difficult to get a job and there 

is no alternative job as well. For example, there is often a landslide in this area. In this time, villagers 

do not cultivate the crops. They have no alternative jobs because they depend on the cultivation. In 

this situation, they start to migrate to other places to search for job opportunities. Thus, migration 

process can be found that migrant is related with the agriculture in this area. Mostly, Chin migrants in 
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India take up jobs in construction and service (domestic services, and trading). There are some push 

and pull factor can be shown in the following chart. 

 
Figure 5: Push and pull factors 

Cross-border migration of people from Myanmar to India has a long history spanning many decades. 

Economically, India has a pull factor being a destination where the border trade market needs 

unskilled workers in many sectors, including manufacturing and some service work, especially 

domestic and construction work. On the Myanmar (Chin State) side, slow economic growth, not 

enough food, uneducated, unemployment, poverty and environmental disaster such as landslides. 

Moreover, Myanmar was ruled by two military regimes between 1962 and 2010. According to Kyin 

Lam Maung (2015), many people migrated out of the native land. Some young men moved to Mizoram 

State, in India, where they could do wage-labor jobs for Mizo or Mara people throughout the periods. 
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Another push factor is the political situation. During the 1988 uprising, there were protests in many 

towns in Chin state. After the military regime took over, some Chin activists went to India. They formed 

a new insurgent force, the Chin National Front (CNF), to fight the Tatmadaw (Myanmar military). The 

Chin People of Burma: Unsafe in Burma, Unprotected in India, (2009) argued that “Chin community 

leaders and longtime residents in Mizoram estimate that 75,000 to 100,000 Chin from Myanmar live 

in Mizoram” (p.16). “The CNF charged taxes on each household, 5,000 kyats per year: for example, 

one village tract had to pay 250,000 kyats to 300,000 kyats. At the same time, Tatmadaw soldiers 

demanded the same amount that the villagers gave to the CNF. After 1988, if villagers could not afford 

to pay because of a poor harvest, they could postpone payment to CNF but not to the Tatmadaw 

soldiers. Economic and political hardship forced many Chins to flee to India” (Kyin Lam Maung, 2015, 

p.10). In fact; both the CNF and the Tatmadaw put pressure on the villagers. 

After 2010, the Myanmar government reformed the country’s political and economic systems. Foreign 

Direct Investment (FDI) marked Myanmar as one of the fastest-growing economies. “The current 

government of the National League for Democracy (NLD) has also committed to building Myanmar’s 

manufacturing and service sectors. To increase domestic employment opportunities and skills training 

programmes to equip the working population for the new jobs” (International Labor Organization, 

2017, p.6). So, migration is decreasing year by year in Falam area. 

Myanmar-India Borderland 

Myanmar-India borderland consists of Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, Manipur and Mizoram in India 

and Chin, Sagaing Region and Kachin state in Myanmar. Indo- Myanmar has 1643 km of political 

boundary line situated in the conjunction of China, India and Myanmar. The borderland cultural, 

economic relations with contiguous Sagaing Region, Kachin and Chin state of Myanmar with Manipur, 

Nagaland, Arunachal Pradesh are likely to flourish in the 21st century. In addition, “the porous nature 

of the India-Myanmar border to helping insurgency and informal trade, also allows for the flow of 

illegal weapons and narcotics and of political and economic refugees from Myanmar into India” (Jacob, 

2010, p.21). Due to the porous border and closeness of the Chin community living in Mizoram, it is 

impossible to accurately determine the number of Chin currently living in Mizoram. “Chin community 

leaders and long-time residents in Mizoram estimate that 75,000 to 100,000 Chin from Burma live in 

Mizoram” (The Chin People of Burma: Unsafe in Burma, Unprotected in India, 2009, p.17). The border 

marking Mizoram and Chin State is of relatively recent origin-it is a creation of British rule-and 

significant migration between Mizoram and Chin State continues. Sharing a common history, ethnic 

ancestry, and cultural practices, Chin State and Mizoram have had a long history of cordial border 
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relations. “Mizoram (India) is also a Christian State, On March 1998; there are 60,000 to 80,000 Chins 

from Chin State of Myanmar in Mizoram” (Songate, 2005, p. 122). 

Thuzar Myint (2012) said that cross border migration in India was a complex issue and its dimensions 

were not only economic, political and social but also administrative and cartographic. At the Indo- 

Myanmar border, most of the illegal migrants were Chin and some Myanmar from Mandalay and a 

little from Dry Zone of Myanmar. Economic motivations underpinned the great majority of Chin and 

Myanmar migratory movements into India. The major causes for Chin illegal migrants into India were- 

not because of poverty, but to get better job and to use India as a transit point to migrate into America. 

Among them, some of them migrated into India due to an occasional environmental disaster but all 

of them migrated into Mizoram because Mizoram was the one and only peaceful state among the 

seven states of Northeast India and the Mizo are of the same tribes as Chin (p.81). 

Unlike other borders, this fifty km stretch of the Indo-Myanmar border is not only porous; it is open, 

albeit controlled. The Indo-Myanmar “Friendship Bridge” spans the Tiau River between the Mizoram 

village of Zokhawthar and Rih Lake in Chin State of Myanmar. A bridge spanning the Chin Hills of 

Myanmar to the Northeast Indian State of Mizoram is employed for the moving of goods and products 

from one nation-state to the other. The border town on the India side, Champhai, enjoys a thriving 

economy in legal trade. Chin traders sell their wares in Mizoram’s markets including in its capital of 

Aizawl. According to Julien Levesque & Miza Zulfiqur Rahman (2019) ninety percent of Chin people 

control the border trade. The Mizo of India rely on these goods, some being brought all the way from 

China via Mandalay and Kalay. Goods from India are brought across the border into Myanmar as well. 

Like the Mizo, the Chin, as well as the Myanmar, rely on products from across the border. Chin people 

went to India (Mizo state) and worked as porters and hew planking workers, and one trip could earn 

them Rs. 50 or kyats 1000. Indeed, the Mizoram (India)-Chin State (Myanmar) border is in the form of 

barter trade (p.12). 

Effect of Migrations 

Since 2011, Myanmar has undertaken political, economic and social reform processes and has 

cooperated more actively and widely with regional and international organizations in relation to 

migration. Due to the reforms introduced by the Myanmar government, and the opening of the 

country, many irregular migrant workers want to return home to Myanmar, and this has become an 

option for many (Win Moh Moh Htay, 2016, p.16). According to interview, migrants were fewer due 

to political reform of Myanmar and they are working at the civil service of seventy percent, after 2010. 

In Falam area, migrants’ remittances can be reinvested for economic activities. 70% of migrants can 

send remittances for constructing a new house for their family in Falam. For some migrants from Tlang 
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lo, Lai zo, Lai lun, Lung Pi, Za Lai wards who were formerly farmers, when they come back home they 

reinvest in commerce. They can reinvest in many kinds of economic activity from their remittances 

such as, services, agriculture (Source: Structured Interview Survey, 2020). Moreover, it can enhance 

the development of these wards if the migrants have new skills or education (knowledge) when they 

come back home. Some educated migrants went to India to be pastor. 

The general election held on 8 November 2015, dramatically changed the political landscape of 

Myanmar. During the election campaign, the National League for Democracy (NLD) issued a document 

titled “Economic Strategy and Priorities: Stabilization, Liberalization, Institutionalization”, and 

released its five-prong strategy focused on (1) fiscal prudence, (2) reform of government, (3) 

revitalizing agriculture, (4) establishing monetary and financial stability, and (5) building critical 

infrastructure” (Beyond Economic Liberalization: New Policy Challenges For Myanmar, 2017, p.49).  

Discussion 

This area of migration patterns result from a complex interplay of economic and political factors. Chin 

ethnic normally work in Mizoram at any job as laborers, weavers, domestic workers, and tenant 

farmers. Some also work as subcontractors, arranging for Chin laborers to fulfill government contracts 

held by Mizos. The government of Mizoram hired some to do public projects, such as road 

construction. Among all States and Regions, Chin State is characterized by the highest poverty gap 

ratio, highest occurrence of food deficits, poor road connectivity, low population density but lowest 

percent availability of cultivable lands and high percentage of waste and scrub lands, adherence to 

the shifting cultivation system, lack of rural based industries, and higher rate of out migration. In order 

to pull the local people out of these traps, fundamental problems have to be addressed. Public goods 

such as infrastructure and electricity should receive priority for development. Without this 

development framework, attempts to address the issues of community development, food security, 

natural resources management and community empowerment will have no significant impact on the 

local communities. Until now there is a lack of agricultural techniques and knowledge, capital and a 

functioning marketing system to encourage permanent crops at Falam. In addition, market 

information is also lacking in the town.  

Maize based farming system should be examined in terms of profitability, economic viability and 

resource management. At Falam, the Agricultural Technical School had been established and operated 

at Lon Pil ward. The school graduates have well served the needs of the agriculture sector of Chin Hills 

as well as other parts of the country. In addition, there should be upgrade and coordinated activities 

of the INGOs and local NGOs for integrated development programme. Accordingly, there should be a 
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strengthened and reorganized agricultural school focusing on the sloping land agriculture technology 

and natural resources management. Good agricultural practices should be offered to successful 

growers in attempt to enhance the competitiveness of the quality foods production. It should be 

aimed in advance for future export markets. Chin hills is ideally suited to organic food production.  

One of the influencing factors is often the landslides - daily occurrences in Chin State. Due to climate 

change, there is more heavy rain in Falam Town. The state should seek a way to reduce damage and 

to accommodate along with landslide. So, this area needs more cooperation and coordination 

between Geoscientists from local field and those from international network. The local community 

should try to consider what the potential for the economic development of this region is and how to 

promote it; and what the strengths and opportunities of this area are, etc. Furthermore, the 

government and local state authorities should collaborate for trying to promote and to upgrade living 

standards, which will also promote the socioeconomic development of this region.  

Conclusion 

Migration is movement involving a change of permanent or temporary residence. Most people move 

voluntarily for economic reasons. They may relocate for better-paying jobs or in search for 

opportunities in new areas or to escape from poverty or a low living standard. From 1962 to 1988, the 

main motivation for voluntary migration is political system and lack of job opportunities in this area, 

about ninety percent of migrants moved to India for economic purposes. After 2010, two percent of 

migrants moved to family to get permanent residence. Following the general election held in 2015 

there have been economic and political changes which have brought an increase in foreign 

investment. So, less migrants because of good job opportunities in this area: increased government 

sectors, local private company, NGO and so on. Actually, Falam becomes as Development Township 

in Myanmar part of the changing of political system. Bordering with India, Falam can transport its 

products to the mainland. To some extent the native’s socioeconomic is a developing town. 
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Living with Flood: Adaptive Strategies of Rural Livelihoods in Ah Deik Village, 

Maubin Township, Ayeyarwady Region 
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Abstract 

Flood regimes have long shaped agrarian and fisheries-based livelihoods in monsoonal regions such 

as Southeast Asia. In Myanmar’s Ayeyarwady Delta, people have adapted their livelihoods to cope 

with pronounced seasonal changes, where periods of flooding in the wet season are followed by a dry 

season. In the low-lying village of Ah Deik, the rainy season creates flood conditions that limit the 

possibility for rice cultivation, although monsoon rice varieties are still grown. Fishing has traditionally 

been a key source of livelihoods during the rainy season, but dyke construction for flood control 

coupled with the auctioning of fishing rights by the Fisheries Department has limited many people’s 

access to fisheries. Migration for wage labor has become an increasingly common response to 

seasonal flooding and associated changes in livelihood opportunities during this time. In the dry 

season floodwaters recede and fertile alluvial soil is deposited making the area ideal for summer 

paddy cultivation. The construction of dykes and irrigation infrastructure has allowed dry season 

paddy cultivation to expand rapidly in some areas of the Ayeyarwady Delta, known as the “rice bowl” 

of the country. However, because dry season rice paddy requires more investments in capital and 

other inputs, including labor for land clearing land, many farmers have fallen into debt resulting in 

land sales and more out migration. This research uses qualitative research methods to examine how 

people have adapted their livelihoods to cope with changing flooding regimes in Ah Deik village. In 

particular, it examines how flood-related vulnerabilities, including declining fisheries and increasing 

debt, is linked to decisions to send household members to migrate.  

Keywords: flood regime, water infrastructure, livelihood adaptation, dry season rice paddy, fisheries, 

migration, Ayeyarwady Delta 
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1. Introduction 

Recognizing that floods bring both benefits and risks to communities, this case study seeks to 

understand the livelihoods of people who live with floods in the Ayeyarwady Delta. Using a grounded 

perspective, this research explores the relationship between local livelihoods and the changing 

seasonal flooding regime that characterizes the delta. Consideration of how the flood regime impacts 

local livelihoods is key to understanding efforts to reduce risk from flooding, including expanding dry 

season rice cropping and labor migration as key livelihood diversification strategies.  

Ah Deik village is characterized by a history of severe seasonal flooding, efforts to control flooding 

through dykes and irrigation infrastructure, changing fortunes of fishing and agriculture, and increased 

mobility of the population. Two aspects are of particular interest. The first is that although dike 

construction has reduced the length and extent of flooding in the village and this has enabled the 

expansion and dominance of dry season paddy cultivation, it appears that neither the traditional 

monsoon rice crop nor the higher yielding summer rice crop are profitable anymore. Dry season rice 

paddy cultivation requires more capital investments and other inputs, leading many farmers to fall 

into debt. This factors into decisions to send household members to find work outside the village. 

Secondly, while the introduction of the fish auctioning system has put a re-emphasis on fishing, the 

auctioning of fishing rights by the Fisheries Department means most local households no longer enjoy 

free access to the fish as before. While recognizing that flood control has brought several other 

benefits such as physical safety, less property damage and greater mobility, the intensification of 

paddy cultivation at the cost of the traditional fishery appears to have left most households with less 

food and less diverse livelihoods. This research examines how people have adapted their livelihoods 

to cope with changing flooding regimes in Ah Deik village. In particular, it examines how flood-related 

vulnerabilities, including declining fisheries and increasing debt, are linked to decisions to send 

household members to migrate. 

2. Literature Review  

Flooding is a common experience in monsoonal regions of Southeast Asia, where diverse flood 

regimes have for centuries shaped agrarian and fisheries-based livelihoods (Elmhirst et al., 2018). 

Middleton (2012) states that farmers and fishers in rural areas hold a very different relationship with 

floods to those who live and work in urban or peri-urban areas. While people have a long history of 

living with floods, changes in the flood regime has made flooding more unpredictable resulting in new 

forms of vulnerability that call for new adaptive responses. Resilience and adaptation to floods have 
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been useful concepts to study the capacity of rural households to cope with and adapt to changing 

flood regimes (Nguyen & James, 2013; ibid). Understanding dynamics of resilience and adaption can 

help disaster risk managers to design policies for living with floods.  

Local adaptation is now widely seen as a more appropriate policy to flood management compared to 

past engineering-focused approaches that have sought to control floods through the construction of 

dykes and other infrastructure, often with negative consequences (Biggs et al., 2009; Blake et al., 

2009). This also reflects a significant shift over the past several decades in how seasonal flooding is 

viewed and understood in monsoon regions – from something that is problematic and needs to be 

controlled, to an appreciation of the tremendous benefits floods bring for the functioning of 

ecosystems that sustain life. Middleton and Un (2018), for example, highlight that for over 1.7 million 

people within Cambodia’s Tonle Sap floodplain, living with floods is both a way of and a source of life. 

Farmers and fishers benefit from the natural resources that the lake’s flood regime sustains, including 

productive capture fisheries, fertile soils nourished by the floodwaters, and the availability of water 

itself for agriculture. Living with floods has become a popular moniker to indicate support for locally 

adaptive approaches to flood change and variability, compared to more mechanistic approaches that 

are often premised on ideologies of centralized state control (Biggs et al., 2009; Liao and Nguyen, 

2016; Elmhirst et al., 2018).  

While floods bring many benefits, irregular flooding can be detrimental or even disastrous, generating 

vulnerability. Flooding that is too low or of short duration results in less productive fisheries, shortage 

of water for agriculture and high pest incidence for dry season rice farming. Conversely, flooding that 

is intense, prolonged or arrives too early shortens the farming season, and damages infrastructure, 

crops and livestock (Middleton & Un, 2018). Various authors have highlighted that changes in the 

flood regime due to infrastructure and climate change can create unpredictability and produce risks 

and vulnerabilities (Dun, 2011; Nguyen & James, 2013; Elmhirst et al., 2018). Hirsch (2006) highlights 

a number of human induced changes that contribute to altering the flooding regime of the Mekong 

River Delta, such as the activities of upstream countries including extraction of water for irrigation and 

industrial purposes, and the construction of hydropower dams. 

In the Okavango Delta system in Botswana, annual variability in flooding can produce extreme floods 

that result in adverse impacts on rural livelihoods. The main household coping strategies there have 

been to diversify livelihood activities, temporary relocation to less affected areas, use of canoes for 

early harvesting or evacuation and government assistance, particularly for the most vulnerable 
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households (Motsholapheko et al., 2011). Livelihood diversification, long-term mobility and training 

in non-agricultural skills have been key adaptive strategies adopted there as in other places. 

In the Ayeyarwady Delta, it is common for seasonal floods to result in population displacement and 

destruction of crops, while the number of damaged houses remains relatively low. This indicates that 

flooding in the Ayeyarwady Delta Region is a slow-onset prolonged inundation rather than a flash 

flood. Over the course of 150 years, modifications to the natural environment have allowed villagers 

to transform their housing, livelihoods, and community activities. Given potential climate change 

scenarios, understanding life and livelihoods in villages is necessary to deal with unpredictable natural 

phenomena in the future (Otsuyama et al., 2019). 

Adaptation to climate change and other shocks and perturbations is crucial to enhance the resilience 

of both the agricultural sector at large and for individuals to secure and improve their livelihoods 

(Žurovec and Vedeld, 2019). Adequate responses in terms of adaptation to climate change depend on 

issues such as adaptive capacity, knowledge and skills, robustness of livelihoods and alternatives, 

resources, and access to appropriate institutions in order to undertake effective adaptation. While 

technological development, government programs, and insurance schemes require greater 

investments from both the public and private sector to be subsequently adopted by farmers, the 

adaptation to climate change at the farm level does include many possible responses. For example, it 

can encompass changes in crop and livestock management practices, land use and land management, 

and a variety of on-farm and off-/non-farm livelihood activities. 

Various researchers have highlighted the growing importance of mobility and migration as a livelihood 

strategy to reduce vulnerability and diversify income sources, including as a response to 

environmental, economic or political shocks and stresses (McDowell & de Haan, 1997; Dunn, 2008; 

Tacoli, 2009). The link between migration and flooding is most often made with regards to 

catastrophic flood events, particularly when associated with climate change and growing concerns 

about its contribution to flood-induced mass displacement (Elmhirst et al., 2018). However, the focus 

on mass displacement tends to frame migration largely in negative terms, as opposed to an adaption 

strategy by diversifying livelihoods to reduce flood related vulnerabilities. In this study, increased labor 

mobility of household members is crucial to the ability of rural families to construct a diverse portfolio 

of activities and social support capabilities to survive and improve their livelihoods (Ellis, 1998) – even 

if these economic activities and networks are multi-local and stretched across space and sectors. 

Schade (2013) further points out that migration may not always be an expression of vulnerability, but 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2212420918305880#!
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can also be a manifestation of “capability” in the sense Amartya Sen (1997) defines the term as the 

ability to choose and live a life that a person values. Migration is also a way through which individuals 

can build social capital through their engagement in social networks, their involvement with new labor 

markets and their exposure to other ways of life. Migration-based livelihoods in contemporary 

Southeast Asia are now made possible by increasingly accessible forms of geographical mobility, 

including rural-urban, rural-rural, and transnational (Elmhirst, 2008; Rigg, 2012). Whilst some 

migration is brought about by economic, environmental and sociopolitical shocks such as disastrous 

flooding events, as this study also shows, much movement occurs as everyday responses to a variety 

of challenges. Migration is driven by diverse pull and push factors and take a variety of forms: short 

term, long term or permanent, or as circular, involving seasonal movements between different 

localities and across sectors (Elmhirst et al., 2018).  

3. Purpose of the Paper 

The Ayeyarwady Delta is known as the ‘rice bow’ (zabagji) of Myanmar. Most people make a living 

from rice farming, fishing and labor migration. Ah Deik is a lowland village located in Maubin Township 

in the Ayeyarwady region. During the rainy season, most farmland is flooded and fishing has been a 

key source of food and income for locals during this time. Historically, it has also been common for 

household members to migrate to other areas in search of wage labor opportunities. This livelihood 

strategy is becoming more important for households in recent years in the face of various livelihood 

challenges. This paper examines how people cope with and adapt to changes in seasonal flooding for 

their livelihoods. The research contributes to better understanding multidimensional flood-related 

vulnerability and how decisions to migrate as a livelihood diversification or coping strategy is 

influenced by interrelated factors such as reduced access to fisheries, increasing debt from the 

expansion of dry season paddy, and the growing unpredictability of the flooding regime. 

4. Methodology 

Ah Deik village is part of Ma Let To village tract, located in Maubin Township, Maubin District in the 

Ayeyarwady Region (see Figure 1 and 2). The area experiences seasonal flooding every year. The main 

livelihoods of people in the village include wet season rice farming, dry-season paddy rice cultivation, 

and fishing. Fieldwork was conducted during seven trips to Ah Deik village from October 2017 to 

March 2018. Qualitative research methods were used, including Informal Interviews (II), Key 

Informant Interviews (KII), Focus Group Discussions (FGD), and observations.  
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Informal interviews explored the livelihood activities of local people in both the wet and dry season, 

focusing on the different strategies for dealing with the changing seasonal flood regime. Discussions 

centered on how flooding impacts different dimensions of livelihoods and other aspects of people’s 

well-being (e.g. food security, income, health and access to schools and other services), and how 

people adapt to these situations and challenges.  

Key informant interviews (KII) were conducted with village headmen, farmers, fishermen, 

fishmongers, daily laborers, migrants, and women. Interviews were conducted with people linked to 

farming, as well as a range of other livelihoods that were identified to be linked to seasonal flooding 

to understand in more detail what role the flood plays in their lives. 

Focus group discussions (FGD) were conducted with farmers, fishers, and day laborers. Discussions 

focused on people’s livelihoods in both the dry and wet seasons before and after the dike and 

irrigation infrastructure was built, and what problems and challenges flooding creates for rural 

households. The ways that the local people cope with the impacts of floods was explored.   
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Figure 1: District Map of the Ayeyarwady Region showing the location of Maubin Township 

Source: MIMU 2017 
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Figure 2: Map of Ah Deik in Maubin Township of the Ayeyarwady Region 

Source: MIMU 2008 

5. Background of Ah Deik Village 

Ah Deik is divided into eastern and western Ah Deik by the Ma Let To-Mezali highway. The Ma Let To 

stream passes through the middle of the village. The neighboring villages are Zee Kone to the south 

and Pay Pin to the north. To the west and east of the village are fields (see Figure 2). There are 320 

households in Ah Deik with a total population of 1,295 people (see Table 1). Most are ethnic Bamar 

Buddhists with a few Karen-Christian.  

Table 1: Population in the study area (2017) 
village households building under 

18 
18 and 
older 

male female Total 

Ah Deik 320 317 455 840 642 653 1,295 
Source: General Administration of Malatto village tract (December 30, 2017) 

Ah Deik is situated in a lowland area, and suffers from yearly flooding. Local people make a living 

mainly by growing rice. While some rice is grown during the rainy season, the majority of rice is grown 

during the dry season with irrigation. During the rainy season people rely on fishing or work as causal 
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laborers. Other important livelihoods in the village include banana cultivation on higher land, and local 

shops and businesses. Peanut, sunflower, pulses, corn and chili are also grown in a few areas, although 

low yields have meant the cultivation of these crops is declining.  

In Ah Deik, about 100 households grow rice, about 10 households grow orchards and 10 households 

own fishponds. Some people migrate to other places. Among the people who migrate, some go and 

work in urban areas and some grow monsoon rice in other places during the rainy season for their 

livelihoods. The floods create an opportunity for fishing for at least four months (June-September) 

during the rainy season. As rice fields are flooded, there are only a few areas under rice cultivation 

during the monsoon season. Therefore, some farmers and most causal laborers make a living by 

fishing during those months. Some causal laborers seasonally migrate to other areas for growing and 

harvesting paddy rice. Most youths move to other cities/towns and work in factories all year round to 

support their families. Yearly flooding makes crop production difficult and, as a result, job 

opportunities in crop production are very rare for local people during those months. Fishing 

supplements household food and income during these times. 

As with other parts of the Ayeyarwady Delta, rice is the main crop in Ah Deik village. There are three 

types of rice cultivation in the village: summer paddy rice, monsoon rice, and deep-water rice with the 

most important one being summer rice. Around 850 acres is cultivated for summer paddy rice, almost 

50 acres for monsoon rice and about 45 acres for deep water rice. Some households own between 1 

and 4 acres of cultivated land. Other households have 5 acres or more. 

Deep-water rice (locally known as Yey-net-sa-par) is usually grown when there is high flood. At the 

peak of the flood season in July and August, some farmland is submerged under 8-12 feet of water, so 

most farmers do not grow deep-water rice or monsoon rice in the lowest land areas. In deep-water 

areas, only one variety of rice (Taung Hti) is grown. Farmers say that Taung Hti never sinks in deep 

water and so they called it Thet-gyi-sa-par (deep-water rice). Most of the households do not grow rice 

paddy in the rainy season because their farmlands are situated in low elevation areas. Besides the fact 

that deep-water rice is difficult to harvest, farmers earn little money from it. Farmers usually only get 

around 30 baskets per acre and a maximum 45 baskets per acre from deep-water rice, compared to 

the higher yields from monsoon rice (65 baskets per acre) and from summer rice (100 baskets per 

acre). Some farmers allow laborers to plant deep-water rice on their land to keep for themselves.  

Some farmers grow monsoon rice on farmlands which are located on higher ground. They grow the 

Pan Nan Kar variety of rice in monsoon paddy land. Farmers can get at least 40 to 50 baskets of rice 

per acre (sometimes up to 65 baskets) from their monsoon paddy land. Farmers grow deep-water rice 
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in April and May, while monsoon rice is planted at the onset of the June. The cultivation time varies 

depending on the topography of the land and water level.  

Priority is placed on summer rice because the yield is higher. At the end of the monsoon season, the 

deposited fertile alluvial soil provides nutrients needed for plant growth when the water level in the 

farmlands recedes. 

The Myanmar government built a number of dams in the Ayeyarwady Delta to assist farmers with 

water control. Around 20 years ago, prior to the building of a dam near Ah Deik village, the yield of 

the summer paddy was 40 to 60 baskets on average (one basket being 20.86 kg). However, the yield 

of the summer paddy increased to 100-120 baskets after the dam was built. This is because the dam 

helped to regulate water flow to minimize flooding in the wet season, and store water for irrigation 

during the dry season. This encouraged farmers to clear fallow and virgin lands in nearby areas of the 

village to expand land for summer paddy cultivation.  

The topography of Ah Deik is low-lying, and thus paddy fields flood to a depth ranging from 5 to 12 

feet during the peak of the flood. In the past, the village road would also be at least 3-4 feet 

underwater. Therefore, prior to dyke and irrigation infrastructure investments, boat was the only 

possible mode of transport during the rainy season. Houses also used to flood by 2 to 3 feet. Local 

people build their houses at least 3 feet from the ground level. Consequently, rice could only be grown 

in some hilly areas during the wet season. In the past, rice production was not as prevalent as it is 

today. In fact, most households in Ah Deik rarely grew rice. They grew black gram, cowpea and banana 

as the substitute crops. 

  
Figure 3: Preparing paddy fields Figure 4: Irrigation 
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Figure 5: Banana cultivation 

Flooding also used to deposit large amounts of soil to create many “Dohn” (floating islands), making 

it difficult for farmers to clear the land for cultivation. Clearing of these islands required labor and 

time. Rice production was made even more difficult in the past due to the government’s compulsory 

rice procurement policy, where farmers were required to sell quotas of rice to the government at low 

prices. This had to be done irrespective of whether the rice yield was good or bad. In addition to 

limited agriculture opportunities, water borne diseases occurred frequently due to the use of unclean 

water, with little access to modern medicine or health treatment. A lack of health-related knowledge 

and access to medicine was common cause of deaths of villagers. The mortality rate has decreased 

significantly in the last 3-4 years.  

While flooding created many challenges, it also brought many benefits. As elaborated in Section 7 

below, flooding created opportunities for fishing, with several fish species and prawns being caught 

by households. These provided both income and a rich source of protein and micronutrients in 

household diets. Moreover, the alluvial deposits from floods are a natural replenishment of soil 

nutrients, thus maintaining soil fertility. This is also achieved during the floods by the death and decay 

of a plant locally known as “Thake – Thakan” in the rice fields. With the withdrawal of water, these 

plants die and decompose, enhancing soil fertility. Before the construction of dykes around the village, 

reeds that grew in the village were used to make mats. This supported about 10 reed-mat makers in 

the village, though only three remain today.   
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6. Flood Control Infrastructure, Changes in the Flood Regime and Implications for 

Livelihoods  

Compared to 20 years ago, cultivation has replaced fishing as the primary livelihood after the dam and 

dyke investments significantly reduced flooding and increased the availability of water for irrigation. 

Before the canals were built, Ah Deik village flooded for four months, from June to September. After 

the canals were built, the duration of flooding was reduced to two months from July to August. Prior 

to these investments, fishing assumed a more prominent livelihood than it does now, and most 

households balanced some rice production and fishing which provided a ‘good livelihood’. During this 

period, fishing in ponds was the main livelihood. Rice was in fact bought from outside the village. 

After 1988, digging of ditches around the village, the construction of reservoirs in the Maubin 

Township and the presence of canals and sluice gates reduced the frequency and severity of flooding. 

This created more favorable conditions for growing crops. During 1988-1996, every household 

participated in digging of canals and building village roads. After 1988 there were improvements in 

many aspects of life, including transportation and communication, health, economy, education and 

social relations. 

6.1. Expansion of Dry Season Rice Paddy Cultivation 

Since 1990, as the construction dykes created good drainage, and irrigation allowed the area of rice 

cultivation to expand rapidly. Virgin and fallow lands were brought under cultivation of summer paddy 

rice. These improvements also encouraged farmers to invest in farm machinery and today almost all 

the operations are mechanized. In rice cultivation there is no longer seedling nurseries or rice 

transplanting. Instead, broadcasting is practiced as it saves labor. This has significantly reduced the 

demand for agriculture labor, and the daily wage has reduced from 6,000-7,000 kyats in 1998 to only 

2,000 kyats today. As the daily wage is low in the village, and mechanization has reduced labor 

opportunities for women in particular in the agriculture sector, female workers go to towns to look 

for jobs. Currently, men do the remaining labor in agriculture that requires physical strength. With the 

construction of irrigation facilities, dry season rice production has become more dominant with more 

acres put under production. 

Before the irrigation system was built, summer rice produced 40-60 baskets per acre in this area. 

Today summer rice yields around 100-120 baskets per acre on average. In the past, most of the 

farmers grew “Yar Kyaw 1, Yar Kyaw 2” rice varieties. Today, farmers mostly grow Thihtetyin, 

Manawthukha, Palethwe, Sinthukha and Mayin paddy strains for their summer paddy. Further yield 
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gains (up to 80 baskets per acre) are not possible due to pest infestation and continuous standing 

water in the rice fields. In fact, in 2017, the yield was just 30 baskets per acre due to pest infestation. 

During the rainy season, some farmers grow monsoon and deep-water rice. However, these types of 

rice are less profitable and more labor intensive. The receding water at the end of the monsoon season 

causes deep-water rice to lodge, making harvesting difficult and inefficient. Moreover, after the 

harvest of deep-water rice, the land needs to be cleared for summer rice production. Preparing the 

land takes time due to the long stems and roots of deep-water paddy. The quality of the rice for human 

consumption is also now considered to be low, resulting in low market prices. For these reasons, deep-

water rice is not profitable for farmers because the production cost is higher than the return. But most 

of the farmers who grow deep-water rice think that they can earn enough money to compensate for 

their labor. 

Consequently, since 2000, deep-water rice is limited to a small area. This means that during the rainy 

season, apart from the small area of monsoon rice grown on the limited elevated land, the lowlands 

are mainly left fallow, resulting in monsoon rice production in the village being low. However, it is 

worth noting that monsoon rice does not need irrigation, and the amount of fertilizer applied is half 

the amount applied for summer rice. This means that monsoon rice contributes significantly less to 

the long-term impacts of soil and water pollution. As explained by an 84-year-old farmer: 

Although there is a dyke, water is still released in the rainy season to protect the dyke 

from breaking. This means that farmlands still floods in the rainy season. Deep-water 

paddy is grown in the rainy season in order to supplement our income. But the 

acreage of the deep-water paddy grown has not increased. I cannot say accurately 

how much area is devoted to deep-water paddy because it changes each year. 

Although the acres of deep-water paddy are high this year, the amount may be low 

next year.  

Summer rice is grown after the floodwater recedes in December and January. Farmers have to 

coordinate with the head of the village to irrigate the farmlands. The village head, together with the 

farmers, go to the person who is in-charge of the dam to report that the farmlands need to be 

irrigated. This person often replies that he cannot send water into the farmlands because the door of 

the dam is blocked with rubbish. After villagers clear away the rubbish, the person in-charge of the 

dam sends water to the farmlands. Some years, the floodwaters are slow to recede, which delays 

planting. This was the case in 2017 as explained by a 53-year old farmer: 
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We cannot grow the summer paddy yet this year as the water is still left in the 

farmlands. As the flow of water is slow in the creeks this year, the farmers are facing 

grievances. Last year, paddy seedlings were grown in all farmlands after the 8th 

Waxing Day of Pyatho (Pay Pin Pagoda Festival). For the time being, we haven’t 

grown summer paddy rice yet because there is still water in the farmlands. 

 Moreover, since summer rice requires the application of insecticides and herbicides to control pests, 

plant hormones are sprayed to strengthen plant growth, and irrigation is required. Cultivating summer 

rice is expensive. Some landowners have only two to five acres in Ah Deik. They sell/lease their 

farmlands to other wealthy farmers as they cannot make investments in the farmlands due to unusual 

weather patterns that have made farming more risky and unpredictable. This unprofitability means 

that some households are unable to repay the agricultural loans provided by the government. Not 

only does this preclude them from receiving government loans for the next cropping season, these 

households are forced to borrow from informal lenders at high interest rates to repay the government. 

Some households have even had to sell their land to settle these debts.  

Thus, some landowners do not get profit from summer rice production, and some rent or sell their 

farm to other villagers, and migrate to Yangon, or go to Thailand and Singapore to find better jobs. 

Many of the youth permanently migrate to Yangon to work in factories. Some villagers work seasonal 

jobs such as transplanting paddy seedlings and harvest rice in other villages. At least 30 percent of the 

people in the village have migrated to other places during recent years.  

6.2. Limiting Access to Fisheries and Fishing Rights 

With less flooding, there is now less access to fish. One option for catching fish is when the sluice gate 

is opened from time to time in the monsoon season to release water pressure on the sluice gate. The 

Department of Fisheries releases young fish during the Waso and Wakhaung periods (around July-

August) into the canal. These can be caught over the next 4-5 months. The fish caught are usually 

Rohtee catio, Cirrhina mrigala, Clarius batrachus, Ophiocephalus striatus, and tilapia. 

However, in areas that are still flooded in the rainy season (mainly the deep-water rice areas), fishing 

rights are controlled by the Department of Fisheries. Households that own the land do not necessarily 

enjoy the right to fish on that land. Some of the deep-water rice areas have now been converted to 

fishponds, and the right to fish in them is auctioned by the Fisheries Department. These rights are 

often bought by businessmen. The fisheries department gets money from the auctioning of fishing 

ponds. The government uses these proceeds for irrigation infrastructure, roads, loans to farmers, and 
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so on. Households are then required to gain permission from these right holders to catch fish for 

household consumption, even from their own land. When the water covers the farmland, farmers do 

not own the fish there. If villagers want to catch fish from their farmland, they must pay the 

businessmen. There are about 10 fishing ponds in Ah Deik, and the number is increasing. As rice 

production appears not to be so profitable, rice fields are being replaced with ponds, but most villagers 

do benefit from these fishing ponds although some pond owners are also Ah Deik villagers.  

The fish caught are sold in the village or transported to Yangon. In Yangon, fish are sold mainly to 

wholesalers. Therefore, there appears to be a gradual return to fishing, but the system is very different 

to traditional practices that used to allow all households to participate in fishing. The fishing auction 

system linked to specific ponds excludes many households from accessing fisheries resources, 

benefiting mainly the wealthy households that have the capital to win the auctions. Therefore, despite 

this seeming resurgence in fishing, overall access to fisheries has declined significantly after the dyke 

and irrigation investments. Prior to this, the locally so-called “Japan fish”, snakehead fish 

(Ophicephalus striatus), and freshwater catfish (Heteropneustes fossilis) were abundant, as were 

prawns. Fishing was thus a profitable livelihood and provided good nutrition for households. After the 

construction of canals, fish and prawn have become rare.  

As river water entering the area is managed by sluice gates, naturally available fish and prawns that 

enter with river have declined, and fishing has been replaced by rice cultivation. In the past, villagers 

who did not grow rice, could earn a good livelihood by selling fishing. Now, the Fishery Department 

releases varieties of young fish during Waso and Wakhaung (around July and August) into the canal 

and people can catch these varieties of fishes to sell. 
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Figure 6: Various aspects of fishing and fish product 

Conclusion 

Before the construction of sluice gates, the production of a summer variety of rice in Ah Deik was 

lower than recent years. After sluice gates were built, it conserves and controls water during the 

monsoon season and discharges it during summer for irrigating paddy fields. Therefore, villagers have 

expanded their paddy land by clearing the nearby forests. Seasonal floods carry silt into the paddy 

field during monsoon season. This deposition of fertile silt is very supportive to support the expansion 

of summer paddy rice cultivation. 
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Because the sluice gate is closed during the monsoon season, the number of fish entering flooded rice 

fields is reduced. Though the intention of sluice gates is to prevent river water from flooding the 

paddies, the sluice gate is sometimes opened during floods for fear of damaging the gate. Fish that 

enter the village with flooding through streams and creeks are caught. Fish provide nutrition when 

they are eaten and increase family income when they are sold. Some of the deep-water rice areas 

have now been converted to fishponds, and the right to fish in them is auctioned by the Fisheries 

Department. The fishing auction system linked to ponds excludes many households from accessing 

fisheries resources, benefiting mainly the wealthy households that have the capital to win the 

auctions. Therefore, despite this seeming resurgence in fishing, overall access to fisheries has declined 

significantly after the dyke and irrigation investments.  

The construction of sluice gates by the government for agriculture development, the development 

from traditional farming to mechanized farming, the development of communication and 

transportation by highway construction, the improvement of knowledge and increase in job 

opportunities all contribute to the socioeconomic development. While the construction of sluice gates 

and dykes increases the opportunity to expand dry season rice cultivation land, it also destroys the 

natural ecosystem; e.g., the disappearance of forests and habitat for sparrows. Moreover, dry-season 

paddy requires capital and inputs that have caused many farmers to fall into debt, which has been a 

push factor behind family members migrating out of the village to find jobs elsewhere. The evolution 

from traditional farming to mechanized farming has also reduced labor requirements. As a result, day 

laborers migrate to other places to support their family in the village. Due to development in 

communication and transportation, and job opportunities in urban areas, most youths migrate to 

other places for the whole year to work there. While in the past households relied on fisheries during 

the monsoon season for food and income, access to fisheries is now limited for many households and 

livelihood options have reduced to growing flood tolerant/resistant rice during this season. Household 

members must thus find jobs outside the village or rely on remittances from family members.  
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Abstract 

Knowing the problems of the child labor issue, the government of Myanmar has tried to solve this 

problem. Consequently, there was a decrease in the number of child laborers in 2019. However, as 

children generally take part in the informal sectors such as various agricultural occupations, small-

scale manufacturing and domestic work that are not counted in the formal working force statistics, 

the actual numbers could be more than the formal statistics. 

Thus, this paper analyzes the persistence of child labor problem in Myanmar by raising the questions 

of the effectiveness of existing child labor laws and standards and the influential demand and supply 

factors at the micro and macro level. In order to implement the objective, this study employed the 

descriptive method by mainly using the inter censual survey data (November 2019 - February 2020) 

from department of population, Ministry of Labor, Immigration and Population, child labor related 

laws, reports from international organizations such as ILO, UNICEF and other relevant literatures. At 

the macro level, inconsistency of the existing laws related to child labor and weak enforcement is 

more likely to create the demand for child labor. On the other hand, at the micro level, poverty, high 

cost of education, transportation, cultural attitude towards child labor and educational quality may 

be more influential supply factors. Despite child labor being inevitable, the incidence should be 

reduced by every plausible means. Among other plausible solutions in an effort to lessen the problems 

of child labor, creating occupations for raising families’ incomes, reducing the cost of education, 

developing transportation facilities, improving educational quality, conducting awareness-raising 

activities about child labor should be prioritized before implementing stringent laws and enforcement. 

Keywords: child labor; demand and supply factors of child labor; Myanmar 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Rationale 

As a developing country where 24.8 percent of its population are suffered from poverty (Asian 

Development Bank [ADB], 2020), child labor is one of the particular concerns in Myanmar. According 

to the Labor Force Survey Report (Ministry of Labor, Immigration and Population [MOLIP], 2015), aged 

5 to 17 years of 1.13 million children or 9.3 percent of the child population are in the workforce of 

child labor. Underage workers (younger than 14, the legal minimum) are prevalent in many sectors, 

ranging from construction to teashops (Business for Social Responsibility [BSR], 2016). In addition, 

over 600,000 Myanmar children are engaged in hazardous work that harms their health, safety and 

morals (International Labor Organization [ILO], 2018). In Myanmar, widespread practice of child labor 

occurs in the agriculture (60.5%) and manufacturing (12%) sectors (ILO, 2019). As a consequence, the 

scenario of young workers engaging at urban teashops, local stores and restaurants, tourism, 

plantations, transports firms, private households and construction sites, with domestic chores, and in 

agricultural fields seems common in Myanmar.  

In an effort of eliminating child labor, Myanmar has been struggling not only at its best effort, but also 

with the help of International organizations such as UNICEF, ILO and Save the Children. It has ratified 

the laws in order to align with the international standard and set up the organizations for necessary 

measures to enforce the laws and standards. However, according to Save the Children (2019), 

Myanmar is found to be one of the worst countries in ASEAN in terms of providing a safe and fostering 

environment for children. This highlights the requirement of flexible and adaptable programs 

implementation suited for children and the society to tackle the issue of child labor (Okusa, 2008). In 

this context, this study tries to find out the reasons for the persistence of child labor in Myanmar. 

1.2 Objective 

The objective of this study is to examine why child labor problem prevails significant despite the 

relentless efforts of Myanmar. In order to fulfill the objective, the following questions are explored: 

(1) Whether the laws and standards relating to child labor are effective or not? 

(2) What are the factors influencing child labor? 

1.3 Data and Methodology 

To find the determinants of child labor in Myanmar, this study uses descriptive method by employing 

both primary and secondary data and by analyzing various literatures and studies related to child labor. 

In analyzing the effectiveness of existing laws and standards relating to child labor, the Minimum Age 

Convention, 1973 (No. 138), the Worst Forms of Child Labor Convention, 1999 (No. 182), the amended 
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Shops and Establishments Act (1951) & Factories Act (1951), the Child Law (1993) and the Education Law 

(2014), MGMA Code of Conduct (2015) and the Child Rights Law (2019) are accessed from UNICEF, ILO 

and some relevant E-libraries. The statistics such as number of people engaging at work, numbers of 

people who stopped schooling and who never attended school are obtained from Inter censual survey 

data which is included 448,553 persons from 132,092 households across the country (November 2019 

- February 2020) available at Department of Population (MOLIP, 2020), Myanmar. Some other 

statistics are taken from the reports of UNICEF, ILO, & other previous studies.  

1.4 Limitations 

The study was first intended to do the survey to explore the reasons behind the prevalence of child 

labor in informal and formal sector as well as to analyze how much of each reason is correlated to the 

incidence of child labor. However, the outbreak of COVID-19 failed the first intention. If the study 

could implement the first intention, it can be done both qualitatively and quantitatively and provide 

more specific convincing reasons between informal and formal sectors. Nevertheless, the availability 

of the most updated child labor statistics from the department of population, MOLIP, could still 

support to find out the prominent reasons of child labor in the economy as a whole and the plausible 

solutions to combat the child labor problem in Myanmar.  

2. Literature Review 

Recognizing undesirable consequences of child labor such as perpetuation of household’s poverty, 

disturbance on economic growth (Galli, 2001; Edmonds, 2016), the elimination of child labor is one of 

the priorities of the ILO as well as respective governments of the countries. Consequently, many 

studies emphasize the factors influencing child labor in specific nation in accordance with the ILO 

conventions and explore the credible solutions in order to reduce the incidence of child labor. In this 

perspective, this literature review focus on the factors affecting child labor. 

To examine the relationship between the prevalence of child labor and low school enrollments, 

Masuhama (2006) applies unbalanced panel regression analysis by using 106 countries between 1990 

and 2003. Employing four groups of independent variables: economic, political, educational, and 

socio-cultural, it finds that economic development seems to be an important factor in reducing child 

labor. Along with the political factor, economic development is significant in stimulating secondary 

school enrolment. Besides, secondary school enrollment may be more important than primary school 

enrollment in reducing child labor.  
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Moreover, Khanam and Rahman (2006) investigate the role of education, poverty and birth order 

regarding with child labor in developing countries. Their study shows that the higher the cost of 

education compared to the benefit leads to the higher likelihood of a child being sent to work. It also 

finds that poor school facilities and poor quality of education also leads to higher incidence of child 

labor. On the other hand, easy access to credit market, income transfer programmes to households 

and law of compulsory schooling can possibly reduce child labor. According to them, older children 

are more likely to be sent to work compared to their siblings. Girls’ work  participation is higher than 

the boys’ work participation, and girls are more likely to participate in housework, while boys are more 

likely to participate in market work. 

Fatima (2013) studied the “Economics of Child Labor” by exploring the supply and demand side 

determinants of child labor at macro, meso and micro level. At macro and meso levels of analysis, the 

study focuses on the demand of child labor while it explores the supply side determinants of child 

labor at the micro level. At macro level, trade openness, FDI inflow raises the standard of living in an 

economy thereby reducing child labor incidence. At the meso level, high adult wages in an area 

increase demand for child labor while presence of adult unemployed proportion in an area reduces 

demand for child labor. However, the presence of unemployed adult in a house increases the 

incidence of child labor. Export reduces supply of child labor by affecting the income of poor at the 

macro level while on the meso level, subcontracting of production process to small informal sector 

increases demand for child labor. A high proportion of child labor is found the informal sector being 

unprotected by law. At micro levels, mother’s decision-making power significantly decreases child 

labor supply and increases child schooling and this is more significant in case of girls than boys. 

Whether children work for generating income or as family helpers, mothers are equally concerned for 

their welfare. Their decision-making power significantly reduce supply of child labor. 

Similarly, child labor problem in Myanmar has been analyzed by industries, sectors, and regions. 

According to the report of BSR (2016) that conducts interviews with key industry observers and 

participants, in Myanmar garment sector underage workers are rarely found and small percentage of 

young workers are employed; however, they have to work the same working hours as adults. This is 

the result of weak law enforcement related to working hours and working conditions (BSR, 2016).  

In Hlaing Thar Yar Industrial Zone, majority of interviewed children are underage and works longer 

working hours than that of prescribed by law for their age group (ILO, 2015). The report of ILO (2015) 

argues that these children generally stop schooling after grade 4 or 5 so as to help their families. To 

the report, younger children are more likely to engage at informal and unregulated works exposing 

higher risk of illness and injuries while older children are found in formal sector such as garment and 
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food industries. Nevertheless, Kaung Myat Zaw (2019) explores the perception and management of 

employers on child labor by conducting the survey of restaurants, teashops and food center in 

Kamayut and Hlaing townships in Myanmar and argues that some employers do not have the 

knowledge concerning with the laws and regulations related to child labor, but 97.5 percent of 

respondent employers take responsibility of basic requirements of the children and create an 

appropriate working environment. His result is somehow consistent with the report of BSR (2016) 

expounding that employers or firms in Myanmar do not necessarily have a strong interest in recruiting 

child labor, but they hire the children in the sense of providing social assistance. 

The above studies highlight three main points: first, the determinants of child labor could be different 

depending on the sector, region and country, though poverty is the most dominant factor among 

others; second, in the case of child labor in Myanmar, supply factors may be more influential than 

demand factors; and third, even the determinants may be the same; the approaches to reduce the 

occurrence of child labor could be different. Besides to my knowledge, no study has done on the 

country as a whole though child labor in Myanmar has been studied on industry, sector or region. 

Thus, this study examines the factors influencing demand for and supply of child labor in Myanmar at 

micro and macro levels in the context of Fatima (2013) and explores the feasible solutions to reduce 

the incidence of the child labor.  

3. Definitions of Child Labor and Child Labor Law of Myanmar 

3.1 Definitions of Child Labor 

As the elimination of child labor is the basic principle of ILO, it has adopted a number of International 

Labor Standards related to children since its inception. Among them, there are two core Conventions 

relating to the elimination of child labor and protection of adolescent workers: i.e., the Minimum Age 

Convention, 1973 (No. 138) and the Worst Forms of Child Labor Convention, 1999 (No. 182).  

Based on the International Labor Conventions on Child Labor, ILO set the boundaries of the types of 

work with respect to the minimum age as in table 3.1. The minimum age for Hazardous work in both 

developed and developing countries is set at 18 years. The hazardous work is one where an 

unsatisfactory physical condition that is likely to harm health, safety or morals of children (ILO, 2018). 

Age limitation for regular work in both developed and developing countries are fixed at 16 years. For 

light work, minimum age is set at 15 years for developed countries, but 14 years for developing 

countries under ILO’s exemption.  
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Table 3.1: Minimum Age for Admission to Employment or Work by Countries Set by ILO 

Types of Works Developed Countries Developing Countries 

Hazardous work 18 years 18 years 

Regular work 16 years 16 years 

Light work 15 years 15 years (or 14 years subject to exceptions 
allowed by the ILO) 

Source: ILO convention No. 138  

However, there is no single international standard for child labor. Based on the following basic 

principles set by ILO, countries may set the standard on their own.  

“1. The general minimum working age must be in line with the end of compulsory education _ 

children below this age should be in school rather than in work or employment (unless exceptions 

apply). This is generally 15 years of age, but may differ by country.  

2. The minimum age of hazardous work shall not be less than 18 years of age (an exception may be 

permissible as from 16 years under strict conditions).” 

According to ILO (2018), the two different age groups of children (below or above the general 

minimum working age) require different approaches: 

- Regardless of working conditions, children under the minimum working age must be helped 

to return to school. Nevertheless, the children working at hazardous work must be prioritized 

to get back to school. 

- Children between the minimum working age and 18 years must be given protection from any 

worst forms of child labor. Rearrangement for the children engaging in the hazardous work to 

non-hazardous work is necessary. Or else, they should be taken out from the work. Thus, 

hazardous work list needs to be clarified to give effective protection for these children.  

Under the UNICEF definitions, child labor is as follows: 

(a) Children 5 to 11 years of age who work at least one hour of economic activity or 28 hours of 

domestic work 

(b) Children 12 to 14 years of age who work at least 14 hours of economic activity or 42 hours of 

economic activity and domestic work combined within a week  

(c) Children who are either too young to work or are engaged in hazardous activities harmful to their 

physical, mental, social or educational development (UNICEF, 2009&2017). 
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3.2 Myanmar’s Legal Reforms and International Cooperation Related to Child Labor 

The government of Myanmar has initiated economic and social reform measures since the beginning 

of 2011. With the support of ILO for its legal reforms, a number of laws and regulations were adopted. 

The Parliament has ratified the Worst forms of Child Labor Convention, 1999 (No.182) in December 

2013 (ILO, 2019). Since being ratified the convention (No.182), Myanmar collaborates with ILO not 

only in policy and legislation areas but also in the implementation of combating child labor.  

In order to improve the existing laws, Myanmar also cooperated with UNICEF since 1950 in reducing 

child mortality, improving access and quality of education and protecting children from violence, 

abuse and exploitation (UNICEF, 2017). UNICEF has provided the technical support to the Department 

of Social Welfare in redrafting Myanmar Child Law. The law will include amendments to the legislative 

framework related to child labor. UNICEF focuses on the right of working children to engage in work 

in accordance with law and of his own decision, to ensure the hours of employment, rest and leisure 

and other reliefs prescribed by law (UNICEF, 2017).  

Accordingly, Myanmar adopted the first National Action Plan (NAP) on Child Labor (ILO, 2019). The 

ultimate goal of NAP is to effectively prevent and protect all boys and girls from child labor, especially 

the worst forms by 2030. In February 2018, the National Committee for the Eradication of Child Labor 

including the vice president, representatives of key ministries, worker’s and employer’s organizations 

as well as civil society was formed to ensure the finalization and implementation of NAP on child labor 

affairs (Htwe, 2018). It has cooperated with “Technical Working Group on Child Labor-TWGCL”.  

3.3 Myanmar’s Laws and Standards Relevant to Child Labor 

The government of Myanmar has passed several laws and standards for children, no specific law about 

child labor is available in Myanmar (ILO, n.d.), however, there are the key laws that are directly related to 

the child labor. This makes some contradiction among the laws, e.g., MGMA Code of Conduct (2015) set 

minimum working age as 15 years old whereas Child Rights Law (2019) set the minimum working age as 14 

years. Besides, it is difficult to enforce the existing laws. Though the worst forms of child labor including 

the child engaging at hazardous work is target to eliminate, the hazardous work list is under the process. 

The existing laws related to child labor are the Shops and Establishments Act (1951), the Factories Act 

(1951), the Child Law (1993), the Education Law (2014), MGMA Code of Conduct (2015) and Child Rights 

Law (2019) and are presented in table 3.2.  

In order to align with the current situations, the factories Act and the Shops and Establishments Act 

enacted in 1951 were amend in 2016. The 2016 amendments raised the minimum working age from 

13 to 14 years for young workers in the manufacturing sector and in shops and establishments.  
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While the Shop and Establishment Act and Factories Act prohibit children under 13 to work, they do not 

cover children working in other sectors such as agriculture and the informal economy, where the vast 

majority of child labor is believed to exist. Both of these two laws do not comply with the minimum age 

principles laid down in ILO “fundamental” Conventions on child labor (ILO C.138 and C. 182) as ILO set the 

minimum age for developing countries at 14 years. Moreover, some sectors were not covered by existing 

labor laws.  

Table 3.2: Myanmar National Laws and Standards  

Source: Report of Business for Social Responsibility (BSR, 2016) & ILO (2019) 

Concerning with the minimum age for employment, trade union representatives have recommended 

a combination of employment and education for working children (MCRB, 2017). In other words, 

minimum working age should be consistent with the completion of compulsory education to work 

legally until compulsory education, there will be a gap. So, in the process of reforming basic education 

No. Source 
Age 

(years) 
Conditions 

1. 

Factory Act (1951) 
*revised January 

2016 
(Minimum age: 14 

years) 
 
 

14 -18 

- Medical certificate of fitness required.  
- Prohibited from cleaning, lubricating, or adjusting machinery 

while machine is in motion  
- Prohibited from being employed in factory where cotton opener 

 is at work.  
- Prohibited from lifting, carrying, or moving heavy loads likely to 

cause injury 

14-16 

- Maximum of 4 hours/day.  
- No work between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m.  

- Only two shifts allowed; no overlap; only one factory.  
- Work on Sundays prohibited 

16-18 
- Can work as an adult if in possession of medical certificate 

(conditions listed above for 14-18 still apply); if not, must also 
work under restrictions for those aged 14-16 Shops 

2. 

Shops and 
Establishments Act 

(1951) 
*revised 

January 2016 
 (Minimum age: 14 

years 

14-16 

- Maximum of 4 hours/day, with 30 minutes rest each day.  
- No work between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m.  

- Must have at least one rest day per week, no particular day 
specified 

14-18 

- Prohibited from working unless in possession of a medical 
certificate proving fitness to do so.  

- Not allowed to work in hazardous conditions of work which are 
specifically identified 

3. Child Law ( 1993) 
Not 

defined 
- Childhood ends at age 16 

- Youth defined as 16-18 

4. Education Law(2014) 
Not 

defined 
- Need to finish compulsory primary education 

5. 
MGMA Code of 
Conduct (2015)  

 

15   
 

- Where underage workers are already employed or discovered, 
companies should strive to support reasonable remediation 

measures that promote social integration of children and enable 
them to enroll in school or alternative education programs 

6. 
Child Rights 
Law(2019) 

14 - Forbid children from doing dangerous forms of labor 
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law with the intention of raising the age of compulsory education, the government set the minimum 

working age at 15 MGMA Code of Conduct (2015).  

Besides, the Child Law of Myanmar which was promulgated in 1993 diverged significantly from the 

standards set in the definition of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child-CRC. A child 

is anyone under the age of 18 to the CRC’s definition, whereas a child is defined as anyone less than 

16 years of age to the 1993 Child Law. In order to align with the national policies and regulatory 

framework of the UN CRC that Myanmar ratified in 1991, Myanmar enacted the Child Rights Law on 

24 July 2019 (UNICEF, 2019). Under this law, a child is defined as anyone under the age of 18. It also 

set the minimum working age at 14 years such that working children are covered by the legal 

protection in all areas. So, this is the general minimum age of work specified outside of factories, shops 

and establishments. However, labor organizations and child rights experts have pointed out that 

setting higher minimum age in factories could lead to higher number of young people engaging in 

worse types of employment, or street children (MCRB, 2017). 

In order to effectively reduce the child labor, Myanmar prohibits the children from working at certain 

Industries. A provision in the amended Factories Act bans children from working in the worst forms of 

labor that deter his education and in a workplace where he would be exploited. In addition, the 

Myanmar Garment Manufacturers Association-MGMA ratified a Code of Conduct in January 2015. 

This is a commitment to eliminate child labor and set to a minimum working age of 15. MGMA (Code 

of Conduct 2015) requires member companies to implement an age verification process during 

recruitment and before employment. The Code also protects young workers, and ensures that their 

working conditions are not hazardous, dangerous, or unsafe, including a prohibition on night work, 

dangerous substances and machinery. 

There are twenty industries in which children are not allowed to work in 108 kinds of jobs and those 

are agriculture and animal husbandry, construction, extraction of stone and minerals, petroleum and 

natural gas, transportation, fishing, garment, fishing and manufacturing, and distribution of electricity 

(Htwe, 2018). Although the hazardous work list has been ratified since 2015 according to directives of 

the ILO, it is still under finalization of MOLIP (ILO, 2019). As a consequence, the law could not be 

enforced effectively till its completion.  

4. Analysis of Child Labor in Myanmar 

Child labor is defined as any work undertaken by children under the legal minimum working age and 

by children above the legal minimum age but under the age of eighteen working under the conditions 
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detrimental to their development potentials. However, this study focuses on the Minimum age and 

under age group (5 to 14 years) so as to make a clear understanding the vulnerable underage group.  

4.1 Context of Child Labor in Myanmar 

According to ILO (2019), widespread practice of child labor occurs in the agriculture (60.5%) and 

manufacturing (12%) in Myanmar. The scene of young workers engaging at urban teashops, local 

stores and restaurants, tourism, plantations, transports firms, private households and construction 

sites, with domestic chores, and in agricultural fields are also common.  

Table 4.1 shows that the number of working children by their age group. According to the table, total 

population in Myanmar is over 46 million and of which, over 9.2 million people (19.82 percent) is 

found to be the aged group between 5-14 years. Over 23.2 million people of total population are 

working at various occupations and of which 309 thousand people (1.33 percent) fall into the age 

group of 5-14 years.  

Table 4.1: Number of Working Children by Their Age Group (2019) 
Age (both 

sex) 

 

Total 

population 

(persons) 

People engaging at 

work(persons) 

People engaging at work 

(percentage) 

5-90+ 46,463,285 23,220,305 49.98 

 5  869,019   2,702  0.31 

 6  856,683   3,671  0.43 

 7  900,974  10,251  1.14 

 8  895,720   9,019  1.01 

 9  956,783  16,234  1.70 

10  945,928  21,882  2.31 

11  941,744  25,501  2.71 

12  951,558  44,081 4.63 

13  986,015  68,869 6.98 

14  903,296  106,869 11.83 

5_14 
9,207,720 

(19.82%) 

 309,079 

 (1.33%) 
 3.36 

Source: Department of population, MOLIP, 2020 

Though children aged 5-11 years in all forms of economic activity and children aged 12-14 years in 

all forms of economic activity except permissible “light” work are not allowed, according to MOLIP 

(2020), 55.95 % engaged in helping without pay in a household/ family business, whereas 44.05 
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percent engaged at paid work for the survival of their families in 2019. Children aged 12-14 are 

allowed to engage in light work, working children work for 52 hours per week in general, more than 

a legal or standard work week, even for adults (MCRB, 2017). Most children working in teashops as 

an example of employee in private sector were between 12 and 14 years old have to work 11 hours 

per day without receiving no paid overtime and 88 percent of the children surveyed reported no 

regular rest day for them (MCRB, 2017). 

Moreover, the table reveals that number of people engaging at work is increasing with each year of 

age from 5 to 14 years. In terms of the percentage of working people, it becomes more serious after 

the age 11. At the age of 14, there is a big increase in child labor (11.83 percent of its population). 

These can clearly be seen in figure 4.1. In reality, the percentage of the child labor of this group can 

be greater than what it said because of unspoken and unreported cases. For those underage workers, 

some tasks may expose them to psychological stress from employers. They are facing many 

difficulties in their workplaces and sometimes, they often work for prolonged hours in very bad 

conditions (ILO, 2015). These situations could make them difficult to grow to their potentials.  

Figure 4.1: Percentage of Working People by Their Age Group 

 
Source: Author’s calculation based on the statistics from Department of Population, MOLIP  

4.2 Factors Affecting Child Labor in Myanmar 

This study examines the determinants of child labor in Myanmar into supply factors and demand 

factors as in the context of Fatima (2013). Nevertheless, Kaung Myat Zaw (2019) argues that most of 

respondent employers in his study take the responsibility of basic requirements of the children and 

create an appropriate working environment and BSR (2016) also suggests that employers or firms in 

Myanmar do not necessarily have a strong interest in recruiting child labor, but they hire the children 
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in the sense of providing social assistance. It underscores that in Myanmar, “the presence of young 

workers in factories is more a product of labor supply than demand”. Thus, this study focuses on 

inconsistent regulations on child labor and limited enforcement that seems to be the most influential 

factor for the child labor demand. Whereas, poverty, high cost of education, transportation, attitude 

towards child labor and educational quality are considered as factors behind child labor supply at the 

micro level.  

4.2.1 Inconsistent Laws and Regulations on Child Labor and Limited Enforcement  

There are a number of problems with the current Myanmar laws with respect to protecting children 

from child labor (BSR, 2016) as a result of no consistency of definition of child across the laws and no 

uniform age of employment. Even with the clear statements, it is difficult to enforce the existing laws 

(BSR, 2016). 

Before 2019, there was no general minimum age of work specified outside of factories, shops and 

establishments and thus some sectors were not covered by existing labor laws. This means that 

working children were not covered by any legal protection in certain areas. Thus, the government of 

Myanmar ratified the Child rights law on 24 June 2019 setting the minimum working age at 14 years 

for all sectors. According to trade union representatives, minimum working age should be consistent 

with the completion of compulsory education so as to work legally until they finished their compulsory 

education (MCRB, 2017). However, National Education Law (2014) does not clearly define the age for 

compulsory education, but in Myanmar only primary education is compulsory and usually completed 

at the age of 11 or 12. Moreover, in the process of reforming basic education law with the intention 

of raising the age of compulsory education, the government set the minimum working age at 15 

MGMA Code of Conduct (2015). This implies that current laws related to child labor still need to be 

harmonized to effectively reduce the child labor problem.  

As presented in table 4.1, the age group of 5-14 engaging at various occupations are still found in the 

country and accounted for 1.33 percent. This underscores the absence of systematic labor inspection 

due to poor human resources (ILO, 2015) and the need of the effective law enforcement.  

Though the Shops and Establishments Act and the Factories Act ratified in 1951 and amended in 2016, the 

child labor problem still exist. For example, the working hours of children engaging in a major industrial 

zone were found out to be more than permitted four hours per day (ILO, 2019). Besides, it is found 

that younger children in Hlaingthayar Industrial Zone were more likely to work in informal and 

unregulated work exposing to hazardous conditions (ILO, 2019). In the meantime, children in rural 

areas work on farms and plantations, often together with parents have formally been hired as labor, 

or in agricultural services, often in potentially hazardous conditions as well (MCRB, 2017).  
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Although child rights law set the minimum working age at 14 years, it is hard to verify the age of the 

children if they are from the migrated family from rural areas where official birth registration is rarely 

made (BSR, 2016). Even if working children are above the legal minimum age for work, their working 

hours could be illegal and there could be lack of educational opportunities. This type of child labor 

could be difficult to trace and require the effective law enforcement (BSR, 2016). 

As a consequence, lack of adequate regulations and the enforcement of existing laws in Myanmar are 

still in question (HRN, 2018 & BSR, 2016) and this, in turn; fail to effectively deter the demand for child 

labor by employers. 

4.2.2 Factors Affecting Child Labor Other than Laws and Regulations  

In Myanmar, only over 5.7 million out of 31.3 million can complete their desired educational level and 

it is accounted for 18.46 percent (MOLIP, 2020). Thus, it is sadly found out that 81.45 percent could 

not fulfill their education as they desire (MOLIP, 2020). According to ILO (2016), children who left 

schools are more likely to be found in work place. In addition to the reasons of dropping out, it is 

essential to look at the number of people who receive compulsory education as the right to receive 

the minimum amount of education should not depend on the background of the child (Khanam and 

Rahman, 2006). Thus, this study examines the reasons of leaving school and never going to school so 

as to explore the supply side determinants of child labor at the micro level as in the study of Fatima 

(2013). These supply side factors of child labor are categorized in two groups: economic reasons and 

non-economic reasons as presented in table 4.2 and discussion is based on their socio-economic 

conditions. 

Table 4.2: Reasons for Stopped Schooling and Never Attended School by Union (2019) 

Main reasons for stopped schooling 
Main reason for never attended school 

aged 3 and over 

State/Region UNION* Percentage State/Region *UNION Percentage 

Total 25563464 100.00 Total 5326565 100.00 

Economic Reasons 18119997 70.88 Economic reasons 2058406 38.64 

1. Could not afford 
schooling (schooling is 
expensive) 

6728001 26.32 1. Could not afford 
schooling  1090750 20.48 

2. To help at home with 
household tasks  5171071 20.23 2. To help at home with 

household tasks  493822  9.27 

3. To help in family farm 2755258 10.78 3. To help in family farm 298020  5.59 

4. To help in family 
business (non-farm) 1223481  4.79 4. To help in family business 

(non-farm)  77552  1.46 

 5. Agricultural work other 
than family farm 474099  1.85 5. Agricultural work other 

than family farm  32715  0.61 
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 6. Non-agricultural work 
other than family business 1768087  6.92 6. Non-agricultural work 

other than family business  65547  1.23 

Non-Economic Reasons 7443467 29.12 Non-Economic reasons 3268160 61.36 

 1. Child was failing, falling 
behind 2727161 10.67 1. Too young 1851392 34.76 

 2. School too 
far/transportation difficult 1415158  5.54 2. School too far/ 

transportation difficulties   499997  9.39 

 3. Security situation   353903  1.38 3. Security situation  159645  3.00 

4. Language barrier   58299  0.23 4. Language barrier  55433  1.04 

5. Illness, injury, disability 610777  2.39 5. Illness, injury, disability 190906  3.58 

6. Child was difficult 
relations with peers, 
teachers, bullying 

 46397  0.18 6. Child not interested in 
schooling 199416  3.74 

7. School content not 
relevant to everyday life or 
future employment/ not 
interesting  

1051943  4.12 
7. Parents do not think 
sending school is not 
important 

248619  4.67 

8. Marriage/ 
pregnancy/child birth 1015253  3.97 8. Other  62752  1.18 

9. Other  164576  0.64       
Source: Department of population, MOLIP, 2020 

Note: Author’s calculation based on the data provided by the Department of Population  

Financial Hardship 

In the study of Fatima (2013), the supply side determinants of child labor at the micro level mother’s 

decision-making power could significantly decrease the child labor supply and increases child 

schooling. In this study, mother’s decision-making power is regarded as family decision making power 

and this family’s decisions for dropping out and never sending to school or work may essentially come 

from financial difficulty. In other words, poverty of the family seems to be directly related to the 

incidence of child labor (Khanam and Rahman, 2006).  

In Myanmar, the economic reasons of dropping out are 70.88 percent of the total dropouts and people 

who never attend the school for economic reasons are 38.64 percent of its total as shown in table 4.2. 

These combined situations imply that poverty is likely to be the main factor for the incidence of child 

labor in Myanmar. Besides, UNESCO (2020) suggests that 97.9 percent of primary school enrolment 

rate in 2018 shows a high value of Myanmar society on education and family decision on sending 

children to work rather than sending to school is a result of poverty (BSR,2016).  

High Cost of Education 

Among the economic reasons, high cost of education is the most evident economic reason for stopped 

schooling and never attending school as presented in table 4.2. This is in line with the finding of 

Khanam & Rahman (2006) that the higher cost of education leads to the higher incidence of child 
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labor. As education is expensive, 26.32 percent cannot finish their education. Besides, 20.48 percent 

of the total number of people without education is also resulted from high cost of schooling. This is 

worth noting because education is free and compulsory through primary school (around age 12) and 

will gradually be extended to higher grades according to the National Education Law (2014) (MOE, 

2014). It seems that the cost of books, uniforms, fees, donations to school maintenance and school 

supplies, prize awarding ceremony for various activities and homage paying ceremony may deter the 

enrollment. This means that many households in Myanmar are still too poor to afford the theoretically 

free compulsory education supplied by the government. Although the table could not trace the 

number of dropouts at each educational level, UNESCO (2020) reveals that in 2018, the enrolment 

rates of primary education and secondary education are 97.9 percent and 64.1 percent respectively. 

This drastic drop of the enrolment rate after primary education is likely to increase the supply of child 

labor. This shows that stimulating secondary school enrolment could be more important than primary 

school enrolment in the reduction of child labor as found in Masuhama (2006). Moreover, coupled 

with expensive education, poor families generally stop sending their children to school once they fail 

or fall behind and may send to work for additional family income. As presented in table 4.2, non-

economic reasons for dropping outs are accounted for 29.12 percent of the total dropouts and among 

these non-economic reasons, students drop out of school for failing or falling behind is the most 

significant and is accounted for 10.67 percent. 

Cultural Attitudes 

Table 4.2 reveals that other economic reasons of leaving school and never attending school are the 

same and are to help their family for generating additional income. Reasons of leaving school are 

helping at home household’s tasks (20.23 percent), helping in family firms (10.78 percent), helping in 

non-farm family businesses (4.79 percent), helping in agricultural works other than family farm (1.85 

percent), and non-agricultural works other than family businesses (6.92 percent) and are added up to 

44.57 percent. Meanwhile, reasons of never attending school are helping at home household’s tasks 

(9.27 percent), helping in family firms (5.59 percent), helping in non-farm family businesses (1.46 

percent), helping in agricultural works other than family farm (0.61 percent), and non-agricultural 

works other than family businesses (1.23 percent) and are summed up to (18.16) percent. These 

economic reasons somehow reflect the cultural attitude that family members should help the family 

as much as they can in times of financial troubles regardless of their age (BSR, 2016).  
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Difficulties in Transportation 

Difficulty in transportation is also the reason for stop schooling and for never attending school. It is 

the second most significant non-economic reason for stop schooling (5.4 percent) as well as for never 

accessing education (9.39 percent). The discontinuation in education is likely to occur between 

primary education and secondary education ILO (2016) because the access to lower secondary or 

higher secondary are relatively difficult in rural and suburban areas compared to the access of primary 

schools. After primary education, they often have to transfer their children to the areas where 

secondary school exists. Thus, school enrolment rate of primary education is over 90 percent, but 

enrolment rate for secondary education is over 60 percent (MOLIP, 2020) as parents have to consider 

the cost of transportation given expensive education. Sometimes, in some remote areas, even primary 

schools are not available for every village. So, they have to send their children to the nearest school 

to receive the compulsory education. Even if parents can afford the cost of education, poor or lack of 

transportation may be huge barrier in accessing education and children are more likely to engage in 

child labor (BSR, 2016). Furthermore, poor transportation along with the distance of residence to 

school may make parents or guardians feel that the children are still too young to sending school and 

this is accounted for 34.76 percent as in the table. This is often found in rural and remote areas of the 

country (ILO, 2016) since 71 percent of total population lives in rural area (MOLIP, 2020) and may 

increase the availability of child labor in rural area of Myanmar. 

Poor Quality of Education and Perception towards Education 

Some parents stop sending children to school because they feel that school contents are not relevant 

to everyday life/future employment or not interesting and this reason is 4.12 percent of total dropouts 

as presented in table 4.2. Moreover, 4.64 percent is for the number of parents who do not think 

sending school is not important and 3.74 percent is for the number of children who are not interested 

in schooling. The results seem to be in line with the finding by Khanam & Rahman (2006) stating that 

poor school facilities and educational quality leads to an increase in child labor supply in developing 

countries. Besides, not much difference in earnings among people having primary or secondary 

education or sometimes tertiary education may mislead to the importance of education, e.g., skillful 

mason completed with primary education may have higher income than a clerk at government office 

does (Myjobs.com,2020 & Ministry of Religious Affairs and Culture, 2020). Thus, along with the poor 

quality of education, less awareness for education could lead to the more occurrence of child labor.  
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Other Social Reasons 

Table 4.2 shows that 2.39 percent of children discontinue schooling and 3.58 percent never access 

education due to their serious illness, injuries and disabilities; nevertheless, this may not necessarily 

affect the availability of child labor due to their misfortune. 

Sometimes parents do not send their children to school or stop sending to school because of the 

concern of security and the reasons are accounted for 1.38 percent and 3.00 percent respectively. 

This concern may occur in crisis area and may not enter the child labor force although they may fall 

into the child poverty. 

Of the total dropouts, 0.18 percent faces difficulties in relations with peers, teachers and bullying 

though this is not necessarily common in Myanmar.  

In addition, 0.23 percent of dropouts stop schooling due to language barrier. This may happen in 

remote area where certain ethnic groups may only know their own language because national 

curriculum is written and taught in Burma and English language; nonetheless, this may be a rare case 

as seen in the table. They may engage in child labor force, but language barrier might not necessarily 

affect the occurrence of child labor. 

Other non-economic reason is marriage, pregnancy or child birth and is about 3.97 percent. This might 

not be necessarily related to the children in primary and lower secondary education and concerned 

with the supply of child labor. Other noneconomic reasons for leaving school and not sending school 

are 0.6 percent and 1.18 percent respectively.  

5. Conclusion 

This paper has explored the determinants of child labor by taking demand and supply side factors of 

child Labor in Myanmar in the context of Fatima (2013) by using the inter censual survey data from 

Department of Population, MOLIP, and other relevant statistics from international organizations such 

as UNICEF, ILO and some other relevant literatures. By exploring the demand and supply factors of 

the child labor of aged 5-14 years at the micro and macro levels, this study finds that inconsistent laws 

& regulations and limited enforcement, financial trouble, high cost of education, cultural attitudes, 

difficulties in transportation and poor quality of education & perception towards education could be 

the most influencing factors of child labor in Myanmar.  

As was discussed earlier, though the government of Myanmar has adopted a number of laws and 

regulations in order to mitigate the child labor problem, inconsistency among the child labor relating 

laws and weak enforcement may stimulate demand for child labor in Myanmar as pointed out in 

BSR(2016) & HRN (2018). According to the labor law in Myanmar, only children employing at factory 
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work are regarded as child labor (Htet Naing Zaw, 2017). As the data is used from the Department of 

Population, Myanmar, it may cover only reported cases. Thus, if unreported and unspoken cases are 

considered, the problem could be more serious. Moreover, child labor covers two different groups: 

below the minimum working age (14) group and the group aged 14-18 years that depending on the 

working situation and working hours. If the latter group is taken into account, the incidence of child 

labor problem is larger. Thus, in order to eliminate the child labor problem, adequate and more 

consistent laws that cover all sectors and more enforcement of existing laws via more systematic 

implementation and workforce are still needed in this area (HRN, 2018 & BSR, 2016).  

On the supply side, financial trouble, high cost of education, cultural attitudes, difficulties in 

transportation and poor quality of education & perception towards education could be the most 

influencing factors of child labor in Myanmar.  

As was found earlier, poverty may be the most significant reason for child labor in Myanmar as found 

in the study of Khanam and Rahma (2006) where they found that poverty is a significant reason for 

occurrence of child labor in developing countries. Thus, any necessary measures such as raising the 

adult employment opportunities and ensuring the minimum wage for employees should be 

formulated and implemented to affect poverty reduction. 

The study also finds that expensive education may be one of the significant supply factors of child 

labor in Myanmar because it is the most evident economic reason of stopping education and never 

attending to school as found by Masuhama (2006) and Khanam & Rahman (2006). Children are likely 

to leave school for work after primary education as found in Masuhama (2006) and this drastic 

decrease in secondary school enrolment could be more important than primary school enrolment in 

the reduction of child labor. Thus, any possible remedial measure to reduce the cost of education 

should be considered to reduce child labor. For example, providing food program at schools in poor 

community could be one solution for it. Additionally, encouraging monastic education (formal and 

informal) may stimulate the secondary school enrollment and reduce the number of dropouts because 

there is no cost for uniforms, availability of free meals, and flexible time-table. This in turn may lessen 

the incidence of child labor.  

As majority reside in rural area, difficulty in transportation reduces incentive for children to be in 

school and this may lead to the prevalence of child labor. In order to get the children back to school 

and lower the level of child labor, taking measures to improve the transportation facilities could also 

tackle the problem to some extent.  

Cultural attitude of helping to generate additional family income is one of the reasons that families 

stop sending or never send their children to school and let them engage in various works including 
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households’ chores. Changing cultural values about responsibilities of children and obligations to work 

is essential to eliminate child labor and this could be done by encouraging the public awareness of 

child labor with the help of INGOs and NGOs. Meanwhile, the awareness of child labor and importance 

of education should be enhanced by sharing the knowledge through various organizations and media.  

Based on the analysis, poor quality of education and perception towards education may deteriorate 

the motivation of staying at school and may increase the number of child labor in Myanmar. As 

educational quality improvement is likely to reduce the supply of child labor and essential for human 

resource development that can break the vicious cycle of poverty, redesigning the curriculum that fit 

to future employment opportunities and recruiting required number of teaching staff should be 

implemented while raising the community awareness of education should be considered.  

To sum up, child labor problem seems to be a product of labor supply than demand in the country as 

a whole though BSR (2016) argues that young workers in factories as a result of its supply rather than 

its demand. This may imply that simply changing the law and sharing knowledge for awareness may 

not generate the full desired effect. Alleviating poverty, reducing cost of education, developing 

transportation, raising awareness of community members in changing cultural values, and improving 

educational quality & raising awareness on importance of education should be prioritized before the 

enforcement of the laws. Or else, stringent laws and enforcement may lead to worsen the situation 

(MCRB, 2017) because under strict regulations and penalty, financial difficulties and troubles in finding 

jobs may generate more bargaining power for employers in terms of wages, working hours and 

working conditions. Sadly to say, UNICEF and ILO, reveals that 9.3% of child population aged 5 to 17 

falls in child labor and more than 600,000 are in hazardous work environment (UNICEF, 2020). As of 

May 2020, more than 60,000 people have already lost their jobs in Myanmar; and as the crisis 

continues, deeper cuts in workers’ salaries or more employment terminations are expected to occur 

and the incidence of child labor is likely to be more serious and effective measures should be 

considered to be implemented.  
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Poverty, Populism and the Ever-present ‘Other’:  

Analyzing a Century of Media Discourses on Inequality in Myanmar 

Htet Htet Khaing 

Department of History, Kyaukse University, Myanmar 
 

Abstract 

A key element of populist discourses are the portrayals of the ‘other’, particularly in framing narratives 

around inequalities and poverty, or similar crises. The role of the media both as a vehicle for, and a 

shaper of populist narratives is contested. In Myanmar, recent reforms have to some extent liberalized 

print and electronic media, and rapid expansion of mobile phone access has resulted in an explosion 

of social media usage, particularly Facebook, as a forum for public discussion and dissemination.  

The political cartoon is a well-known form of both dissent and diversion, often located in points of 

consumption such as newspapers, thus juxtaposing populist sentiments with the economic interest of 

selling news. Myanmar has a rich history of political satirism, where the first Burmese language 

newspaper, the Yadanapon Naypyidaw, began to feature political cartoons satirizing British colonial 

rule in the early 1900’s. 

This juxtaposition is in some ways adjusted by social media, but arguably remains relevant. By 

analyzing political cartoons from the early 20th century, where anti-colonial movements diversified in 

the context of inequalities and social unrest, and in the 21st century, where civil society and religious 

movements proliferate against an uncannily reminiscent context of precarity, this paper highlights the 

key iconographic modes of cartoonists in portraying the ‘others’ in relation to the perceived crises of 

the day, and how the graphic portrayal of the identity of the ‘other’ draws on, shapes, and re-shapes 

wider populist narratives. 

Keywords: populism, media, political cartoon, inequalities, caricature 
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Populism and the Existential Other 

Numerous attempts have been made to explore the underpinnings of the long-standing conflict in 

Rakhine State, which in recent years saw hundreds of thousands of residents fleeing into neighboring 

Bangladesh (Ware & Laoutides, 2019). A few years prior to this, communal violence, largely portrayed 

along religious lines, broke out in major cities across Myanmar, including Meiktila, Yangon and even 

as far as Lashio (McCarthy & Menager, 2017). Western media largely pointed the finger at the newly-

elected government, headed by revered democracy icon Daw Aung San Suu Kyi. Politicians, human 

rights organizations and universities which had previously bestowed honors now launched a tirade of 

criticism, askance at how one whose writings portrayed her as staunch defender of human rights, 

could tolerate what was in some quarters labelled as genocide. Largely missing from their analysis was 

a particularly uncomfortable truth: that from the perspective of democracy, and ruling from, and 

maintaining an electoral mandate, actions against those perceived to be ‘outsiders’ or ‘Others’ – 

Muslims, and particularly Muslims in Rakhine identifying as Rohingya – were largely supported by the 

majority (Ware & Laoutides, 2019), as evidenced by widespread support for Aung San Suu Kyi on the 

occasion of giving a rebuttal speech at the UN General Assembly, and huge rallies organized in support 

of Myanmar’s defense of the charges of genocide made at the International Court of Justice in 2019. 

Whilst this public support did not universally express animus towards Muslims or Rohingya per se, the 

wider narrative nonetheless framed a clear demarcation between those considered to have a right to 

citizenship of Myanmar, and ‘others’ considered as outsiders and foreigners (Johannessen, 2018). 

What this illustrates is the means by which more extreme manifestations of othering and hate speech, 

whilst only being expressed by a minority, nonetheless exert and influence on the perspectives and 

opinions of the majority. This is by no means a phenomenon unique to Myanmar: recent elections in 

the USA, and referendums in the United Kingdom on exiting the European Union were also notable 

for the ways in which caricatures of ‘Others’ such as immigrants and non-whites played a significant 

part in shaping the electoral perceptions of the wider population (Hughes, 2019; Inglehart & Norris, 

2016).  

Much research has been conducted, from both historical and legal perspectives, on the question of 

citizenship in relation to residents of Rakhine State, and indeed contested citizenship in other parts of 

Myanmar – see (South & Lall, 2017) for an good overview of recent research. Likewise, numerous 

papers have been written concerning identity construction by those identifying as Rohingya, or, 

conversely, by those seeking to identify those same persons as ‘Bengali’ (Chowdhury, 2020; Walton & 

Hayward, 2014). This paper, however, is not concerned with the specifics of the self-identification or 

‘Othering’ of any particular group; rather, our concern is the process by which the ‘Other’ is 
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constructed as an existential threat, and how that construction relates to wider populist narratives of 

economic or moral hazard (Sengul, 2020). Whilst the focus of much current research on othering and 

populism has highlighted the role of social media, allowing rapid dissemination of images and 

narratives with little or no regulation of content (Fink, 2018; Stevenson, 2018), this paper seeks to 

understand the more subtle dynamics of how shared images simultaneously draw on, reinforce, and 

create caricatures of ‘Others’ which enable a particular framing of the ‘Other’ to become a 

mainstream, popular perspective. Our study looks at two different historical periods: pre-

independence Burma, and Myanmar in the early years of press de-regulation in the era around the 

first stages of democratic transition (2005-2011). In particular, we explore how, prior to social media, 

popular media such as the political cartoon was a powerful vehicle for the construction of narratives 

of the ‘Other’, and that many of the current narratives of ‘Others’ in Myanmar in fact derive from 

earlier iterations. This extends beyond a simple intertextuality, suggesting instead that caricatures 

derive their power from an appeal to existing narratives and perceptions, amplifying particularities in 

the creation of a newer version of an older prejudice. Commonly used visual forms enable populist 

narratives of ‘Others’ to be ‘portable’ and easily disseminated, allowing for plural interpretations 

whilst retaining a core capacity to discriminate and delineate. Analysis shows that whilst the nature 

and identity of the ‘other’ may change over time, the modes of portrayal and discourse are remarkably 

similar.  

This is a study of media portrayals of ‘others’ during the early years of print media, and compared to 

the print and electronic media in the early years of media liberalization in the 21st century in Myanmar. 

In both periods, cartoonists used exaggerated caricatures to portray groups of people, such as 

Chinese, Indians and others who were perceived to be threats either to national sovereignty or 

cultural identity. The use of such caricatures demonstrates an iterative, independent relationship with 

popular prejudice. On the one hand, the caricatures are recognizable because they portray something 

already known, or exploit an existing prejudice. On the other hand, the cartoons further build or re-

shape that prejudice, often crystallizing to focus blame a group of people, based on their ethnicity. 

However, caricatures of ‘Others’ themselves do not mobilize populist sentiments: it is the way in which 

the ‘Other’ is perceived to be a threat, usually framed in economic or cultural terms. Thus, popular 

portrayals of ‘Others’ in the context of economic hardship and rising inequalities are a common 

feature of populist movements.  
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Poverty, Inequalities and Populism 

Sachs (1989) and others have highlighted the relationship between poverty, inequalities and conflicts 

over distribution of wealth, noting that ‘It is probably true as well that high social conflict, rooted in 

high income inequality, contributes in many countries to weak political institutions and a rapid 

turnover of governments’ (Sachs, 1989, p. 8) which serves to increase the ‘populist temptation’ (Sachs, 

1989, p. 9). Studies of the Asian financial crisis of 1997 illustrates several examples of populist leaders 

and polices emerging in response either to the experience of absolute poverty, the experience of 

growing inequalities, or the experience of reversing fortunes amongst an emergent middle class (De 

Castro, 2007). As De Castro notes in an analysis of successive populist regimes in the Philippines,  

Severe economic conditions facilitate the emergence of populist leaders by discrediting 

established politicians and providing newcomers an opportunity to demonstrate charisma 

(De Castro, 2007, p. 933). 

Poverty, or the perception of inequality amongst a disenfranchised section of the population, leads to 

powerful resentments which ca be harnessed by populist leaders portraying themselves as saviors 

from the crisis:  

Charismatic/populist leaders can use crises as an opportunity to prove their “extraordinary” 

capacity to save the economy and lift the masses up from poverty (De Castro, 2007, p. 949).  

However, as Choi notes in examining the rise of Thaksin Shinawatra in the aftermath of the financial 

crisis in Thailand, economic conditions themselves are not the sole predictor of the emergence of 

populism:  

Even when there exist favorable conditions for the rise of populism, populism will not prevail 

in democratic elections if there are effective political barriers to block its advance at the 

beginning (Choi, 2005, p. 58). 

Likewise, unfavorable economic conditions are not always required for the emergence of populist 

movements, as studies in Europe and the United States have demonstrated (Gonzalez-Vicente & 

Carroll, 2017). What matters is not poverty, per se, but who is poor, or perceived to be ‘worse off’, 

and how the sentiments of a disenfranchised group can be mobilized towards support for an individual 

savior who champions their cause. In the case of Thailand, for example, the emergence of Thaksin as 

a populist leader is attributable to not to rising poverty per se, but to increased poverty in rural areas, 

whilst urban areas remained relatively unscathed (Choi, 2005). This enabled a key element of populist 
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strategy: the framing of an ‘Other’-in this case the ‘urban elites’ – from whose grip the populist savior 

will rescue the downtrodden poor.  

In other words, it is less the existence of poverty or inequalities which act as enablers for populism: 

rather it is how narratives of ‘Others’ are constructed and used by populist leaders to harness the 

resentments, anxieties and grievances of people who feel left behind or ignored by the institutions of 

power. AS Gonzalez-Vicente et al. point out, where the standard institutions of representation appear 

to have failed, there is in turn a ‘resurrection of the nation as a discourse of victimhood [..] with culprits 

for pervasive precarization and inequality sought in distant worlds and cultures, and anger and fear 

galvanized (Gonzalez-Vicente & Carroll, 2017, p. 993). What is critical is how populist leaders tap into 

narratives of ‘Others’ which point to a source, or cause, of the current crisis: an enemy, or a threat, 

which the populist leader must vanquish, with the help of the ‘people’, to deliver them from the crisis 

and restore them to prosperity. This leads to the rise of  

interesting and sometimes frightening personalities, parties, and tendencies that often 

combine calls for patriotism and appeals to ethno-religious and moralistic codes (such as 

Confucianism and Hindu nationalism) (Gonzalez-Vicente & Carroll, 2017, p. 993). 

At this point, populism and nationalism intersect: where economic hardships are portrayed as the 

consequence of the failed policies of globalism (Hewison, 2001), emergent narratives lay the blame at 

political and business elites seen to be in the pocket of global capital, and thus depriving the ‘people’ 

of their rightful share. However, such narratives quickly shift to construct ‘Others’ who are a threat to 

the values of the disenfranchised, who are typically represented as the ‘true’ citizens of the nation. 

Thus, in Thailand the nationalist response to the financial crisis of the late 1990’s 

first emerged as a desire to “save” the country and its businesses from foreign control. 

However […] amongst intellectuals, NGOs and social movements that an alternative 

discourse on “localism” was developed [...] Localists drew attention to perceived weaknesses 

in the country’s social and political make-up emanating from the nature of its development 

(Hewison, 2001, p. 222). 

The ‘localist’, or ‘nationalist’ discourse framed the ‘Others’ as the globalists: ‘heirs of a “state-centered 

dominant culture of the last century” and its “accumulated biases” – ethnic, male, city and modern’ 

(ibid.). Such localism 

challenges this culture by asserting the significance of the rural community and its values as an 

opposition to economic growth, urbanization and industrialism [..]’ (Hewison, 2001, p. 222).  
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In opposition to the rapacious growth of urban-led industrialization, the new localist discourse 

preached self-sufficiency, often drawing on Buddhist discourses for added legitimacy (Pasuk & Baker, 

2000:209). By highlighting a widely held view of the primacy of the Buddhist religion and rural way of 

life as the ‘bedrock of Thai culture and values’ (Hewison, 2001, p. 223), the market forces of globalism, 

and the urban elites supporting them are the portrayed not simply as the cause of the crisis, but as a 

threat to Thai culture, and Thailand itself.  

There is thus the constructive of an ‘Other’ who is in some way a threat to the ‘traditional order’, to 

the nation, to a particular section of the population (commonly a majority population who articulate 

some a priori claim to legitimacy over and against newcomers, such as immigrants), or to religion and 

culture.  

Myanmar’s Contemporary ‘Others’  

In contemporary Myanmar, McKay, Walton and others have analyzed how populist narratives in 

Myanmar focus on specific constructions of minority ethnic and religious groups who can be made the 

scapegoat for many economic problems (Walton & Hayward, 2014; Walton, McKay, & Mar Mar Kyi, 

2015). The communal violence which erupted periodically over the past decade was largely framed 

around narratives of a threat to Buddhist religion, culture and Rakhine or Bamar ethnicity by Muslims, 

in particular those in Rakhine State. However, whilst the narrative was framed around the threat to 

religion and culture-and thus, by proxy, to the integrity of the nation itself-less attention was paid 

both to the economic underpinnings of the resentments, and to the economic nature of some of the 

actions perpetrated in the ensuing violence. Rakhine State has for decades experienced higher levels 

of poverty, vulnerability and lower levels of development in comparison with other areas of Myanmar 

(Burke, 2016; Okamoto, 2011; Su Phyo Win, 2016), with resource scarcity providing ample opportunity 

for conflict, as well as for large-scale out-migration (Griffiths, 2016). However, by framing conflicts of 

resource scarcity as a wider conflict relating to religion, culture and indigeneity, and framing Muslims 

an existential threat, the local experience of poverty in Rakhine State could be framed as an issue of 

importance beyond Rakhine State, relevant to all those concerned with preserving Buddhism and 

associated Burmese culture and ethnicity (Walton & Hayward, 2014). This illustrates a key aspect of 

the link between poverty and populism: the role of narratives of the ‘Other’ as a means to leverage 

the experience of a minority in order to frame their experience as an imminent threat to the majority. 

Thus, whilst the majority of Burmese had not experienced the specifics of poverty, in proximity to the 

‘Other’, that those in Rakhine State had, nonetheless the narrative of the ‘Other’ was plausible enough 
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to convince a majority that this was indeed a threat to the wider integrity of the nation-and hence, as 

noted in the previous section, an issue which could then command popular support.  

A critical element of building and maintaining narratives to shape populist movements are their 

portrayal in ‘portable’ forms, usually visual representations of narratives which allow rapid 

stereotyping and ‘classification’ of others by attributing threatening characteristics to symbolic 

representations. Kenny (2018) points to the critical role of the media in the emergence of populist 

leaders such as Duterte in the Philippines, and Yudhoyono in Indonesia, where ‘individual voter 

affection [...] was correlated with exposure to advertisements through the mass media’ (Kenny, 2018, 

p. 53). But how do these narratives of the ‘Other’ which serve as fuel for populism ‘travel’ and become 

well-known? A key element is the means by which narratives become ‘portable’: able to be 

transmitted rapidly, in a variety of formats, in rapidly digestible forms. In lieu of a narrative as story, 

the narrative is captured as an image, or a series of images, which succinctly convey the message of 

the narrative in ways which allow for multiple interpretations, but which, as a form of ‘dog-whistling’, 

are sure to convey particular meaning amongst certain groups to whose resentments the messages 

are directed (Bonikowski & Zhang, 2018).  

We turn now to the role of the media, which enables these particular narratives to become ‘popular’, 

often through the use of particular images, which enables the narrative to become ‘portable’. Whilst 

there has been considerable attention paid to the medium, in terms of internet, social media and 

more traditional media such as television (Bimber, 1998; Mazzoleni, 2008; Postill, 2018), our focus 

here is on the means of production of the core content: that of developing a portrayal of the ‘Other’ 

which is recognizable as a threat, but non-specific enough to allow that threat to be relatable to those 

living outside of the locus of the specific threat. A good example is the political cartoon, which reduces 

a narrative to simple images, using exaggerated features to describe the action or nature of a group.  

The political cartoon is a well-known form of media in Myanmar, with the first one appearing over 100 

years ago as newspapers became more widespread. We have chosen two time periods in which to 

study the development of political cartoons as a means of making complex, locally relevant narratives 

into portable forms capable of appealing to a wider audience in service of promoting populist, 

nationalist causes. Firstly, we look at events in the decade between 1925 and 1943, as nationalist 

movements began to emerge in Burma, quickly harnessing the power of print media as a means to 

disseminate messages. Secondly, by means of comparison, we analyze the evolution of the political 

cartoon in the years of transition between military and civilian government (2009-2018). What this 

comparison illustrates is that, despite material differences in terms of political and economic 
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developments, the process of portraying ‘Others’, and indeed the identity of the ‘Others’ commonly 

portrayed as existential threats to the nation, has varied little. This process was linked closely to the 

birth, and then renaissance of relatively ‘free’ print media in Burma in the pre-World War 2 years, and 

then in Myanmar (the new name for Burma) in the early years of political transition. 

Towards the end of the 19th century, at the end of the 3rd Anglo-Burmese war, Burma became part of 

the British Empire, administered as part of the state of India. Early responses to colonial rule included 

the Young Men’s Buddhist Association, which was formed to promote Buddhist religion and 

education, but which also quickly became a key political association (Pho Aung Lay, 2004). It was in 

March 3, 1836 that Myanmar’s first newspaper, the Mawlamyaing Chronicle was published in English 

by King Balandel of Tanintharyi. The aim of the newspaper was to allow Burmese people to read and 

study English. Being a newspaper run mainly by the British, it included columns and articles about 

British government servants, administrative news. The first newspaper in Burmese language was first 

printer by a Christian missionary group in 1842. It was published with aims of widening their outreach 

and included local and international news. The majority of newspapers written in this time had very 

little news about Myanmar politics or life, being mainly a vehicle to promote particular ideologies. 

Newspapers began to flourish in Burma, even in areas not yet under colonial rule, such as the 

Yadanabon Naypyidaw Newspaper in Upper Myanmar, particularly notable for King Mindon Min’s 

insistence on press freedom 1 . Many has specific objectives beyond merely reporting news: 

publications such as the Light of Education, the Light of Myanmar and the Thuriya (Sun) newspaper 

promoted Myanmar education, religion and nationalism. The Thuriya news-journal was founded in 

1911 by U Ba Bay of the YMBA to promote the spread of international and national news and politics, 

with the objective of fanning the flames of the nascent nationalist movement (Sagaing Han Tin, 2012). 

Cartoons began to feature from around 1917, and Thuriya was one of the first to regularly feature 

cartoons as a form of political criticism.  

One of first Myanmar cartoonists, Shwetalay, used cartoons to criticize the colonial regime. His 

cartoons were instrumental in the reawakening of nationalist sentiment and the advocacy of 

                                                             

1 Regarding press freedom of the Yadanabon Naypyidaw Newspaper, Mindon Min ordered: 
(ငါမဖက ငော်ိုးလ ငော် ငါ ဲ့ကှိ ဖရိုး၊ ငါ ဲ့မှိေ ရ ိုးမဖက ငော်ိုးလ ငော် မှိေ ရ ိုးဖတ ကှိ ဖရိုး၊ ငါ ဲ့သ ိုးသမီိုး မဖက ငော်ိုးလ ငော် 

ငါ ဲ့သ ိုးသမီိုးကှိ ဖရိုး၊ လွှတော်တရ ိုးသူကကိီုးမဖက ငော်ိုးလ ငော် တရ ိုးသူကကိီုးကှိ  ဖရိုး၊ ပမှိြု ွေ့ဝနော်မဖက ငော်ိုးလ ငော် 

ပမှိြု ွေ့ဝနော်ကှိ ဖရိုး၊ မငော်ိုးတှိ ဲ့ သတငော်ိုးစ ၌ အပပစော်မရ ှိဖစရ၊ နနော်ိုးဖတ ော်တ ငော်ိုးသှိ ဲ့ သတငော်ိုးစ တှိ ကော်က မညော်သမူဆှိ  

အဆိီုးအတ ိုး မရ ှိဝငော်ထ ကော်ဖစ”  
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constitutional changes. His cartoons featured the Dyarchy Administration, the factional splitting of the 

GCBA, the Indian-Burmese riots, the peasant revolution led by Saya San, and, critically, the issue of 

separation from India. 

The ‘Others’ of the Pre-Independence Era 

Inspired by emergent nationalist movements in neighboring India, of which British controlled Burma 

remained a part, movements began in to emerge in Burma, against a backdrop of economic hardships 

resulting from the global market crash and subsequent collapse of rice exports (Moscotti, 1974; Scott, 

1976). Whilst chiefly affected rural areas, unrest also occurred in the cities, particularly Rangoon. 

Whilst the primary object of nationalist movements was securing rightful political control of Burma 

and her resources, over and against the perceived exploitation by the British, the narratives utilized in 

service of nationalist causes tended to focus on those ‘Others’ considered to be in some way allied to, 

or in service of the British government, rather than direct attacks on the British colonial government 

itself.  

Thus, nationalist narratives identified two groups of ‘Others’ perceived to be a playing a key role in 

the exploitative of Burma: Indian moneylenders and Chinese merchants. Scott (1976) and others 

highlight the role of economic precarity as an underlying factor in the Saya San Rebellion of the late 

1920’s and early 1930’s, with land alienation being a key part of that narrative. Whilst borrowing for 

agriculture was a widespread practice, changes to land tenure laws meant that land could be 

collateralized to secure loans (Saito, 1997), which could then lead to land forfeiture. As Indian money-

lenders, called Chettiars, moved in to provide much-needed capital for agricultural expansion under 

colonial rule, more and more farmers became indebted to them, and, in the subsequent downturns 

of the late 1920’s, a significant proportion of their land became the property of the Chettiar money 

lenders (Turnell, 2008).   
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Figure 1: Cartoon by Shwetalay (June, 1925) 

 
However, whilst portrayals of the Indian Chettiar moneylender were frequently found in political 

cartoons, the more prominent target was Chinese merchants, portrayed as rapacious, land-grabbing 

and manipulative of the colonial government. In turn, the association with the Chinese merchants is 

associated with a rival newspaper which supports a rival faction (Thuriya, or the Sun), suggesting their 

compliance with the misappropriation of national resources. The cartoonist Shwetalay portrayed the 

Chinese as a mortgagee (a-paung-can-thu) in his cartoon, with the Forestry Minister of the colonial 

government portrayed as a casual, compliant observer of the transaction. The Chinese provided 

capital, with land as collateral-effectively pawning rural land in Myanmar. The use of Chinese facial 

features suggests an exploiter to maximize profit from local people who would lose their ancestral 

lands not only due to the greed of the merchant, but also due to the negligence of the forestry 

minister, portrayed as a rather hapless figure. This portrays the management of land as a co-

conspiracy between the colonial government and rich ‘outsiders’ to maximize profits. 

The Saya San Rebellion first started in Thayarwaddy District in 1930 (Hall, 1998, pp. 155-159), later 

spreading across rural areas of mainly Lower Burma. Although the uprising failed, it provided the 

stimulus for newer, and more sophisticated nationalist organizations such as Dobama Asiayone – the 

‘We Burmans’ society. This was headed by University students, and quickly gained the support of the 
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young men and women across the country. The members of Dobama Asiayone called themselves 

Thakins or Master, a reference to their refusal to submit to foreign ‘masters’. The primary objective 

of Dobama Asiayone was to restore indigenous language and literature by studying of western 

thought and technology, and to unite the indigenous groups in Burma towards an independent nation. 

As such, their slogan was  

Burma is our country; Burmese literature is our literature; Burmese language is our language. 

Love our country, raise the standards of our literature, respect our language (Silverstein, 

1961). 

A key issue in the pre-independence era was Burma’s relationship with India: despite successive 

policies to form a Dyarchy system of governance giving more space for elected representatives within 

the government system, Burma remained under colonial rule with close ties to India. Within 

nationalist movements, such as the GBCA, factions emerged either in support of separation from India 

(a group known as the ‘twenty-one party’, and an anti-separation league. The mobilization of support 

either for, or against separation frequently utilized the new innovation: the political cartoon.  

 
Figure 2: Cartoon by Shwetalay (1932) concerning issue of separation with India 
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This 1932 cartoon, again by Shwetalay, drew on the resentments caused by the policy of reserving 

significant numbers of civil service and administrative positions for Indian (Cady, 1969, p. 259; 

Furnival, 1956) , such that, together with the sustained Indian immigration and increased economic 

control through the Chettiars, the fears that Burma would become a vassal state of India (Hall, 1998, 

p. 152). In this cartoon, expressing support for the separationist faction, to cartoon shows a slim, well-

dressed Indian seducing a Burmese woman, with an impoverished Burman looking on; below, the self-

ruling Burman is united with Burman, with a warning: only through separation (from India) will our 

poverty be relieved. The cartoonist Shwetalay drew on wider caricatures of Indian men as predators 

and seducers to communicate a simple message: continued political alignment with India represents 

a cultural and economic threat to Burma. 

Figure 3: 1932 cartoon concerning separation from India 

 
Another 1932 cartoon continued this theme, linking the issues of land alienation to Chettiars, mass 

immigration of Indian laborers and unemployment, and Indian dominance of civil service positions 

with a common narrative of marriage and racial dilution: after Burmese women married Indian men, 

they became more ‘Indian’ in terms of their appearance, culture and religion. 2 The cartoonist ridicules 

a rival newspapers’ fear mongering of the consequences of separation from India, showing a scantily 

clad woman and noting that newspapers pronouncement that ‘if you separate, you’ll end up like 

Thailand, influence by Western culture and customs. Next to this is a picture of what would happen if 

                                                             

2 The Sun, 11-7-1932 
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separation from India doesn’t take place: a similarly vulgar representation of a woman, this time in 

Indian form, noting ‘So if you stay with India, won’t you just end up influenced by Indian culture?’. 

Appeals to a loss of culture by remaining politically aligned with India were relatively easily converted 

into a simple, but effective cartoon in support of nationalism.  

Figure 4: cartoon published in 1932 in Tharthanapyutaya criticizing the duplicity of the Sun (Thuriya) 

The ‘Others’, however, were not limited to foreigners: this cartoon was published in 1933 in a free 

newspaper called Tharthanapyutaya (Tharrawaddytaya), which, whilst relying on contributions 

supporting it’s promotion of religious ideology, also featured cartoons and articles attacking the 

duplicity of the Thuriya newspaper. In this cartoon, the newspapers editors are the ‘two-faced’ others, 

simultaneously promoting the cause of the ‘twenty one party’ and their advocacy of separation, and 

at the same time fawning to the colonial masters, all in pursuit of improved newspaper sales. When 

facing the colonial masters, portrayed on the right, they are shown as fawning, and assuming more 

Burmese attire; when facing their Burmese compatriots, they are shown to assume more western 

attire (such as wearing shoes) and adopting an accusatory, finger-pointing posture. The use of both 

Burmese and English facial features suggests self-seeking attitude, manipulating power between the 

colonial government and native people to reap more benefits for their newspaper.  
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A Century Later: Updated ‘Others’ 

In the decades after independence, Myanmar experienced a turbulent history, with periods of military 

rule interspersed by occasional democracies. The goal of national unity was frequently promoted, and 

yet during the ensuing years, the same ‘Others’ continued to be vilified in public discourses. A 

programme of re-nationalization of rural land was instituted by the U Nu government in 1953 

(Hudson-Rodd & Myo, 2001; Leckie & Simperingham, 2009) aimed to address the widespread land 

alienation resulting from Chettiar lending. The exodus of many Indians during World War 2 was 

followed by policies which restricted re-immigration, as well as nationalization of large parts of the 

economy previously controlled by Indian businessmen, resulting in a decline both in the population of 

those of Indian descent, and their economic power (Taylor, 2009). Under the Land Nationalisation Act 

of 1954, Chettiar landlords were compensated, but ‘at only a fraction of the value [of the land] and in 

the form of […..] government bonds of very little value unless used for investment in Burma’ (Taylor, 

2009, p. 279).  

Whilst under the socialist government of U Ne Win relations with China were cordial, a continued 

vexing issue was the perceived support of Beijing for the Burma Communist Party, which operated a 

sustained armed insurgency until the late 1980’s from bases mainly in border areas (Steinberg & Fan, 

2012). Economic co-operation increased, particularly with Beijing’s support for tougher action by the 

Ne Win regime for ‘taking back enterprises operated by foreigners, including overseas Chinese’ 

(Steinberg & Fan, 2012, p. 85) who in Beijing’s view were ‘profiteers [with] connections with Hong 

Kong and Taiwan’. Relations were strained, however, by the anti-Chinese riots of 1967-68, which 

ostensibly started when school children of Chinese descent attended school wearing Mao badges and 

emblems, which was forbidden by the authorities. As mobs attacked Chinese schools, the embassy 

and Chinese businesses, a key discriminating factor was dress: 

Some Chinese wearing trousers were killed or beaten and others wearing trousers were 

attacked indiscriminately because Burmese always wear longyis and it was assumed that 

anyone not wearing a longyi was not Burmese. “Mobs” even blocked buses to check the 

passengers, and then killed the ones wearing trousers’ (Steinberg & Fan, 2012, p. 95).  

Demonstrations and parades against Chinese occurred in ‘two hundred and eighty one cities and 

towns’ across Myanmar. The resulting political and economic fallout with China was one effect; the 

other was the emigration of thousands of Chinese, and even some Japanese, who had been targeted 

in riots due to facial similarities with Chinese. For Chinese who remained, many chose to more 

intentionally assimilate into Burmese culture: concealing identity by avoiding Chinese names, 
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adopting more Burmese style dress (such as wearing longyis), avoiding speaking Chinese, even at 

home, and maintaining a low profile of Chinese associations (Steinberg & Fan, 2012, pp. 102-103). 

Around this time, the question of citizenship again reared its head, with revisions to previous 

citizenship laws which weakened the claims to citizenship of many long-term residents of Indian and 

Chinese descent, as well as those of ‘mixed blood’ (Charney, 2009). This, together with Myanmar’s 

geopolitical status as wedged between the two emerging superpowers of India and China, has meant 

that Myanmar’s own struggle for self-identity has been defined by powerful neighbors (Myint-U, 

2011), and this in turn has continued to nourish the portrayal of those associated with India and China 

as significant ‘Others’. 

Politically, after a period of direct military tile from 1989 until 2012, a gradual transition to civilian rule 

began, with the formation of the military-backed Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP) 

government in 2012, and, after fresh elections in 2016, a more representative civilian government led 

by the National League for Democracy (NLD). Press freedom had been severely restricted under both 

the tenure of General Nay Win (1962-1989) and direct military rule. Whilst the state owned 

newspapers, Myanmar Alin and Mandalay Daily News, published by Mandalay City Development 

Committee, had included political cartoons for some time, albeit mainly crude propaganda tools, 

private newspapers (mainly weekly news digests) did not feature cartoons until 2009, when the hugely 

popular ‘Weekly Eleven News3’ published its first political cartoon on 11 August 2009.  

As part of the democratic transition, press freedom gradually permitted more critical coverage, and 

on 15 September 2011, both the well-known news websites and some critical of the government were 

allowed by the government. Between 2009-2018, there was a subtle shift in the focus of ‘others’ which 

tend to include as ‘threats’ people who oppose the government’s priorities. Among them the 

portrayals of the ‘other’ in political cartoons are similar as those from the first period. These tended 

to have two main form: external ‘others’ who are greedy, profit exploited the business, usually 

portrayed as being of Chinese or Indian origin; and various portrayals of the ‘quisling’ Burmese, seen 

to be, in some way, betraying the national interest.  

Chinese economic and political engagement rebounded after the anti-Chinese riots, particularly in the 

years of military government after 1988, as international sanctions reduced access to foreign capital. 

China was well positioned to exert considerable economic influence in Myanmar’s development, and 

                                                             

3 So named to reflect the main content of early editions, which was reports on football matches from major 
European leagues 
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a series of large-scale infrastructure projects, as well as the development of a gas pipeline to transport 

natural gas from the offshore fields in Western Myanmar through to Yunnan province, established 

China’s dominant role in Myanmar’s economy (Myint-U, 2011). Political and economic relations with 

India developed slightly later, with a focus on trade: however, India also staked a claim to geopolitical 

leverage with investments in the deep-sea port in Rakhine State. Geopolitically, then, China and India 

remain the two significant ‘Others’ in Myanmar’s political and economic identity.  

Figure 5: Cartoon by MK in Weekly Eleven news, 6th July 2011 

 
This cartoon was portrayed by Cartoonist MK on 6 July 2011 in Weekly Eleven News shows a Burmese 

trader, seated, negotiating with Indian and Chinese buyers, both with banknotes showing in their 

valises. The underlying message, though, is one of concern at how Myanmar’s resources continue to 

be exploited by wealthy, powerful neighbors. A hundred years on, and the Burmese in the cartoon is 

still portrayed as relatively powerless and supplicant. The ‘Others’ are the same, but updated, now 

shown as more modern, competing economic threats. 

Their facial feature portrayed by cartoonist were Chinese and Indian. This illustrates a similar theme, 

nearly one hundred years later, the perceived threat of Chinese and Indians, and the weak/vulnerable 

position of the naïve Burmese citizen. 
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Figure 6: Cartoon published in State-owed ‘Daily Light of Myanmar’ on 24th March, 2010 

Quisling ‘others’ were also portrayed, such as in this 2010 carton in the State-owned ‘Myanmar Alinn’ 

newspaper. Here, a teacher recounts the history of the Myanmar military in rescuing the nation from 

turmoil, and then rebuilding through development works. ‘But beware of those who pretend to be 

Myanmar, who betray the nation’. During that time, Myanmar was under military rule, and beginning 

a transition to democracy. However, the State media maintained a critical discourse on opposition 

leader Aung San Suu Kyi, continually portraying her and those aligned with her as being dependent on 

foreign, mainly Western support, and as such, as those who would betray the national interest. Once 

again, the quisling ‘Other’ is portrayed as two faced: pretending to be Burmese, but pivoting towards 

the West for help and support, and in doing so, betraying the nation and national cause.  

Conclusion: a Century of Othering 

Despite a gap of nearly 100 years, the ‘Others’ portrayed in cartoons featured in print media typically 

featured the same cast: Indian, Chinese, and those ‘quislings’ who betrayed the national causes. Table 

1 below summarizes the forms presented, illustrating subtle differences both in the portrayal of the 

‘Other’ and of the nature of their threat. Although the cartoonists during the colonial period portrayed 

the Chinese facial feature as that of a wealthy or greedy person, portrayals a century later identified 

the Chinese with a queue. The subtle change illustrates a shift in the nature of the Chinese threat: in 

the pre-colonial period, Chinese merchants perceived to be dominating the economy were locally 
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resident, but easily identifiable as different. By the 21st century, whilst many Chinese had assimilated 

into Myanmar culture, new migration, in the wake of greater Chinese investment in Myanmar, 

brought another generation of Chinese to larger cities like Mandalay and Yangon. The threat is thus 

framed as more ‘from China’ than of locally resident Chinese, and is framed in more geopolitical terms.  

Likewise, the portrayal of Indians in the cartoons from the colonial period highlighted the threat of 

cultural dominance, with a fear of losing Burmese culture and customs. Although the issue of loss of 

ethnic identity due to local intermarriage has been a key element in the discourses surrounding more 

recent conflicts between Buddhist and Muslim groups in Myanmar (Nyi Nyi Kyaw, 2016; Walton et al., 

2015), the cartoon portrayals in the 21st century pointed more to the fear of economic dominance by 

Indian business, particularly in competition with China. In the pre-colonial period, that threat was 

framed largely in terms of the long-term impact of continued alignment with India politically, but 

appealed to a perception within the public of cultural dominance by Indians within Myanmar society. 

The quislings portrayed Burmese leaders who were seen to be betraying the national interest: in both 

cases, in reference to Western powers.  

Table 1: Summary of a century of othering cartoons 
Other Form (1925-34) Issue (1925-34) Form (2009-18) Issue (2009-18) 

Chinese Fat/wealthy 
Greedy 
Rapacious 

Economic 
dominance 

Caricatured with 
queue 

Economic exploitation 

Indian Thin/cunning 
Male 
Dominating 
female 

Cultural 
dominance 

Caricatured with 
turban, co-
dominant with 
Chinese 

Economic opportunist 

Quisling 
(Burmese) 

Two-faced 
Mixed clothing 

Betrayal of 
country 

Dressed as 
Burmese, but 
turned away from 
their own people 

Betrayal of country to 
Western powers 

 
The success of the portrayals is dependent upon easily recognizable forms and symbols, and such 

recognition relies on, but also re-frames, existing perceptions, prejudices and narratives. The 

caricature needs to be recognizable, but at the same time, exaggeration of certain features highlights 

a particular aspect of ‘Otherness’ which is undesirable: which is different from ‘us’ who are the true 

natives, or the more noble ones. Such portrayals enable a particular narrative to be made portable: in 

this way, the issue of separation from India, as a political issue, could also be framed as a cultural 
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threat. By appealing to a sense of fear amongst some Burmese of a threat to ethnic and religious 

identity posed locally by intermarriage with Indians, the cartoonists are then able to mobilize such 

fears with respect to the wider political issue of ongoing alignment with India. In this way, a locally 

experienced existential fear can be mobilized for a wider political cause.  

What cartoons do is to make narratives more ‘portable’: reducing a complex issue into a simple, often 

single image, by appeals to underlying prejudices, sentiments and fears. This mode of discourse 

reveals and re-shapes the perceptions of the ‘Others’ in society in ways which in turn lead into populist 

discourse. 

Bruce Bimber’s 1998 analysis of the potential of the internet to shape and drive populist movements 

was written largely prior to the explosion in social media in the second decade of the 21st century. A 

key element of the relationship between new media and populism is the creation of new communities 

of affinity. Bimber noted that the ‘populist hypothesis rests on a conception of social structure and 

the place of the individual in society that is far too thin, because it conceives of the citizen as chiefly 

an atomistic individual and society as simply a geographic boundary around a large number of such 

individuals‘. (Bimber, 1998, p. 139) Instead, he noted that, with respect to political behavior, ‘citizens 

remain situated in an enormously complex and rich social web’. However, new media enable a greater 

sense of fragmentation of older affinities based simply on geographical location, towards affinities 

based on other markers, including religion, ethnicity, and political leanings: 

physical distance will no longer matter for the creation and sustaining of community 

(Bimber, 1998, p. 145).  

Whilst a more optimistic perspective hopes that this process could lead to ‘an enhancement of mutual 

understanding, greater appreciation for differences and the views of others, diminution of racial and 

gender boundaries, the building of shared values’ (Bimber, 1998, p. 145), the reality has been 

somewhat less positive. Thus, the new social structure, which enables a wider range of affinities, is 

associated not only with ‘bringing people together in groups and associations, but fragmenting society 

as a whole into collections of groups, associations, and communities’ (Bimber, 1998, p. 140). 

Whilst the maxim of ‘the medium is the message’ does not hold true, nonetheless, the medium itself 

has a critical role in shaping the message, by virtue of its particular constraints. An exemplar would be 

Twitter, where the limited number of characters lends the medium to being used for messages which 

can be articulated without nuance, to the detriment of more complex, multi-faceted ideas. We would 

argue here that the political cartoon is in some ways an earlier relative of Twitter: the constraints of a 
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visual form requiring an appeal to exaggerated features which appeal to existing prejudice, 

necessitating a portrayal which emphasizes the otherness of the subject as a means to convey a 

message of warning against a particular threat. Analysis of political cartoons a century apart illustrates 

how the caricatured portrayal of the ‘Other’ contributes to populist discourses which frame issues 

relative to the ‘existential other’. In these cases, the ‘Other’ is both internal and external, and the 

‘threat’ attributed to each is different-in some cases economic, in some cases cultural. The success of 

the portrayals is dependent upon easily recognizable forms and symbols, which are then modified to 

embody particular meanings which are ‘known’ but need not be explicitly acknowledged. This mode 

of discourse reveals and re-shapes the perceptions of the ‘Others’ in society in ways which in turn lead 

into populist discourse. 
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